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2.
Attended a discussion where there were two delegates to the Cuban
mission to the United Nations present. I discreetly overheard one conversation
where one delegate expressed his concern that jurisdictional problems
^
preventing terrorist actions by Cuban exiles.
3.
Lunched with Sergio Motta Mello, a journalist with O Eatado da
Sao Paulo, Brazil's leading newspaper, and discussed the current state
of U.S .-Brazilian relations. He said that Brazilian politics were in turmoil
at the present time, and it was not clear to him whether the forces of
moderation or the forces of repression would win. He said that in the
short term, U.S . policies on human rights may cause some problems,
but he thought that in the long term it would be beneficial both to Brazil
as well as to the United States. Like me, he expressed uncertainty about
how the nuclear problem would work itself out, but he suggested a cooling
off period might be in order.
4.
Met with Eugenio Velasco, one of the two Chilean lawyers who was
exiled recently because they were defending political prisoners in Chile,
and discussed the current political situation in Chile.
5.
Worked on Pan American Day speech, letter to Echeverria, back
ground memo for credentials ceremony (Chilean Ambassador), and
various memoranda.
Significant Infbrmation/Intelligence
a

(Thornton)

t

My batting average slipped to 500 as Mrs. Gandhi went down to crashing
defeat at the palls. There are other unfortunate implications of this, also,
but they will require detailed analysis . It is not completely certain yet
that the Congress could not form a government, but given the trend, it
seems highly unlikely. The opposition has yet to organize itself and is
much of an unknown quantity although we know the individual leaders
very well.
In Pakistan, the violence over the weekend has abated somewhat, but the
Embassy now believes Bhutto's days to be numbered.
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The situation on the ground in Zaire shows no marked change. Nigeria
has apparently taken on responsibility to mediate. This is obviously the
most desirable outcome. Nigerian Foreign Minister Garba was here today
and has left for the UN. Bill S chaufele tells me that the meeting was
productive, and a report is on its way over. I am aware of nothing further
in the military supply front since the SCC Working Group met on Saturday.
The Turnhalle Conference being held in Southwest Africa has ended,
It has produced the basis of a constitution which leaves all real power
in the hands of the South African Government and provides for an interim
government that may be in place by summer but will be subject to consensus
procedures and hence very limited in what it can 4° ■
SWAPO remains unreconciled, and the results of Turnhalle do not look
like a basis for building a Namibia settlement.
CPastor)
Panama. In a discussion with Secretary of the Army Clifford Alexander,
General Torrijos of Panama said that he was prepared to accept some form
of bilateral security assurance in a post-Treaty period if the United States
would be more forthcoming on disposition of lands and facilities to Panama
during the Treaty's life.
Chile. The Catholic Church in Chile reacted violently to the Government's
decision to dissolve the remaining political parties, and it feels that a return
to democracy almost impossible. The Chilean Government has apparently
given up on its interest in trying to influence the
Government, and
one indication of that is its support for the Panamanian Government in
international fora. Previously, Chile has supported the United States on
Canal-related issues, but because of our tough position on human rights
at the UN Commission and because Panama also voted against Chile, Pinochet
apparently thought it would be easier to gain the support of Panama.
Foreign Reaction to U.S, Human Rights Policy:
In Brazil, the recent silence by the government has given pro-human
rights elements an opportunity to voice their support for U .S . policy
on human rights. This is best seen in editorial pages of several
newspapers and among the congressional leadership of the opposition
party. MDB Deputy Carreira delivered a speech congratulating
Jimmy Carter and declared that the West owed Carter thanks for his
desire to give force to the idea of liberal democracy.
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In Nicaragua! the Samoa a family newspaper, NovedadeB, included a
vituperative editorial page attacking Carter's hypocritical policy
on human rights.
In Costa Rica, Foreign Minister Fado, said that the Carter Admini
stration's policy on human rights "was logical for the country that
proclaims to be a leader of the free worlti."
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CONFIDENTIAL - GDS
Daily Activities

(Pastor)

July 11, 1978

Met with our Ambassador to Argentina Castro today to diBcusB
the gamut of U. S.-Argentine relations Jt On Tlatelolco, he
explained the complex ratification process, but said that it
is virtually completed, and he expects the foreign ministry to
send the ratified treaty to Mexico.
On the Beagle channel
dispute, he expressed concern over the possibility of war,
said that we should make our interest in a peace settlement
known, but should stay away from the problem, and perhaps
recommend that the Canadians mediate.
On human rightB, he said
that Argentina had made a good deal of progress, and he ex
pected it to complete agreement with the Inter-American Com
mission for a visit soon.
After that, we could go ahead with
military training and creditB, etc.
He also plans to press
them on releasing prisoners ft)
With Mathews, I met with Governor Peabody and aide who were
lobbying on behalf of the Haitian government for a couple of .
small military assistance items.
Attended a session on Puerto Rico between Stu Eizenstat, Jose
Cabranes, and State people.
Henry and I will send you a short
memo on it.
*

Met with Jan Kalicki of Kennedy's staff and discussed a variety
of human rights issues.
He said that'he will try to get
Kennedy to work on the human rights conventions more.
Also
worked on a possible compromise on the Quito Sueno treaty
with Pete Vaky and Senate staff.
Sparkman has answered the
President's letter on the subject and I will send you a memo
on it.
Worked on letter to Dominican President-elect Guzman, the nonaligned cables, a memo on energy discussions with Venezuela.
At North-South meeting this morning wo discussed the Jamaican
Cooper trip and a possible address by the President on Northouth issues.
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Daily Activities (Pastor)

May 30, 1978

At the North-South meeting, we discussed the future of Zaire
and agreed there wasn't much. Then attended, with Tom Thornton,
the interagency meeting at State on the new PRM on Cuban/Soviet
Involvement in Africa. Newsom chaired it, and Moose suggested
that we proceed by keeping our Africa policy, that we not keep
our head in the sand, but that we also don't run off halfcocked. (s)
Lunched with Paul Kreisberg, Tony Lake's Deputy, and talked
about ways to put the Cuban cat back in the bag. He raised some
interesting questions about my ideas on cutting European credits
and working through the NAM, and I will refine a memo on the
subject to you. Also talked about USr-Brazilian military rela
tions, and I suggested that now was not the beBt time to formu
late a grand initiative on the subject.
(In a later conversa
tion with Mort Abramowitz, he told roe he would send DOD's idea
for a new "minimal military relationship" to the President
through NSC when it was ready.)
Met with Gregory Wolfe of American University who was Don
Fraser's representative observing the Dominican elections, and
he felt assured that outside pressure facilitated Balagu^r's
decision to respect the elections. He suggested that Guzman
might come to the U.S. to meet with U.S. business and Congres
sional leaders to talk about the Dominican Republic's future.
I said that provided it was clearly understood by all that a
meeting with the President would not. occur, I thought the idea
seemed fine. Kirby Jones called and tried out the same idea on
me so something must be cooking. (C)
With Guy Erb, I met with Steve Lande and Jon Rosenbaum of STR
to discuss their latest round of consultations on the MTN with
selected Latin American countries. They met with mixed success,
but I think the fact that they discussed these issues with the
Central American Secretariat, the Andean' Pact, and several
Latin American countries is, in many trays, more iiSportant than
reaching agreement at this stage.
The President received a letter, dated May 10, from Luis Pinerua
Ordaz, the Presidential candidate from Perez's party in Venezuela,
thanking him for the President's letter of March 30 and for his
wonderful visit to Venezuela. The State Department recommends
that the President does not need to respond to the letter, and
I concur.
SECRET « GDS
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Significant Intelligence:

(Pastor)

t

Argentina In follow-up to Newsom mission, Ambassador
CaBtro told President Videla that US would consult with
Congress and grant military training application if the
Argentines invite IAHRC visit in near future under
mutually acceptable ground rules. Videla was apparently
pleased and, hopefully, will take firm action to rally
support for an IAHRC visit,
Brazil; President Geisel's handpicked candidate Figueiredo
faces an uncertain future. The broad spectrum of opposition
is still divided: most likely opposition candidate at the
moment is Euler Bentes Monteiro—left, of center but
possibly attractive to Brazilian military. Figueiredo
meanwhile gave a series of interviews which emphasized
his inflexible support of current Brazilian foreign
policy and sought to justify his selection by Geisel—
on several issues Figueiredo came out so badly that his
staff decided he won't give any more interviews for a while
and then only in written form

.($J

m

Dominican Republic; In delivering the messages from
President Carter, Ambassador Yost met|. with PreBident-elect
Guzman, who was very pleased with supportive role of US
during the electoral crisis, and with Balaguer. Both
meetings provide a reasonable basis for the still potentially
difficult transition period. Perez of Venezuela also
sent congratulations to Guzman.
Chile; Reports from Chile emphasize that Pinochet's future
rides on the outcome of the Letelier investigation.
Belief is that Pinochet will be forced from joffice if
the investigation reveals DINA involvement.

(£■)

Peru: Although the details are not yet clear, the Peruvian
Government, in apparent response to the general strike,
exiled a number of individuals. This is a deplorable,
but understandable, regression in Peru's hitherto admirable
progress on human rights.CfJ
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-CONF-IDEN-TiAT. SECTION 1 OF 2 BdENOp AIRES 5172
V.C. 12065 XDS-1 6126109 (CASTRO, RAUL E) CR-M
TAGS AR, SHUM
SIT EJECT (C) AMBASSADOR DISCD3SES HUMAN RIGHTS -/ITH GENERAL 7ICIA
REE: A BUENOS AIRES 4721} B STATE 1636Z2
1. (C-FNTIRE TEXT)
2. SUMMARY: GENERAL DENIAL ENTERED BY GENERAL VIOLA

ON JACOBO TIMERMAN'S REPORTED IMMINENT RELEASE. HE
LABELED RECENT NEWSPAPER STORIES AS TOTALLY INACCURATE.
VIOLA AGAIN PROMISED HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS WOULD BE
REDUCED SUBSTNATIALLY. HE ALSO PREDICTED GREAT MOVEMENT
IN RIGHT OF OOPTION CASES. VIOLA EXPRESSED GREAT
CONFIDENCE IAHRC WOULD EIND. IMPRESSIVE IMPROVEMENTS IN
FUMAN RIGHTS FIELD, BUT OFFERED NO HOP 5 FOR "DESAPARECIDOS
PE EXPRESSED DEEP CONCERN ABOUT NICARAGUA STRESSING
nOA'S WILLINGNESS TO COOPERATE WITH USG IN ITS OBJECTIVES.
"ICL-A FELT AN OAS MILITARY PEACE FORCE PROBABLY NEEDED
BUT NOT ACCEPTABLE TO LA COUNTRIES. END SUMMARY

I

3. APPRECIATION FOR MFM SUPPORT: GENERAL ROBERTO VIOLA,
JUNTA PRESIDENT AND ARMY COMMANDER, REQUESTED I MEET
WITH HIM ON MONDAY, JUNE 25 AT 1715 HOURS AT HIS OFFIC.-S.
DUE TO MY 3EING OUT.OE COUNTRY, I HAD NOT SEEN GENERAL
VIOLA SINCE ABOUT MIDDLE OF APRIL. HE MET ME WITH THE
TRADITIONAL "ABRAZO" AND INQUIRED ABOUT HOW THINGS STOOD
IN WASHINGTON, DC. HE EXUDED FRIENDLINESS BUT YET
RTTCWEr CONCERN ABOUT RECENT WAVE OF NEGATIVE NEWSPAPER
ARTICLES ON ARGENTINA APPEARING IN CONUS.
4. NEWSPAPER ARTICLES: VIOLA WAS SPECIFIC IN HIS
DISDAIN FOR NEW YORK TIMES SERIES WRITTEN BY MR OAKS
AND ENSUING EDITORIAL. HE TERMED WASHINGTON POST
EDITORIAL CONTEMPTIBLE AND IRRESPONSIBLE. RE HOPED
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UrFARTMENT WOULDN'T ACCEFT VERACITY OF ARTICLES "IN TOTO",
RECOGNIZING SOME MERIT TO PORTIONS OF REPORTING. I MADE
IT CLEAR TC VIOLA AMERICAN NEWSPAPERS ARE INDEPENDENT
AND ATTRIBUTION SHOULD NOT BE TO EMBASSY OR DEPARTMENT.
”E ACKNOWLEDGED TOTAL INDEPENDENCE OF NEWS MEDIA AND
STATED NO LINKAGE OR ATTRIBUTION SHOULD BE MADE TO USG.
VIOLA'S CONCERN WAS THAT DUE TC IMPORTANCE OF NEW YOR'A
TIMES AND WASHINGTON POST, DEPARTMENT MIGHT CATE IN
ASSUME AN ARBITRARY AND CAPRICIOUS POSTURE TOWARDS GOA.
I AILAYED VIOLA'S FEARS BY TELLING EIM DEPARTMENT AND
USG TOOK AN OBJECTIVE AND JUDICIOUS VIFW ON ARGENTINA.
I REMINDED VIOLA THE STRAIN IN RELATIONS IS DUS TO HUMAN
RIGHTS VIOLATIONS, BUT USG WELCOMED IMPROVEMENTS. I
EMPHASIZED "BALL NOW IN THEIR COURT"ND IMPROVED
RELATIONS WERE CONTIGENT ON MAJOR HUMAN RIGHTS PROGRESS,
ftp ACCEPTED THIS AS A FACT.
I
~. IAHRC VISIT: VIOLA REMINDED ME IAHRC WOULD BE VISIT
ING ARGENTINA
™gag are g, ^ STATED THIS
DATE WAS CHOSEITbY IAHRC AND NOT BY GOA, WHO HAVE
BEEN ANTICIPATING ITS VISIT SINCE LATE MAY. VIOLA
STATED PRISON CONDITIONS HAVE IMPROVED'TREMENDOUSLY
AND RELEASES WILL OCCUR IN LARGE NUMBERS. HE SAID ALL
OF GOA IS BEING GEARED FOR IAHRC VISIT RESULTING IN
VIRTUALLY NO DISAPPEARANCES, NO TCRTURF AND NO IRREGULAR
ARRESTS. I REMINDED HIM OF SIX DISAPPEARED STUDENTS
AS OF A FEW WEEKS AGO. HE AGREED THIS jfAS A BLACK
MASK IN THEIR RECORD, BUT DESPITE ALL INVESTIGATORY
EFFORTS NO INFORMATION EXISTED ON THIS BIZARRE OPERATION.
*. DESAPARECIDOS: VIOLA STATED IN 1978 THERE WAS AN
AVERAGE OF ABOUT FIFTY "DESAPARECIDOS". AT THIS POINT
FE LOCKED AT HE WITH DIABOLICAL GRIN — FROM EAR TO EAR
— JOINING HIS GREY MUSTACHE WITH HIS SIDEBURSNS, AS IF
THOUGH HE HAD ONE ON ME AND SAID: "i TA*”* YOUR FIGURES
OF FITTY PER MONTH LAST YEAR. LOOK AT THE RECORD THIS
YEAR. IT'S ONLY SEVENTEEN DISAPPEARTD IN SIX MONTHS."
I INTERRUPTED EIM STATING OUR FIGURES INDICATED'TWENTYTWO DISAPPEARANCES. HF SAID EVEN SO, YOU MUST ADMIT
THERE IS A MAJOR IMPROVEMENT." I ACKNOWLEGED THE
IMPROVEMENT BUT TOLD HIM HE WOULD NOT GET MUCH SOLACE
FROM USG UNTIL THE FIGURE WAS ZERO. HIS REPLY WAS
THAT THEY WERE GETTING THERE AND WAS CONFIDENT BY
TIME IAHRC ARRIVED GOA VOUID REACH THE ZERO STATUS.
VIOLA MADE IT CLEAR TO ME THE DESPARECIDOS" WOULD NOT
RFTURN. I INQUIRED ABOUT HIS STATEMENT. HF REPEATED
IN HIS OPINION THE DISAPPEARED WOULD NOT BE SURFACING.
AGAIN, I ASKED ON WHAT HE BASED HIS OPINION. VIOLA'S
HVFLY WAS THAT GOA LACKED INFORMATION CN THE DISAPPEARED
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ANT IN VIEW OF THE EXTENDED PERIODS OF DISAPPEARANCE
HR DOUBTED ANY OF THESE PEOPLE WERE ALIVE. HE SAID THERE
MIGHT BE A FEW CASES SURFACING - THOSE UNQCCCUNTED
FOR IN PRISON DUE TO ERROR — BUT THIS! WERE RARE EXCEPTIONS.
VIOLA STATED GOA WOULD PROBABLY HAVE SOME SiATEMENT ON
DISAPPEARED WREN IAHRC ARRIVED. HE SAIL IT WOULU'BE A
STATEMENT WITHOUT SPECIFICS, BUT. HOPEFULLY WOULD BE
FALATABLF TO SOCIETY.
7. RIGHT OE OPTION: I TOLD VIOLA THE RIGHT OF OPTION
PROGRAM HAD BEEN A FIASCO UP TO NOW. Hi WAS REMINDED
GOA ~ THROUGH ITS APPROPRIATE AGENCIES — EAD NOT GIVEN
EMBASSY REASONABLE COOPERATION, BUT TO CONTRARY HAD
RAISED ALL KINDS OE BARRIERS. AMAZINGLY ENOUGH, HE AGREED
WITH MY STATEMENT, BUT RETORTED RIGHT OE OPTION CASES
WOULD PE MOVING EAST FROM NOW OR, HE SAID THESE CASES
WERE HIGH ON THE AGENDA.
BT
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CONFIDENTIAL SECTION 2 OF 2 BUENOS AIRES 5172
TIMRMAN CAST: RECENTLY "CONVICCION", NAVf ORIENTED
NEWSPAPER, AND THE BUENOS AIRES HERALD, ENGLISH-AMSHICAN
NEWSPAPER, FRONT-PAGED TIMERMAN'S IMMINENT RELEASE.I
TOLD VIOLA USG ROPED THESE PREDICTIONS WERE. ACCURATE.
HE DENIED ANY TRUTH TO THE REPORTS. HE SAID TIMIRMAN
WAS NO CLOSER NOW THAN HE WAS SIX MONTHS AGO TO BEING
RELEASED. VIOLA AGAIN EXCULPATED HIMSELF EY STATING
IE IT WERT LEFT UP TO HIM TIMERMAN WOULD HAVE BEEN
RELEASED A LONG TIME AGO, IN A JESTING IASBION, I SOGGCSTED
TO VIOLA THAT AS ARMY COMMANDER AND PRESIDENT OF THE
JUNTA BE WAS IN A UNIQUE POSITION OF AUTHORITY TO LEAD
THE WAY. El SMILED AND REPLIED HIS 0LS1ACLSS WERE
'■'!PLL KNOWN TO ME. IT WAS THEN I INQUIRED IF IT WOULD BE
PROPER TO DISCUSS THE TIMERMAN CASE *H IH GENERAL SUAREZ
MASON, CPIYF OF STAFF AND TIMERMAN'S NEMESIS. I
EXPECTED A MINOR EXPLOSION CN THIS SUGGESTION FOR A5
LONG AS I HAVE DEALT WITH VIOLA Hi HAS NFVER ADMITTED
SUAREZ MASON TO BE ONE OF HIS PROBLEMS. MUCH TO-THE
Contrary, viola lowered eis voice and told me Hi strongly
RECOMMENDED I DISCUSS THE TIMERMAN CASE ITH* SUAREZ MASON,
f TOLD VIOLA THAT RECENTLY SUAREZ MASON HAD INVITED
WIMSFIF TO MY RESIDENCE FOR AN "ASADO" - ”GAUCHO
BARBECUE . IT WAS SUGGESTED BY VIOLA THAT DURING THIS
BARBECUE I DISCUSS THE TIMERMAN CASE. VIOLA INDICATED
PVEN THOUGH TIMERMAN'S RELEASE IS NOT IMMINENT, THERE
IS ST III SOME HOPE.
9. SARAGOVI CASE: I REMINDED VIOLA OE RENEWED AND
CONTINUED CONGRESSIONAL INTEREST ON THE PORACIO SARAGOVI
CASE. BE APPEARED NOT TO BE FAMILIAR WITH THE .CASE.
I TOLD HIM THE CASE WAS DIRECTLY IN BIS LAP AS IT WAS A
MILITARY TRIBUNAL CASE. THE CASE WAS UP FOB REVIEW BY
DIM. HE TOOK NOTES AND PROMISED TO L007 INTO THE, MATTER.
10. SOCCER GAME: LAST NIGHT ARGENTINA, WORLD CHAMPIONS,
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FLAYED AGAINST A TEAM, COMPRISED OF OUTSTANDING PLAYERS
FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD. ARGENTINA LOST 2 TO 1 WITH A
FULL STADIUM OF OVER 75,020 PEOPLE. I ATTENDED THE GAME.
I WAS PREPARED TO SIT WITH THE REST OF THE "COMMON HERD"
RUT AS I 'fALFED INTO THE STADIUM AN UNKNOWN GENTLEMAN
SPOTTED ME AND TOLL ME I WAS TO SIT IN THE "PALCO DF
pQNOR" (VIP BOX 1. I TOLD THIS PERSON MY TICKETS WERE NOT
Tr?E VIP AND I WAS PERFECTLY CONTENT TO SIT AT MY
DESIGNATED PLACE. THIS GENTELMAN WAS ^OITE STERN IN TELLING
ME I BFIONGED IN THE PRESIDENT'S EOX. I WAS THE ONLY
AMBASSADOR IN THAT SPECIFIC AREA. THERE WFP.F SEVERAL
AMBASSADORS IN ATTENDANCE, BUT I WAS THEONLY ONE PERMITTED
TO SIT NEAR THE PRESIDENT AND- THE JUNTA. I THOUGHT THIS
WAS AN UNUSUAL TWIST CONSIDERING SOMEWHAT STRAINED
RELATIONS DUE TO NEGATIVE NEWSPAPER STORIES FROM USA.
11. COMMENT: THROUGHOUT THE MEETING VIOLA (EP TELLING
ME HIS PURPOSE IN WANTING TC SEE ME WAS TO DISCUSS
NICARAGUA. WE DID DISCUSS NICARAGUA, BUT I FELT IT WAS
ONLY AN EXCUSE TO DISCUSS MULTIPLE OTHER MATTERS. HE
SAID GOA WAS FULLY IN AGREEMENT WITH USG ON NICARAGUAN
POLICY, BUT FEARED SENDING A MILITARY PEACE FORCE WOULD
NOT BF ACCEPTABLE TO LA COUNTRIES. HIS REASONING
WAS MOST OF LA COUNTRIES HAVE INTERNAL PROBLEMS JtND EACH
Country feared a precedent would be established in sending
military units to settle basic DOMESTIC PROBLEMS.
Viola said the nicaraguan problem was now beyond dialogue
AND NECESSITATED CURTAILING THE INFILTRATION OF MATERIAL
AND TROOPS THROUGH PANAMA AND COSTA SICA. VIOLA
RATIONALIZED THIS COULD ONLY BE DONE WITH A MILITARY
PEACE FORCE, BUT THE ARGENTINE PUBLIC EOULD NEVER BUY IT.
IT APPEARED TO ME HE WAS GRCPING C-R SOWING FOR ME'TO GIVE
PIM SOME JUSTIFICATION FOR SENDING A PEACE FORCE TO
NICARAGUA, WHICB WOULD INCLUDE ARGENTINA.
12. ADMIRAL MASSERA: STRANGELY ENOUGH AS I WAS LEAVING
VIOLA' OFFICE I RAN INTO ADMIRAL MAS SERA, ;-Z0 -’’AS
COMING TO REPORT TO VIOLA ON HIS RECENT TRIP TO MEXICO.
VA SSERA WAS CON PLFTELY SURPRISED TO SEE ME AS I WAS TO
SFE HIM. TEE ONLY ONE NOT SURPRISED WAS VIOLA AND I FELT
HE HAD PLANNED IT THAT MASSERA AND I WOULD MEET. IT
APPEARED VIOLA WANTED MASSERA TO KNOW I HAD
WITH HIM.
IT'S JUST THE CASE OF TEE OLD ARGENTINE INTRIGUE" JUST
AS SUAREZ MASON WANTED VIOLA TO XNOli TtAT I WAS HAVING
"ASATO" WITH HIM.
CASTRC
J IT
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MEMORANDUM
NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL
CONFIDENTIAL

November 18, 1977
DOS REVIEWED 25-Aug 2009: DECLASSIFIED FOR RELEASE IN FULL:
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MEMORANDUM FOR:

Al
U‘
I

FROM:

ROBERT PASTOR

SUBJECT:

Trip of Secretary Vance

V*
^

Secretary Vance was trapped Into this trip by the request of Argentine
President Videla and the comedy of circumstances that followed—
announcement of President's trip, then postponement. Still, it could
be an important trip for several reasons:
In Argentina:
— A breakthrough on Tlatelolco is possible.
— The Secretary could strengthen die cause of human rights, and
the hands of the moderates.
in Brazil:

i

— He can help create an atmosphere where more solid achievements
would be possible,say during the President's trip in March.
— If he obtains agreement on Argentine ratification of Tlatelolco,
then the chances of gaining some agreement from Brazil Increase as
well. But I rather doubt this will occur.
In Venezuela:
— He can make a strong demarche on oil prices.
These are the principal points which could be accomplished on the trip.
I am not sure I know the best way to plug into this trip, but for your
benefit, while I am travelling, let me sketch some impressions.
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Argentina
Clearly, Argentina's leaders are hungriest for U.S. recognition. That is
why Videla dared to make his request in the middle of the bilateral.
The political climate is confused in Buenos Aires. The Army and the Navy
seem caught in an explosive and dangerous struggle for power. Navy
Chief Massera has shown himself capable of extraordinary excesses to try
to embarrass Videla and enhance his own chance for leadership. He ordered
the bombardment and boarding of Chilean, Soviet, and Bulgarian ships;
he is said to have ordered the kidnapping of the Argentine Ambassador to
Venezuela when he was on home leave and several important labor leaders
when Videla was in Washington. Still, no one seriously believes that
Massera or any other Admiral can ascend to be head of the Junta.
The Argentines are still a very proud people, but'they are not as sensitive
to U.S. intrusions as they were in the 1940's,* or the Brasilians are now. •
The power to confer legitimacy on Videla is our most powerful bargaining
chip, and we should be careful how it iB done. The potential for improving
the human rights picture in Argentina is great, and we can press hard
there, as well as on non-proliferation.
Brazil
In Brazil we have three objectives, with die third being the moBt important:
— to state our policies on human rights and non-proliferation
clearly and forcefully;
— to restate our interest in good bilateral relations; and
— to try to clear up the atmosphere so that we can, in time, move
forward on the two previous goals.
One way to clear die atmosphere would be to approach the nuclear issue
differently. Instead of focusing on non-proliferation, we should concentrate
on developing arrangements for cooperative research on alternative energy
technologies. State and Energy Departments have set up pilot programs
with Egypt and Indonesia, but the concept seems perfectly suited to Brazil.
Jose Goldenberg, one of Brazil's most noted nuclear physicists, told
Jessica and I that much of the disillusionment which Brazil's scientists feel
towards the Brazil-German nuclear agreement is that it would transfer
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technology but not science. Goldenberg said that., the U.S. would be much
more effective if we concentrated on positive $reas of future cooperation.
The two of us believe that it would make sense to negotiate an agreement on
the precise allocation of scientific work in the following areas: coal
mining technology, coal conversion and fluidized technology, bioconversion
(Brazil has done some work in this area), and solar energy.
There is currently a Joint US-Braeil Group in Energy Technology, which was
established under the Memorandum of Understanding, which has met several
times, but has never really obtained the kind of attention it deserves.
Secretary Vance'B trip provides an opportunity to probe about Brazilian
interest in this area. If you approve, I could relay this strategy to him
during the trip .
,

**

Approve

_______ Disapprove

or alternatively, you could bring it up with the Secretary directly.
Approve

Disapprove

I plan to prepare a detailed report, suggesting a step-by-step strategy
for US-Brazilian relations when I return. If {here are any other questions
you would like me to address on this trip, please contact me.
Venezuela
In Venezuela, our objective 1b quite Bimple: to state with considerable vigor
our concern that the price of petroleum should stay frozen through 1978.
There is little else which 1b necessary, but a full agenda to cover nonetheless
because Perez is such an important ally.

»
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MEMORANDUM FOR DR. ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI
THE WHITE HOUSE

Subject: Request for Appointment with Vice President
Mondale by Emilio Massera, Military Junta
Argentina.
*

1

On September 26, a private individual recommended
to Vice President Mondale that he meet with Admiral
Emilio Massera of the Argentine Military Junta who is
visiting the United States October 9-11.
Earlier on September 15, his last day as the Navy
member of the Argentine Military Junta, Admiral MaBsera
had written President Carter concerning relations between
Argentina and the U.S., and requested a meeting with
the President.
Our recommendation on the latter is
attached.
Our recommendation on a presidential appointment,
and the reason for it, are fully applicable to the
Vice President as well.
Our Ambassador specifically
recommended that Admiral Massera not be received by the
President, Vice President, or Secretary of State.

(

As indicated in our earlier memorandum, we believe
that it would be appropriate for Admiral Massera to meet
with Robert Pastor of the NSC staff and Assistant
Secretary Vaky.
*

Veldt-

5.

Peter Tarnoff
Executive Secretary

Attachment:
Tarnoff/Brzezinski Memorandum of October 2, 1978.
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MEMORANDUM FOfC'DR. ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI
THE WHITE HOUSE

Letter to President Carter from Admiral Emilio
Massera, Military Junta, Argentina

On September 15, his last day as
the Argentine Military Junta, Admiral
President Carter concerning relations
and the U.S., and requested a meeting

i
■

7818470

the Navy member of
Emilio Massera wrote
between Argentina
with the President.

The Admiral has now retired from military service and
is trying to build a political base in Argentina. A talented
opportunist, Massera will soon travel tb Europe and the
United States in an attempt to gain tinternational recognition
to further his domestic ends. Massera is viewed with
suspicion and some hostility by the Argentine Army, which
is the dominant partner in the Junta. Our Ambassador in
Buenos Aires has been told that Argentine President Videla
and the Army would not favor a meeting between Admiral
Massera and President Carter. The Ambassador has personally
recommended against such a meeting, suggesting Instead that
Massera speak with a lower ranking U.S. official. The
Department agrees with -thiB view; we do not want to
antagonize the Army by arranging a meeting between Massera
and President Carter, but we do believe that Massera
should meet with appropriately high-level U.S. officials.
We believe that it would be appropriate for Admiral
Massera to meet with Robert Pastor of the NSC staff and
Assistant Secretary Vaky.

F,eter Tarnoff
Executive Secretary
Attachment:
-Suggested Draft Reply
*/aS/l*7S It

• -•CONFIDENTIAL’
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Admiral Emilio M^PSera,

Military Junta,
Argentina, Buenos Aires
□ear Admiral Massera:
*

f
I have been asked to respond to your September
15 letter to President Carter concerning relations
between our two countries.

As you suggest, there is a need for continuing
dialogue between Argentina and the United States
so that the problems which exist can be discussed
and resolved.

We are hopeful that the conversations held
between President Videla and Vice President Mondale
will lead to actions which will make it possible
to bring about closer cooperation and better under**
standing between our two countries.

*
»

Like you, we believe that it is essential for
all countries to work toward a world in which .the
dignity of all is acknowledged and observed.

President Carter's schedule is very filled in
the next few months but I would be pleased to have
an opportunity to talk with you when you visit
Washington.

Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-

American Affairs Viron Vaky has also expressed a
desire to meet with you during your stay here.

With my best regards.

Si nee rely

____ Robert

Pniatnr
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BUENOS AIRES, 15 de setlembre de 1978.

Excelentlslmo seRor Presldente de los Estados Unidos de America
Dn. JAMES EARL CARTER
WASHINGTON - ESTADOS UNIDOS DE AMERICA

SeRor Presldente:
A1 cesar ert mis fundones como mlembro de la Junta
MlUtar de la RepQbUca Argentina^ he creldo convenlente d1r1g1rme a usted para
hacerle partTdpe de algunas refiex1 ones sobre la sltuadfin de ml pals.
Asl como los argentlnos tenemos dlflcultades para
comprender en plenitud las acdones de la politics norteamericana, de la misma
manera debemos admltlr que por parte de su gobierno deben exlstir slmllares 1n^
convenlentes para vlsuallzar los reales problemas que nos aquejan a los argentj^
nos.
Elio, como es lflglco, produce dlferentes enfoques
de un pals con respecto a otro. Pcro es deber de los gobernantes vlsuallzar cual
es la verdadera Intendfin con que se 11 even a la prActlca esas 1nterpretac1ones
dlferentes, con el objeto de adecuar el acclonar proplo a los mejores Intereses
naclonales.

'
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En tal sentldo, me slento obUgedo a manlfestar que,
afln cuando personalmente he llegado a dlsentlr con algunos aspectos de la polity
ca exterior de su gobierno con respecto al mlo, jamfls abrlguA la menor duda de
que sus pasos estaban 1nsp1rados por un noble cuan genulno Interfis por el bienes
tar de la RepQbUca Argentina, en el contexto global de las naclones que tradlcvo
nalmente han sentldo y actuado como Integrantes del mundo occidental.
~
En mis frecuentes vlsltas a todos los palses sud amer1canos, he hecho especial hlncaplA en la necesldad de emprender la reconndsta
del esplrltu de Occldente por parte de todos los palses amerlcanos, como unico
camlno para salvaguardar nuestra Identldad continental. Es asl que he enfatlzado
hasta el cansando que a Occldente no hay que buscarlo en el maps, porque es hoy
una actltud del alma que no estS atada ka nlnguna geograffa, Occldente es el hombre protagonlzando la dlgnldad esendal de la v1da. Occldente es la Ubertad de
pensar y de hacer. Occldente es e> respeto al honor, al trabajo, al talento. Pero Occldente es tamdfin el amor, es la esperanza, y es la mlserlcordla.
Esta inslstenda en sacar a la luz ese esplrltu dormj_
do de Tiuestros pueblos, ha side acogldo slempre con beneplAdto. Results extraRo
entonces comprobar que, paradojlcamente, el tema central de las presentes diver
gencies argentlno-norteameHcanas sea el mlsmo que nos ofrece la mayor pos1b1l1dad
de una comprenslfin total entre nosotros,
Comprendo que exlsten dlflcultades para promover una
generosa campaRa de promodfin de los derechos humanos en el mundo, que no roce en
algunos aspectos la sens1b1!1dad de los proplos amigos. Pretender que esto no ocu
rra serla cas1 utfiplco y falto de reallsmo politico. Yo mlsmo he sentldo la 1ncom
prenslfin de los esfuerzos por promover dentro de ml proplo pals un camblo de
outlook.
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Es por tal razdn que interpreto debidamente -y en
tal convenclmiento se la agradezco- la generosa mencifln que usted hizo el 27 de
enero, ante un grupo de periodistas de la Nueva Inglaterra reunidos en la Casa
Blanca, sobre nuestro rol en la cuestifin de los derechos humanos,
. Esa actitud.nuestra que. mereciera tal. mencifin suya,
es firme y decidida. Puede usted tener la certeza de que no habrS desviacifin de
ese propdsito bajo la Comandancia de mi sucesor, el Almlrante Armando Lambruschini.
SeRor Presidente; al despedirme de usted como miembro del maximo firgano de poder de la RepQblica Argentina, lo hago persuadido de
que debo seguir bregando -desde el llano- por la consecusifln de los objetivos que
se propusleron las Fuerzas Armadas al hacerse cargo del poder, Como he manifestado recientemente ante la IX Conferencia Naval Interamericana, las Ideas no pasan a
retiro, Yo puedo asegurarle que las nrfas no lo harln y que por tal razfin seguirl
bregando para restablecer a breve plazo la estructura 1nst1tucional de mi pals,
His recientes conversaciones en Caracas con el Presj_
dente Carlos Andris Plrez y con los ex-Presidentes Betancourt, Caldera, Sanabria y
LarrazSbal, han robustecido mi convencimiento sobre las posibilidades del afianzamiento democrfitico en la Amirica Latina,
Espero que en los prfiximos meses, oportunidad en que
tengo planeado "a brief sentimental return to Washington11 en donde v1vf por dos
afios en la dlcada del 60, pueda tener la ocasifln de conversar personalmente con us
ted sobre la evolucifin de la situacifln argentina.
i

Slnceramente,

No Objection To Declassification in -ull 2012/12/12 : NLC-133-57-8-10-2
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE
DIVISION OF LANGUAGE SERVICES

(TRANSLATION)

LSNO. 69089
WD/BP
Spanish
Military Junta
Chief of Naval Operations
Buenos Aires, September 15,. 19 78
His Excellency
James Earl Carter,
President of the United States of America,
Washington, D.C.
I

Mr. President:
Now that I have ceased to be a member of the Military
Junta of the Argentine Republic, I should like to share with
you some thoughts about the situation in my country.
Just as we Argentines have difficulty in fully understanding
United States policy actions, your Government must, of course,
have similar trouble in visualizing the real problems that
confront Argentina.

The natural result is that differences in

points of view develop between the two countries.

But it is

the duty of those in power to seek to understand the true
intentions with which those differing interpretations are put
into practice, in order that they may make their own actions
consistent with their countries' best interests.
In that connection I feel impelled to state that, even though
I have personally disagreed with some aspects of your Government's
foreign policy with respect to mine, I never harbored the slightest

No Objection To Declassification in i-ull 2012/12/12 : NLC-133-57-8-10-2
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doubt that your course was inspired by a noble and genuine
interest in the well-being of the Argentine Republic as one

i

of the nations that have traditionally felt and acted as members
of the Western world.
On my frequent visits to all the South American countries,
I have laid special emphasis on the need for all the American
countries to recapture the Western spirit as the only way to
safeguard our continental identity.

I have thus repeatedly

stressed that the West is not to be sought on the map, because
today it is a spiritual attitude independent of geography.
The West is mankind acting out the essential dignity of life.
The West is freedom of thought and action.
for honor, work, talent.

The West is respect

But the West i*s also love, hope, and
t

compassion.
This insistence on bringing to light that sleeping spirit
of our peoples has always been favorably received.

It is there

fore strange to note that, paradoxically, the central theme
of current U.S.-Argentine differences is the very one that
offers us the greatest potential for complete mutual understanding.
I realize that it is difficult to conduct a generous human
rights campaign in the world without occasionally bruising the
sensibilities of one's own friends.

To pretend otherwise would

be almost Utopian and politically unrealistic.

I myself have

felt the lack of understanding for-efforts to promote a change

in

outlook within my own country.

t
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It is in that light that I interpret—and appreciate—
your generous reference, on January 27 to a group of New England
journalists gathered at the White House, to our role in the
matter of human rights.

(

We remain firm and determined in the attitude that inspired
your comment.

You may rest assured that there will be no depar

ture from it under my successor, Admiral Armando Lambruschini.
I take my leave of you, Mr. President, as a member of the
supreme governing body of the Argentine Republic, convinced
that I must continue to strive—from afar—for tJie attainment
of the objectives undertaken by the Armed Forces when they took
power.

As I recently stated before the Ninth Inter-American

Naval Conference, ideas do not retire.

I can assure you that

mine shall not and that I will therefore continue to strive
*

for the early reestablishment of my country's institutional
structure.
My recent conversations in Caracas with President Carlos
Andres Perez and with former Presidents Betancourt, Caldera,
Sanabria, and Larrazabal strengthened my conviction regarding
the possibility of assuring democracy in Latin America.
I hope that in a few months' time, when I am planning "a
brief sentimental return to Washington," where I lived for two
years in the 1960's, I may have the opportunity for a personal

t
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conversation with you on the development of the Argentine
situation.
Sincerely,
[Signature]

f

»

• V'
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DEPARTMENT OF S'fATE
W*iMn,lon. D.C. 20520

September 21, 1978

COPIES TO:
RF:WEB

.MEMORANDUM FOR-.
SUBJECT:

MS. CHRISTINE DODSON
NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL
Alerting NSC on Presidential
Correspondence

Enclosed -is a copy of a letter -to President
Carter from Admiral Emilio Massera, Military Junta, Argentina
which is transmitted for your information.
I
This document was received in -the Executive
Secretariat Information Management Section
on September 21, 1978.

Infi

S/S^I

iirector,
ition Management Section
Executive Secretariat
ext. -23836

I

t
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Letter from Admiral Emilio Massera, Member of the Military
Junta of Argentina to President Carter.
Admiral Massera notes that he is writing this letter on
%

the date of his retirement from the Junta.

He states that

he believes there may have been misunderstandings between
our two countries because of a mutual misinterpretation of
the policies that have been implemented.

He does not,

however, doubt the sincerity of the U.E. in adopting these
policies.

He believes there is a community of interest

between Argentina and the U.S., both of which are dedicated
to the dignity of human life.

He states that his successor

as Commander-in-Chief of the Argentine Navy also believes
in these values.

He hopes to speak with you personally

in the next few months when he visits Washington.
t

t
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Admiral Mmuera when the latter is in the U.S. October 9-11.
Given the current state of play of US-Argentine relations#
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MEMORANDUM FOR CHRISTINE DODSON
FROM:

Denis Clift

SUBJECT:

Proposed Meeting With Member of
Argentine Junta, Admiral Masses*

It has been recommended to the Vice President by A private

individual tHat the Vice President agree to meet with.
Admiral- Mtnraera when tne latter is in the D.S. October 9-11.
Given the current state of play of US-Argentine relations,
I have questions about this recommendation. I would greatly
appreciate a StatR-NET-recowasadatioe -sn -thia- proposal.
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MEMORANDUM
NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL "
5738
Of3tober 6, 1978
MEMORANDUM FOR DENIS CLIFT
FROM:

Christine Dodson

SUBJECT:

Admiral Massera

The NSC staff concurs with the attached State Department
recommendation against a Vice Presidential meeting with
Admiral Massera.

NTIAL ATTACHMENTS

t

'

DECLASSIFIED
E.O. 13526
Au:i-.crity Ki L£ - r?A-S"l - la NARA.

Date

*\\^\u#____

October 5, 1978

MEMORANDUM

Subject:

FOR DR. ZBZGNIEW BRZEZINSKI
THE WHITE HOUSE

Request for Appointment

vAth Vice President

Mondale by Emilio Massera,
Argentina.

Military Junta

On September 26, a private individual recommended
to Vice President Mondale that he meet with Admiral
Emilio Massera of the Argentine Military Junta who is
visiting the United States October 9-11.
Earlier on September 15, his laBt day as the Navy
member of the Argentine Military Junta, Admiral Massera
had written President Carter concerning relations between
Argentina and the U.S«, and requested a meeting with
the President.
Our recommendation on the latter i6
attached.
Our recommendation on a presidential appointment,
and the reason for it, are fully applicable to the
Vice President as wbII.
Our Ambassador specifically
recommended that Admiral Massera not be received by the
President, Vice President, or Secretary of State.
As indicated in our earlier memorandum, we believe
that it would be appropriate for Admiral Massera to meet
with Robert Pastor of the NSC staff and Assistant
Secretary Vaky.

Peter Tarnoff
Executive Secretary

Attachment:
Tarnoff/Brzezinski

Memorandum of October 2,

1978
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MEMORANDUM FOR DR. ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI
THE WHITE HOUSE
.Letter "to President Carter from Admiral Emilio
Massera, Military Junta, Argentina

On September JL5, his last day as the Navy member of
the Argentine Military Junta, Admiral Emilio Massera wrote
President Carter concerning relations between Argentina
and the U.S., and requested a meeting with the President.
t
The Admiral has now retired from military service and
is trying to build a political base in Argentina. A talented
opportunist, Massera will soon travel to Europe and the
United states in an attempt to gain international recognition
to further his domestic ends. Massera Is viewed with
suspicion and some hostility by the Argentine Army, which
i.s the dominant partner in the Junta. Our Ambassador in
Buenos Aires has been told that Argentine President Videla
and the Army would not favor a meeting between Admiral
Massera and President Carter. The Ambassador has personally
recommended against such a meeting, suggesting instead that
Massera speak with a lower ranking U.S. official. The .
Department agrees with this view; we do not want to
antagonize -the Army by arranging a meeting between Massera
and President Carter, but we do believe that Massera
should meet with appropriately high-level U.S. officials.
We believe that it would be appropriate for Admiral
MasBera to meet with Robert Pastor of the NSC staff and
Assistant Secretary Vaky.
«

Peter Tarnoff
Executive Secretary
-
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THE DYNAMICS OP ARGENTINE DECISION-MAKING
Conclusions
Our analysis of the Argentine decision-making mechanism
indicates that:
—emphasis is always upon the tri-service nature of
the government with the Navy and the Air Force
over-represented in an effort to maintain the degree
of military cohesion necessary for effective rule;
—nonetheless, the Army is the predominant service,
capable of forcing implementation of its preferred
policies if compromise is imposstible;
—each service formulates its own policy positions
based on service consensus, and differences are
ironed out at the top;
—compromise in the interest of unity is always sought
and usually achieved;
—while often slow and cumbersome, the process has
worked, and Videla is comfortable with it;
—the Army's potential power and the tri-service
arrangement will continue to be the significant
factors under the new junta-president formula; and
—outsiders seeking to influence the decision-making
process must seek access at the top through, in the
US case, the Videla-Viola channel.
*

*

*

Army predominance is the crucial element in the present as
in past Argentine military governments. The post-March 1976
government has been a tri-service affair in structure and
operation. The Army, Navy and Air Force have shared officeDECLASSIFIED
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holding responsibilities as equitably as the manpower of the
two junior services permits, and all three services have
participated fully in the decision-making process.
All
participants, however, conduct themselves with the knowledge
that a unified Army is the "most equal" of the services,
capable of forcing implementation of its preferred policies
if compromise with Air Force and Navy views cAnnot be reached.
Army willingness to accept a tri-service governing format
in which the other two services are, in fact, over-represented '
rests on the belief that armed forces unity is critical to the
viability of military government.
Past experience (especially
the 1966-73 Ongania, Levingston, and Lanusse governments) has
demonstrated that military governments dominated by one man or
one service run a high risk of alienating significant elements
within the armed forces and thereby, forfeiting the chance for
prolonging effective rule.
Establishing the Air Force and
Navy as equal parties in the governing process ensures that
they will have a stake in its success and presumably act
accordingly.
Within the tri-service format, the decision-making process
basically involves each service developing-its own policy
positions, with differences of opinion jaeing compromised through
discussion in one of several formal and ad hoc forums.
When
a tri-service consensus cannot be reached, the matter is
decided by majority vote in the junta (a president's selection
or removal requires an unanimous vote.)
At each step in the
decision-making process, votes are cast in representation of the
officer's particular armed force.
Within each service, the task of canvassing opinion and
drafting policies usually falls to the office of the Chief of
Staff or the Secretary General, insofar as that process is
formalized.
On political matters, the service secretaries
general (Army-Brigadier General Reynaldo Bignone;.Navy-Rear
Admiral Eduardo Fracassi? Air Force-Brigadier General Basilic
Lami Dozo) have shouldered much of the burden not only for for
mulating policy but also for conducting inter-service bargaining
to compromise differences.
For example, recent negotiations
to delineate the power relationship between the junta and the
president after Videla retirement as army commander were
handled by the secretaries general.
In essence, the general
secretariat in each service has become a cabinet for the
service commander.
The secretary general is a trusted subordinate
of the commander, and the secretariat i^ staffed by carefully
selected officers, often at the colonel1level.
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When disagreements are not resolved prior to junta con
sideration of the issue at hand, it is extremely important
for all three junta members to enter discussions with the solid
backing of their subordinates. Thus, important junta meetings
are often preceded by intra-service gathering chaired by the
relevant commander and attended by all senior.officers of the
service. These are closed meetings involving frank, extended,
and often heated discussions. Nothing beyond possibly the
topics discussed is disclosed to the public. Service dis
cipline is usually strong enough to ensure almost unanimous
support for whatever service position emerges from senior
officer conclaves.
With the emphasis always upon compromising differences,
ad hoc decision-making instrumentalities are employed without
hesitation when the circumstances demand. In late April, for
instance, during the deliberations over the choice of a
president, the key meeting may well have been that of the "big
junta" on March 28-30. Senior officerS| from the services (9
Army Major Generals; 3 Vice Admirals; 6 Air Force Brigadiers)
met in ad hoc fashion, settled on Videla, and left the details
on the president-junta relationship to be ironed out by the
secretaries general. At that meeting, Army Major General and
Interior Minister Ablano Harguindeguy bluntly informed his
Air Force and Navy colleagues that the Army represented 70%
of the armed forces' power and therefore, like it or not,
Videla would be president. It was one of the few occasions of
which we are aware, that the Army has so bluntly wielded itB
recognized power advantage.
Decision-making centers outside the junta are also
characterized by the tri-service arrangement. The Legislative
Advisory Commission (CAL) advises the presidency concerning
armed forces' opinion on proposed legislation. The nine CAL
members (3 senior officers from each service) seek and reflect
the views of their own services, and votes are cast by service
with the majority deciding.
Should the presidency disagree
with the CAL, the matter is decided by majority vote in the
j unta.
The cabinet ministries are divided{ among the services (3
Army, 2 Navy, 2 Air Force, 2 civilian) and tend to become the
preserve of the presiding service. Navy control of the Foreign
Ministry, for instance, has led Videla at times to conduct
foreign policy outside Foreign Ministry channels. Even here,
however, the tri-service rule is evident in form if not in sub
stance. Each service is entitled to place what are called
Junta Delegates in each of the ministries and presidential
secretariats, and in the government of the City of Buenos
Aires.
CONrTPENTIAL/EXDIS
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The apparent anomaly in this governing system lies in the
ability of the junior services to outvote the more powerful
Army two-to-one at almost every turn. jChat this has not
happened often, and never on a major issue on which the Army is
unified, can be attributed to:
»

—the wide area of inter-service and intra-service
agreement on the general parameters of the National
Reorganization Process, a crucial factor which lends
cohesion to the entire process;
—tacit recognition of the Army's strength in any
forced showdown; and
—the knowledge that schisms would be the harbinger of
a near-term end to military rule.
Generally, the Navy has been more prone to challenge the
Army on a variety of issues, often because of the personal
interests and ambitions of Commander Hassera.
Air Force
Commander Agosti has supported the Navy insofar as challenge
has been useful to maintain the independence and influence of
the junior services. But the Air Force has generally been
inclined to side with the Army when a confrontation looms.
Agosti has no desire to test the Army's^ power, nor does he want
to appear to be endangering the military's reconstruction pro
cess by backing a navy boss whose motivation is suspect in most
military quarters outside the Navy.
It is a cumbersome decision-making process, often slow to
function, and almost bound to give the appearance of indeci
siveness and, at times, of officials working at cross purposes.
The problem is complicated by the difficulty that the Army
often experiences in developing positions acceptable to senior
officers with varying political and policy preferences.
Moderates like Videla and new Army Commander Viola must work
carefully to ensure the continued support of hardline generals
like Suarez Mason (Corps I, Buenos Aires); Menendez (Corps III);
and Laidlaw (Planning Ministry.) Without a coherent Army
position on key issues, the whole tri-service pattern begins
to disintegrate.
However slow and seemingly inefficient the process may be,
it has worked. Tri-service support for the government remains
solid, and there is little indication of grumbling in the ranks
because officers or groups of officers feel their opinions are
not being at least heard. The system has the added virtue of
fitting neatly with Videla's personal style and temperament.
Cautious and reticent about acting without careful preparation,
Videla has not been uncomfortable with the tri-service arrange■G0NFIDENTIAL/EXDI3
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ment.
Argentines as well as Argentine-watchers have questioned
the viability of his low-key style in a country that has always
demanded and usually received strong presidential leadership.
Nonetheless, his success to date in preserving armed forces
cohesion argues the wisdom of his tactics.
Massera's machinations have often added a discordant note
to the governing process since the March 1976 coup.
Politically
astute and ambitious, the admiral has been" building a political
base that he hopes to parlay into the presidency, perhaps within
two or three years.
Seen in this light, Massera's criticisms
of Videla's and the Army's handling of affairs emerge as an
attempt to compile the basis for a subsequent Massera challenge
to military government.
He apparently plans to present himself
as a former junta member who dissented from unpopular policies
(e.g., human rights violations and labor repression.)
There is little doubt that Massera has complicated the
junta's governing task, but his experience reflects the two-key
characteristics of this military government, army predominance
and tri-service participation.
—Massera has never pushed Videla to the point of an
open confrontation that would force one or the other
from power.
Massera knows he would lose.
He cannot
obtain sufficient Army support to oust Videla in his
favor.
—Massera has been effective because he has maintained
the support of his own service.
I

Impact of the Fourth Man Scheme
Videla's August 1 assumption of the presidency as a retired
officer has necessitated changes in the decision-making process.
Some new guidelines have been established to regulate the
president-junta relationship, but little is clear beyond the
fact that:
—the junta will remain the supreme governing body,
setting policy guidelines and reviewing presidential
actions to ensure that they remain within those
guidelines; and
—the president will be responsible for daily govern
ment operations, enjoying considerable powers of
appointment (often with junta consent.)
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Videla's latitude to set as well as execute policy will
probably be decided in an ad hoc manner over the coming months.
Critical to Videla's success will be the degree to which he
retains Army support through Army Commander Viola. The two
share moderate policy outlooks and have a close working
relationship. Viola, however, will have to work assiduously
to placate hardline Army elements and maintain their support.
If he can do so, the Videla-Viola alliance can be expected to
reflect, and wield when necessary, the Army's power edge. The Air Force and Navy, on the other hand, will be seeking to
guarantee continuation of the tri-service governing arrangement
by ensuring that the Videla-Viola connection is not translated
into a de facto government by the Army.
Pressure Points.
The only feasible tactic for outsiders
interested in influencing the Argentina decision-making process
is to attempt to gain access at the top. Since the US cannot
directly influence the number of officers in any service
necessary to create a consensus behind our preferred policies,
the alternative is to work through moderate leaders in the hope
that they will be able to sustain the support of their sub
ordinates .
At present, the selection process is complicated by:
—the blurring of lines of authority that has accompanied
installation of the junta-president formula? and
—the imminence of the annual military promotion/retirement
cycle; it could alter the political complexion of the
armed forces, especially the Army.
Nonetheless, the most promising alternatives remain Videla,
Viola, and moderate army officers close to those two, particularly
Army Secretary General Bignone and Brigadier General Jose
Villarreal, Secretary General of the Presidency.
A possible pressure point may emerge in the figure of Vice
Admiral Armando Lambruschini who is expected to replace Massera
as Navy commander on September 15. A Navy chief disposed to
cooperate with Videla would simplify and expedite the governing
process. Most importantly from the US perspective, it might
obviate the Army's felt need to circumvent the navy-controlled
Foreign Ministry and thereby prevent the lack of communication
within the Argentine government that has complicated, among
other things, the Argentine-IAHRC negotiations.
Lambruschini will not indulge in the kind of political
machinations characteristic of Massera. However, his political
views are not well-known, nor is the extent to which he will be
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susceptible to manipulation by a retired Massera.
Likewise,
we cannot judge the degree to which the brutal murder of
Lambruschini's daughter will be reflected in the new commander's
attitudes and actions.
IAHRC Visit.
We have no information on the Argentine-IAHRC
negotiations not contained in Embassy reporting (see appended
copy of Buenos Aires 6425 of August 18 for the most recent
account of Argentine attitudes.)
Timing is a crucial element.
The nationalistic response
to recent US actions (or at least how US actions were perceived)
provides a pretext for rejecting an IAHRC visit that can be
convincingly used by hardline officials who would not accept a
visit under any terms.
The current Argentine atmosphere makes
it extremely difficult for Videla to issue an invitation without
provoking charges of "vende patria" from disgruntled military
and aroused citizens.
The chances of a visit will increase if the IAHRC can
justify something less than a totally uncohditioned presence in
Argentina.
We understand that a precedent for a visit under
previously agreed guidelines may exist in the form of the
Commission's 1974 visit to Chile.
The Commission may also be
inclined to compromise because of the area-wide implications
of an on-site visit to any Southern Cone country.
By accepting
half-a-loaf, the IAHRC might fatally undermine the reported
mid-1977 agreement among Southern Cone governments to ban IAHRC
visits to the area.

Drafted:
Approved:

INR/RAR/OD:Hunter L. Estep
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MEMORANDUM
THE WHITE HOUSE

6275

WASHINGTON

£QNP£BENTIAL

November 2, 1979

ACTION
MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI

SUBJECT:

Jacobo Timerman (U)

Jacobo Timerman, the Argentine newspaper editor and publisher,
who was recently released from house arrest and expelled from
Argentina, has asked to see you. He has been in New York
since October 29 to receive the Hubert Humphrey Freedom Award
from B'nai B'rith. In light of your personal intervention
with President Videla on behalf of Mr. Timerman, the Department
of State believes you should meet with him.
(C)
Timerman last week told our Press Attache in Tel Aviv that he
is now reluctant to write about his experiences in Argentina
because he fears reprisals by the military against friends
still in Argentina. For a similar reason, I believe a meeting
could be counterproductive to our efforts to encourage human
rights improvements in Argentina. Timerman's release was the
culmination of such a vicious struggle between moderates and
hardliners in the Argentine military that it provoked a coup
(which was unsuccessful) by the hardliners. I believe that
the moderates would consider your meeting with him as an un
friendly (rather than an appreciative) gesture, and they would
be less likely to be accommodating to future cases.
(C)
RECOMMENDATION:
That in liew of a meeting, you sign the attached letter to
Timerman conveying your congratulations.
Approve _____

Disapprove _____

The letter has been cleared by the speechwriters.
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MEMORANDUM
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NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

ACTION

September 25, 1979

MEMORANDUM FOR:

ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI

FROM:

LINCOLN P. BLOOMFIEL

SUBJECT:

Department of State Request for Meeting
between Mrs. Carter and Mrs. Timerman

State has sent a rather half-hearted recommendation (which
was, however approved in principal by both Christopher and
Vance) that Mrs. Carter see the wife of the detained
Argentine newspaper publisher Jacobo Timerman. ARA is opposed
but Patt Derian (who is after me in full cry) strongly recom
mends it. Bob Pastor thinks we should give the Argentines
two more weeks to release Timerman, prospects being a little
brighter now. Patt insists that Mrs. Carter be asked to make
the decision. I feel the urgent need to pass the buck.
(C)
RECOMMENDATION:
Option 1. Mrs. Carter sees Mrs. Timerman tomorrow (evidently
the only possible day).
APPROVE ______________

DISAPPROVE ______________

Option 2. A visit be postponed to see if Timerman is released
(We recommend Option 2/)
APPROVE _______\/

A&Y'*

DISAPPROVE _______________
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September 10, 1979
ACTION
MEMORANDUM FOR:

Z3IGNIEW BRZEZ

FROM:

ROBERT PASTOR

SUBJECT:

Meeting with Admiral Massera (U)

At your suggestion, I called Boleslaw Wierzbianski about his
recommendation on Massera. Wierzbianski met Massera briefly,
but does not really know him. The suggestion of meeting with
you probably was made by Massera and conveyed to Boleslaw
Wierzbianski through a mutual friend. (C)
I would recommend that you not meet with Massera for the
* *
following reasons:
— When Massera was the Argentine Navy's representative
on the junta, some of the worst human rights viola
tions occurred, and many then attributed that to the
rivalry he pressed against the Army in the junta. (C)
— I have not met Massera, but Vaky, Kissinger and many
others have, and their nearly unanimous impression
is that he should not be trusted, and that his prin
ciples do not extend any further than his own
ambitions. (C)
— The Argentine government would probably be more
disturbed at a meeting between you and Massera than
by anything Pat Derian could do. Videla and the
Army Chief, Viola, view Massera as their most
dangerous rival, and would fear that a meeting with
you would endow him with more legitimacy than he
deserves. They would also probably fear the possi
bility of Massera's conspiring with you. There is
little question that he would exploit such a meeting
for his own purposes. (C)
In short , I think that a meeting between you and Massera would
have the paradoxical effect of angering both the Argentine gcvernment and the human rights lobby in the US, and I don't
believe that anything you could learn from the meeting could
override that. (C)
CONFIDEN?Tm
Review on 9/10/85
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RECOMMENDATICN
Therefore, I recommend that I respond to Boleslaw Wierzbianski's
letter on your behalf and express regrets that you will be
unable to meet with Admiral Massera on the grounds that a meeting
could be misinterpreted in Argentina as you trying to get
involved in domestic politics in that country at a delicate
moment in our relationship.
(I will also repeat our strong
and positive interests in promoting human rights in that country
and elsewhere.)
(C)
Approve __________

CONFIDENTIAL

Disapprove __________
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March 5, 1979
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MEMORANDUM FOR:

IZINSKI
ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSgl

FROM:

ROBERT PASTOR

SUBJECT:

U.S. Policy to Argentina (S)

Attached at Tab A is the report on Argentina, which I
mentioned in a recent evening report item. After reading
it, both Vance and Christopher were convinced that we
should adopt a tougher approach to Argentina. From '
October - December 1977, we voted "no" on loans to Argentina
in the IFI1 s. We changed our position to abstention in
February 1978 and have kept it since then, hoping that
would induce some improvement in the human rights situation.
Such improvement has not occurred, and Vance and Christopher
now believe that we should vote "no" on loans in the IFI's;
lobby OECD countries to follow our example; and assess
whether further action in X-M and OPIC should be taken.
(S}
Assessment

The report was prepared by INR—not HA— and it is a sobering
document. The human rights situation in Argentina is the
worst in the hemisphere, and despite repeated promises
in 1978 by the Argentine government, it has not improved.
Let me summarize the report:
There are 2900 acknowledged political prisoners;
probably another 500 who are believed to be terrorists are
held by the military; and a smaller group is being "rehabili
tated." There is no effort underway to substantially reduce
this number.
(S)
—
"Physical and psychological torture apparently
remain standard treatment." |
lestimated that
90% of the political prisoners are tortured, and some are
executed.
(S)
Disappearances — probably by security units —
continued at a rate of about 55 per month during 1978.
(Argentina's Interior Ministry claimed 40 per month; while
'::gi:TH<cl b*____R- Pastor
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the Foreign Ministry admitted to 80 per month; Embassy
estimates, 55.)
Increasingly, the people who disappear
have vague associations with the "political left" rather
than with terrorists. Both international NGO's 'and
Argentine human rights groups estimate that there have
been about 15,000 disappearances in the past 3-4 years. (S)
—
Illegal invasion of the home — including theft
by security units — remains as commonplace as fair public
trials are infrequent.
(S)
The justification for official terrorism is tenuous, even
using the Argentine government's statistics. Argentina’s
Federal Security Service estimated that there were only
about 400 active terrorists in Argentina in 1978, and even
Videla has admitted that the war is over. INR concludes
that the explanation for continued official terrorism is
army politics.
(S)
Policy
While I think the assessment is quite accurate, I draw
different conclusions than State as to what policy we should
adopt. I understand that Vance and Christopher approach
the issue as a legal one: Argentina is unquestionably engaged
in a systematic pattern of human rights violations, and the
law requires that we vote "no" on non-basic human needs
loans.
(Laws on X-M and OPIC provide more flexibility.) The
law only requires that we "oppose” such loans, and "opposition"
has been interpreted to include abstention as well as negative
votes so I believe we have some flexibility.
(S)
In deciding what approach to take, I believe we should address
two questions:
(1) What is the most effective approach to Argentina to
encourage them to improve the human rights situation? (S)
(2) What approach will permit us to sustain in the U.S.
our overall human rights policy? When we take punitive steps
toward Argentina, we not only enrage the right-wing ideologues,
we also arouse the business sector and the media in the U.S.
This doesn't mean that we shouldn't necessarily take such steps
if we feel that it's required, but it does suggest that we
should move carefully and explain our position to a wide-range
audience before taking any steps, least we jeopardize our
overall human rights policy.
(S)
An Effective Policy
What is the most effective approach? Argentina is a big, proud
and subtle country. We have an impact on Argentine government
&BCRL.T
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decisions, but it's never as direct or as much as we want.
This is the case of our human rights policy. (S)
The Argentine government wants a warmer relationship with us
for three reasons:
(1) our historical, reasonably close
relationship;
(2) the U.S. under Carter has the prestige and
the morality which could contribute to the idea that the
Argentine military government is legitimate; and (3) such
legitimacy would undermine the civilians and the democrats
in Argentina and therefore strengthen and contribute to the
institutionalization of the military government.
The Argentine
government has pursued a two-track approach to try to get closer
to the U.S.;
(1) through lobbying and propaganda in the U.S.,
they have tried to undermine the credibility of our human rights
policy, and (2) they have taken "baby steps" in the human rights
area at home.
1 think our cool and correct posture has been as
effective as any policy could be.
I think negative steps as
State envisages would not be any more effective with Argentina,
and it would cause us serious problems in the U.S. (S)
t
In short, I would recommend that we maintain a cool and correct
posture to Argentina, though we should continue to use every
opportunity both directly and through third countries to encourage
them to clean up their act.
They will continue to try to lure
high-level visitors, and we should resist that until progress is
evident. (SJ
But even if you believe aB Vance and Christopher do, that we
should take the negative steps outlined above, I would encourage
delay. (S)
One could argue that we have been waiting for 18 months; what
will several more months do? Four new factors argue for waiting
a bit longer:
(1) The Argentine government has been paralyzed by
the Beagle Channel conflict for the past eight months; now that
it's quiet, they have the opportunity to move.
(2) Several of
Argentina's most hard-line GeneralB have been transferred, and
Videla and Viola are more secure than at any time before.
(3) Argentina's Ambassador has just told Vaky that he thinks there
is a good possibility of some progress on the human rights front
over the next few months.
And (4) the Inter-American Human Rights
Commission is going there in May.
We (Should wait and gear any
new policy shifts to their report.
That may mean a delay of six
months or more.
RECOMMENDATION:
Vance has apparently decided to change our policy.
I therefore
recommend you call him and ask him to re-consider.
If he
remains convinced, you may want to ask him to delay a decision
pending the IAHRC report.

Approve_______
SECRET—

Disapprove
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Jessica Mathews Views:

Bob is right that our primary concern should b& what will work with
Argentina.
Our policy of the past year (abstention) certainly hasn't
worked, and I have little expectation that prolonging it will change
anything, despite the fact that the Beagle Chanel dispute is over.
On
the other hand, a tougher posture probably won't work either.
I suspect
that in the near term nothing will work until and unless Videla gets
much more secure or there ia a strong change in Argentine public opinion.
However, there is one important consideration missing here, namely the
relationship of Argentina to the rest of our human rights policy. As
Bob points out, the situation in Argentina is the worst in the hemisphere
and has even deteriorated in the past year (at least in relation to the
terrorist threat if not in absolute numbers). While it is impossible
to compare events in say Argentina and Indonesia, we do have to struggle
to make the policy consistent Insofar as we cart, and by these standards
there is a general consensus that we should be taking a firmer stand
toward the GOA.
If neither posture 1b likely to be much more successful vis-a-viB the
GOA, we should pick the one that is more consistent with the human rights
policy — returning to the tougher "no" vote position.
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ARGENTINA:

ASSESSMENT OP CURRENT HUMAN RIGHTS SITUATION

(C) Parameters and problems. The following assessment
covers the Argentine governmentJs 1978 performance and the
current situation wirth respect to category-one human rights.
Inevitaoly, efforts have been hampered somewhat by the US.
Government.'s limited capacity for monitoring human rights
events in Argentina and verifying reports*of either positive
or negative developments.
t
(C) Imprecision is most clearly a problem with statistical
material.
Frankly stated, we do not know exactly how many
people have been tortured or killed, how many are now being
held prisoner, how many prisons are being used, etc. We
are forced, in many cases, to reply upon estimates whose
credibility stems from their relatively wide acceptance among
groups interested in and informed upon Argentina human rights
developments.
(C) We do not believe, however, tnac timely, precise
and verifiable information would fundamentally alter the
assessment offered below. 1
The record of Argentine human
rights events is sufficiently complete to produce a convincing
cumulative picture of the government;s performance. And
while precise statistics might alter somewhat the quantitative
dimensions of that picture, its qualitative aspects would
remain unchanged.
(C) Current situation. With respect to category-one
rights, conditions can be summarized as follows?
(C) — political
purportedly guilty of
at the disposition of
state-of-siege powers
(PEN prisoners

).w

prisoners: Approximately 2,9QU persons
security violations are being detained
the national executive branch under
provided for in the Argentine constitution

(C)
** The current state of siege was instituted on
November 6, 1974 by the Isabel Peron government. Under the
state-of-siege, the national executive is empowered to detain
prisoners indefinitely, but it can neither judge nor punisn
detainees. The Argentine courts ruled in 1977 and 1978 that
the executive branch must cite specific causes for detention

No Objection To Declassification in Part 2013/02/04 : NLC-24-81-1-6-8
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There are two other groups of prisoners, neither of whicn
is publicly acknowledged by the government. One group is
being held at the disposition of military authorities (DAM
prisoners) and prooably includes about 500 persons. According
to Embassy Buenos Aires sources, most of these prisoners are
either former terrorists now cooperating with security units
or new detainees undergoing interrogation and not, therefore,
listed as PEN detainees. The final group involves prisoners
who have been selected for a rehabilitation program run by
the security services. We have no reliable figures, but the
program appears to be relatively small, encompassing at most
a few hundred persons.

<
1

(C) No sustained official effort is being made to sub
stantially reduce the number of political prisoners-by (1)
releasing those against whom there exists' no evidence of
terrorist or criminal involvement nor ipending charges; (2)
trying those charged with specific offenses; or (3) permitting
political prisoners to exercise their constitutional rights
to choose exile over imprisonment (r ig’nt-of-option).
The
right-of-option program initiated inlate 1977 has resulted
in few approvals of prisoner petitions for exile.
(C) There is little evidence to substantiate persistent
rumors that thousands of political prisoners are being
held in clandestine camps located throughout the country.
(C) — Torture and prisoner mistreatments Physical and
psychological torture apparently remain standard treatment
for alleged subversives, or persons believed to have informa
tion about subversion who refuse to cooperate with security

in response to habeas corpus petitions covering PEN prisoners.
However, the Executive does not always respond to court
order. While we have little information that would permit
categorizing detainees according to types'of offenses, the
PEN list probably includes few if any {terrorists suspected
of having committed violent acts against persons or property.
Such individuals, when capturea by security units, are routinely
killed after interrogation. The alleged security violations
of most of those listed as PEN detainees probably include
sucn things as (a) non-violent actions undertaken in support
of subversive (broadly defined to include action or teachings
contrary to the military.'s conception of social order)
groups# e.g., poster and pampnlet distribution and a variety
-sjb€«et;
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officials. Torture generally occurs during interrogation,
prior to official listing of a detainee as a PEM prisoner, nr
^his or her summary execution. I
^
|reportedin
August cnac as many as 90 percent of PEN detainees were tortured
curing interrogation- **
(C) Prisoner treatment beyond tbe interrogation stage
and after PEN listing appears to vary considerably depending
upon such factors as the prisoner's alleged offense, the
proclivities of the regional military commander, and the
character of individual jailors. Reports of severe mistreatment
(beatings, denial of adequate food, medical care, exercise,
etc.) are most often associated with specific military
jurisdictions and prisons, or with tbe transfer or release of
prisoners. In at least five reasonably documented instances
in early 1978, tor example, prisoners released from a La Plata
jail were immediately either murdered or kidnapped, presumably
by security elements.
Official actions appear to have prevented
recurrences of this particular type of abuse, but in late 1978
an ICRC official reported to the Embassy..his belief that
prison conditions and prisoner treatment had deteriorated during
the year.
.
*
(C) — Disappearances; Reports of disappearances continue
to accumulate.
In the vast majority of cases, responsibility
almost certainly lies with one of the many security units. In
the absence of evidence of clandestine camps housing thousands
of allegedly disappeared persons, most must be presumed dead.

of other support activities; (b} economic actions perceived
by the autnorities as directly having supported subversion.
(the Graiver case} or otherwise endangered national interests;
(c) affiliation with groups vaguely defined as “leftist"; or
(a) actions that contributed to an intellectual-cultural
environment conducive to the growth of "subversion" (herein
lies the danger to journalists, writers, teachers, performing
artists, etc.}.
Thus, the term ''security violation" has no
specific meaning.
Its operative definition is largely left
to the discretion of regional and local authorities with arrest
powers.
Reports received from released prisoners tend to
(C}
substantiate the
on the frequency of torture.

-secke?
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(ti) Non-governmental human rights organizations tend
to use the figure of 15, 000 for disappearances over the
past 3-4 years. Argentine groups share: that estimate and
have presented the government with documentation on almost
5,000 cases.
In truth, however, no one knows precisely
how many people hav<5 disappeared or, in many cases, why
specific individuals were victimized.{
(C) Few who have disappeared since about mid-1977,
and on whom we have any information, could be considered
terrorists or security threats. With most terrorists either
eliminated or living in exile, the security forces have made
a significant shift in their, targetting practices to draw
into tne security net a range ot non-terrorists associated
witn the vague and expansively defined political left. The
decision as to which specific individuals will be picked
up is left to regional and local authorities and, therefore,
depends upon the latter's perception of what kinds of activities
constitute security threats. The victim's culpability may
only have involved past membership in a group that was
entirely legal at the time.
Insofar as there is a discernible
pattern, there has been a tendency toward the disappearance
of persons wi-th a common association past or present; e.g.,
graduates of the same high school or university faculty,
members of a political party or youth group, etc. However,
tnere are many cases that make no apparent sense and for
which tne explanation may lie more in internal politics than
in any specific act of the victim.
t

(C)
Public criticism of government policies has, with
few known exceptions, generally not been considered by
authorities as grounds for detaining tne critics and abusing
or killing them.
Many politicians, labor leaders, businessmen,
and other professionals have criticized the government's economic,
political and human rignts policies without suffering
retribution at the hands of the security forces.
(C) There has been no significant official effort to
collect and publish information on persons who allegedly '
When queried about-disappearances by non
have disappeared.
governmental organizations or foreign governments, the Argentines'
standard response is "no information". The Argentine courts
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regularly accept habeas corpus petitions concerning alleged
aisappeareo persons/ but they have reruseci to accept'
jurisdiction in suen cases.
(C) The Mothers of the Plaza ae Mayo Crelatives of
disappeared persons,) one of the most persistent and cohesive
groups seeding information on disappeared persons, has
recently been prohibited from conducting what had ueen a'
weekly Thursday vigil in front of Government Douse in down
town Buenos Aires.
The demonstrations apparently had become
too large ana potentially disruptive in tne judgment of
government officials who do not intend to satisfy their demands
tor information.
The Mothers ere now holding their gatherings
at smaller and less conspicuous sites.
(C) Given the diffusion ot authority that has character
ized the counterterrorist effort, it is highly unlikely that
any government agency either has collected or will be able to
collect definitive files on alleged, disappearance cases. The
various security units have an obvious interest in withholding
or destroying information on cases for which their operatives
nave been responsible.
CCJ> "Reappearances" emerged as a new.and possibly under
reported facet of the human rights scene in 1978. There are
no reliable figures, but the number of cases is probaoly
quite small in relation to the reported numaer of disappearances.
As of mid-September, the Embassy had received reports of 15
cases ana by mid-November Argentine human rights groups placea
tne figure at over 100, with a UNHCR representative suggesting
it might oe as high as 300. During 1978, the government
published 4 lists with the names of hundreds of persons who
hao allegedly reappeared.
In roost cases, however, the
individuals appear to have been the subjects of regular “missing
persons" cases. Their names did not appear on the lists of
disappeared persons maintained by the Embassy and Argentine
human rights organizations.
(C) — Fair public trial. All who have been detained by
official security agencies and subsequently disappeared have
obviously been denied a fair public hearing of the charges
against them.
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(C)
Insofar as alleged security violators are charged
and tried in civilian or military courts, w*1** there are two
notable problems: the often extended period between de
tention and judicial processing and the reported predominance
of convictions based on confessional evidence extracted
through torture.
Professional legal groups such as the
ICJ intend to investigate the question of confessional
evidence.
(C) — Invasion, of the home. The detention practices of
operational counterterrorist units regularly involve illegal
invasion of the home.
In addition, tnere are numerous reports
of arresting officers ransacKing private residences and
stealing the personal property of the detainee.
(C) Trends.
1978 produced no substantial quantitative
improvement or aeterioration in category-one - terms.
The year
featured a variety of positive and negative factors, but the
net result was to leave the situation*little changed. 2
Violations of category-one rights at the hands of official
security personnel were, frequent throughout the year, and
there was no evidence'of a concerted, effective government
effort to halt the abuses.
(C) It is difficult to refine the trends analysis .to
reflect possible patterns of the incidence of certain kinds
or abuses because the available statistical material is not
always reliable. The question of disappearances provides a
good example.
In June 1978, Embassy Buenos Aires .and
Argentine human rights groups believed that disappearances
during the first third of 1978 had declined in frequeny
(about 15 per month) in comparison to 1977. by later in

(C) *K* The status of PEN prisoners with respect to
judicial processing is quite complicated because a prisoner
nelci under a PEN decree can simultaneously be processed on
charges in civilian or military courts and, if convicted,
serve and complete the imposed sentence. Perhaps half
or more of the current PEN detainees are either being
tried or have been sentenced by judicial authorities.
This is significant because, among other reasons, PEN
detainees who are under the concurrent jurisdiction
of judicial authorities are not eligible to petition,
for exile under the right-of-option program.
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the year, however, additional information forced upward
ad’justiuents in the figures.
Interior Ministry records showed
a rate ot 40 per month for January to October (as compared to
150 per month in 1977 and 250 per month in 1978) ana a Foreign
Ministry source placed the ten-month 1978 figure at aoout
80 per month.
By November, the Embassy had reports of dis
appearances averaging aoout 34 per month for the January-Apr il
period. The Embassy has since concluded that a figure of
55 per month would be a reasonable estimate for 1978.
(C) On the basis of such evidence, the only conclusion
that can be drawn is that disappearances occurred with relative
frequency throughout the year with month-to-month variations
reflecting tactical considerations rather than policy
oecisions. In essence, the situation changed little
auring 1978. 3
(S/NF/NC) Counterterrorism, uncontrolled. The
conclusion that conaitions did not improve in 1978 is
cased, in part, on evidence that the security forces
continued to operate without effective central control.
Numerous reports during the year from
variety of intelligence
sources stated that:
— President Videla and his moderate supporters
were attempting to establish rigid command and
control over security operations;
— new orders had been issued with respect to con
ducting jjolice and military operations within
the bounas of the law; or
— police and military operatives had oeen dis
missed or disciplined for abuses.
(C) Some of the reported efforts were probably undertaken.
Some improvements may well have occurred, particularly in
areas under the jurisdiction of officers disposed toward
reform. Nonetheless, at the close of 1978 it was apparent
that counterterrorist actions were generally being conducted
in accord with orders issued by regional and local military
authorities who viewed themselves as unconstrainea by the
law or the directives of national authorities. In late
October, an admiral with counterterrorist responsioilities
in the Buenos Aires area stated to an Embassy officer that
there was almost no central control over operational
counterterrorist units.
-SECRET/ M U1- .URN'/ H
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(C) The political context. The "dirty war*1 ary ament
so frequently employed by Argentines to rationalize human rights
aouses is no longer relevant. According to estimates drafted
by the Argentine Federal Security Service in late 1978, there
were only about 400 active terrorists iri Argentina; no single
group was estimated to have more than 245 resident activists,
ana no group was judged a serious and immediate security
tnreat. High government officials, including President Videla,
have repeatedly stated both publicly and privately that the
7war" is over, i.e, tnat there is no continuing high-level
internal security threat.
(C} The explanation for the continuing human rights
abuses lies' in armed forces, and especially army, politics
rather than in internal security problems. The army is
the predominant service, and its political heterogeneity
is reflected in the conduct of government affairs. President
Vibela leads a group of military and civilian moderates who
woulo preter to see human rignts abusers halted. Videla.'s
priority concern, however, is to maintain the maximum degree
of army and military unity, because the development of
irreparable internal splits probably would spell his own quick
demise and the end of the military's National Reorganization
Process. Videla is not power hungry, but he is committed
to the military government's reform program and believes
his own role important. Thus, Videla's preferences give way
to his long-term political goals when his preferences
threaten military cohesion.
(C)
In the case of human rights anuses, neither Videla
nor any other significant military figure, has questioned
the pre-March 1976 decision to physically eliminate hard
core terrorists. Videla's differences with the so-called
hardliners center on violations of the rights of non—terroristsThe hardliners are philosophically authoritarian and inclined
to label a wide range of political activity and sentiment
as subversive. They oo not entirely share the moderates
perception tnat the "war" against suoversion is over.4
Powerful corps commanders like Major General Carlos Guillermo
Suarez Mason (formerly Commander, Corps I", Buenos Aires) and
Ma^or General Luciano Benjamin Menendqz (Corps III, Cordoba)
continued throughout 1978 to condone counterterrorist tactics
that ensured human rights abuses.
(C) Other factors that diminished Videla.'s cnances of
achieving human rights reforms in 1978 included his August
retirement as an active-duty officer and Army Commander and
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a gradual increase in military ana civilian disenchantment
with the general economic and political performance of his
government.
Those conditions, plus ttfe degree ro whicn the
beagle Channel controversy with Chile dominated official
attention during the last quarter of the year, created highly
improbable circumstances for bold human rignts initiatives on
Videla‘s part.
(C) The results of the recent array promotion/reassignment
cycle appear to offer mixed prospects for human rights reforms.
Moderates politically in sympathy with Videlaana Army Commander
Viola now may be. in a position to exert more effective control
over the service.
Particularly notable changes involved
the following officers:
— Suarez Mason has been shifted from his Corps I
commanoer slot to Army Chief of Staff. His
new post is a prestigious one from which he
might be able to advance to the Commander in
Cnief's slot. Nonetheless, since he no longer
has a troop command nor, mure importantly,
direct control over counterterrorist units, his
promotion is probably a net shorty—term, human
rights gain..
^
— Major General Leopoldo Fortunato Galtieri has
replaced Suarez Mason as Corps I commander.
Galtier! most recently commanded Corps II
(Rosario) where he established a reputation for
reasonableness and restraint in human rights
matters. It has been in his geographic jurisdiction,
for example, that the most progress has been
registered with respect to the judicial processing
of PEN prisoners. If he displays the same
tendencies as Corps I Commander, he will be a
needed improvement over Suarez Mason.
— Major General Santiago Omar Riveros, another
officer notorious for his permissive attitude
toward human rights abuses, has been snifted from
his sensitive buenos Aires command (Military
Institutes) to the Inter-American Defense Board.
— Major General Jose Montes will replace Riveros.
A Viaela-Viola loyalist, Montes could combine with
Galtieri to give the moderates the potential for
cucuing the abuses heretofore "characteristic of
S£i:ftliT/NQFnr<lM/Kn PnNTPfcrT
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counterterrorist operations in the buenos Aires
area.
— brig. General Juan Bautists Sasslain* s appointment
as Cnief of the National Police is an ominous
move in human rights terms. A counterterrorist
expert, Sassiain is reputedly rough and cruel.
— Major General Luciano B. Mer.encez, a fanatic on
suoversion who has condoned hitman rights violations
by those under his command, remains the Corps III
commander (Cordoba). Militarily, Menendez.'s retention
may_ be attributable to the need for nis services
in the event of hostilities with Chile over
the Beagle•Channel.
In human rights terms,
however, it means that the situation in Cordoba
is not liable to improve in the near future.
In all likelihood, the army command shifts will not
result in immediate and drastic human rights improvements,
but the political context appears to be more favorable than
it has been since the March 1976' coup.5
Much will depend
upon whether the Viaela-Viola tandem chooses to exercise
the necessary- leadership, and perhaps ultimately upon whether
the Argentine public becomes sufficiently exercised over
continuing aouses to demand cnange.
(C)
IAHRC visit.
From the Argentine government's
perspective, the next critical human rights deadline is May 29
when the Inter-American Human Rights Commission (IAHRC) will
begin a week-long on site investigation.

i

t

>

It is questionable, however, whetner the prospect of '
the IaHKC visit will lead to fundamental cnanges in tne tactics
employed by the security forces and, thereoy, open the way to
long-term numan rights advances.
In this critical area, the
army command changes probably offer more hope for reform than
the lAHkC visit.6
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FOOTNOTES
1.

HA Note:

„

HA prefers the following wording for
the text from sentence two of paragraph
1 tnrough first sentence of paragraph 3»
"Although it is difficult to quantify precisely
certain aspects of the situation - such as
the exact number of people killed and tortured
and the number being held in clandestine*
military camps - we receive a steady flow of
detailed information from a wide variety of
credible sources in Argentina about human
rights events and conditions. These sources
include our Embassy, international non-govern
mental organizations such as the International
Committee of the Red Cross ana Amnesty Inter
national, Argentine Government officials,
Argentine human rights organizations,
victims of arrest and torture, eyewitnesses
to incidents of abduction and torture, and
relatives of victims."

2.

HA Note:

No overall trend of improvement in category one terms can be shown. There was substantial
qualitative deterioration in at least two areas —
the widening scope of the victims of dis
appearance, and' the worsening of treatment
of political detainees. Tne simple passage
of time can also be reviewed as a negative
factor - another year of widespread violations
long after any terrorist threats has passed.

3.

HA Note:

HA would again emphasize that despite uncertainties
with quantitative materialr the shift in targeting
noted above is a significant negative development.

4.

HA Note:

However, Videla himself said last year that
"A terrorist is not ^ust someone with a gun
or boatb but also someone who spreads ideas that
are contrary to Western and Cnristian civilization"
(Reported in the London Times, January 4, 1978}INR and AKA view the inclusion of this statement
attributed by the press to Videla as potentially
misleading when used in the above context. The
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quote invites tne inference that Videla
supports the application of extreme security
measures against those who have not committed
violent terrorist acts. There is no evidence
to support that contention.
5.

HA Mote:

6.

S/P and
11A Note*:

avmy

The
command changes present a mixed
picture from which it is not possible to conclude
that the overall political context for human
rights improvement is more favorable than in
the past.
S/P and HA would delete this last sentence
because it contradicts the assessment that
the command changes are “mixed".
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MEMORANDUM
NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

June 9, 1980
jeONFIDENTTAr

ACTION

/
MEMORANDUM FOR:

DECLASSIFIED
c.u. idaeo
E.0.13526

ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI

i

Authority

FROM:
SUBJECT:

i

NARA Ja£____ Dato
Visit to Argentina

----------

(U)

I enquired further about the possibility of your wife going to Buenos Aires
(see attached). I did this in a low key through State, so there are still
gaps. I don’t, however, want to be higher-profile unless you are more
firmly committed. (U)
Mrs. Mondale will definitely not go.

(U)

There would be no need to go to the other cities.

(U)

The host, as I wrote, would be the Mozarteum Argentino, the head of which,
incidentally, is Martinez de Hoz. The normal way this sort of thing is
handled (Nancy Kissinger is the modell) is lots of parties, concerts,
museums and receptions in B.A. followed by a couple of days on a ranch.
There would be no expenses involved in all of this; even if the Mozarteum
didn't pick up the hotel bill, that would be irrelevant since your wife
would probably stay with the Ambassador anyway. (U)
i'Vv/'I

-

\y

It is not specified who pays the air fare but that would be paid up by the
Argentine Government. (U)
^
I did not directly raise the question of taking one of your children along.
That is beyond the scope of the invitation. I have no doubt that the Argentine
Government would fall all over itself to broaden the invitation, but I recommend
that you not pursue this. That would make you too beholden to the GOA and open
you up to criticism from the human rights lobby here. (Indeed, even without
a child along, there will be some flak.) (C)
If you want to pursue this seriously, I will contact the Argentine Ambassador
and pin down the details. I think you should give this some further thought,
however, as to the political implications. (C)
GUIDANCE REQUESTED:
Shall I contact the Argentine Ambassador?

__

Or, wait for them to make another move?

_____

Or, drop the idea?

_____

CD^glDUNTiAtr-Review on June 9, 1985

_

s t ?t” Yi/sTO/S

■SOMPIDUNTIAfr

May 28, 1980

Or. Brzezinski Only (Thornton)

At lunch with the Argentine Ambassador, he pressed the point that Mrs.
Mondale should visit Argentina during the visit there of the National
Symphony Orchestra.
This would be at the invitation of the Moznrfmm
Argentine and would commemorate the 400th Anniversary of the founding
of Buenos Aires.
I said that this would probably result in US-Argentine
relations becoming an unwelcome campaign issue and that I thought it a
poor idea.
(I will check this out later with Dennis Clift.)
He then
wondered if your wife might like to come instead.
I made no comment.
The dates are July 24-26: the NSO then goes on to Uruguay and Brazil
for three more days.
Would she be interested? It is all expenses paid
and might be fun.
She would be less of a target for the human rtguts
lobby than Mrs. Mondale, but it would still come up.
reply if he asks again?
(C)

\

JjJ-

JUk

How should I

«-">*•

u. i Kf

*
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Declassify on May 28, 1986
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ft:
DEPARTMENT OP STATE
BRIEFING MEMORANDUM

s/s
bOS REVIEWED D7-Jun-2010: DECLASSIFIED FOR RELEASE IN FULL]

TO:

The Secretary

FROM:

ARA - Terence A. Todmetn

f
Your Visit to Argentina November 20-22, 1977
I.

Objectives

O.S.-Argentine relations are increasingly strained.
Basic differences on human rights have led to a de facto
OS refusal to sell arms and to a "no" vote on an
Argentine loan application in the Inter-American Devel
opment Bank. Meanwhile, Argentina's rush toward nuclear
reprocessing raises the spectre of its becoming a
member of the nuclear club.
President videla offers the beBt hope on the nuclear
issue, and the possibility, though by no means the certainty,
of the progress on human rights improvements basic to
other issues. But Videla's position is not secure,
and there are indications that the Argentines expect
to make some basic decisions on their relations with us
after evaluating their talks with you. *
In this context, our objectives tare to:
— strengthen Videla's position vis-a-vis military
elements who oppose him on human rights and nuclear
issues (the "hardline" nationalist constituencies
on these issues overlap);
— obtain Videla*s agreement to ratify Tlatelolco,
preferably at a date certain in the near future, and
to set the stage for possible movement on the reprocessing
issue;
— encourage Videla to follow through on his promise
of significant improvements in the Argentine human rights
situation through (a) release of detainees or affording them
due process, and (b) ending "disappearances" and torture./^
DECLASSIFIED
E.0.13526
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Argentina's objectives are twofold:
~ the government wants a clarification of what
Argentina may expect from us on issues on which they
would like our cooperation, including military sales; and
— President Videla will try to make the talks
appear cordial and substantive and hence* to demonstrate
to Argentine public opinion that .his 'government has our
ear and respect.
II.

Setting

Although Argentina is Latin America's moBt European
country, chronic political instability and exaggerated
economic nationalism have long impaired its otherwise
significant achievements. At the time of the military
takeover in March 1976 the civilian government had
disintegrated: fanatical qroups of leftist and rightist
terrorists fought pitched battles, the country was nearly
bankrupt, and inflation exceeded 600% per year.
The three-man Junta, of which President Videla
is the Army member, came to power with two primary
goals: elimination of terrorism and restoration of
the economy.
Organized terrorist movements are now largely under
control. The once powerful Peronist-inclined Montoneros have
been reduced to some 700 combatants, and* the Trotskyite
People's Revolutionary Army (ERP) to'only 120. Both
groups have been forced to confine themselves to low risk,
high visibility operations such as assassinations of military
officers and businessmen, and bombings of public buildings.
The defeat of large-scale armed groups has not
brought peace, however. Acts of violence are still
relatively common, and respond to various motives,
including personal vendettas, political radicalisms
of all kinds, and even cynical maneuvering^ to weaken
contending government factions, and may on occasion
be designed to embarrass Videla himself.
Under these conditions, official and unoffi
cial abuses are common. Armed Forces units hunt down
suspected terrorists. Nonviolent citizens are sometimes
imprisoned or killed under circumstances difficult
to ascertain. Homes of detainees are often looted,
and torture is fairly common during the first days
of detention. We have been told repeatedly that excesses
of the security personnel have been punished, but
there is no public record of it.
i
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Economic performance has improved under the Junta.
Foreign currency reserves now exceed $3 billion, inflation
has been reduced, a balanced budget may be possible in 1978,
serious distortions in relative pricers have been corrected
and record level crops' and exports were reached in 1976-77.
On the negative Bide, the government has not been able
to force inflation below 150%, and wage restraints have
reduced real income by 40%. As a result, consumption has
decreased, and worker dissatisfaction is increasing. Strikes
for higher salaries have rocked the country in recent weeks
and more unrest is likely.
Problems or not, Argentina's international economic
position is improving steadily. Exports should reach $4.5
billion this year, compared to imports of about $4 billion,
including more than $700 million from the US. Interestingly,
while the Argentine-US trade balance will be some $400 million
in our favor this year, Argentina's balance with the Communist
countries in 1976 was almost as much in its favor, and may
lead to some pressure to increase Argentine purchases from
the Soviet Union.
Recent improvements in Argentina's economic situation
have led to considerable new interest and some new
activitity by foreign investors. US ^investment now
stands at $1.4 billion and loans by US banks to
Argentina exceed $3 billion.
The military dominate the Argentine political
scene: Armed Forces officers act as governors, mayors
and managers of nationalized companies. With the excep
tion of Economy Minister Martinez de Hoz, civilians are
excluded from major decision-making positions.
Internal military rivalries are endemic. President
Videla mediates pragmatically among military factions,
but cannot impose his will. Several "hard-line" Army
generals remain in key command positions even though
their retirement would relieve right wing pressures
on the President. The politically adroit but unscrupulous
Navy Junta member, Admiral Massera, who is associated
with the Navy's hard-line human rights practices,
takes advantage of every opportunity to embarrass
Videla and boost his own chances for the Presidency.
The Junta has not committed itself to restoring
civilian rule, but consultations between prominent
citizens and military leaders are taking place. Meanwhile,
political party activities are suspended, and the
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powerful labor unions are largely under the control
of military interventora.
Argentina's international actiyity has been
limited by concentration on its own chaotic internal
politics and by a general disinclination to identify
closely with the problems of the Third World. However,
Argentina does have an exceptionally able diplomatic
service which could help build better understanding
between the DCs and LDCs in international fora.
As noted above, the U.S. is the country which
presents the most significant challenges for the
Argentines. They are deeply disturbed by our condi
tioning of weapons sales and IFI loans on their human
rights performance, and may be on the verge of
making basic decisions to reduce their ties to us.
Argentina has Latin America's most advanced nuclear
technology, and probably has the capacity to produce
a nuclear explosion within the next two years. The
Argentines are fully aware of our nuclear preoccupations
and may hope that cooperation on that front might
strengthen our relations and diminish tensions on
other.fronts, including human rights.
The historic rivalry with Brazil continues (e.g.
the dispute over rights to Parana River water.)
There is, however, no great tension now. An April
U.K. international arbitration decision awarding
ownership of Tierra del Fuego to Chile raised
nationalist sentiments in-Argentina, (already resent
ful of the British presence in the Falkland Islands.
The Argentine Navy has increased its patrols in
the area, but the other elements in the GOA seem
more inclined toward negotiation. The Wavy ..
apprehended nine.Russian and Bulgarian fishing
boats in October, but the seizures do not seem
to have had a lasting impact on Argentiue-Soviet
relations.
III.

Key IssueB
1.

Human Rights

U. S. Objective:
To convince the Argentines that
better relations are dependent upon their making human
rights improvements, i.e., (a) releasing or affording
due process to detainees, and (b) ending torture and "dis
appearances."
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Argentine Objective: To convince the US that the
human rights violations which have taken place were
a result of a bloody civil war, that official violations
were an unfortunate but necessary part of the fight
against terrorism, that such violations are being
gradually brought under control, and that a full return
to the rule of law will take time.
Essential Factors: U. S. reactions to Argentine
human rights violations have severely strained our rela
tions. The Argentines claim not to understand why we
have limited arms sales and voted against Argentine IFI
loans. They believe that we overemphasize official
violations and underestimate the terrorist actions
which triggered - them.
"...
Hundreds of members of the Armed* Forces and innocent
civilians have been killed by leftist terrorists. The
military, aided by fanatical rightist civilians, have re
acted brutally.
Many terrorist activists and suspects
have been summarily executed. Torture to produce confessions
and obtain information is commonplace. Military authorities
have frequently allowed off-duty security personnel
to terrorize leftist sympathizers and human rights
advocates not involved in the bloodletting.
Supreme Court writs of habeas corpus concerning
the disappeared are often ignored by the government.
A group of "Mothers of the Plaza" assemble weekly
in downtown Buenos Aires to petition for information
about disappeared family members. We have received
a letter signed by 178 of them aBking for your intercession
with the Argentine government.

«
«

The State of Siege provisions of the Constitution
enable the government to detain prisoners without
charges or set trial dates. President Videla pledged
to President Carter to try to resolve,the cases of
the 4,000 prisoners held under these provisions by
Christmas, but there has has been little progress.
A recently reinstated "right of option", which would
allow political prisoners to choose exile instead
of jail, has resulted in the release of only a few
prisoners.
There is considerable U. S. public and Congressional
interest in the fate of Argentine political prisoners
and the disappeared: five members of the Senate Subcommittee
on Western Hemisphere Affairs wrote you asking your inter■fi-BCRET -
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vention on behalf of jailed newspaper*editor, Jacobo
Timerman, and some 25 Congressmen have expressed interest
in the Deutsch family. (These cases are covered in
the Background Paper on Human Rights.) Congressman
Harkin has asked that you inquire'about the application
of the right of option. A U.S. human rights group
has just given us an unverified'list containing the
names of 7,500 people they claim have disappeared
or have been detained in Argentina.
Points to be Made
— Incidences of prolonged detention, disappearances and
torture strain our relations with Argentina. We do not wish
to tell Argentines how to run their country, but we feel
compelled to express our concern.
— President Carter was heartened by President Videla's
desire to resolve the status of political detainees by
Christmas; we know that it is difficult to process 4,000
individual cases, but we hope that they yill soon be
decided.
■
— We were encouraged by the decision to restore
the "right of option." We hope that its provisions will
allow many detainees to be freed from prison.
— We are especially concerned about the fate of Jacobo
Timerman and the Deutsch family. Both cases have aroused
great interest in the U.S., as did the detention of
the AP reporter Serrat.
— The government should clarify what has happenned
to individuals who have disappeared without explanation.
We know some may be victims of terrorists, but the
security forces appear to have been involved in many
instances.
— A public accounting of all prisoners held
by the government would help resolve questions
about disappearances and would considerably improve
Argentina's world image.
— We still frequently hear reports of torture,
especially during the first days of detention. We
understand that the fight against terrorism has been
brutal, but torture of prisoners is not acceptable
under any circumstances. Torture should be for
bidden and future cases tried in the courts.
■BBCRET
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Terrorism

0. S. Objective; To remind the Argentines that we, too,
abhor terrorism but that we cannot condone counterterrorist
measures that violate human rights.
Argentine Objective; To focus U.iS. thinking on
terrorism as a prime violator of human rights, and
as the origin of what most Argentines privately consider
"shameful" conditions of internal disorder.
Essential Factors: The Argentines contend that U.S.
concentration on human rights violations by government
authorities has forced attention away from terrorism,
which they say also violates human rights and is the
real threat to Western civilization. They have forcefully
pressed a campaign in international organizations
to combat terrorism. This was the principal theme
in Foreign Minister Montes' speech to the UNGA in
October and a major concern of Deputy Foreign Minister
Allara during his calls at the Department in early
November. The Foreign Minister will have especially
strong feelings about terrorism; his predecessor,
Admiral Guzzetti, was almost killed by an assassin
in May.
A recent upsurge in terrorism in Argentina heightens
their concern; two Armed Forces officers‘were assassinated,
three businessmen were killed, and the office of the Labor
Minister and the home of a Chrysler executive have been
bombed in the last month.
*

Points to be Made
— Terrorist attacks against government officials
and innocent civilians are deplorable. We wish
to express our sympathy to these men and their families.
—. We are 'as deeply troubled as the Argentines by the
actions of the international terrorists. We cannot, however,
condone counterterrorist actions that violate human rights and
due legal process.
3.

Ratification of Treaty of Tlatelolco

U. S. Objectives: To have Argentina ratify the Treaty
of Tlatelolco, bring its nuclear program under fullscope
safeguards, defer reprocessing and forego nuclear
explosions.
(
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Argentine Objectives; To complete its nuclear fuel cycle
in order to have greater energy independence, to become a
nuclear technology exporter and to maintain cooperative
ties with the U.S.
«
Essential Factors: Argentina is now proceeding apace
to construct a reprocessing plant which in two years
could produce plutonium in sufficient quantities to
support a nuclear explosive capability. Argentina,
which is by far Latin America's leading nuclear state,
views nuclear technology as a source of both energy
and international status.
It was the first to have
a research reactor (1958), the first and so far only
state to operate a power plant (1974), and is a major
exporter of technicians under IAEA programs..
If Argentina were to defer its reprocessing plans,
accept fullscope safeguards and forego nuclear explosions,
we would consider the transfer of sensitive heavy
water technologies. Failure to defer reprocessing
could scuttle the chances of establishing a Latin
American nuclear-free zone and lead to the proliferation
of nuclear weapons in our own hemisphere. The President
has approved a long-range nuclear strategy involving
both Argentina and Brazil which is outlihed in the background
papers, but a key immediate objective! of our foreign policy
and your trip is to get Argentina to ratify the Treaty of
Tlatelolco now.
Points to be Made
— The United States is determined to do all it can to
halt the vertical and horizontal proliferation of nuclear
weapons.
— Ambassador Smith is available to brief your
officials on our efforts to achieve a new SALT agreement
and a Comprehensive Test Ban.
— It is not our policy to dissuade Argentina or any
nation from acquiring nuclear technology. On the contrary,
if steps can be taken to ensure the safe uses of such
technology, we have indicated to your government a readiness
to assist you in the sensitive field of heavy water.
(
1

— Any cooperation on heavy water would, of course,
involve your deferral of reprocessing plans while an urqent
world study is conducted on how to reiprocess in a safer
manner.
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— We accept and support Argentina's expectation
that its Latin American neighbors should also
make sacrifices on behalf of safe nuclear technologies.
— What we ask now, therefore, is that Argentina take
a bold step on behalf of continental security and mpve
now to ratify the Treaty of Tlatelolco.
— We were heartened by President Videla's conversa
tion with President Carter, and President Videla's com
mitment to consider Argentine ratification of the Treaty
of Tlatelolco.
— Ratification and entry into force of the Treaty
would give dramatic impetus to Latin America's efforts
to create a nuclear free zone, and would demonstrate
Argentina's dedication to peace.

I

4.

P. S.-Argentine. Military Relations

P. S. Objectives: To assure the* Argentines that we
want a good military relationship, but to get them to
understand that this depends on their human rights
performance.
•
Argentine Objective; To inform us that it val
ues its military ties to the U. S., but that without a
clarification of P.S. arms policies, particularly on
spare parts, Argentina will be forced to reorient
its military procurements and relationships.

I

Essential Factors: P. S.-Argentine military relations
have deteriorated sharply'as a result of P. S. actions taken
to disassociate the P. S. from the GOA's human rights
violations. As a result of our strictures, Argentina
has refused all military sales financing for fiscal
year 1978. We will not request funds from the Congress
for fiscal year 1979. In addition, Congress has prospectively
banned military training and arms sales as of October
1, 1978 unless human rights conditions improve. Already,
the Department has been refusing almost all Argentine
military requests.
t

While our policy has little real military significance
for Argentina, our actions have damaged relations
with the armed forces who run the country. Argentina
dropped out of PNITAS fleet exercises this year. Pritil
substantial progress is made on human rights considerations—
release or the affording of due process to detainees,
and the ending of torture and disappearances — Argentina
can expect our military relations to remain paralyzed.
uSJEfiRET-- -
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— The United States values its military relations
with Argentina and regrets the circumstances which
have led to the current situation regarding military
sales and training.
— Our willingness to provide equipment is directly
related to internal security policies. Given the present
situation in Argentina, it is virtually impossible for the
Administration to justify military Bales to Argentina.
— We hope earnestly that the restoration of due
process in Argentina will pemit us to develop more normal
military relationships.
— This would permit us to advise the Congress of a
changed situation and to recommend abrogation of the law
which will prohibit military transfers to Argentina after
October lr 1978.
5.

Argentina and the International Financial
Institutions
_
•
U.S. Objectives; To explain to the* Argentines that
we cannot support their loan requests, except those which
meet basic human needs, until they demonstrate substantial
human rights improvements.
Argentine Objective; To persuade the U.S. to vote
"yes" or abstain on Argentine loan requests in the IPIs.
Essential Factors: In June we abstained instead of
voting *rio'? on one loan and told the Argentines that
this was due to improvements in their human rights situation.
We added, however, that it would be difficult for us
to support their loan requests in the IFIs. They held
back loans until October when they submitted a $36
million gas pipeline project to the IDB. We voted
"no", and informed the Argentines that without human
rights improvements we would vote "no" on future loans
not clearly meeting basic human needs. (We have since
voted "yes" on a potable Water loan in the IDB that
met our basic human needs criteria, but decisions
on two more Argentine loan requests in the IDB,
$60 million for science and technology development
and $50 million for electrical transmission lines,
have been delayed until after your visit.)
The Argentines claim, somewhat disingenuously,
to be confused by our voting record in the IFIs. They
ask how we could abstain on a loan in June and now,
-afiCRET—
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after significant improvements in human rights have
taken place, vote "no".
Points to be Hade
— We do not seek to intervene in the internal
affairs of other societies; but we believe that no
member of the United Nations can claim that violations
of internationally sanctioned human rights are solely
its own affair.
t
— .We will continue to use our vote in the
to promote human rights and hope that conditions
Argentina will permit us to take a more positive
in the World Bank and IOB when future loans come

IFIs .
in
stance
up.

(If raised) Eximbank is encouraged by Argentine
progress on economic questions and this is revelent
to the Bank's decisions. However, Exim is required by law
to consider human rights factors in passing on all loans.

6.

North-South Issuss

U.S. Objectives: To encourage Argentina to use its
influence within the G-77 on issues where our
interests overlap.
Argentine Objective; To e.ncourage the U. S. to
cooperate with Argentina on economic issues affecting
middle-income developing countries.
%

Essential Factors; Although outfwardly supportive
of Third World positions on North-South issues, Argentina
has been quietly but energetically arguing against many
G-77 proposals. Along with other large Latin American
countries, Argentina is concerned about important
aspects of the New International Economic Order, and
increasingly sees itself as a potential "swing" country
between DC's and LDC's.
Argentina believes that the UNCTAD Integrated Program
for Commodities favors Africa and Asia.
It is not a major
exporter of any of the 18 core commodities. * Last September,
it opposed the African countries' demand for an immediate LDC
pledge of financial support for the rapid creation of the
Common Fund to finance the Program. Argentina feels that
any generalized debt moratorium for all LDC's would jeopardize
the Latin American region's vitally important credit stand
ing with private lenders.
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As a middle-income country, however, Argentina
has strongly criticized bur "basic human needs strategy”
as a no growth ploy designed to divide the LDCa.
Points to be Made;
— The United States appreciates the constructive,
moderate position Argentina has taken an many economic
questions in the international fora. We hope they will con
tinue to use these fora to speak out constructively on issues
of importance to the world community as a whole.
— Argentina is a country with strong ties to both
the G-77 and the developed countries; we look forward to
working with the Argentines in seeking practical solutions
to North/South issues. '
f
— We look forward to cooperating closely with
the Argentines in the MTN- negotiations, and would
be interested in exchanging views on ways in which
developing countries can become more involved in inter
national economic decisions generally.
— Our support for the basic human meeds
approach is not designed to supplant programs to
develop infrastructure and productivity, which are
obviously essential to meet basic human meedB
in all developing countries
7.

U. S. - Argentine Mixed Commission

U. S. Objective; To be receptive to Argentine requests
for closer economic consultations.
Argentine Objective. To reactivate the- U.S.-Argentine
Mixed Commission on Economic Relations.
Essential Factors; A U.S-Argentfine ISixed Economic
Commission was established in 1966, but as moribund. The
Argentines proposed its reactivation when Assistant Secre
tary Todman visited Buenos Aires in August and we have since
agreed to meet with the Argentines in Washington at an
unspecified date, possibly in January.
We consider a consultative group useful, but
would prefer to organize it at. a relatively low level,
e.g., Deputy Assistant Secretary, to avoid the appearance
of too close a relationship to Argentina at this time.
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The Argentines may wish to use a reactivated
Commission to consider ways to improve their negative
trade balance with the U.S. — some $400 million in
1977. Our restrictions on beef imports and countervailing
duty cases against Argentine leather and clothing exporters
may also be raised by the Argentines in the Commission.
(Although the incidence of hoof and mouth disease in Argentina
limits raw beef trade, we did import some $100 million
worth of cooked-frozen and canned beef in 1976). On
our side, the Commission could be used to raise investment
disputes: Deltec International (a major meat producer) has a
claim pending in the Argentine courts.
Points to be Made:
— The U. S. views the Economic Commission as a use
ful instrument to achieve shared economic interests.
Our health restrictions against Argentine beef
are not a device to deny access to U, S. markets. We
welcome discussions with Argentina regarding health and
sanitation matters.
I
The Treasury Department appreciates the cooperation
of the GOA in providing information relevant to pending
countervailing duty cases and is taking that information
into consideration in making its decision.
8.

Bilateral Commission on Malnutrition

U. S. Objective:
for cooperation.

(If raised)

To consider Argentine proposals

Argentine Objective: To discuss the establishment of
a U.S.-Argentine Commission on Malnutrition.
Essential Factors: The Argentines finest suggested this
Commission during the Argentine Deputy Foreign Minister's
visit earlier this month. They seemed undecided about what
they want the group to do and gave the impression that they
may have included it on the agenda to divert attention from the
harder issues of human rights and nuclear non-proliferation.
Points to be Made:
The U. S. will listen with interest to Argentine
proposals on a Bilateral Commission on Malnutrition.
— We would like to cooperate with Argentina to
alleviate malnutrition in the hemisphere.
#i nrtnnmj
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Technical Cooperation Among Developing Countries

U. S. Objectives; To encourage greater technology
i
development in LDCs, but to restrain discrimination
against U. S. suppliers of technology. To insure that
//
IFI and USAID money is used to finance the best technology
available, regardless of origin. .
//

:

I

Argentine Objective: To foster greater utilization of
Argentine technology by other LDCs through multilateral
agreements.
Essential Factors: A United Nations Conference on
Technical Cooperation Among Developing Countries will be
held at Buenos Aires from August 30 to September 12, 1978.
The GOA has long been the prime proponent of such a con**
ference, which it hopes will help promote greater use of
technology developed in advanced LDCs like Argentina.
Points to be Made

i

— We will attend the Buenos Aires Conference with
the goal of cooperating with LDC's 'to enhance use of tech
nology available in their countries.
— We hope to work with Argentina to direct the
Conference toward that goal.
f
— We would not favor a Conference attempt to justify
use of LDC technology for its own sake at the expense of
superior technology available elsewhere.
10.

Malvinas/Falkland Islands

U. S. Objective; To urge negotiations aimed at
a peaceful settlement and avoidance of incidents,
while staying out of the middle of this ArgentineU. K. question.
Argentine Objective: To solicit U. S. support for the
return of the U. K. held Malvinas Islands to Argentina.
(The Argentines would prefer you use the name Malvinas.)
EBBential Factors: The Malvinas have been governed by
the U. K. since 1833. Argentine-UK conversations
will take place in New York in December, but there is
basic disagreement on a date. The Argentines want them
now but the U. K. is thinking of an end-of-century turnover.
The negotiations are complicated by the 2,000 inhabitants'
SfieRET-
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unwillingness to be ruled by Argentina and the possibility
that large oil deposits may exist in the area.
We have consistently urged both parties to seek
a solution through negotiation. The Argentines,
however, may be thinking of other tactics: Deputy
Foreign Minister Allara told Assistant Secretary Todman
in early November that an "incident" was possible
so long as the matter remained unsettled. The Argentines
urged that we pressure the British to return the Malvinas
to Argentina. The British have asked that we urge
restraint on the Argentines to permit* an evolutionary
approach.
Points to be Made?
(In view of Argentine interest and the UK request,
we believe you could profitably take the lead in
raising this issue.)
The U. S. hopes that the U. K. and Argentina can
work out a suitable agreement on the Malvinas.
-- Argentina should show restraint: any "incident" would
only make the future of the islands more difficult to resolve.

t
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j CONCEPT OF ATTEMPTING TO IMPLEMENT HUNAN RIGHTS I'l LA.
HE SAIC HE UOJIG WAIT AlOUT TWO WEEKS AFTER HIS P*TURK TO
,. I US BEFORE SPEAK.IIG OUT. KISSINGER WORKED CLOSELY UMH
ENBASSI PERSON’>FL. THEY WERE GCOC GLESTS AN3 MACE III*Y
EFFORT TO GiVE APPEARANCE THEY WERE NOT EMISSARIES CF
OPPOSITION TO CURRENT US ADMIN I STRAY,ON.
NY ONLY CONCERN IS THAT KISSINGER'S REPEATEO H!3» PRAISE
FOR IRGEHTINA'S ACTION IN ViriHG OUT TERRQRISH AII3 nIS
STRESS OH THE "IPORTRNCE OF ARGENT I HA NAY HAVE GONE TO SCHE
CSHSIOERAELE ECEIIT TO HIS HOSTS’ HEADS. DESPITE HIS
OISCLAiHEAS THAT THE NETHODS USED III FIGHTING TERACRISN RUST
NOT BE PERPETUATED, THERE IS SOrE DANGER THAT ARGENTINES
MAY USE YISSINGFA-S LAUDATORY STATEMENTS AS JUSTIFICATION
FOR HARDENING THE1R HUHAH RIGHTS STANCE.
CASTRO

S.1 CN HIS RETURN FROM THE FIRM. -XlSSiNGER SPOKE TO ENSASSY
PERSONNEL. hE CAVE A PEP TALKS TO ARE RICAN FOREIGN SERVICE
PERSONNEL AS HELL AS LOCALS. HI NARRATEO 50RE OF HI5
EXPERIENCES WHILE IN USG SERVICE. HIS HUR3A0US APPROACH
WAS WELL RECEIVED 8T ».L.
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IB. ON FRIDAY EVENING R RECEPTION WAS GIVEN AT EMBASSY
RLSICLIICE HONOR'NG KISSINGER AND FAMILY. APPROXIMATELY TWO
HUNOREO PERSONS ATTENDED. GOA TOP OFFICIALS WERE WELL
REPRESENTED.
11. AFTER THE RECEPTION, KISSINGER ATTEN3ED A DINNER GIVEN
BY MINISTER OF ECONOMY MARTINEZ DE HOZ. THIS GROUP WAS
COMPOSES OF BA! HERS, ECONOMISTS AN3 III3U5YRIRLISTS. THE MAIN
DISCUSSION CONCERNEO MEANS TO ATTRACT FOREIGN INDUSTRIAL AND
OTHER INVESTMENT TO ARGENTINA. THE LONG TERN LACK OF POLITICAL
STABILITY AND INFLATION SEEMEO TO IE THE MAIN CONCERN OF
THE GROUP. LITTLE ELSE DEVELOPED FROM THE DINNER.
12. ON JUNE 24 KISSINGER PARTICIPATED III AH OFT TNE RECORD
PRESS COIN EVENLY AND WAS MADE AN HONORARY HE TIBER OF ARGENTINE
COUNCIL ON INTERNAnC'iAi RELATIONS. TNIS GROUP IS COMPRISED
OF FOB"EH FOREIGN MINISTERS, UNO HOLD THEMSELVES UP TO THE
PUBLIC AS THE "ELITE GROUP" ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS. OR. KISSINGER
GAVE AN OFF THE CUFF TALK. IE STRESSED THAT THERE WAS NO
CUESTiOi: BUT TnAT AMERICANS LACKED KNOWLEDGE ABOUT
ARGENTINA'S HISTORY. ESPECIALLY, ANE3UCAU3. LACKED FAMILIARITY
W T1 ARGENTINA'S EXFERIflt!Ol riiKTJJlt.UJliniUW.- HE EXPLAINED
n; His DP III1 OH GOA naD DONE all OUTSTANDING JOB III WIPING
CJY TFVRSRIST FORCES, BUT ALSO CAUTIONED THAT METHODS 'JSfcO
"n"f\SITING "TE’HOTTS” BUST MOT BE PERPETUATED. jE EXPLAINED
A rOVEMEUT *CWARDS 'iSRNAICY MUST TAKE'PLSCE IF DEMOCRATIC
IDEALS ARE TO PREVAIL.
13. OR. KISSINGER ALSO APPEARED III A QUESTION AND AIISUEH
PERIOD WITH O'/E OF ARGENTINR'SPOPUIAA NEWS COMHEIITERS.
DURING THE mTt»mcu_«M:ciim» ci-irtn yrapBRiHr; IT-Bf fluY
OF THE GREATEST VIOLATORS OF HUMAN RiMIS^- HE SAID IT WAS
UNFORTUNATE fiSTjIT .Sqift'nmTUHlia kwa'i rights was
BEING USED AS A WEAPON AGAiNST ITS F«IElkOS.
COMMENT: THE X'SSINSER FAMILY ATTENDED A FOOTBALL GAME >U
ROSARIO, WHERE HE WAS INTRODUCED TO THE PUBLIC.
IHDICAT'ONS
ARE HE WAS WELL RECEIVED B* THE AUDIENCE. HE ALSO ATTEN3E0
TWO OTHER GAMES IN BUENOS AIRES AS’A GUEST OF PRESIDENT
ViOELA. THE ARGENTINE MEDIA GAVE FAVORABLE AND HEAVY
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COVENAGE TO THE KISSINGER VISIT.
COMMENT: OR. AiSSHiSER TOLB THE AMBASSADOR HE WOULD NOT
CRITICIZE THE CARTER ADMINISTRATION SO LONS AS HE WAS OVER
SEAS. HE SPC*E HIGHLY OF PRESIDENT CARTER'S FOREIGN POLICY
TO THE AMBASSADOR, BUT FElT HE WOL'lQ SPEAK OUT AGAINST THE
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Afghanistan
May 19, 1977

IDA Agricultural Bank - $12 million

The Committee recommended that a demarche be made to the GOA Unking
our support for their loans In the International financial institutions
to human rights considerations.
Argentina
May 19, 1977

IBRD - $100 million
IFC - $ 7 million
IDB Gas Pipeline - $35 million
IDB Petro-chemlcal Program - $83
IDB Urban and Rural Potable Water - $40 million

The Committee agreed that Secretary Blumenthal should ask Econonty
Minister Martinez de Hoz, when he sees him on June 1 at the Annual
IDB meeting in Guatemala to postpone an upcoming $100 million industrial
credit loan 1n the IBRD. He will also inform the Minister that, because
of human rights considerations, we may have problems with other loans
in both the IDB and the IBRD and that we would like to avoid a
confrontation on them by having them delayed until a more propitious
time. It was also agreed that the U.S. Executive Directors 1n the IDB
and IBRD would indicate to their colleagues that the U.S. was seeking
a delay on consideration of these loans.
June 9, 1977
The.Committee was appraised that despite U.S. urging, the Argentines had
refused to withdraw the $100 million loan In the World Bank. Another
small $7 million loan was scheduled to come up for consideration at the
same time. The Committee agreed that the U.S. s'hould abstain on these
two World Bank loans and make a statement alt the Bank Board meeting
explaining our action. The rationale for not deciding to vote no was
that a graduated approach was considered to be more likely to obtain
positive results from the Argentines. It was agreed that the U.S. Bank
Director could let other Bank Directors know a few days In advance that
we would not be supporting this loan.
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TAGS: PORG, SHUM, AR, US, E7IN
SUBJECT: GOA NOTES HUMAN RIGHTS IMPROVEMENTS
REF: (A) STATE 138380, (B) BUENOS AIRES 4444, (C) BUENOS A3RES 4483
SUMMARY: AS ANTICIPATED IN DEMARCHES BY MARTINEZ DE HOZ IN
BUENOS AIRES (RE7TEL B) AND AMBASSADOR AJA ESPIL IN
WASHINGTON (RE7TEL A), ARGENTINE 077ICIALS ANNOUNCED A
NUMBER 07 ACTIONS JUNE 14 THAT BEAR ON THE COUNTRY'S HUMAN
RIGHTS IMAGE OVERSEAS. THESE ANNOUNCEMENTS INCLUDE THE RELEASE
07 342 PERSONS FROM EXECUTIVE CUSTODY, PROCESSING OF ALMOST
1,000 SUBVERSIVE CASES IN FEDERAL AND MINITARLY COURTS,
POSSIBLE REINSTATEMENT OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT OF
OPTION TO LEAVE THE COUNTRY, AND BANNING OF TWO ISSUES
OF, A FAR RIGHT, RACIST MAGAZINE. WHILE THE ANNOUNCEMENTS IN
THEMSELVES SHOW LITTLE BY WAY OF CERTIFIABLE SUBSTANTIVE
CHANGE IN GOVERNMENT HUMAN RIGHTS PRACTICES, THE
GOVERNMENT'S DECISION TO COMPILE EXAMPLES OF HUMAN RIGHTS
IMPROVEMENTS DEMONSTRATES ITS RISING SENSITIVITY TO THE
SERIOUSNESS OF THE U.S. HUMAN RIGHTS POSITION AND OUR
ADVERSE VOTES IN INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS.
END SUMMARY
CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIDENTIAL
PAGE 02
BUENOS 04638 01 OF 02 222034Z
1. AS NOTED IN REFTEL B, GOVERNMENT OF ARGENTINA'S (GOA'S)
PRESENTATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS IMPROVEMENTS DEMONSTRATES BASICALLY
FRIENDLY GESTURES AND INCREASED CONCERN ON THE PART OF GOA
OFFICIALS TO MAINTAIN POSITIVE AND CONSTRUCTIVE RELATIONSHIP IN
RESPONSE TO U.S. REPRESENTATIONS ON HUMAN RIGHTS QUESTION. THE
LIST OF ACTIONS TAKEN, HOWEVER, SHOWS LITTLE SUBSTANTIVE CHANGE.
AS ANTICIPATED, THE GOA ACTIONS AND COMMUNIQUES WERE RELEASED
JUNE 14 AND PUBLISHED IN JUNE 15 PRESS.
2. AS A 15-DAY COMPENDIUM THE LISTING OF 342 PERSONS CITED AS
NO LONGER BEING HELD AT THE DISPOSITION OF THE EXECUTIVE IS
CONSIDERABLY LARGER THAN THE TYPICAL WEEKLY LISTS PUT OUT BY
THE INTERIOR MINISTRY. FURTHER, THERE IS NO WAY "IMMEDIATELY
TO VERIFY THAT PERSONS LISTED HAVE ACTUALLY BEEN RELEASED.
(MARTINEZ DE HOZ DID, HOWEVER, TELL CHARGE THAT THE PERSONS
LISTED WERE DEFINITELY BEING PHYSICALLY RELEASED FROM
DETENTION AND NOT JUST PASSED TO OTHER AUTHORITIES.)
""ffUNl J.DENT1 A-4--/
' PAGE
' 1
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3. AS FOR SPECIFIC CASES, THREE OF THE NAMES WERE FAMILIAR—
DAVID DIVINSKY AND HIS WIFE ANA MARIA MILER, BOOK PUBLISHERS
LISTED AS RELEASED FROM EXECUTIVE CUSTODY FOR SUBVERSIVE
CRIMES? AND JUAN CARLOS ROUSSELOT, LISTED AS RELEASED FROM
CUSTODY FOR ECONOMIC CRIMES. AS OF JUNE 16, NEITHER MILER NOR
BlVINSKY HAS YET BEEN RELEASED ACCORDING TO FAMILY FRIENDS. WE
ARE TRYING TO VERIFY THESE CASES AS POSSIBLE, INDICATORS AS TO
USUAL FATE'OF LISTED PERSONS. SINCE THE LISTS BEGAN BEING
PUBLISHED WEEKLY IN JANUARY, WE HAVE VERIFIED AND REPORTED ■
SEVERAL ACTUAL RELEASES, ALTHOUGH MANY EMBASSY SOURCES,
INCLUDING VISITORS AND REPRESENTATIVES OF CHURCH AND HUMAN
RIGHTS GROUPS, CLAIM THAT THE MAJORITY OF PERSONS LISTED REMAIN
IN-DETENTION. (THIS COULD RESULT PARTIALLY FROM DEFIANCE OF
INTERIOR MINISTRY ORDERS, AND PARTLY FROM BUREAUCRATIC ,
INCOMPETENCE OF FEDERAL AND MILITARY PRISON AUTHORITIES.)
CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIDENTIAL
PAGE 03
BUENOS 04638 01 OF 02 222034Z
PERMANENT ASSEMBLY DIRECTOR JOSE WESTERKAM? (WHO HOSTED
PATRICIA DERIAN'S MEETING WITH ASSEMBLY IN MARCH) TOLD EMBOFF
ON JUNE 14 ABOUT THE PARTICULAR CASE OF A BOY JAILED WITH '
WESTERKAMP'S SON IN SIERRA CEICA PRISON WHOSE NAME HAS APPEARED
TWICE ON THE RELEASE LISTS AND ONCE ON THE LIST OF PERSONS
NEWLY DETAINED BY THE EXECUTIVE. THE BOY HIMSELF WAS NEVER
INFORMED OF THE PUBLICATION OF ANY OF THE LISTS AND HIS STATUS
AS A DETAINEE UNDER STATE OF SIEGE PROVISIONS HAS IN FACT
REMAINED UNCHANGED FOR MORE THAN ONE YEAR.
(CONFIDENTIAL
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CONFIDENTIAL SECTION 2 OF 2 BUENOS AIRES 4638
4. THE INTERIOR MINISTRY STATEMENT THAT 667 ^SUBVERSIVE CASES
HAVE BEEN REMANDED TO THE FEDERAL COURTS (WITH 327 SENTENCES
PASSED) AND 305 CASES SENT TO SPECIAL MILITARY COURTS MARTIAL.
(WITH 158 SENTENCES HANDED DOWN) APPEARED IN PRESS
WITHOUT NAMES OR COMMENTARY. AS VERY FEW OF THESE TALKS AND
SUBSEQUENT SENTENCING HAVE BEEN REPORTED IN THE PRESS OR
INDEPENDENTLY CONFIRMED BY EMBOFFS, WE CANNOT COMMENT ON THE
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE ANNOUNCEMENT.
5. PRESIDENT VIDELA'S REPORTED INSTRUCTIONS TO AUTHORITIES
TO ANALYZE THE REINSTATEMENT OF THE SUSPENDED CONSTITUTIONAL
OPTION FOR PERSONS BEING HELD UNDER STATE OF SIEGE PROVISIONS
TO LEAVE THE COUNTRY RECALLS HIS EARLIER APPOINTMENT OF A
COMMISSION CHAIRED BY INTERIOR MINISTER HARGUINDEGUY TO REVIEW
THE SUSPENSION LAST APRIL. AS A RESULT OF THE COMMISSION'S
DELIBERATIONS AT THAT TIME, LEGISLATION WAS PASSED TO EXTEND
THE SUSPENSION FOR ANOTHER 150 DAYS BEGINNING MAY 1, 1977. IT
IS NOT YET KNOWN WHETHER THE PRESIDENT'S STATEMENTS MEAN THE
OPTION WILL BE CONSIDERED MORE FAVORABLY IN THE NEAR FUTURE OR
WILL ACTUALLY BE REINSTATED BEFORE THE PRESENT 150 DAYS SUSPENSION
IS UP IN SEPTEMBER.
6. GOA SUSPENSION OF THE DISTRIBUTION, SALE, AND CIRCULATION OF
THE MAY-JUNE CABILDO ISSUE NO. 8 WAS OF INTEREST. THE MAGAZINE
CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIDENTIAL
«
PAGE 02
BUENOS 04638 02 OF 02 222035Z
WAS ACCUSED OF "PROPAGATING IDEOLOGICAL-RACIAL CONFLICT’IN
OPPOSITION TO THE NATION'S OBJECTIVES.” THE DECREE FURTHER
PROHIBITED THE PRINTING AND CIRCULATION OF THE JULY ISSUE AND
"ANY OTHER THAT ATTEMPTS TO REPLACE IT." THE BAN DOES NOT,
HOWEVER, AFFECT THE MAGAZINE'S ADMINISTRATIVE OR PUBLISHING
CAPACITY BEYOND THE TWO ISSUES, AND THIS SHORT TERM SUSPENSION
DOES LITTLE TO UNDO THE STRIDENT ANTI-SEMITIC RHETORIC OF THE
APRIL CABILDO, ISSUE NO. 7. IT WAS THIS WHICH PROMPTED PROTESTS
BY JEWISH GROUPS IN ARGENTINA AND OCCASIONED LOCAL AND
INTERNATIONAL PRESS COMMENTARY (SEE BA 3370 AND 3631). '
7. COMMENT: THIS FLURRY OF STATEMENTS TO THE PUBLIC ON HUMAN RIGHTS
WAS UNDERTAKEN WITH THE SPECIFIC PURPOSE OF INFLUENCING THE U-S.
VOTE ON TWO LARGE BANK LOANS OF PARTICULAR IMPORTANCE TO THIS
COUNTRY. THE GOVERNMENT-INTERVENED LA OPINION ON JUNE 16
FLATLY STATED THAT THE GOVERNMENT'S RECENT ACTIONS WERE
CONFIDENTIAL
/
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-GONFTDENTIAL—
"SIGNIFICANT MEASURES TO COUNTERACT ACCUSATIONS FROM ABROAD AND
IMPROVE THE COUNTRY'S IMMAGE OVERESEAS". (NO OTHER PAPER HAS
COMMENTED EDITORIALLY ON THE GOVERNMENT'S ANNOUNCEMENTS TO DATE.)
OF INTEREST, IS WHETHER THIS INITIATIVE WAS NOTHING MORE TRAN
WARMED OVER STATISTICS AND SMOKESCREEN GESTURES OR WHETHER SOME
NEW ELEMENT HAS BEEN ADDED TO ARGENTINE EFFORTS IN THIS FIELD.
OUR CONCLUSION AFTER STUDYING THIS LATEST "EVIDENCE” —MUCH LIKE
OUR INITIAL IMPRESSIONS REPORTED IN REF B—IS THAT THE
INITIATIVE IS HOLLOW FROM THE SUBSTANTIVE SIDE, BUT INTERESTING
AND-ENCOURAGING IN WHAT IT DEMONSTRATES ABOUT RISING ARGENTINE
BURFACRATIC SENSITIVITY CONCERNING THE SERIOUSNESS OF THE U.S. HUMAN
RIGHTS POSITION.
CHAPLIN
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SUBJ: SECRETARY ELUUENYWtl'S BILATERAL MEETING WITH ARGE'lTlKR
REF:
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II OF IZ

8113132

DE HOI IF HI SAW A WAY TO UOVE FROM EXTRA LEGAL LfTHCOS OF CON
TROL TO THE NORMAL LEGAL PROCESS IN HAHOLIN! TERRORISTS.
MART INEZ DE HCZ SAID THAT WHILE ARGENTINA AZU'RES b.S. TFAOITlCNS
ANO LAWS ANA CITED THE COMMON HlSTCRT. THE PRESENT SITUATION
IS HIGHLY a/nCRI'A. STEMMING in part BY INHIBITION of THE JUDICIARY
TO SENTENCE TERRORISTS BECAUSE OF FEAR 0* RETRIBUTION AC A'.‘.SI
THEMSELVES ANO THE IP FAMILIES.
THE POLICE BECAME DISCOURAGED MEN
TERRORISTS BROUGHT TO TRIAL WERE AlWATS SET FREE. ThUS. A P0L1CT
OF TARING NO PRISONERS WAS ADOPTED. LIKEWISE. YOUNG "ILITART
OFFICERS 10i!» MATTERS INTO THE IN OftN NATOS. MARTINEZ DE KOZ
SAID PEES ID!NT ViCElA IS CCL»JITTED TO RESTORING HUMAN FIGHTS.
CONSIDERABLE PROCRESS HAS SEEN MADE IN A PING OUT THE TWO MAIN
TERRORIST CROUPS AND HE ANTICIPATES GRADUAL IMPROVEMENT Ik
RESTORING NjAIAk RIGHTS OVER THE NEXT FEW MONTHS.
ROSTER

GUATEMALA 3416, BRlOCEt-B■TYNER TELECON

AS PER REOUEST BY I'D, PETE* BRIDGES THERE FOLLOWS MEUCOY CF
SfCRETARY BLUUEMHAl'S BILATERAL MEETING WITH ARGENTINE MlklSTER
OF T.CGHOU* MARTINEZ DE HC2:
'MEMORANDUM OF CONTERSATION
PARTICIPANTS:
ARGENTINA: JOSE ALFREDO MARTINEZ DE H02. MINISTER OF ECONOMY
JLLOOlFO CEXAR DIZ. PRESIDENT OF TNE CENTRAL BANS
DANTE SIMONE. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, IMF
U. S.
MICHAEL BLUKENThRL, SECRETARY OF TREASURY
C. FRED BERGSTfN. ASSISTANT SECPE’APr OF TREASURY
ARNO.D NACHUANOFr, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF TREASURY
RICHARD ARELLANO, DIPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF STATE
< EDWARD BITTNER, OFFICE OF DEVELOPING I.MiCNS FINAHGE. TSEASURT
TIME AND PLACE: MAY 31, 137? - U.S. CHANCERY. GUATEMALA

1 SUBJ:

>•

t

BILATERAL MEETING KITH ARGENTINA

MARTINEZ DE H02 SAiO HE WAS GRATEFUL FOR OPPORTUNITY TO EXPLAIN
PLRSONALLY TO SFCRETARY BlUHEhTHAL THE ECONOMIC PROGRESS THAT
ARGENTINA HAS MkOE SINCE THE ADMINISTRATION OF VIOELA. kE BEGAN
EY GIVING A DEI A KID DESCRIPTION CF THE POLITICAL MACHINATIONS
LEADING UP TO THE Hill TART TAKEOVER IN MR I3’6, EMPHASIZING
THAT THE MIL HART RELUCTANTLY ASSUMED POWER WHEN FERON'S WIFE HAD
IOST CC'ilAOL OF THE POLITICAL Si Tail ON AND THE ECONOMY HiO REACHED
■ROC* 8DTI0M'. HE SA'D NE ACRE EC TO BE MINISTER OF ECC'.'GVY ONLY
IF HE HAO THE COLOlHE POLITICAL BACYlflS OF THE MILITARY AND IF
HE WOULD HAVE CONTROL O/ER ALL UIN,STORES INVOLVING THE ECONCUV.
THE MILITARY INHERITED A LEGACY OF TERRORIST CFGAN'12AT IONS WHICH
PFRCN HAD BACKED IN ORDER TO OPPOSE 'HE PREVIOUS GOVERNMENTS,
BUT WHICH ULTIMATELY GOT OUT OF CONTRCl.
MARTINEZ DE HD2 REITEREATED THE ECONOMIC FRCGRESS WHICH HAS
BEEN MADE L'N:(> HIS LEAOEPShiP, GIFECTr.C G'JF AHEM I ON TO BOOH
WITH CHARTS SHOWING INTER ALIA OECRE<SE IN UNEMPLOYMENT.
DECREASE IN MONflA'-T EXPANSION. I'lCPEASL III ACRIC'J.TU'Al FRODLCTIt’:. ENERC' PPSC'JCTION ATS EFFORT SH^LIINTS. REDUCTION III
GCVERUVEM DEFICIT. DECLINE IN RATE OF INFLATION. ANO IMPROVE
MENT IN EXTEK'iAt SECYCR. HE SAIC HE WAS ABLE TO CCNVItiCE THE
POPulATlO'l A'OuT T«[ N'CESSiTY OF A CECREASED GROHTH IN «EAL WAGES
AS THE PRICE (OR ACHIEVING STABILITY.
BLUUE.V'HAl SAID HE ADUIPED T»E PPCGRESS IN T».E ECONOMY W“iC“
HAO BEEN UADr A'.D 'JkOEPS’ANgS THE POul'ICAl SITUATION S'EV'llG
rpOM the TERFGP.iM iNhER'TE: Fv;.v FfEvifui CCVEPNVfNTS. -f CITED
THE FACT THAT THE SE'fCIF COPCPA'IDS WITH WH.CH HE PPEiIVjSlY HAO
B'f'l ASSOC l A TEC. ICS’ THR-E E"!11'?S *C T“E TERPCMSTS. '.EvERThELESS. ThE U.S. iS VERT CCilCtV.EO ASCOT CUE PFCCESS CF lAw
AN j Th* CE'.E'Al FRC’ECTION GF NUUA'i P lGa'S. he A5VEP UASTINEZ
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CONGRESS'S POSITION FIRMLY TO MARTINEZ OE HOZ SUBSEQUENT
TO THE A. ATT til'S BILATERAL WITH SECRETARY BUMENTHAl. U.S.
EXECUTIVE C - FT E C TCR RALPH jUXSAN UADE THE SAVE CASE ON A
DIFFERENT OCCASION TO MARTINEZ DE HOZ.
ROSIER
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BlliMENTHAL SAID THAT WHILE « ARE UNDERSTANDING OF ARGENTINA'S
PROBLEM ANO lit COh'I WISH 10 INTERFERE INTERNALLY. THE. CARTER
ADMINISTRATION MUST IF CONSISTENT IN THE PURSUIT OF HUMAN RIGHTS.
THE NAPKIN AMENDMENT REOUIRES US TO VOTE (GAINST LOANS IT THE III
FOR COUNTRIES HITH GROSS VIOLATIONS EXCEPT 'N THE CASE 0F THE
HE For. THE BADILLO MENOI-'ENT. WHICH ALREADY HAS PASSED THE HOUSE
WOULD {XTtHO THIS LAW TO OTHER iFl'S.
WHILE HUMPHREY
AMEfyOUiNT W9U1D PROVIDE MORE FLEXIBIL IT?. THE ADMINISTRATION IS AS
A MAHER OF ITS OKI POLICY ANO CONVICTION. COMMITTED TO THE
ADVANCEMENT OF HUMAN RIGHTS. HE SUGGESTED. THEREFORE, THAT IT
MIGHT EE ADVISEABLE FOR ARGENTINA TO POSTPONE APPLICATIONS FOR
LOANS UNTIL IT COULD SHOW SOME DEFINITE IMPROVEMENT IN HUMAN RIGHTS.
.MARTINEZ DE HOZ SAID THAT PRESIDENT VIDELA IS COMMITTED TO
RESTORING HUMAN RIGHTS AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. ARGENTINA HAS TWO
LOANS IN THE PIPELINE FOR 101 CONSIDERATION WHICH COULD IE HELD
UP. BUT KF IS CONCERNED AIOUT A SUP KILL ION LOAN FOR THE NATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT SANK MUCH IS BEING CONSIDERED ST THE IBRD. HF_
EXPRESSED CONCERN THAT ARCEHTINA WOULD NOT BE ABLE TO UTILIZE ITS
S3ri Mill 191 QUOTA WITH THE IBRD IT THE ICAN WERE DELAYED TO THE
hrxi FISCAL TEAR. HE SAID HE HOPED THAT THIS LOAH MIGHT GET
IHROUGH THE -REEOr LOOFHOlE ON THE GROUNDS OF EMPLOYMENT GENERATION.
BLUMENTHAL RESPONDED BY INDICATING THAT THE IBID LOAH IS VEIT
LIKELY TO PILSENT PROBLEMS FOR US.
MARTINEZ Dt H02 BECAME SOMEWHAT DEFENSIVE ANO ASKED TWO
WORRIES ABOUT HUMAN RIGHTS FOR THE VICTIMS GF THE TERRORISTS.
ARElIANO SAID THERE IS NO WAT OF RATIONALIZING HUMAN RIGHTS
VIOLATIONS.
IN RESPONSE TO RlUHEHTHAl'S CUE ST I Oil ABOUT ASSERTIONS OF
ANTI-SEMI!ISM IN ARGENTINA. MARTINEZ CLAIMED THERE WAS HO SUBSTANCE
TO THF CHARGES.

f

BlUMFNTHAl S«ID HE BELIEVES THAT THE U. S. POSITION IS CLEAR.
WE HOPE TO SEC IUPVOyEUENT IN HUMAN RIGHTS MADE QUICKLY AND WOULD
LIKE 1C BE INFORMED CONCERNING PROGRESSIVE.
RIUUEIiTHAl REITERATEC U.S. OPPOSITION TO A'.T INCREASE IN
SALARY FDN 101 EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS AND ASKED FOR ARGENTINA'S
SUPPORT.
MART INF Z DE H92 AGREED TO DISCUSS SALARV ISSUE WITH ORTIZ MENA
WITH THI 09JECllVE OF HAViNC IT PUT A5I5E. «E THEN BROUGHT UP THE
POSSIBILITY CF IKTAI BE’h'G ELIMINATED. CN TRANSFORMED. SINCE
INTAl IS THE CULT INTERNATIONAL ORCAVZATlSN LOCATED IN ARGENTINA
MART INEZ DE HOZ IS AHXlCUS THAT IT REMAlH THERE IN SOME FORM.
BERCSIEN SAID THAT AS THE SECRETARY INDICATED IN HIS ISB
MIEIING SPEECH, THE U.S. WISHES TD STUOl T"E FUTURE OF INTAL.
MARTINEZ DE HOZ TH*'IFED THE SECRETARY FOR BE'hG AHE TO SPEAK
FPA.Nf.LY AECIil THE SITUATION IN ARGENTINA.
AS Nfl'jRTLD PEFTEl CC.'iCPESSWN EASILLO EX’.A,I,ED
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United States - Argentine Relations
The human rights situation in Argentina bedevils
our relations. This memorandum reviews our interests
in Argentina, discusses the question of terrorism and
human rights violations, and reports on steps we have
taken to promote human rights'. Thi's latter category
includes the use of our voice and vote in the interna
tional financial institutions, a subject which the
Argentine Minister of Economy Burely will raise with
you.
United States Interests
- Human Rights: Wanton violations of human rights
are taking place in the name of counterterrorism. We
seek an end to such abuses and restoration of legal
processes.
- Non-proliferation: Argentina has the most
advanced nuclear weapons prospects in Latin America
and is moving rapidly to acquire an indigenous, and pre
sumably unsafeguarded, reprocessing capacity.
(The
Department is currently considering possible strategies
to inhibit this trend.)
- Petroleum: The U.S. Geological Service has esti
mated that Argentina's vast continental shelf may con
tain more than double existing proved reserves in the
t
Western Hemisphere.
- Food: Argentina has immense capacity for the
production of grains and meat.
- Economic: U.S. private investment stands at $1.4
billion; our banks are owed $3 billion; and we have a
$250 million trade surplus.
(Prospects for greater trade
and investment are enormous in the petroleum, minerals
and agricultural fields.}
- Scientific: Argentina is important to our
Antarctic research program and an eventual claim to polar
resources.
- International Influence: Argentina is an almost
wholly literate, generally Belf-sufficient industrial
and cultural leader in Hispanic America.
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- 2 Political Violence and Human Rights
The Argentine military inherited an almost impos
sible situation when they took over the government of
Isabel Peron in March 1976. Terror and-inflation were
rampant. Even the Peronist Parliament and unions stood
aside to permit the military to do their job. Now,
well over a year later, the military have largely
accomplished their initial security goals but are not
moving to restore legal forms and political peace. On
the contrary, they are polarising society. The govern
ment refuses to acknowledge the names of thousands of
political prisoners; torture, disappearances, prolonged
periods of incommunication, summary executions, intimida
tion of lawyers, journalists and foreign refugees are
undeniable. While not directly attributable to the
government, anti-Semitism is also a problem. However
battered, the terrorists, who are a mixture of anarch
ists and Marxists, continue to murder military per
sonnel, policemen and businessmen but at a reduced rate.
Notwithstanding, President Videla's aircraft was almost
blown up upon takeoff earlier this year, and Foreign
Minister Guzzetti very narrowly survived an assassina
tion attempt, last month.
Promoting Human Rights
The United States raised the question of human rights
with the Argentine military even before their welladvertised coup in March 1976. Since then we have
pressured Argentina progressively, unfortunately with
little to show in return.
(Historically, Argentina has
been the Latin American state least susceptible to our
influence.)
- In February 1977 the Secretary announced that 1978
military sales credits were being halved as a result of
the human rights picture. Argentina reacted by turning
down the balance. Before then, we had advised the Argen
tines that $36 million in 1977 credits could not be
signed as a result of the human rights situation.
- Commercial arms purchases with direct applicability
to internal security are now denied routinely. Other
munitions licenses are also being held up although we
have not yet decided how extensively to restrict commerical arms purchases.
- A $700,000 grant military training program has
survived Congressional efforts to eliminate it although
this program's demise seems likely in 1979.
JCONFTDENTTSL
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- 3 - In the international financial institutions,
since September, Argentina has tried to keep loans out
of the Inter-American Development Bank which might
trigger a negative vote under the Harkin Amendment.
In March we raised our human rights concerns orally in
the World Bank before voting for a $105 million highway
project.
Most recently we have been faced with the problem
of how to vote on $265 million in five loans soon to
come up for Argentina in the Inter-American Development
Bank and the World Bank. This issue was raised by
Secretary Blumenthal with Minister Martinez de Hoz on
May 31. The Secretary said the Administration is as
a matter of its own policy and conviction committed to
the advancement of human rights. He suggested that it
might be advisable for Argentina to postpone applications
for loans until it could show a definite improvement in
human rights. Martinez stated that this might be possi
ble in the case of two Inter-American Bank loans, but he
was anxious to move ahead on a $100 million World Bank
project. The Secretary noted that the World Bank loan
was particularly difficult for us (because it may be
hard to argue that it benefits the needy).
Suggested Talking Points
Martinez de Hoz may well make a plea for greater
understanding of Argentina's difficult problems and
raise the question of our votes in the international
financial institutions. You might wish to:
— Compliment the Minister for his achievements to
date in restoring Argentine economic stability (notably
through the raising of foreign capital and promotion of
Argentine agriculture).
— Inquire about the health of the former Foreign
Minister who is now recovering from an assassination
attempt.
-- Ask why it has not been^possible for the govern
ment to begin to restore legal processes after it has
acknowledged publicly that it has all but finished the
guerrillas.
— Note the Administration's overall commitment
to human rights and the great difficulty we are en
countering with respect to Argentine projects in the
international financial institutions.
■CONFIDENT IMT
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— Refer to Secretary Blumenthal's suggestion
that it would be helpful if Argentina deferred loan
projects in the financial institutions that do not
clearly benefit the neediest sectors of society.

t
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE
WASHINGTON

April 18, 1979

MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

Warren Christopher, Acting

Panama Canal.
I met with Jafck Murphy today to
discuss plans for gaining House approval of the
implementing legislation. Murphy said the crucial
vote would probably occur on a motion by George Hansen
to recommit the Murphy bill to committee, or on a
substitute Hansen bill which would contravene the
treaties.
We had a good talk, and (I hope) established a
basis for working more closely together in subsequent
stages.
Murphy urged us to undertake a major educa
tional campaign to convince House members, particularly
Republicans, that the treaties cannot be overturned
and that the Hansen approach would jeopardize efficient
operation of the Canal.
Ed Derwinski's excellent piece
on the Op Ed page of the POST today, entitled "Panama:
from No to Yes," should be helpful with Republicans.
Bill Rogers has been asked by Panama President
Royo to come to Panama to provide counsel on the
implementing legislation.
I gave Bill our appraisal
of the legislative situation this afternoon.
It will
be good to have his wise and calming counsel available
to the Panamanians.
THIS DOCUMENT MAY CONTAIN CONGRESSIONAL
MATERIAL

RDS 2/3
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Southern Lebanon. The Lebanese Army force was
deployed to southern Lebanon today. Haddad's artil
lery continued to shell UN positions in protest until
about 7:00 p.m. our time. A Norwegian UN soldier
was killed and another wounded in today's shelling.
An American officer serving as a IjN observer was
briefly held by Haddad's forceB and released only
after Israeli intervention.

At the UN, work is continuing on Waldheim's
report to the Security Council on the implementation
of UN resolutions on Lebanon. We understand Begin's
decision to cooperate with UNIFIL is likely to soften
criticism of Israel in the report. The possibility
of Security Council action will depend on whether the
shelling resumes tomorrow.
The Shah. A campaign remains in progress to
change our position with respect to the Shah's ad
mission to the U.S. John McCloy, following up con
versations with Cy and Zbig and a long letter to me,
is continuing to call influential people throughout
the country. We understand that McCloy's effort con
tinues to be stimulated by Henry Kissinger and by the
efforts of Ardeshir Zahedi.
The Shah has turned down PanamaWe are awaiting
a response to an inquiry
t
to
President Lopez Portillo oh behalf of "the" Shah-.
Our belief that we must encourage the Shah to go
elsewhere, at least for the time being, is further
strengthened by Khomeini's verbal attacks on American
influence and the withdrawal of two-thirds of the
Iranian guard force from our Embassy compound. A new
evaluation has just come in from Tehran confirming
our assessment that the safety of official and un
official Americans would be jeopardized if the Shah
comes here.
Argentina - I saw Ambassador Castro today to
discuss the recent significant improvements in the
human rights situation in Argentina. In the first
months of 1979, the Argentines have almost eliminated
the abductions by official security units which had
occurred at a rate of almost 50 per month in 1978.
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They appear to be investigating the few reports of
recent abductions that have been received.
The
Argentine Supreme Court is also beginning to play a
more active role in pressing the regime for informa
tion on missing persons. We believe these and other
encouraging developments are partly attributable to
our policy of pressing firmly for improvements and
to the anticipated visit of the Inter-American Com
mission on Human Rights (now scheduled for late next
month).
U.S.-Mexico Consultative Mechanism.
U.S. participants in six of the eight-working groups have
now had organizational meetings and are preparing
for meetings with their Mexican counterparts in
April and May.
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE
WASHINGTON
f

November 22, 1978
t

MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

Warren Christopher, Acting

tO.C.

GuyanaThe Guyanese Ambassador called on me
today to express the condolences of his government
and people, and to pledge full cooperation.
In thank
ing him, I asked that his government reconsider its
decision not to permit an FBI team to assist in the
investigation in Guyana.
I noted the FBI's statutory
responsibility in cases of assassination of public
officials, as well as the possibility of other crimes
under U.S. law, and I assured him the FBI team would
work in a cooperative and sensitive manner in Guyana.
]Jc promised to contact his government.
Rhodesia. Nyerere and Khama have reacted favor
ably to Callaghan's proposal for a Cledwyn Hughes
mission to see whether conditions favor a call by
Callaghan for an all-parties meeting in London early
next year.
Nyerere said the mission is the proper
way to proceed and that it would fit well with other
similar exploratory efforts.
Both the Rhodesians
and the South Africans have also indicated their
readiness to receive the Hughes mission.
In response
to a UK request, Andy Young has agreed to delay his
travel to Tanzania, Mozambique, Botswana and Zambia
by a week in order not to conflict with Hughes.
This
will enable him to reinforce Hughes' presentation and
to take an independent sounding of Front Line
reactions.
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Nicaragua. There has not yet been any definitive
response tothe plebiscite proposal presented to both
sides by the mediation team. While Samoza's initial
reaction was not positive, he did not reject the pro
posal and told his Cabinet that "we are beginning a
new process of negotiation."
The opposition coalition (I’AO) issued a communi
que saying that the mediation has not achieved its
fundamental objectives for democratization of the
countryr but adding that they would respond later to
the plebiscite proposal.
OAS.
The Permanent Council met today to begin
consideration of the Costa Rican charge that Nicaragua
violated its frontier yesterday^ Costa Rica is push
ing for an OAS fact-finding team, a commission of
observers on its side of the frontier, and the return
of a Costa Rican prisoner and the bodies .of two killed.
Nicaragua maintains the violation was into its own
territory and is welcoming a fact-finding group and
the concept of a border force.
In preliminary con
sultations, agreement was reached to name the Domini
can Republic, Grenada and Uruguay to the fact-finding
team.
Angola.
In further discussions with Dick Moose
and Don McHenry in Luanda today, the Angolans related
Cuban withdrawal from Angola to a Namibia settlement
and left no doubt that removal of South African forces
from their southern border is their basic security
objective. The Angolans said they feel Cuban forces
in Angola should not intervene in Zambia, Rhodesia
or Namibia and told Moose there is no flow of Cubans
from Angola to Zambia.
Argentina. We have no confirmation of last
nightk s report that Argentina is about to occupy three
islands in the Beagle Channel a^ea. Ambassador Castro
reports that positions have probably hardened in recent
days among the Argentine military but that there are
no indications of imminent military action. Ambassa
dor Landau in Santiago tells us the Chileans do not
appear unduly concerned and have not taken additional
military readiness moves. We are considering at what
stage wo might wish to take the situation to the OAS,
preferably in conjunction with other governments.

j^eEeRET
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t DEPARTMENT OF STATE
WASHINGTON

November 22, 1978

MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

Warren Christopher, Acting CO-C,

Guyana. The Guyanese Ambassador called on me
today to express the condolences of his government
and people, and to pledge full cooperation. In thank
ing him, I asked that his government reconsider its
decision not to permit an FBI team to assist in the
investigation in Guyana. I noted the FBI's statutory
responsibility in cases of assassination of public
officials, as well as the possibility of other crimes
under U.S. law, and I assured him the FBI team would
work in a cooperative and sensitive manner in Guyana.
He promised to contact his government.
Rhodesia. Nyerere and Khama have reacted favor
ably to Callaghan's proposal for a Cledwyn Hughes
mission to see whether conditions favor a call by
Callaghan for an all-parties meeting in London early
next year. Nyerere said the mission is the proper
way to proceed and that it would fit well with other
similar exploratory efforts. Both the Rhodesians
and the South Africans have also indicated their
readiness to receive the Hughes mission. In response
to a UK request, Andy Young has agreed to delay his
travel to Tanzania, Mozambique, Botswana and Zambia
by a week in order not to conflict with Hughes. This
will enable him to reinforce Hughes' presentation and
to take an independent sounding of Front Line
reactions.
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- 2 Nicaragua. There has not yet been any definitive
response to the plebiscite proposal presented to both
sides by the mediation team. While Somoza's initial
reaction was not positive, he did not reject the pro
posal and told his Cabinet that "we are beginning a
new process of negotiation."
The opposition coalition (p’AO) issued a communi
que saying that the mediation has not achieved its
fundamental objectives for democratization of the
country, but adding that they would respond later to
the plebiscite proposal.
OAS. The Permanent Council met today to begin
consideration of the Costa Rican charge that Nicaragua
violated its frontier yesterday.
Costa Rica is push
ing for an OAS fact-finding team, a commission of
observers on its side of the frontier, and the return
of a Costa Rican prisoner and the bodies of two killed.
Nicaragua maintains the violation was into its own
territory and is welcoming a fact-finding group and
the concept of a border force. In preliminary con
sultations, agreement was reached to name the Domini
can Republic, Grenada and Uruguay to the fact-finding
team.
Angola.
In further discussions with Dick Moose
and Don McHenry in Luanda today, the Angolans related
Cuban withdrawal from Angola to a Namibia settlement
and left no doubt that removal of South African forces
from their southern border is tlieir basic security
objective. The Angolans said they feel Cuban forces
in Angola should not intervene in Zambia, Rhodesia
or Namibia and told Moose there is no flow of Cubans
from Angola to Zambia.
Argentina■ We have no confirmation of last
night1s report that Argentina is about to occupy three
islands in the Beagle Channel area. Ambassador Castro
reports that positions have probably hardened in recent
days among the Argentine military but that there are
no indications of imminent military action. Ambassa
dor Landau in Santiago tells us the Chileans do not
appear unduly concerned and have not taken additional
military readiness moves. We are considering at what
stage we might wish to take the situation to the OAS,
preferably in conjunction with other governments.
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THEN. THE FORMER SECRETARY TOLD VI DEL A HE GAVE HIS FULL
SUPPORT TO PRESIDENT CARTER Oil HIS AFRICAN POLICY.
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HUNAN RIGHTS WERE DISCJSSEO BRIEFLY. KISSINGER SAID IT
WAS UNFORTUNATE MARY AMERICANS STILL THOUGHT ARGENTINA WAS
A SOFT DRINK. HE SAID THIS INDICATED THAT *1c||ICf"* ***
NOT AWARE OF ASSENT I RE HISTORY NOR OF ITS STRUGGLE AGAINST
TENWRisiT m LHPHA5IHU IHAI TlEkORISH WAS NOT SOLELY OF
ARGENTINE*ORIGIN BUT INSTEAD IT NAD BEGONE AN INTERNATIONAL

CONFIDENTIAL SECTION 1 OF 2 IUEN0S AIRES 4937

CONCEPT. UJUIH6ER APPLAUDED ARGENTINA'S EFFORTS IN
COMBATTING.TERRORISM HUpHE Ai SO, STRESSES THAT TACLLCS-USEO

E.O. 11652: GOS
TASS: OVP
SUBJECT HENRY KISSINGER VISIT TO AROENTINA

II. JIF EATING-TERROR I STS HAD NO PLACE IN ARGENT INA-TOOAY.

SUMMARY: FROfl ARRiVAL TO DEPARTURE HENRY KISSINGER AND HIS
FAMILY SENE WELL RECEIVED IT ARGENTINE POPULACE. THE GOA
LA.0 OUT RED CARPET, PULLING OUT STOPS. OR. KISSINGER SPOKE
to DIVERSIFIED GROUPS—FROfl RANKERS TO GAUCHOS.
IN HOST

7. THROUGHOUT LUNCH VIDELA SEENEO RELAXED AND FRIENDLY.
HE TENSED UP C’iLY WHEN ARGENTINA'S PROSPECTS IN THE WORLD
CUP WERE DISCUSSED. HE DISPLAYED NO ANNOYANCE AT USG.

INSTANCES, HE CDHPLI RENTED GOA FON DEFEATING TERORISTS IUT
HE WARNED THAT TACTICS USED AGAINST THEN THEN ARE NOT
JSTIFIAILE NOW. GENERALLY, DR. KISSINSER PURLICLY AFFIRMEO
HIS SUPPORT FOR PRESIDENT CARTER'S FOREIGN POLICY WITH A
FEW EXCEPTIONS.

pOS REVIEWED 15-Aug-2012: DECLASSIFIED FOR RELEASE IN FULLj
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1. DR. KISSINGER, HIS WIFE ANO SON ARRIVED
WEDNESDAY HORNING (JUNE 211. HE WAS NET AT THE AIRPORT BY
A FONOFF REP WHO DOGOED HIM THROUGHOUT HIS VISIT. KISSINGER
WAS THE GUEST OF PRESIDENT VIDELA, SUPPOSEDLY INVITED TO VIEW
WORLD CUP. THE FORMER SECRETARY MADE IT CLEAR DURING HIS
FIVE-DAY STAY HE WAS IN ARGENTINA AS PRIVATE CITIZEN ANO NOT
A SPOKESMAN FOR USG.
2. KISSINGER'S FIRST ACTIVITY WAS TO LUNCH WITH PRESIDENT
VIDELA, COL. MALLEA GIL IINTERPRETERI AND AMBASSADOR CASTRO
AT LOS OLIVOS, OFFICIAL PRESIDENTIAL RESIDENCE. VIDELA
PREARRANGED IT SO KISSINGER AND THE INTERPRETER WOULD MEET
WITH HIM PRIVATELY HALF HOUR BEFORE AMBASSADORS ARRIVAL.
IMMEDIATELY ON AMBASSADOR'S ARRIJIA1 AT 1388 LUNCH WAS -SERVtft.
3.
KISSINGER INFORMED AMBASSADOR THAT DUR'NG PRIVATE
SESSION WITH PRESIDENT HUMAN RIGHTS WERE DISCUSSED. ALLEGEDLY
VIDELA WANTED SUGGESTIONS FROM DR. KISSINGER IS TO HOW TO
IMPROVE RELATIONS WITH USG. THE AMBASSADOR WAS NOT INFORMED
WHETHER KISSINGER OFFERED ANY SOLUTIONS.
,4
IT luich, VIDELA ASKED KISSINGER FOR HIS VlEUS Ok LATIN
‘“ERICA. FARMER -FCRFYIRY RFSPnHDFH THAT HOW MORE THAN EVER
'■'>5 TIME TD BE CONCERNED ABOUT DEFENSE CAPABILITIES OF WESTERN
tiEH^SPHERE. HE IQDED uMI * OF ACTION AMONG jHL LX~~EMlRLfS

;(~»Eou.HF3~'iralCaBeO*!! countrtes"heTojurv'ive.. he
STRESSED that CURING Hl7 TENURE IS"S£CIIETa1(V OF STATE, LATIN
AMERICA WAS NOT -.IS TOP PRIORITY. HE SAID THIS WAS TRUE
BEFORE HE WAS SECRETARY AND IT IS TRUE HOW. KISSINGER POINTED
OUT THAT THIS WAS NOT MEANT TO BE A REFLECTION ON ANY
ADMINISTRATION. THE LACK OF~A«£flTIDN TOWARDS LA WAS NOT A
DELIBERATE ACT DH ANYBODY'S PART.
fTTHfe-UHI A FACT THAT
WITH TUt RFT**!fF*~,Mt u"aln “*rTM>MUV “FfiLFQT fhsuF
5

jrfsS'iiGER EMPHASIZED LATIN AHERICAU MAY RE NEXT

RUgllTTNS-CPBrTlgHEinirr HE ADDED IN VIEW OF EVENTS IN
AFIN(AIT iS IMPERATIVE THAT THE USG FOCUS ON LATIN AMERICJ
HE ““T^Tff- "1** nrHT |,,°TFa «"■ HIS ANNAPOLIS SPEECH.
K SSI.MGER STRESSED HIS SUPflim UP HUH milUITEN'R-nUlflON
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PC.iCY, ESPECIALLY THE PANAMA CANAL TREATY AND SALES OF AIR
CRAFT TO HlD-EAS’ERN JOtfflTflES. KISSINGER SAID IT 1
n6CMjNABLE THAI A Wth HAWAII FO THAT CUBAN SOLDIERS"
INVINCIBLE
SlNdf WHEN, HE ASKED, CAN CUBAN SOLOIERS MARtH
FROM SOUTH TO kORV IN AFRICA AND EXPECT THE WORLD TO APPLAUD
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3. EARLY THURSDAY HORNING OR. KISSINGER NET WITH DR. JORGE
LUIS BORGES. NOTED ARGENTINE POET AND WRITER. THIS PROMPTED
NUCH NEWS COVERAGE. LATER IN DAY KISSINGER AND FAHILY
DEPARTED WITH HiNISTER OF ECONOHY HART INEZ DE HOI TO OVER
NIGHT AT AN ESTANCIA EFARHI. THIS WAS HOSTLY A SOCIAL EVENT.

,

BUENOS 04137
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CONCEPT UF ATTEMPTUULTO INBISMSKT WHAN EIGHTS IN I A.
HE SAID,IE WOULD WAIT ABOUT TWO WEEKS AFTER Hlj RETURN TO
US BEFORE SPEAKING OUT. KISSINGER WORKED CLOSELY WIT?
ehbassyIersonnel.
they were good guests aho hade every
EFFORT TO GIVE APPEARANCE THEY WERE NOT EHISSARIES OF
OPPOSITKH TO CURRENT US ADHINISTRATION.
NY ONLY CONCERN IS THAT KISSINGER'S REPEATED HIGH PRAISE
FOR ARGENTINA'S ACTION IN WIPING OUT TERRORISH AND HIS
STRESS Ok THE IMPORTANCE OF ARGENTINA HAY NAVE GONE TO SORE
CONSIDERABLE EXTENT TO HIS HOSTS' HEADS. DESPITE HIS
DISCLAIMERS THAT the P.ETHODS USED IN FIGHTING TERRORISH MUST
ROT BE PERPETUATED, THERE IS SOKE DANGER THAT ARGENTINES
NAY USE KISSINGER'S LAUDATORY STATEMENTS AS JUSTIFICATION
FOR HARDENING THE'R HUMAN RIGHTS STANCE.
CRSTRO

9. CX HIS RETURN FROM THE FARH, KISSINGER SPOKE TO EMBASSY
PERSONAL. HE GAVE A "EP TALKS TO AMERICAN FOREIGN SERVICE
PERSONNEL AS WELL AS LOCALS. HE NARRATED SOME OF HIS
EXPERIENCES WHILE IN USG SERVICE. HIS HUMOROUS APPROACH
WAS WELL RECEIVED BY ALL.

I

10. 011 FRIDAY EVENING A RECEPTION WAS OIVEN AT EMBASSY
RESIDENCE HONORING KISSINGER AND FAMILY. APPROXIMATELY TWO
HUNDRED PERSONS ATTENDED. GOA TOP OFFICIALS WERE VELL
REPRESENTED.

■

t
,

11. AFTER THE RECEPTION, KISSINGER ATTERDEO A DINNER GIVEN
BY HIH'STER OF ECONOMY MARTINEZ OE HOZ. THIS GROUP WAS
COMPOSED OF BATHERS, ECONOMISTS AND INDUSTRIALISTS. THE MAIN
DISCUSSION CONCERNED MEANS TO ATTRACT FOREIGN INDUSTRIAL AND
OTHER INVESTMENT TO ARGENTINA. THE LONG TERM LACK OF POLITICAL
STABILITY AND INFLATION SEEMED TO BE THE MAIN CONCERN OF
THE GROUP. LITTLE ELSE DEVELOPED FROM THE DINNER.
12. ON JUNE 24 KISSINGER PARTICIPATED IN AN OFF THE RECORD
'RESS CONFERENCE AND WAS MADE AN HONORARY MEMBER OF ARGENTINE
COUNCIL DN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS. THIS GROUP IS COMPRISED
OF FORMER FOREIGN MINISTERS, WHO HOLD THEMSELVES UP TO THE
PUBLIC AS THE 'ELITE GROUP' ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS. OR. KISSINGER
SAVE Ah OFF THE CUFF TALK. HE STRESSED THAT THERE WAS HO
CUESTIO'i BUT THAT AMERICANS LACKED KNOWLEDGE ABOUT
ARGENTINA'S "I STORY. ESPECIALLY, Rf"'-«"« 1 ftCKED FAMILIARITY
W-TH-AKSENTIHt'S FXPtRlEHEt ill FfGHfrimi Tfmim.—(tf-EXPLAINEO
US HIS OPINION GOA HAD DONE AN OUTSTANDING JOB IN WIPING
jut TERRfimV FORCES, BUT-ALSO UAUIIWEITTpAT mEtHODS UStO
T7i riGWIHlt' Tt.BROR ISM-MUST HOY HE PERPETOATED. ~"E ‘EXPLAINED
A MOVEMENT TOWARDS iioiMALlY MUST TAKE PLACE IF DEMOCRATIC
.DEALS ARE TC PREVAIL.
13. DR. KISSiIIGER ALSO APPEARED IN A QUESTION AND ANSWER
PERIOD WITH ONE OF ARGENT INA'SPOPULAR NEWS COMMENTERS.
DURING THE INTERVIEW
JUPWaigTs IMF flfc’F
OF THE GREATEST VIOLATOR «
K'HP----- HP-SAID IT WAS
UNFORTUNATE THAT IN SOME ITLIARLtb MWAH RIGHTS VAS
BEING USED AS A WEAPON AGAINST ITS FRIENDS.~~
COMMENT:

THE K'SSINGZR FAMILY‘ATTENDED A FOOTBALL GAME IN

ROSARIO. WHERE HE WAS INTRODUCED TO THE PUBLIC.
INDICATIONS
ARE HE VAS UELu RECEIVED BY THE AUDIENCE. HE ALSO ATTENDED
TWO OTHER GAMES 'N BUENOS AIRES AS'A GUEST OF PRESIDENT
VIDELA. THE ARGENTINE MEDIA GAVE FAVORABLE AND HEAVY
COVERAGE TO THE KISSINGER VISIT.
COMMENT; DR. KISSINGER TOLD THE AMBASSADOR HE WOULD NOT
CRITIC.ZE THE CARTER ADHINISTRATION SO LO’iO AS HE WAS OVER
SEAS. HE SPOKE HIGHLY OF PRESIDENT CARTER'S FOREIGN POLICY
TO THE AMBASSADOR, RUT FELT *E WOULD SHEAH JUT-JUUIUSI-THE
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TO:

February 28, 1979

OES - Assistant Secretary of State Pickering

Tom:
I would like to add a further thought to
my earlier memo of today on heavy water production
technology sales to Argentina. Ambassador Castro’s
recent reports thaL Argentina omitted mention of
reprocessing in its twenty year nuclear energy
master program may also be a significant element
worthy of analysis in a review of our position.
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From:

Warren D. Christopher

Subject:

Steps to Improve U.S.-Argentine
t

Relations

■'.Pursuant to your instructions* the Inter-Agency
Group for the American Republics has prepared a plan
of action for 198(1, which I am submitting for your
■ ■ r?

approval.
+ '

I.

*» • ■
'

•

“

'■ i

•
'

OBJECTIVES

K

■ *■*

Our principal objective^will be improve our relationships so as to foster'Argentina*a identification with
the West; to seek assistance on appropriate East-West
issues (e.g. grains): to foster increased sensitivity
among Argentine leaders to global nonproliferation
concerns: to encourage further specific
DECLASSIFIED
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improvement in current human rights practices (e.g.
due process for all persons suspdcted of subversion
t

or terrorism); and thus to contain Soviet political
and economic influence.

We also wish to encourage

continued Argentine cooperation with the Papal Mediation
of Argentina's dispute with Chile over territorial
limits in the Beagle Channel a dispute that very nearly
led to war between the two countries in late 1978.
Finally, we wish to encourage Argentina to play a
constructive role with respect to developments in
Central America and in other Hemispheric issues.

*• .II.

ACTIONS
1980
1
i FOB
1 1
» '

t

1.

* •

.
*

•

.*

The Consultative Process

We will continue the process of political and
economic consultations begun with General Goodpaster's
visit to Buenos Aires in January.

We contemplates

—A visit by the Assistant Secretary for InterAmerican Affairs to Buenos Airesl possibly about August 1

Nn Ohinr.tinn Tn Dpr.lassifinatinn in -nil 7013/07/04 1 Nl C-74-91-3-11-9
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—A meeting of the 0.8.-Argentine Mixed Economic
Commission in October, the D.3.

delegation to be

chaired by the Under Secretary of State for Economic
Affairs.
t

—Periodic policy talks on global and hemispheric
issues, with the first round of such talks to be held
during the visit of the Assistant Secretary for InterAmerican Affairs.

2.

nuclear Relations

We want to Jceep open the dq$r for such cooperation
as Argentina may desire for l\:s nuclqar program, as
a way to maintain Influence for the longer-term.
In particular, we should try to meet our commitment
to provide highly and moderately enriched fuel for
Argentina's research program.

We should:

—Try to resolve promptly, in accordance with
U.S. lav, the remaining safeguards issues to permit

t
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delivery of the reBearch fuel and the licensing of

U.S. components;

—once this is done, undertake a review of the

advisability of modifying U.S. policy to facilitate
greater participation by U.S. industry in Argentina's
nuclear program.

(The principal'case currently at

issue is an export license permitting the sale of
a high-pressure vessel for the Atucha II power reactor.)

3.

Human Rights

We would continue the dialogue on human rights
with Argentine leaders, through’Ambassador Castro
and dvrlng the visit by the Assistant Secretary for
Inter-American Affairs.

In these consultations we

will attempt to obtain assurances that:
t

—the GOA will accept an OASGA resolution which
encompasses a call for- further improvements by Argentina
and which maintains the integrity of the OAS Commission
on Human rights;

Nn Ohip.r.tinn Tn Hfinlassifinatinn in -nil ?f)13/n?/04 ■ Nl C-?4-91-3-11-9
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t

— there be no nev disappearancea, (i.e., extralegal abductions of persons suspected of association
with terrorism or subversion, Including persons believed
to be active terrorists);

—all persons suspected of terrorism or subversive
activities be processed through normal judicial channels
thus ensuring due process to such detainees; and

—there be substantial progress in advance of
the OASGA,' in reducing the numbeV of political prisoners
f

held without charges through release, trial, or exile
(during his recent .visit. Ambassador Smlthft»B assured
that half of thepe prisoners—1,300 at the time—would
be released or sentenced by the end of the year).

-

The Inter-Agency Group noted that an accounting

of the fate of disappeared persons was being addressed
in OR fora, and concluded that this should not be
a central requirement for improving our bilateral
relationship.
i
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4.

Military Relatione
He will begin to rebuild1 relations through increased

contact and consultations, while stressing that further
progress on human rights will be essential to the
more fundamental improvement in relations (Including
a modification of the Humphrey/Kennedy amendment,
as reported in the conclusions of the PRC meeting),
we plan tox

—begin periodic security consultations with
Argentina} the fi£s*t round, to be held this year in
—
t
Buenos Aires, would focus on Soviet activities in
the South Atlantic!

—invite an Argentine Armed Forces team to make
a return visit to Washington later in the year to
discuss global defense issues!

—invite Argentina to send a guest Instructor
to the P.S. Army School of the Americas.

(The Executive

Branch will consult with members'of Congress on this
t
initiative.)
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Other issues are:

—High-Level Military Visit.

We will keep under review*the desirability to
proceed with an invitation to a senior Argentine military
leader (such as the Commander-in-Chief of the Argentine
Army or the Army Chief-of-Staff) to visit Washington
this year.

A final decision on this (including the

question of timing) should take into account the implica
tions of Buch.a move on the selection of the nest
Argentine president now under way within the Argentine
*

Armed Forces, as well as developments in human rights
and U.S. -Argentine* relations.
•
— Sale of P~3 Aircraft.

T

»

In DOD's view, there is a strategic need for
the sale of ocean surveillance aircraft .to the GOA.
We see no possibility, however, to seek special legisla
tion to permit the sale of these aircraft to Argentina
this year.
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5.

Other Cooperative Steps

In addition, we would:

—Sign the pending g.S.-Argentine Agricultural
Cooperation Agreement during the visit of the Assistant
Secretary for interAmerican Affairs;
r

—Seek to conclude the negotiations for the bilateral
income tax treaty;

—Seek to negotiate a consular convention.
■ •

6.

•

Consultations with Other Allies

The Inter-Agency Group also^considered whether
and in what form the Administration should consult
our NATO allies.and Japan about issues of common concern
such as human rights and recent Soviet initiatives
toward Argentina and other countries in the Hemisphere.
We believe recent Soviet activities are a subject
for the NATO experts group on Latin
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t
America and should be addressed in that forum.

Human

rights are discussed by the WEO group in the appropriate
UN fora, such as the UN Human RightB Commission.
A majority of the Inter-Agency Group recommended against
any new bilateral approaches to our Allies on these
issues.

7.

Implications for U.S. Policy Toward Brasil and

Chile
.t
i

^ The Group alpo-considered the implications for
neighboring countries, especially as regards security
e

consultations.

As a general point, the Group noted that many
of these steps will merely restore a better balance
in U.S. relations vith the tvo countries since the
U.S. already has a comprehensive consultative process
vith'Brasil (Including, most recently, security consultations).

There vas agreement that Brasil would not

respond favorably to a proposal for trilateral security
talks at this time.
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Not addressed by the Group, but a problem of
some consequence, nonetheless, is the Chilean perception
that we have "tilted” toward Argentina.

Chile sees

our warming relationship with^Argentina as being directly
threatening in the context of the Beagle Channel dispute.
He have attempted to persuade the Chileans that what
we are doing with Argentina has nothing to do with
Chile or with our position on the Beagle Channel,
which is to encourage acceptance of the outcome of
Papal mediation and avoid war.

However, the Chileans

seem to fear that the Argentines, enjoying improved
relations with the U.S., and seeing Chile Increasingly
Isolated, will.be encouraged toward adventurism.
This" problem of art, imbalance in our relationships
in the Southern Cone, and of *he dangers that this
could pose to peace in the region, will need to be
looked to in the not-too-dlstant future.
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MEMORANDUM FOR:

ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI

FROM:

LATIN AMERICA/CARIBBEAN

SUBJECT

Weekly Report

(PastO

Beagle Channel
Within a few hours time, an important switch by the Argentines
seems to have averted hostilities, once again, over the Beagle
Channel dispute. This morning Ambassador Castro in Buenos Aires
was informed by General Viola that it was the view of the GOA
that "no option other than war remained."1 The decision had
apparently been taken following the retceipt of a Chilean note
which agreed to accept the Pope as mediator, but which did not
bend on the terms of the mediation. (C)
We sent a flash cable instructing Castro to express our deepest
concern over the Argentine position and to remind them that
should they take hostile military action, we would view it as
"aggression." We took concurrent action with the Pope in Rome,
who responded by offering to send a papal emissary to Argentina
immediately to explore the possibilities of mediation. The
Argentines accepted the Pope's offer, and barring a last minute
change of mind by the Chileans, the emissary’s presence should
serve to defuse the situation sufficiently to enable both sides
to stand down and start talking again. (C)
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NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL
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December 21, 1978
MEMORANDUM FOR:

ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI
DAVID AARON

FROM:

ROBERT PASTO

SUBJECT:

Nicaragua Update

(U)

With the direct negotiations between the two aides at a stand
still, the NG took matters into its hands today and presented a
"compromise proposal" to both sides for their approval (or rejec
tion) by next week. The NG proposal contains provisions which
had been discussed in earlier negotiating sessions, and which, it
is hoped, will be acceptable to both sides. The principal compro
mise modifications advanced in this latest document are: (C)
(1) Somoza's brother and son, who occupy key command
positions in the National Guard, will be relieved and named to
posts abroad before the plebiscite is conducted on February 25,
1979. (C)
(2) Should Somoza win, he would be obligated to form a
"national government of reconciliation" and the FAO would be
obliged to maintain a peaceful, democratic, and constructive
opposition.
(This is changed from the earlier drafts which re
quired the FAO's participation in the government.) (C)
(3) Should Somoza lose, he would resign immediately and
voluntarily absent himself from the country three days later, and
remain abroad until at least May .1, 1981. (C)
(4) Following the election by Congress of an interim Presi
dent, Congress would adopt certain constitutional changes by
April 15, 1979, which would permit the election by Congress (FAO
nominates and PLN approves) of a new President on May 1, 1979,
who would serve with legislative and executive powers until May 1,
1981, with the help of a fifty-person "Committee of Notables," who
in turn will be charged with drawing up a draft of a new consti
tution. A Cabinet will be named by the new President composed of
one-third FAO, one-third PLN, and one-third independents chosen
by mutual agreement between the FAO and PLN. (C)
(5) A constituent assembly will be fleeted on November 1, 1980,
(Note: Although it is not mentioned, presumably a new President
will be popularly elected under the t&rms of the current constitu
tion, to assume power on May 1, 1981, to replace the interim
President.) (C)
COMFIBEWTTA^.
Review on December 21, 1984
No Objection To Declassification in Full 2013/02/04 : NLC-24-67-9-27-3
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The other major ideas of the NG proposal, \i.e., the reorganiza
tion of the Supreme Court and the National Guard, the particulars
and timetable of the carrying-out of a fair plebiscite under the
control of an international authority — have not changed from
earlier positions tabled by the NG. (C)
Initial reaction to the compromise plan has been negative on the
government side. General McAuliffe and Ambassador Bowdler met with
Somoza today and informed him that we have been disappointed in
the government's unyielding position during the discussions of the
past several days. It appears as if Somoza believes that by
stalling long enough, he will be able to create sufficient divisions
among the FAQ to cause it to break off negotiations, and thus bear
the onus for having failed to reach an agreement. (C}
I just learned that the meeting between Bowdler and McAuliffe and
Somoza apparently stonewalled, and tried
Somoza went very poorly.
unsuccessfully to persuade McAuliffe that 30 years of a military
alliance should not be repaid in this manner. McAuliffe and
Bowdler are cabling their recommendations for tough action on our
part. McAuliffe believes that half measures will not persuade
Somoza anymore. They may be recommending withdrawal of the entire
MILGROUP, the entire AID Mission, the Ambassador, and I would not
be surprised if they included the furniture. We will have to have
an SCC meeting to discuss this tomorrow. Christopher will probably
raise it with you at your 6:45 a.m. meeting. (C)

i
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TAGS: DiiP
SUBJECT: HENRY HiSSIHGER VISIT TO ARGENTINA

ThEI. THE FORMER SECRETARY TOLD VI3ELA BE GAVE NlS FUu
SUPPORT TO PRESIDENT CARTER Oil BIS AFRICAN P01ICY.
6. HUMAN RIGHTS WERE DISCUSSED BRIEFLY. KISSINGER SAID IT
WAS UNFORTUNATE MANY AMERICANS STILL THOUGHT ARGENTINA BAS
A SOFT DRINK. Hf SAID THIS I NO 1 CATES THAT _AH£R_IJAHS-ARE
NOT AWARE OF ARGENT IDE HISTORY NOR CF ITS STRUGGLE AGAINST
TERROR lllT' HrElPnASinO THAT TERROR ISH WAS NOT SOLELY OF
ARGENTINE ORiGIH RUT INSTEAO IT RAO BECOME All III7ERUATIONAL
CONCEPT. RISSINJER APPLAUDED ARGENTINA'S EFFORTS IN
COHIATTING TERROR I SI RUT HE'ALSO STRESSED THAT TACTICS USED
IN DEFEATING TERRORISTS HAD NO PLACE IN ARGENTINA. TODAY.
7. THROUGHOUT LUNCH VIDELA SEEMED RELAXED AND FAIENDLY.
HE TEIJSEO UP OMY WHEN ARGENTINA'S PROSPECTS IN THE 'WORLD
CUP WERE DISCUSSED. HE DISPLAYED NO ANNOYANCE AT USG.

SUMMARY: FROM ARR'VAL TO DEPARTURE HENRY H'SSINGER AND HIS
I.P.ILY WERE WELL F.ECEIVEC IT ARGENTINE POPULACE. THE GOA
LAID OUT RES CARPET, PL'Li I NS OUT STOPS. DR. K.SSINGER SPORE
TO DIVERSIFIED GROUPS--FROH BANKERS TO GAUCHOS. IN' HOST
INSTANCES, HE COUP,INERTED GOA FOR DEFEATING TENOR I STS BUT
HE WARNED THAT TAC'ICS USED AGAINST THEN THEN ARE NOT
JSTIFIA1LE NOW. GENERALLY, OR. KISSINGER PUBLICLY AFFIRMED
HIS SUPPORT FOR PRESIDENT CARTER'S FOREIGN POLICY VlTH A
FEW EXCEPTIONS,
,---------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1

DOS REVIEWED Q3-Jun-2010: DECLASSIFIED FOR RELEASE IN FULL.

1. OR. KISSINGER, HIS WIFE AND SON ARRIVED IN IA EARLY
WEDNESDAY MCRIIIHG (JUNE 211. HE WAS MET AT THE AIRPORT IY
A FOHOFF REP UNO DOGGED HIM THROUGHOUT HIS VISIT. KISSINGER
WAS THE GUEST OF PRESIDENT VlCELA, SUPPOSEDLY IHVITEO TO VIEW
WORLD CUP. THE FCRIER SECRETARY MADE IT CLEAR DURING HIS
FIVE-OAT STAY HE WAS IN ARGENTINA AS PRIVATE CITIZEN AND NOT
A SPOKESMAN FOR USG.
2. KISSINGER'S FIRST ACTIVITY WAS TO LUNCH WITH PRESIDENT
VIDELA, COL. HALLER GIL (INTERPRETER! AND AMBASSADOR CASTRO
AT LOS OLIVOS, OFFICIAL PRESIDENTIAL RESIDENCE. VIDELA
PREARRANGED IT SO KISSINGER AhO THE INTERPRETER WOULD MEET
WITH HIM PRIVATELY HALF HOUR BEFORE AMitSSADOR'S ARRIVAL.
IMHEulATElT OH AMBASSADOR'S ARRIJ1AL_AI .1308. LUNCH WAS.SERVED.
3.
KISSINGER INFORMED AHBAS3A0GR THAT DURING PRIVATE
SESSION WITH PRESIDENT HUMAN RIGHTS WERE DISCUSSED. AHEGED17
VIDEkl WAVED SUGGESTIONS FROM CR. KISSINGER AS TO tOW TO
IMPROVE RELATIONS W|Tw USG. THE AMBASSADOR WAS NOT INFORMED
WHETHER KISSINGER OFFERED ANY SOLUTIONS.
4
AT LUNCH, I|OELA ASHED KISSINGER FON NlS «IEUS ON LATIN
A-ERICA. tBRIEPjJCRETA’Y RElfSHCED.THAT fiOV/ORE THAN EVER
WAS TIME TC BE CONCERNED nBOUT DEFENSE CAPABILITIES OF WESTERN
HEMISPHERE." HE ADC£D~L"11 tt"o"f IDTIOM AMONG THE LA COUNTRIES
>C REOv'IRED IF ALL AMERICAN COUNTRIES ARE TO SURVIVE. HE
STRESSED THAT CUR'IiG HIS TENURE AS SECRETARY OF STATE, LATIN
AFRICA WAS NOT HIS TOP PRIORITY. HE St'D THIS WAS TRUE
BEFORE PE 'WAS SECREtART S',0 'T ;S TRUE NOW. H'SSINGER POINTED
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Erven mg Report

Significant Intelligence:

w i i t
July 24, 1978

(Pastor)

Bolivia: In the wake of the coup that put Pereda in power
a variety of reports pose decisions.
Ambassador Boeker
has recommended that we hold up all assistance for FY 78
pending clarification of the Pereda government's intentions.
Perez of Venezuela has written to Carter proposing that
the QAS be asked to urge that new elections be held.
The Embassy summarized events: "No one could plan a
debacle so complete.
Bolivia backed into it by a day-today succession of disjointed decisions."
(C)
,

Chile:
Army generals baaked
Pinochet: ■ s move to oust-Air-Farce junta member Gustavo
Leigh.
Embassy reports that Leigh had hoped to hang on
until Letelier indictments were issued, trusting that
they would shift balance of opinion in his favor and
that Pinochet knowing this appears to now be making his
move.
(C)
Ecuador: Embassy and DIA reporting indicate that military
is determined to allow Roldas to participate in run-off
election.
Embassy reports that Poveda and the Navy are
determined to have a clean election.
A DIA summary sees
some possibility of tinkering the outcome for the second
slot in the run-off since Huerta would have a better
chance of defeating Roldas than the current apparent
second place candidate Duran.
(S)

,
<

Argentina:
Ambassador Castrft indicates that Videla
and Viola are moving to respond to the 1AHRC letter
concerning the potential visit.
General Bignone, Army
Secretary General, indicated such a visit would be
positive and that Videla and other sj would do battle
with the recalcitrant Foreign Office as necessary. (C)
Argentina: On other subjects the Embassy reports that
the Supreme Court ruled that Timerman, former editor
of La Opinion, could not be detained under one of the
charges against him.
The other is still pending.
Also, the fallout from Ex-Im rejection of a credit
for Argentina continues.
The latest repurcussion was
the refusal of a leading Argentine economist who is
a prime candidate to replace Martinez de Hoz to accept
an IV grant from the US.
(C)
Dominican Republic: Antonio Guzman called a > US Embassy
official to report his (Guzman's) intention to challenge
the Dominican military immediately after his election.
Balaguer has been assigning particularly supportive
military men to high positions, two of whom are obnoxious
to Guzman.
He intends to fire them and wants to be assured
of our support should this provoke the military.
(S-Exdis)
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THE PRESIDENT

From:

Warren Christopher, Acting

Subject:

Steps To Improve U. S.-Argentine
Relations

UJ

(7^

y

Pursuant to your instructiuns, the Inter-Agency
Group for the American Republics has prepared a plan
of action for 1980, which I am submitting for your
approval.
I.

ute Department review
mpleted

fa* ffT

MEMORANDUM FOR:

OBJECTIVES

Our principal objectives in moving to improve
our relationship with Argentina are to:
— foster Argentina's identification with the
West and thus to contain Soviet political and economic
influence?
— encourage further specific improvements in
human rights practices?
(e.g.

f

— seek assistance on appropriate East-West issues
grains)? and

— obtain progress on nonproliferation objectives,
particularly full-scope safeguards and ratification
of the Treaty of Tlatelolco, and foster increased
sensitivity among Argentine leaders to global nonproliferation
concerns.

MOR'l/CDFper
C03337518

We also wish to encourage continued Argentine
cooperation with the Papal mediation of Argentina's
dispute with Chile over territorial limits in the
Beagle Channel, a dispute that very nearly led to
war between the two countries in late 1978. Finally,
we wish to encourage Argentina to play a constructive
role with respect to developments in Central America
and other Hemispheric issues.
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ACTIONS FOR 1980

The Consultative Process

We will continue the process of political and
economic consultations begun with General Goodpaster's
visit to Buenos Aires in January. We contemplate:
— a visit by the Assistant Secretary for InterAmerican Affairs to Buenos Aires, possibly about August
l"i during which he will review our policy concerns
and the state of our relations and will be prepared
to discuss steps we would plan to take to strengthen
cooperation in selected areas, depending on the nature
of the Argentine response.
— a meeting of the O.5.-Argentine Mixed Economic
Commission In October, the U. s"! delegation possibly
to be chaired by the Under Secretary of State for
Economic Affairs. The meeting would include discussion
of ongoing efforts to resolve bilateral trade issues
and to expand commercial relations.
-- periodic policy talks on global and hemispheric
issues, with the first round to be held during the
visit of the Assistant Secretary for Inter-American
Affairs.
2.

Military Relations

We will begin to rebuild relations through increased
contact and consultations, while stressing that further
progress on human rights will be essential to the
more fundamental improvement in these relations (including
consideration of modification of the Humphrey/Kennedy
Amendment, as reported in the conclusions of the PRC
meeting). We plan to:
—begin periodic security consultations with
Argentina; the first round, to be held this year in
Buenos Aires, would focus on Soviet activities in
the South Atlantic;
{
— invite an Argentine Armed Forces team to make
a return visit to Washington later in the' year to
discuss global defense issues;
— invite Argentina to send a guest instructor
to the U.S. Army School of the Americas after consulting
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3 with members of Congress to ensure that this initiative
would not be regarded as conflicting with the spirit
of the Humphrey-Kennedy Amendment.
Other issues are:
—High-Level Military Visit.
We will keep under review the desirability of
proceeding with an invitation to a senior Argentine
military leader (such as the Commander-in-Chief of
the Argentine Army or the Army Chief-of-Staff) to
visit Washington this year. A final decision on this
(including the question of timing) should take into
account the implications of such a move on the selection
of the next Argentine president now under way within
the Argentine Armed Forces, as well as continued improvements
in the observance of human rights and developments
in U.S.-Argentine relations.
—Sale of P-3 Aircraft.
In DOD's view, there is a strategic need for
the sale of ocean surveillance aircraft to the GOA.
We see no possibility, however, of seeking special
legislation which would modify the Humphrey-Kennedy
Amendment to permit the sale of these aircraft to
Argentina this year.
,

3.

Human Rights

We will continue the dialogue on human rights
with Argentine leaders, principally but not exclusively
through Ambassador Castro and during the visit by
the Assistant Secretary for Inter-American Affairs,
Ambassador Bowdler.
In these consultations we will
attempt to obtain assurances that:
— the GOA will accept an OASGA resolution which
recognizes the role of the OAS Commission on Human
Rights and which encompasses a call for further improvements
by Argentina;
— there will be no new disappearances, including
no disappearances of persons alleged to be terrorists;
— all persons suspected of‘terrorism or subversive
activities, including unacknowledged detainees, will

r> r.o.nrT
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- 4 be processed through normal judicial channels and
ensured due process;
— guarantees will be instituted to prevent the
torture of detainees; and
— there be substantial progress, in advance
of the OASGA, in reducing the number of political
prisoners held without charges through release, trial,
or exile (during his recent visit, Ambassador Smith
was assured that half of these prisoners--l,300 at
the time—would be released or sentenced by the end
of the year)
The Inter-Agency Group noted that an accounting
of the fate of disappeared persons was being addressed
in ON fora and concluded that, while this should not
be a central requirement for the improvement of our
bilateral relations, it should remain an important
U.S. objective. We should urge Argentina, in bilateral
discussions, to cooperate with these multilateral
efforts, particularly with the ON Human Rights Commission's
new expert working group on disappeared persons and
with other groups such as the Catholic Church.
In addition to human rights discussions initiated
by the Ambassador and by Assistant Secretary Bowdler,
the O.S. side of the Mixed Economic Commission will
be prepared to raise or respond to human rights concerns
in discussions with their Argentine counterparts,
and will be fully briefed for this purpose.
4.

Nuclear Relations

We want to move Argentina* over time to accept
IAEA safeguards on future as well as current facilities
(including the reprocessing facility) and to ratify
the Treaty of Tlatelolco. To do this, we need to
keep open the door for continued cooperation with
Argentina's nuclear program to the extent commensurate
with your policy. We should:
— try to resolve promptly, in accordance with
U.S. law and our nonproliferation objectives, the
remaining safeguards issues to permit delivery of
highly and moderately enriched fuel for Argentina's
research program, as well as components for its power
program;

I

// /

- 5
— once this is done, undertake a review of the
conditions under which we could facilitate expanded
participation by U.S. industry in Argentina's nuclear
program.
(A major case currently at issue is an export
license application for the sale of a pressure vessel
for the Atucha II power reactor.)
5.

Other Cooperative Steps
In addition, we would:

—Sign the pending U. S.-Argentine Agricultural
Cooperation Agreement during the visit of the Assistant
Secretary for Inter-American Affairs;
—Seek to conclude the negotiations for the bilateral
income tax treaty;
^
—Seek to negotiate a consular convention.
6.

Consultations with Other Allies

The Inter-Agency Group also considered whether
and in what form the Administration should consult
our NATO allies and Japan about issues of common concern
such as human rights and recent Soviet initiatives
toward Argentina and other countries in the Hemisphere.
These subjects and our policies thereon could be discussed
within NATO fora such as the Political Advisors Committee,
the Permanent council, and the NATO experts group
on Latin America. Depending on the results of these
consultations, we could consider further actions in
Buenos Aires. A majority of the Interagency Group
recommended against new high-level bilateral approaches
to our Allies on these issues, we would continue
the practice of consulting on human rights in the
appropriate UN fora, such as the .UN Human Rights Commission.
t

7. Implications for U.S. Policy Toward Brazil and
Chile
The Group also considered the implications for
neighboring countries, especially as regards security
consultations.
With respect to Brazil, the Group noted that
many of these steps will restore a better balance
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in U.S. relations with the two countries, since the
U.5. already has a comprehensive consultative process
with Brazil (including, most recently, security consultations).
Chile is concerned about our improving relationship
with Argentina, which it sees as threatening in the
context of the Beagle Channel dispute. We have attempted
to persuade the Chileans that what we are doing with
Argentina has nothing to do with Chile or with our
position on the Beagle Channel, which is to encourage
acceptance of the outcome of Papal mediation and avoidance
of war. This issue will be more fully addressed in
the review of our relations with Chile later this year.
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Concurrences;
H - Mr. J. Brian Atwood
EB - Mr Deane Hinton
HA - Ms. Patt Derian
OES - Mr. Louis Nosenzo
PM - Mr. Daniel O'Donohue
EUR/SOV - Mr. Robert Perito
EUR/RMP - Mr. Stephen Ledogar
S/P - Mr. Anthony Lake
10 - Mr. Michael Newlin
S/AS - Mr. Allen Locke
USOAS - Mr. Herbert Thompson
AID/RDP - Mr. David Raymond
NSC - Mr. Thomas Thornton
OPIC - Ms. Caryl Bernstein
STR - Mr. Robert Hormatz
DOD/ISA - Col. Patrick Briggs
JCS - Admiral. J.Aj.- Lyons....
CIA Commerce - Mr. A'. 'Katz.....
Treasury - Mr. Fred Bergsten
USDA - Mr. Dale Hathaway
DOE - Mr. Les Goldman
EXIMBANK - Mr. Crafton
ACDA - Mr. Charles Van Doren
ICA - Mr. Victor Olason
L/PM - Mr. T. Borek
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MEMORANDUM
NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL
December 21,

MEMORANDUM FOR:

ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI

FROM:

LATIN AMERICA/CARIBBEAN

SUBJECT:

Weekly Report

1978

(Paste

Beagle Channel
Within a few hours time, an important switch by the Argentines
seems to have averted hostilities, once again, over the Beagle
Channel dispute. This morning Ambassador Castro in Buenos Aires
was informed by General Viola that it was the view of the GOA
that "no option other than war remained." The decision had
apparently been taken following the receipt of a Chilean note
which agreed to accept the Pope as mediator, but which did not
bend on the terms of the mediation. (C)
We sent a flash cable instructing Castro to express our deepest
concern over the Argentine position and to remind them that
should they take hostile military action, we would view it as
"aggression." We took concurrent action with the Pope in Rome,
who responded by offering to send a papal emissary to Argentina
immediately to explore the possibilities of mediation. The
Argentines accepted the Pope’s offer, and barring a last minute
change of mind by the Chileans, the emissary's presence should
serve to defuse the situation sufficiently to enable both sides
to stand down and start talking again. (C)

Review on December 21, 1984
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NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL
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December 21, 1978
MEMORANDUM FOR:

ZBIGNIEW BR2EZINSKI
DAVID AARON
t
1

V

FROM:

ROBERT PASTO

SUBJECT:

Nicaragua Update

(U}

With the direct negotiations between the two sides at a stand
still, the NG took matters into its hands today and presented a
"compromise proposal" to both sides for their approval (or rejec
tion) by next week. The NG proposal contains provisions which
had been discussed in earlier negotiating sessions, and which, it
is hoped, will be acceptable to both sides. The principal compro
mise modifications advanced in this latest document are: (C)
(1) Somoza's brother and son, who occupy key command
positions in the National Guard, will be relieved and named to
posts abroad before the plebiscite is conducted on February 25,
1979. (C)
(2) Should Somoza win, he would be obligated to form a
"national government of reconciliation" and the FAQ would be
obliged to maintain a peaceful, democratic, and constructive
opposition.
(This is changed from thd earlier drafts which re
quired the FAO's participation in the government.) (C)
(3) Should Somoza lose, he would resign immediately and
voluntarily absent himself from the country three days later, and
remain abroad until at least May 1, 1981. (C)
(4) Following the election by Congress of an interim Presi
dent, Congress would adopt certain constitutional changes by
April 15, 1979, which would permit the election by Congress (FAO
nominates and PLN approves) of a new President on May 1, 1979,
who would serve with legislative and executive powers until May 1,
1981, with the help of a fifty-person "Committee of Notables," who
in turn will be charged with drawing up a draft of a new consti
tution. A Cabinet will be named by the new President composed of
one-third FAO, one-third PLN, and one-third independents chosen
by mutual agreement between the FAO and PLN. (C)
(5) A constituent assembly will be elected on November 1, 1980,
(Note: Although it is not mentioned, presumably a new President
will be popularly elected under the terms^ of the current constitu
tion, to assume power on May 1, 1981, to replace the interim
President.) (C)
*
JgQNJ: 1 DENT IAL—"
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The other major ideas of the NG proposal, i.e., the reorganiza
tion of the Supreme Court and the National Guard, the particulars
and timetable of the carrying-out of a fair plebiscite under the
control of an international authority — have not changed from
earlier positions tabled by the NG. (C)
Initial reaction to the compromise plan has been negative on the
government side.
General McAuliffe and Ambassador Bowdler met with
Somoza today and informed him that we have been disappointed in
the government's unyielding position during the discussions of the
past several days.
It appears as if Somoza believes that by
stalling long enough, he will be able tfo create sufficient divisions
among the FAO to cause it to break off negotiations, and thus bear
the onus for having failed to reach an agreement. (C)
I just learned that the meeting between Bowdler and McAuliffe and
Somoza went very poorly.
Somoza apparently stonewalled, and tried
unsuccessfully to persuade McAuliffe that 30 years of a military
alliance should not be repaid in this manner.
McAuliffe and
Bowdler are cabling their recommendations for tough action on our
part.
McAuliffe believes that half measures will not persuade
Somoza anymore.
They may be recommending withdrawal of the entire
MILGROUF, the entire AID Mission, the Ambassador, and I would not
be surprised if they included the furniture.
We will have to have
an SCC meeting to discuss this tomorrow.
Christopher will probably
raise it with you at your 6:45 a.m. meeting. (C)
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Beagle Channel Conflict Looms Closest General Viola
called in Ambassador Castro thisfmorning to advise
him that in view of Chile's latest communique, Argentina
had no other option but to resort to military action.
The general went on to ask that the U.S. help explain
to the world why Argentina had no other recourse.
Castro recommended patience and pointed out that papal
mediation was still a possible option. Viola, however,
did not desist from his line that Chile's response
had terminated any prospects for further diplomatic
movement.
(Buenos Aires 9958, PSN 54104)

DOS REVIEWED lTjam2013? NO OBJECTION TO DECLASSIFICATION!

2.

Meeting with Von Staden on Cruise Missile Definition:
During a meeting with Deputy Secretary Christopher
yesterday, Ambassador Von Staden expressed his govern
ment's serious concern with the possibility that the
U.S. might consider agreeing that ALCMs on non-heavy
bombers would fall under the same limits as nuclear
ALCMs as a solution to the cruise missile definition
issue. He said the Germans would see serious problems
with such a solution, since a non-nuclear element would
be introduced into the SALT negotiations for the first
time. Von Staden asked whether Such a solution would
create precedents for the Soviets to demand that other
non-nuclear elements be included in future negotiations
and whether the U.S. would share German concern that
the whole non-circumvention question would have to
be seen in a different light, with non-circumvention
applying to non-nuclear weapons. He also asked whether
the new U.S. language in the "Declaration of Intent"
could lead to a situation in which the Soviets could
demand nuclear elements not subject to the negotiations
be taken into account. Christopher assured Von Staden
that his questions and comments would be transmitted
to the U.S. delegation before they left, and also pointed
out that if an agreement was reached, the President
would take great pains to make clear that what was
in the agreement and the protocol would not constitute
precedents for future negotiations.
(State 320329
TOSF.C 150002, NODIS Cherokee, PSN 54076)
(S)
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Approach to Sadat on Statue of Negotiations;
Ambassa
dor Elite met with President Sadat today to emphasize
our hope that he would accept the present treaty text
and annexes and also pointed out that his acceptance
could be conditional upon satisfactory resolution of
a West Bank/Gaza timetable if necessary.
Sadat's
preliminary reaction was that ittwould be difficult
to accept the treaty as it stands since Boutros Ghali
had been careless in the negotiations and had not
adequately protected Egyptian interests, particularly
with regard to articles IV and VI.
Sadat said he was
not prepared to give a firm answer at this time and
that he planned to discuss the matter with Mubarak
and other advisers before giving us his considered
judgment.
Blits comments that with the November 19
anniversary over, Sadat is in no great rush to complete
the treaty negotiations until he is satisfied that
they will adequately protect his interests, as he sees
them, in the Arab world.
(Cairo 25496 NODIS, PSN
17793, 17800)

Iranian Opposition Proposals for Political Crisis:

Dr. Nasser Minatchi informed an embassy officer today
i

that all religious leaders in Iran, including strong
Khomeini supporters, have agreed to urge Khomeini's
acceptance of a solution which involves the Shah giving
powers to a regency council which would then appoint
a prime minister and coalition cabinet.
He claimed
the members of a cabinet had been agreed on by the
opposition but would not provide any names.
Minatchi
also said a vast majority of the religious faithful
and "all leaders except Khomeini" wanted the monarchy
to remain, and that the goal of his group was a con
stitutional monarchy.
Sullivan comments that in spite
of intense talk over the past days, Minatchi's effort
has not advanced much, but that perceived time pres
sures of the approach of Moharram are beginning to
work on the moderate opposition as well as the Iranian
government.
(Tehran 11501, PSN 17503, 17507)
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Beagle Channel Difepute; Ambassador Castro reports.
that he is more concerned than at any previous point
about the Beagle Channel dispute. He is doubtful that
the Argentines retain enough confidence in the negotiat
ing process to follow a conciliatory path and adds
that they are close to becoming a prisoner of their
tactic of the threat of force. He also speculates
that the brusgueness of the recent Chilean reply to
Argentina could indicate that the Chileans view the
possibility of limited hostilities as being beneficial
in rebuilding their International image. He strongly
recommends that we take a firm and active position
at this point to induce the parties toward serious
mediation in order to reverse the current trend.
(Buenos Aires 9239, PSN 17500, 17501)%
t

4.

Reestablishment of Relations with Iraq; According
to Ambassador Veliotes, senator Cranston asked King
Hussein yesterday for his estimation of the possibility
that Iraq might be ready to reestablish relations with
the U.5. Hussein responded that although the Iraqis
might be receptive to the idea, he would be reluctant
to recommend such an initiative unless.he could be
certain they would respond positively but added, how
ever, that he would be willing to probe Iraqi attitudes
on the matter. Veliotes, commenting that Saddam
Hussein's visit to Jordan next week would provide
an excellent opportunity for Hussein to broach the
subject, requests guidance as soon as possible on
Hussein's offer.
(Amman 8915 NODIS, PSN 17494)

5.

Soviet PCM in Havana Comments on MIG-23s:
D.S. Inter
est Section Havana reports that the Soviet DCM yester
day indicated that the MIG-23 problem will be "solved
positively." He commented that the Soviets are aware
of U.S. concerns, however, the Cubans now "are not
like they were in 1962." The Interest Section comments
that the Soviet official may have been trying to create
the impression that the USSR is highly interested in
the conclusion of SALT and that this desire will be
translated intg_efforts to solve small scale problems.
" He" safcTTihe UiST‘should note carefully the statement
by Ponomarev to U.S. Senators that conditions must
be created for prompt signature of a SALT treaty by
Brezhnev and President Carter.
(Havana 3786, PSN 17833)
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1.

Embassy Tel Aviv Comments on the Egyptian-Israeli Talks:
Ambassador Lewis believes that indications be slowing
down the pace of negotiations raises the question of
how the U.S. should proceed following Khalil's visit,
especially if it turns out that the Egyptians want
to reopen the text of the treaty and continue negotia
tions on the linkage issue. If Egypt accepts the
treaty, there is some chance of persuading Israel to
find a formula on linkage; however, if Egypt equivo
cates, the hope of getting the cabinet to accept some
thing further on linkage will shrink to about nil.
Lewis also has "the gravest doubts" that a slowdown
by Sadat will produce what he wants from the Israelis;
it will have the opposite affect.
Lewis adds that
Begin agreed to only a ninety day settlement freeze
and that, with the conclusion of this period in midDecember or January, Begin might renew settlement
activity. The U.S. cannot afford an extended delay
and Lewis recommends that a new U.Sl initiative, ob
viously required to break the impasse, be launched
no later than mid-December.
(Tel Aviv 18266 NODIS,
PSN 24694, 24695)

2.

Somoza Discusses His Difficulties:
A Nicaraguan of
ficial informed Ambassador Solaun today that Somoza,
for the first time, openly admitted to his cabinet
on Monday that he was under tremendous pressure. Somoza
allegedly characterized the plebiscite proposal as
a means to "kick him out of the country" and raised
as alternatives the calling of a national constitutent
assembly or simply his resignation.
Solaun comments
that, if true, the apparent change of attitude by Somoza
could augur well for a resolution to the Nicaraguan
problem. Somoza is apparently starting to believe
that the U.S. means business.
(Managua 6156, PSN 24866}

3.

Beagle Channel-Ambassador Castro Talks with General
Viola: General Viola told Ambassador Castro yesterday
that, although there were still serious problems ahead,
the Argentine government intended to negotiate in good
faith and would strive to settle the channel dispute
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by peaceful and honorable means, viola emphasized
that Argentina wants a peaceful solution and not a
confrontation and indicated that the recent troop move
ments were carefully controlled so as not to place
them close enough to the border where "temptations"
could cause an incident. Viola again stressed the
defensive nature of the troop deployments and made
the suggestion that, during the negotiating or mediation
period, there should be a mutual freeze on troop move
ments or even perhaps a withdrawl.
(Buenos Aires 9361,
PSN 24704, 24706)
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SITUATION?*) MBSSAGB(S) LISTING

DATE 01/II/B0//0ZS

SITUATION!
AFGHAN
SUBJECT CATAGDRVI SIT IV
MESSAGE / ANNOTATION!
MESSAGE!
FLASH
Z 111B17Z.JAN BO ZFP6
PM SICSTATE MASHOC
TO

»

AMIMBASSY BUENQS AIRES PLASH 6979

"~Tinri>~iH^4-JLjr i
EXDII
1,0, UOBll

a l

itATE

ooebbs

N/A

TAGS?

E5TC# ITRD# AR

SUBJECT?

ARGENTINE COOPERATION ON GRAIN EMBARGO

1, C

ENTIRE TEXT

2, CHARGl REQUESTED URGENTLY TO TRANSMIT FOLLOWING
PERSONAL MESSAGE PROM AMBASSADOR CASTRO TO GENERAL VIOLA!
QUOTE!
TENENTE GENERAL ROBERTO VIOLA
D0MIC1L10 CONOCIDO
BUENOS AIRES* ARGENTINA

,

DESPUES DE SACUDARLQ EN UNA FORMA MUY ATENTA* SE CE
lOLICITA SU INTERVENCIQN PERSONAL CON SUS COMPANIRQS
DEL GOBillNO ARGENTINA/ MUY E8PEC1ALMENTE AL SENQR
PRESIDENT! VIDECA Y LOS JNTEORANTHS DE LA JUNTA;
REPERENTEiA LO POSIBLE COfABORACJON CON E'.E’.U'.U. BN
EL' CONTRpK DE LA EXPORTATION DE GRANDS A LA UNION
SOVIETICA« QUISIBRA ACLARAR QUE ESTA COCABORACIQN NO
CONTEMPLA LA SUSPENSION D| CQNTRATOS YA PlRMADOS S|NO
MAS BSEN LA IMPORTANCIA DE NO ENTRAR IN NUEVOS CONTRAtOS
QUE TBNDR1AN BL PROPOSITO DE CQMPBNSAR POR EL EMBARGO
Dl MI GOlflRNOi
DcCLASSIFJED
E.O. <3526

WH3R COMMENTS

Tiiy T^LC-^»- - 4
Date.

EOBlDEAL/THORN/BRSM
PSNI0IB67S

DTGUUS17

TORTOlimZ
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SITUATION'!!) HISSAOE(S) LISTING

DATE 01/2S/80//0Z3

SITUATION!
AFGHAN
SUBJECT CATAOORYl SIT IV
MESSAGE f ANNOTATION!
RECUIRDO HUY CLARAHENTE GUE DURANTE SU PARTICIPAfitON
EN LA JUNTA USTED SIEMPAE MS MANIFESTO SU APOYO AC
CQNCBPTO PE NO INTERVENCIDN Y SU QDIQ HACIO AQUELLOS
PAISBS QU| tOMABAN PASOS E ZNCURftONES AGRE5IVQS CONTRA
OTROI PASSES' TAMBIBN RECUBRDO SU ADHESION Y
RESFBtO A'AGUELLOS PRINCSPIQS QUE PREVAL'BCEN EN
DERECHO irriPNACIONAL.
»
TQMANQQ BN CUENTA LA RECIENTt LLAORANtE XNDEBIOA „
AGREStQN SE LA UNION SOVtBTIQA HACIA AFCANXSTANj CE
SUPLUO HUY SNCARECXAMENTI fl-JERZA SU INFCUENClA CON
LOS MANDATOR IQS DE SU GQltERNO PARA GUE PRESTBN SO
COLABORACION EN EL SENTIDO MANIFBSTADQ EN LOS PAltfPDS
ANTERIORES.
SSEMFRE HI AGRAOBCIDQ SUS EXFRISIONES DE CARINO HACIA
MI PASS YiLA MSSHA VIZ RECONOZCO QUE DURANTE SU BITANCIA
COMO MSIMMO DE LA JUNTA Y CQMANQANTI EN JEFe DEL
EJERCSTQ IU ACTUACION SSEMPRl PuR UNO DE HACER TOQO
LO FOSSIL! FARA CDNTINUAR MEJORANDO LAS TRAGICIONALES
IUENAS AMtSTADES BNTRE Efl,UfU, Y ARGENTINA.
AGRADBCSENCO SU AMISTAD Y GENTSLBZA# RgCIBE LAS
SBGURlDApfS Of MI ATBNTA CONSI DIRACZONl REGRB3ARB A
IUEN0I AIRES IL PROXIMO JUEVIS# F«RO ANTES DE ESQ LE
AGRADBCSRtA SUS COMBNtARIOS SOSRE EL tEMA AQUl FLiNTADO.
END MESIAQS.
VANCE
BT
t
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SITUATION^*) MISSAQI(S) LISTING

DATS 01/SS/B0//02I

DOS R EVIEW E DIO - Mar- 201 1T0EC LAS SIFIE D FOR RELEASE IN FULL]

~ rrmnm

afohan

subject cataooryi

SIT IV

MESSAOE / ANNOTATION!
I
IMMEDIATE

message

,

Q 11U4TZ..JAN 80
PM AHEMBAlSY MOSCOW

’

TO 5IC8TATE WASHDC IMMEDIATE 6411
INFO AMCONSUL LENINGRAD 8156
jC

0 N F I'D B N-T-I A t-SICTION 01 OF 04 MOSCOW 00607

EXDIS
PNGEp SO FAR AS FUTURE ASSIGNMENTS WERE CONCERNED'.
9, K0RNIY8NK0 REJOINED THAT jF WB WERE IN FACT INSISTING
THAT THE NYAP PEOPLE GOULD NOT BE TRANSFERRED TO FILL
VACANCIES.WHICH MIGHT ARISE IN WASHINGTON OR SAN tRANCISCO
THAT IN SftPBCt WOULD AMOUNT TO PNG ACTION»«AND WOULD* OF
COURSE* Bl AN EXTRA COMPLICATION FOR BOTH SIDES. KDRNIYENKQ THIN ADDRD THAf BOTH CQUNTRlBS AT THE MOMINf FOUND
THEMSELVES WITH THEIR AMBASSADORS AT HOMR', IF Wl WERE
TO DRCIDI TO FREIEE EMBASSY STAFFS AT PRESENT LEVlLS*
WOULD THAT MEAN THE AMBASSADORS COULD NT RETURNt CHARGE
commbnted he Thought !t Clear that.that was not the in
tention OF the u.s. position* and kornsyenko hastened to
ADD THAT IN MENTIONING THE AMBASSADORS HE INTINOID NOTHING
MORE THAN TO ILLUSTRATE THE ABSURDITY OF THE U.S. POSI
TION,
}0. KORNSYENKO ONCE MORE MADE THE OBSERVATION THAT IT
WAS NOT PERMISSIBLE TO SPEAK TO EACH OTHER XN LANGUAGE
SUCH AS THAT USED BY THE UiS. IN UNIL'ATERALliV DETlRMXNING
HOW THE ISSUES WOULD BE RESOLVED. AS WAS STATED IN THE
SOVIET NOTES* HE ADOEO# THE SOVIETS RESERVED THE RIGHT
TO RETURN ‘TO tHE QUESTION OP MATERIAL DAMAGES RESULTING
PROM THE U.S. ACTIONS WHICH WERE IN VIOLATION OF SPtCtPiC
AGREEMENTS.
ILi CHARGE REPEATED THAT HE WCjULD SEEK RESPONSES TO
KORNJYBNKQIS QUESTIONS ON LEGAL AND PRACTICAL MATTERS*
BUT THE SOVIET SIDE SHOULD NOT LOSE SIGHT OF THE REASON

PSNieiEBBE

DTO1 111

TDRT01IE119
SENSITIVE
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SUBJECT

SXtUATION'(S) HEISAOE(I) LISTING

cataqoryi

DAT! 01/21/B0//0Z3

AFGHAN
SIT IV

MESSAGE / ANNOTATION!
FOR THE ACTIONS WHICH HAD BEBN TAKEN, THEY HAD HOT BEEN
TAKEN FRIVOLOUSLY* THEY WERE SERIOUS MEASURES WtTH
SERIOUS CONSEQUENCES* TAKEN FDR THE REASON STATED BY THE
PRESIDENT,
12, KORNtYENKO RESPONDED THAT THE REASONS GIVEN BY THE
PRESIDENT PRQVIOBD NQ BASIS FOR THE MEASURES TAKEN AND
THAT THERE WERE IN FACT NQ GROUNDS FDR SUCH ACTIONS UNDER
ANY INTERNATIONAL LAW OR AGREEMENT, THE' SOVIET $|DE# HB
CONTINUED* COULD SAY A GREAT DEAL AOtfUT THE POLITICAL
ASPECTS OF THE MATTER AND COULD PINO EXPLANATIONS NO LESS
HARSH THAN THOSE USED BY U>S, OFFICIALS* BUT HE THOUGHT
THERE WAS NO NEED TO GO INTO THOSE ASPECTS AT THIS TIME,
CHARGE AGREED,
13,

FOLLOWING IS INFORMAL TRANSLATION

of

NOTE CONCERNING

IT
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DATE 01/21/80//02I

SITUATION!
AFGHAN
SUBJECT CATAGQRVI SIT IV
MESSAGE / ANNOTATION|
MBSSAOEl
immediate

D IUIATZcJAN BO
FM ANEMBAfSY MOSCOW
TO SECSTAtl MA5HDC IMMEDIATE 8*12
INFO AMCONSUL LENINGRAD 1297
CONFIDE N-T I A L SECTION 09 OF 0* MOSCOW 00*07
EXDIS
CLOSURE OF KIEV AND NEW YORK ADVANCE PARTIES I
BEGIN TBXfi
(
TNI MlSljtRY QF FOREIGN AMAZES OF THE USSR#' REFERRING
TO THE NOTE OF THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE QF THE USA OP
JANUARY 74 19B0i CONSIDBRl IT NECBSSARV tO STATE THE
FOLLOWING*
THE DECISION OF THE GOVERNMENT OF THE USA CONCERNING THE
SUSPENSION OP THE OPENING OF THE CONSULATE GENERAL OF
THE USSR tN NEW YORK AND tHE WITHDRAWAL FROM THERE OF THE
SOVIET ADVANCE PARTY IS A FLAGRANT VIOLATION QF THE RELE
VANT AGREEMENTS BETWEEN TtyS TWO COUNTRIES# INCLUDING THAT
REACHED OURING THE SQVIET-AMfRieAN MEETING AT THE HIGHEST
LEVEL IN JULY l«7Av THE SAID UNILATERAL' ACTION 0* THE
AMERICAN E1DB TESTIFIES TO THE PACT THAt IT IS ACTING IN
COMPLETE DISREGARD OP ITS OBLIGATIONS WHICH ENSUE FROM
International agreements which it concludes, the lovist
SIDE RISOUUfELY CONDEMNS THESE ILLEGAL ACTIONS BY THE
GOVERNMENT OF THE USA AS 0)RICTLY HOSTILE TO THE iNtERISTS
QF THE DtEECOFMENT OF RELATIONS BETWEEN THE TWO COUNTRIES
AND INCONRATIBLE WITH THE GENERALLY ACCEPTED PRACTICE OF
THE MAINTENANCE OF RELATIONS BETWEEN STATES. IT MUST Bl
CLEAR THAT THE SOVIET SIDE WILL DRAW THE* APPROPRIATE CON
CLUSIONS,
.
THE SOVIET SIDE PLACES ALL RESPONSIBILITY FOR THf CONSE
QUENCES OF THE SAID ACTION ON THE GOVERNMENT OF THE USA,

PSNt02am

DT0UUS47
SENSITIVE
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SITUATION!
AFGHAN
subject CATA80RY! SIT IV
MESSAOE / ANNOTATION!
?
RESERVING TO ITSELF THE RIGHT TO PULL' RESTITUTION OF
MATERIAL DAMAGE CONNECTED WITH THE ACTIONS OF THE AMBRI*
CAN f{DI# THE SOVIET SIDE PROCEEDS FROM THE POSITION THAT
PRACTICAL QUESTIONS CONCERNING THE GUARANTEEING OP tHE
SECURITY AND THE PRESERVATION OP THE PREMISES AND PROPERTY
QF THE SOVIET CONSULATE GENERAL IN NEW YORK WILL BE AGREED
UPON IN THE PROPER MANNER,
IN THE LI#HT OP THE SAID UNILATERAL: ACTIONS OP THE USA#
THE SOVIET SIDE INTENDS TO OITERMINE AT A FUTURE TIME ITS
GINIRAL POSITION TOWARD THE QRIGINAL AGREEMENT ON THE
QPBN|NO Of CONSULATES GENERAL OP THE USSR AND THE USA IN
NEW YORK AND KIEV/ RESPECTIVELY.
MOSCOW# JANUARY il# 1980, END TEXT,
14, FOLLOWING IS XNpORM&C TRANSLATION OF THE NOT® CONCERN
ING AlAOPfOT FREQUENCIES!
BEGIN TEXT,
NO, 2/QSSfA
THE MINISTRY OP FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF THE USSR REFERS TO THE
NOTE OF THE DEPARTMENT OP STATE OP THE USA OF JANUARY 7#
1980# AND'CONSIDERS IT NICESSARY TQ STATO THE FOLLOWING.
THE DECISfQN DP THE GOVERNMENT OP THE USA TO POSTPONE FOR
AN UNDETERMINED PERIOD THE CONDUCT OP BILATERAL QlVIL
AVIATION tALKS# WHICH HAD ISBN PROPOSED BY THE AMERICAN
SIDE ITSELF#' AND UN!LATERALLY TO REDUCE THE NUMBER OF
REGULAR PLIGHTS TO THE USA OP AEROFLOT AIRCRAFT lj| COM
PLETELY ILLEGAL AND IS A FLAGRANT VIOLATION BY THE UNITED
STATES OP THE OBLIGATIONS WHICH IT HAS ACCEPTED; INCLUD
ING THOSE RESULTING PROM THE MUTUAL UNDERSTANDING REACHED
IN AN EXCHANGE OP AIDE-MEMOIRES IN MARCH 1979. SUCH
PROVOCATIVE CONDUCT CAN ONLY SB VIEWED AS INCOMPATIBLE
WITH GENERALLY ACCEPTED NORMS IN RELATIONS BETWEEN STATES',
THE SOVIET SIDE PLACES ON THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UlA ACL
RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE CONSEQUENCES OF THE SAID MEASURES
FOR RELATIONS BETWEEN OUR COUNTRIES AND RESERVES TO ITSELF
THE RIGHT TO DEMAND PULL RESTITUTION OF MATERIAL DAMAGE'.
MOSCOW# JANUARY U# 1980, ENO T|XT,
15. FOLLOWING IS INFORMAL TRANSLATION OF THE NOT§ CONCERN
ING FISHERY ALLOCATIONST
BEGIN TEXT,
NO, S/OSSHA
THE MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF TH« USSR# REFERRING TO
THE NOTE OP THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE OF THE USA OF JANUARY 7
1980# CONSIDERS IT NICESSARY TO STATE THE FOLLOWING,
i
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SITUATIONS) MESSAGES) LISTING

DATE 0I/2S/80//02J

situation!

APGHAN
SUBJECT CATAGGRVI SIT IV
MESSAGE f ANNOTATION!
MESSAGE!
IMMEDIATE
Q U1867Z f JAN BO
PM AMIMSAISY MOSCOW

’

TO SECSTAtE WASHDC IMMEDIATE 6*11
INFO AMCQNSUL LENINGRAD 8198
J.n N F I-DEN T—f--A~- L 81CTI0N 0* OP 06 MOSCOW 00607
SXDIS
THE DECISION OP THE GOVERNMENT OP THE USA CONCERNING A
SUBSTANTIAL REDUCTION OP tHE QUOTAS CUSTOMARILY ALLOCATED
TO THE SOVIET UNION FOR PWH CATCH IN COASTAL WATIRS OP
THE USA CAHNOt BE QUALIPIEO AS ANYTHING OTHER THAN AN
ILLEGAL ACTION IN RELATIONSHIP TQ: THE USSR. THIS STEP IN
REALITY SlONlpiES THE INTRODUCTION Of A BAN QN THI
FISHERY OR SOVIET SHIPS ANO MILL (,'EAD TO A PREMEDITATED
WRECKING OP THE MUTUALLY PROFITABLE COOPERATION JN THIS
FIELD WHICH HAS DEVELOPED..BETWEEN THE CORRESPONDING SOVlEt
AND AMERICAN ORGANIZATIONS. THE SAID ACtlONS BY tHE
AMERICAN SIDE ARE THUS A DIRECT VtOLAfldN OP THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OP THE USSR AND THE GOVERNMENT
DP THE USA CONCERNING FISHERIES OFF tHE COASTS OF THE
UNITED STATES OF NOVEMBER 16# 1976.
THE SOVIET SIDE PLACES ON THE GQVENRHENT OF THE USA ALL
RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE CONSEQUENCES OP SUCH A UNILATERAL
STEP AND RE5ERVES TO ITSELF THE RIGHT TO DEMAND FULL COM
PENSATION »POR DIRECT AND INDIRECT DAMAGE CONNECTED WITH
IT.
MOSCOW# JANUARY 11# 1980,
END TEXT. GARRISON
BT

PSN1028999
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THE SECRETARY OF STATE

I

—SECRET

WASHINGTON
DOS RE\7iEWED'02~Feb^)11: DECLASSIFIED FOR RELEASE IN FULL)

May 3 0, 1978

MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

Cyrus Vance

C-^-

Genscher.
At breakfast toda**, I briefed Genscher
on SALT and recent developments in the Middle East.
We discussed MBFR and agreed that progress on a forth
coming response from the Soviets on our proposal is a
necessary precondition to a meeting of Foreign Minis
ters,
Neither of us had a clear picture of what the
French are trying to do — especially to MBFR — with
their new proposals for a European disarmament con
ference.
We agreed the subject should be discussed
at our next four power meetings with Owen and De
Guiringaud in Paris and Bonn,
We decided to raise
the question of an appropriate forum for negotiation
of grey area systems at the same time.
Genscher underlined the importance he attaches to
your forthcoming visit to Germany.
He urged that enough
time be allowed in your schedule for "intensive political
discussions,” and expressed his hope that you will agree
to meet separately with the leaders of the four political
parties represented in the Bundestag.
*

Ecevit.
An exclusive interview with the New York
Times and an appearance on the Today Show unfortunately
focused attention on Ecevit's visit to Moscow next month
and his belief that detente has diminished the Soviet
threat to Turkey.
Ecevit did stress that Turkey is not
seeking to obtain military equipment from the Soviet
Union and he emphasized Turkey's continuing commitment
to NATO.
His opening address at the NATO Summit con
veyed a much more helpful and balanced position, and
will be helpful on the Hill.

E.O. 13526
Authoriitv
MARA
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-2Ecevit's two-hour meeting last night with
Karamanlis at Blair House resulted in an agreement
that senior officials from the two Foreign Ministries
will meet in Ankara July 4-5 to continue the GreekTurkish dialogue. This is a favorabie development/
although we doubt that Cyprus was(discussed at any
length. Ecevit will meet with the HIRC on Thursday
and address the National Press Club before going to
New York to speak at the Disarmament Session and meet
with Waldheim, bankers, and journalists. He will
return to Washington next Monday for a session with
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee before return
ing to Turkey.
Four Power Meeting. I met with my colleagues from
the UK, France and Germany on Sunday evening to consider
matters relating to Berlin and Germany as a whole. We
noted that the Berlin situation was essentially calm
and that the Soviets had shown relative restraint on
Berlin over the past few months. Genscher reported
that, while no progress was made on specific Berlin
issues during Brezhnev's visit to West Germany earlier
this month, the Soviets had discussed Berlin in a nonpolemical way and had sought to avoid friction. Genscher
thought it a positive sign that Brezhnev had resisted
East German entreaties to stop in East Berlin on his way
home and had sent Gromyko instead. Genscher expressed
concern that East Germany is seeking a voice in the
interpretation of the Quadripartite Agreement (US,UK,
France, USSR) and urged the Allies to take every oppor
tunity to rebuff their efforts.
Argentina. We have had our first indication that
Under Secretary Newsom's trip to Argentina may be sparking
needed action on human rights. Subsequent to Newsom's
return. Ambassador Castro informed Videla that military
training would be resinned when Argentina announced publicly
that the Inter-American Human Rights Commission was being
invited. Videla was obviously pleased, and responded
that in addition to the announcement, positive strides
would be made in prisoner releases before September 30,
and that by year end an impressive number of people would
be released. Such action could enable us to resume some

No Objection To Declassification in Full 2012/12/12 : NLC-133-6-4-33-7
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3
shipments to Argentina and hopeful Ly ultimately create
conditions which could allow us to recommend repeal
of the Kennedy/Humphrey new arms embargo. Videla
seems genuinely to want improved relations with the
US, and the question is whether his political situation
will give him room to take the necessary steps.

I

Icelandic Elections. Prime Minister Hallgrimsson's
Independence Party, traditionally the cornerstone of proAmerican, pro-NATO views as well a3 Iceland's largest
political party, suffered heavy losses in Sunday's munici
pal elections. The big winner is t’fie communist-dominated
Peoples Alliance which polled 24.5%, up from its 17.1%
in 1974, while the Independence Party dropped from 49%
to 39.9% and the other coalition partner in the present
government, the Progressive Party, fell 3.6% to 15.2%.
The setback for the coalition partners could have an
important psychological and political effect on the
national elections scheduled for June 25 and is certain
to alter the nature of the campaign now underway.
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memorandum

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

V

fnNFTPFNTTATi - GDS
August 9, 1978
MEMORANDUM FOR:

ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI
DAVID AARON

FROM:

ROBERT PASTOR •

SUBJECT:

Argentina:

Your Questions

You asked for three items on Argentina:
(1) current status
of the human rights situation in Argentina; (2) whether U.S.
policy is in a bind with respect to Argentina and also the
Southern Cone, and if so, how we got into it, and whether the
NSC was involved; and (3) an alert item for the President.
The item for the President is at Tab A. The other questions
are answered below.
i
I.

Argentina's Human Rights Situation
t

Argentina is still one of the world's most serious human
rights problem countries. Just this month, Amnesty Inter
national launched a major campaign world-wide aimed at
focusing public opinion on Argentina's dismal record, which
includes, since March 1976, 15,000 disappearances, 8-10,000
political prisoners, the majority of whom have not yet been
charged; over 25 secret prison camps; and numerous documented
stories of arrest and torture.
(One report from our Embassy
is at Tab B.)
On human rights-related matters, world opinion
always seems to lag behind the reality; Amnesty intends to
correct that.
While Argentina still has the worst record in the hemisphere,
there has been some improvement in recent months. We under
hand that the Minister of Interior has instructed the police,
and reportedly the military, to curb excesses; arrests under
executive power have decreased and lists of those detained
have been published; and a limited right of option for political
prisoners to request exile has been re instituted. On a number
of cases in which we have expressed special interest — Jacobo
Timerman, Alfredo Bravo, 4 of 5 members of the Deutsch family —
the Argentine Government has released them.
II.

U.S, Policy

In recognition of this progress, we have switched from voting
"no" on non-basic human needs loans in the IFI's to abstaining.
declassified
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We have also approved the licensing of 16 safety-related
munitions items from FMS, and are currently considering another
group of requests.
We have informed the Argentine government that If they reach
agreement on terms for a visit by the Inter-American Commission
on Human Rights/ and there is no deterioration in the human
rights situation, we will go ahead with military training to
them and will recommend that the Export-Import Bank permit two
major credit sales.
t
The most pressing deadline is October 1, 1978, when the KennedyHumphrey amendment prohibiting new arms transfers, and the Roybal
amendment, eliminating grant military training to Argentina, come
into effect. Both the Argentines and we are eager to take steps
which would permit the enormous back-lcg of credit to be com
(There are over 7.5 pending FMS cases for
mitted before then.
$50 million and $150 million on the munitions control lists.)
There are also funds for military training, which are being
held up, and which the President noted (on June 29) that he had
a "slight" inclination to find an excuse for approving.
Our current objectives are to urge the GOA*: (1) to permit the
IAHRC to visit in accordance with the IAHRCi's regulations;
(2) to begin releasing large numbers of prisoners (without re
arresting them); (3) to stop the disappearances and explain
those which have occurred; and (4) to seek a return .to the rule
of law.
Everything is stuck now pending Argentina's reaching agreement
with the Inter-American Commission or moving on one of the
other objectives above. This basic decision, made in accordance
with various legislative requirements, was made by State without
consulting NSC.
III.

Future U.S. Policy: who Blinks at the Brink?

Have we gone too far? Have we pushed our policy beyond its
effectiveness? Are we pushing the Argentines over the edge and
jeopardizing our future relationship? Does the terror justify
the repression?
The last question is definitely the easiest. First of all,
President Videla told our Ambassador in April 1978 that the
war against subversion in Argentina had ended and that he was
working to restore the rule of law. Terrorism has not left
Argentina, but it is now the exception, not the rule. And
Videla, himself, admits that the war is over; we are just
encouraging that he secure his own promise. But regardless,
a central tenet of our human rights policy is that governmentsanctioned repression never solves terrorism. As Vance said in
his OAS speech last year, "The surest way to defeat terrorism
is to promote justice. . . Justice that is summary undermines
the future it seeks to promote.
rt produces only more
violence..."
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I, myself, believe that we may have overloaded the'■‘circuits
and pushed too far, but like our policy to the Soviet Union,
there is a logic to it which is difficult to argue.
Indeed,
it is even more difficult to change direction than with the
Soviets because there are laws on the books which mandate
that with respect to Argentina we tie our X-M credits, oppose
bans in the IFI's, and condition our arms sales.
Anything
less, or a step backwards from the place we currently find
ourself, would be judged as a Presidential retreat just as
Burply as a different decision on Dresser.
Personally, I am most disturbed about the decision not to
finance $270 million worth of Export-Import Bank credits.
I don't believe that this is either a legitimate or an effective
instrument, though I do agree with State that the law gave us
little choice.
The decision did have'an unintended positive
impact in that it has finally aroused the business community
(there are $600 million worth of credit applications pending
in' X-M), and they have descended on me, and I have deflected
them to Capitol Hill-, where they helped defeat more restrictive
amendments to the X-M bill last week.
I had sensed that we were approaching the brink when Newsom
told me he had decided to hold everything up until the
Argentines agreed to a visit by the'Inter-American Commission.
Newsom, Bushnell, and our Ambassador Castro all thought
Argentina would reach agreement soon, but I had my doubts and
still have them.
Vaky agrees with me, and we both are looking
into ways to step back from the brink without appearing as if
it is we who blinked first.
It is not at all clear that the Argentines won't blink first.
For one thing, the Europeans made a joint demarche in March',
and they seem to be behind us.
Secondly, world public opinion
is becoming conscious that Argentina is this year's Chile, and
the Argentines have become so nervous that they took out a half
dozen pages of ads in the Times and have given at least
$1 million to a Madison Avenue P.R. firm to improve its image.
Most important, Videla, for the first time in a very long time,
i-s in charge.
And he keeps saying he is eager to move forward
on his own to restore the rule of law.
As he takes those steps,
I will make sure that we are quick to respond.
So I will work closely with Pete Vaky to try to develop a strategy
to make sure we don't totter over the brink.
Since we will have
to act before October 1, I am conscious of a quick turn-around,
and as soon as we have a strategy, I will get back to you.
IV.

The Southern Cone:

Are We Winning or Losing?

I think Kissinger's observation that if we don't turn our policy
around to the Southern Cone soon,.we will have them allied against
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us is out-of-date and wrong. For a short time, in early 1977,
the Southern Cone countries — led by Brazil bat including
Argentina, Chile, Uruguay, and Paraguay — tried to.establish
a bloc to confront our human rights policy. Because these
governments distrusted each other more than they despised
President Carter, the movement did not get off the ground, and
indeed they were all over the lot at the O.A.S. General Assembly.
Argentina, Brazil, and Chile are big countries with extremely
narrow, ultra-conservative authoritarian governments. The
narrowness of their view is reflected :.n, among other things,
the pettiness of their international disputes with one another.
Chile and Argentina have almost gone to war over the Beagle
Channel, and Brazil and Argentina have strained their relations
almost to the breaking point on the issue of water rights.
Our relations with Brazil are now better than they have been
at" any time since January 1977, and .they ^re as good as can
be expected given our non-proliferation policy, and the deliberate
chill which Silveira injects into the relationship. We have
tried through the working groups and the visits by the President
and Vance to develop a cooperative relatiohship, but that will
have to await Brazil's new government next year.
What Kissinger failed to see, after completing his talks with
the military leaders in Argentina and Brazil, is that Jimmy
Carter has inspired a younger generation of Latin Americans;
no other American President in this century has done that.
Even Jack Kennedy, who was loved in Latin America, was suspected
in the universities because'of his strong anti-Communism and the
Bay of Pigs intervention. Carter is clearly viewed as a man of
great moral stature in Latin America, and that inspires the*
young and the democratic and embarrasses, and unfortunately,
sometimes infuriates some of the conservatives and the military.
Carter's stature has translated into real influence unlike any
thing the U.S. has had since we turned in our gunboats, and at
the same time, it has given the U.S. a future in Latin America,
which we had almost lost’.
The best indication that the U.S. is winning in the Southern
Cone, even though governmental antagonism is evident, is that
the Argentines are still hungry for a return to normalcy in our
relations.
They use every opportunity and every channel —
including Kissinger — to try to get Carter's approval. Thirty,
twenty, even ten years ago, the idea that the Argentines would
ask the U.S. to bestow upon them the mantle of legitimacy would
have been unthinkable, even laughable. Today, it's real.
The Argentines are a proud people, but they are also embarrassed
by the human rights situation. They are also more sophisticated
qpMTIDENTIAL - GDS
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than in the days of Peron when they locked- for foreign scape
goats. There are limits to their sophistication, no doubt,
and I will take care that we don't cross them, but I think
it would be a mistake and an injustice if we turned our policy
around at this time.
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1.

Chaban Delmas' Meeting with Brezhnev; French National Assembly
President Jacques Chaban met with an embassy officer prior
to his departure yesterday from Moscow and confirmed that
he had cut short his official visit to the Soviet Union
because of the Soviet actions against Sakharov. He commented
that he had little choice but to do so and quipped that
"this shouldn't upset you Americans." Concerning his con
clusions on the Soviet leadership, Chaban believes that
Brezhnev is still very much in charge and that there is
no critical power struggle going on within the Politburo.
He does not interpret the decision to go into Afghanistan
as proof that the military has ascended to power within
the Soviet leadership. In his opinion, it is more a question
of military advice tipping the balance within the leadership
in favor of the decision. Chaban noted during his meeting
on Tuesday that Brezhnev displayed a great deal of sensi
tivity to the international reaction to the Soviet inter
vention in Afghanistan. The major thrust of Brezhnev's
approach was that the Soviet Union has not changed its basic
policy orientation toward establishing a more stable inter
national environment and avoiding the risks of war. He
repeatedly returned to the theme of the necessity of main
taining equilibrium in world affairs and avoiding "disequilib
rium." Responding to Chaban's remark that the Soviet move
in Afghanistan represented a departure in Soviet policy
that has had a major impact on international relations,
Brezhnev reverted to the basic Soviet argument that there
was "major external intervention in Afghanistan's affairs
aimed at establishing a 'command post' by the forces of
imperialism on the soviet Union's southern borders." The
"other major factor" which compelled the Soviet Union to
act decisively was the Muslim question and the effect this
would have on the Soviet Union itself. On U.S.-Soviet re
lations, Brezhnev was highly critical of U.S. actions and
decisions aimed at destroying the carefully structured fabric
of East-West relations. He cite^l for particular criticism
the Soviet brigade issue in Cuba and the NATO TNF moderni
zation decision.
(Moscow 1226, PSN 46216, 46218) (S)
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UK Forces East of Suez; British receptiveness toward the
possibility of an increased UK miLitary presence east of
Suez has recently become more apparent, according to Charge
Streator. Embassy soundings continue to indicate that at
the military, official and ministerial levels, the UK is
well disposed to some expansion in the UK military presence
in the Indian Ocean, although no real planning has yet been
initiated. The general assumption is, as Lord Carrington
has suggested, that any such expanded presence would largely
take the form of naval visits. FCO Defense Department head
Gillmore, who formerly downplayed the possibility of any
significant shift in British resources, now favors such
a move and indicated that a basic review of the UK's posture
in this regard was very much in order. Charge Streator
comments that the January 26 Bartholomew/McGiffert consul
tations on the Indian Ocean provide a well-timed opportunity
to stimulate Britain's review of the UK role "east of Suez,"
and recommends that we use the occasion to assert support
for an expanded UK presence.
(London 1658, PSN 46469) (S)

3.

Iranian Ambassador Assessment of Iran Crisis; Ambassador
Haynes reports from Algiers that Iranian Ambassador Razi
contrived a meeting with him this past Monday in order to
relay his reading of the situation prevailing in Iran.'
Razi contends that Khomeini, quite apart from having control
in Iran, has actually been swept along by events over which
he knows he has no control. The detention of the hostages
is a case in point.
In order to.give his countrymen and
the world the impression that he does control, Khomeini
has adopted the pattern of endorsing whatever is done in
the name of the Iranian revolution.
In this sense, Razi
said, Khomeini is very much in touch with reality, but that
reality is limited to his complete preoccupation with in
ternal developments.
In Razi's opinion there is no govern
ment in Iran; what reigns is anarchy.
It is clear to Razi
that Khomeini is fast losing popular support, noting that
fewer and fewer mass gatherings are taking place in front
of his Qom residence. Hence, Khomeini's present two-week
vacation will undoubtedly be devoted to figuring out how
he can salvage this situation which is personally threaten
ing to him. Razi said that our patience and restraint in
this matter is paying off over time as the international
situation in Iran disintegrates. ’ Prospects for the ultimate
release of the hostages should improve.
(Algiers 268, PSN
45474, 45483)
(S)
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4.

Greek Reintegration into NATO: Senior CDU member Leisler
Kiep told Embassy Bonn officers that he believes one of
NATO’s highest priorities now should be a high-level po
litical impetus to reintegrate Greece into NATO. With Tito
seriously ill, the Russian invasion of Afghanistan, and
growing economic and political problems in Greece, Kiep
believes time is running out for a successful reintegration.
Kiep’s observations were the resftlt of his pre-Christmas
trip to Greece during which he met with Rallis and Karamalis.
Rallis told Kiep that Greece is willing to issue a solemn
and binding declaration upon reintegration to the effect
that it does not consider the reintegration as prejudicing
in any way other negotiations pending with Turkey. Rallis
claimed that recent events made this a propitious time to
act, especially since Athens had received favorable signals
from Turkey. Now Greece needs a reply from NATO to its
(Bonn 1351, PSN 46450)
(C)
signal of cooperation.

5.

Argentine Proposal on Grain Export Restraints: General
Goodpaster met with'Argentine Foreign Minister Pastor and
Minister of Economy Martinez de Hoz yesterday during which
de Hoz outlined an approach for informal Argentine coopera
tion, to be kept on a confidential basis, while refusing
to consider formal controls. Pastor and de Hoz initially
presented a negative position and questioned U.S. grain
sales into traditional Argentine markets. After thorough
discussions de Hoz proposed that the* Argentine government
reach an understanding with the Soviet trading companies
under which the Soviets would agree to limit their direct
purchases from Argentina to historic levels. The problem
of resale of Argentine crops would be one between the U.S.
and other governments. Buenos Aires would not object if
we approached those governments (e.g. Italy) and obtain
their agreement not to resell Argentine crops. De Hoz empha
sized that once this arrangement became known in the trade,
it would cost Argentina money since the present premium
on Argentine contracts would presumably disappear. While
Argentina wished to be helpful in the West's response to
the Soviet challenge, de Hoz felt that such an arrangement,
entailing substantial economic sacrifice, should be part
of a broader political understanding between Argentina and
the U.S. Martinez de Hoz stressed that time was of the
essence, and Ambassador Castro asked that Washington respond
promptly as to whether de Hoz's proposal is an acceptable
basis for an understanding with the Argentine government.
(Buenos Aires 692 NODIS, PSN 46586)
(C)
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Proposed Hussein visit and Subsequent Integrity Problem:
According to Ambassador Veliotes, the invitations to Begin and Sadat
present us with an "integrity problem" in addition to our already
difficult one of retaining credibility as a mediator.
He believes
Hussein will conclude that we were trying to "set him up" by
extending the April 17 invitation, especially in view of media
reports which are conveying the impression that the Sadat/Begin/
Hussein invitations are jinked, and that Hussein's acceptance
was a foregone conclusion.
He adds that Hussein was clearly
upset with the situation yesterday after learning of your invita
tions to Begin and Sadat, and asked that his counter proposal
for a late May-early June visit-be withdrawn? Hussein added
that "it would be best under the circumstances just to leave
it open to see what develops."
(S)

Letter from Sadat to Begin:
Ambassador Atherton forwards the
text of a letter dated March 17 from President Sadat to Prime
Minister Begin.
In conveying the letter yesterday. Vice President
Mubarak stressed that it was being provided to us in confidence
and that Egypt had no intention of publicizing it or telling
the Israelis that it was given to us.
Sadat's letter consists
of an expression of deep concern over the present state of the
negotiations, especially over the likelihood that agreement will
not be reached before May 26,
He notes that failure to do so
will make it difficult for Egypt to oppose or prevent any moves
within the UN for the purpose of establishing new terms of reference,
and will give credence to allegations that the peace accords
constitute a separate peace agreement.
Sadat concludes by calling
for the establishment of a committee that would be charged with
the task of resolving the issue of security.
(S)
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NSC Activity
Meeting with HFAC
At Chairman Zablocki's request I met informally with 12 members
of the House Foreign Affairs Committee Thursday morning. The
discussion went extremely well. Given the fact that there has
been a spate of articles critical of our foreign policy, I expected
to be grilled.
I was asked to respond to Bundy's and Ball's
comments, but the reaction was not at all hostile. I believe
I was fairly successful in explaining that we had not deliberately
shot ourselves in the foot by offering the Faks aid. Interestingly
enough Solarz said that he did not understand why -we had to reverse
ourselves on the UN vote given the fact that it had not gone
beyond the Tost statements on Jerusalem. Fenwick was particularly
disturbed about leaks and willing to admit that the Hill shared
responsibility; she hoped we were investigating.
(C)
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1.

Alternate Market for Italian CH-47 Helicopters;
Ambassador
Gardner reports that the subject o£ the remaining CH-47
helicopters originially included in the contract with Iran
was raised yesterday by Count Agusta, who said he would
have to lay off 2,500 workers if an alternate market was
not found within the next few days.
Agusta pointed out
that this would precipitate a major furor and seriously
exacerbate the situation for everyone involved.
Even allowing
for exaggeration, Gardner believes Agusta's estimate of
the difficulties resulting from such a layoff deserves to
be taken seriously.
He adds that, if there is a possible
deal with Egypt in the works, it would be distinctly to
our advantage to initiate discussions as soon as possible.
In addition to increasing the chances of averting a layoff
at Agusta, Gardner believes this would serve as a positive
indication of our intentions and would do more to encourage
Agusta's continued cooperation in withholding shipments
of spare parts than our continued blandishment of the consequences
of this failure to do so.
He is fully-satisfied with Agusta's
role in this episode and would like to be able to tell him
precisely what the current prospects are for a sale to Egypt.
(Rome 7620, PSN 12483)
(S)

2.

Visit of Senior PLO Official to Amman;
According to Ambassador
Veliotes, PLO "foreign^ minister" Qaddumi visited Amman earlier
this week for political discussions outside of the context
for regular meetings of the joint PLO-Jordanian committee
on the West Bank.
Various sources have reported that the
major topics of Qaddumi's discussions were Giscard's visit
to Amman, next political steps by the PLO and Jordan, Lebanon,
and* a PLO request for Jordanian assistance on documentation
of Gazans.
In comments to veliotes. King Hussein said the
conversations were in the context of a PLO policy review
involving the recall for consultations of UN representative
Terzi.
Hussein said he cautioned the PLO to go slow during
the U.S. pre-election period, drawing Qaddumi's attention
to the lack of utility of pushing for a new UN Security
Council resolution.
Hussein also said he and Qaddumi had
agreed to an early Arafat visit to Amman.
In separate remarks,
prime Minister Sharaf told Veliotes that Qaddumi had expressed
PLO support for the EC initiative.
Veliotes comments that

SECRET
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Hussein's advice to Qaddumi reflects the king's constant
general concern that the PLO avoid uncoordinated "knee jerk"
initiatives in the UN which could harm, rather than help,
the Arab cause. He adds that Hussein is obviously pinning
his hopes on an eventual EC initiative after May 26 and
believes a move to the Security Council now by the PLO would
introduce needless controversy with the U.S. and possibly
some ’Western Europeans which could complicate a later EC
move.
(Amman 1918, PSN 12437)' (S)

3.

Thai Refusal to Participate in Khmer Relief Meeting; Foreign
Minister Sitthi told the press today that Thailandwould
not participate in the forthcoming March 26 conference of
donors to the Khmer relief program. He reportedly expressed
Thai unhappiness that the UN had not responded to a number
of pending Thai proposals related to Cambodia and Khmer
relief. According to Ambassador Abramowitz, senior Foreign
Ministry officials have given a different cast by claiming
that the UN did not invite Thailand to attend the meeting.
They asserted that Thai officials in New York had been told
that the meeting was for donors and unless Thailand wished
to consider at least a "token contribution” to program funding,
they were not in the "right category" .fcp attend. The foreign
ministry's immediate reaction was that Thailand had long
done a great deal to help the refugee relief effort and
the question of even token contribution verged on insult.
Abramowitz cannot explain the inconsistency between the
foreign minister and the working level on this issue, but
suspects the Thais would participate if the invitation
question is resolved. He believes the presence of Thailand
would be very useful and hopes it can be achieved in the
end.
(Bangkok 13021, PSN 12357, 12360)
(C)
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Iran Hostages: During a meeting with Ambassadors McHenry
and Vanden Heuvel on Wednesday, Algerian Ambassador Bedjaoui,
co-chairman of the UN inquiry commission, said he was con
vinced the hostages would be released within fifteen days.
Bedjaoui deplored the fact that the commission's work appeared
so rapidly in the press, and directly accused the French
lawyers of being unhelpful on this score. He expressed
belief that Bani-Sadr was acting in good faith and had Khomeini's
backing in his desire to effect a rapid release of the hostages.
In Bedjaoui's view, Khomeini's announcement that the newly
elected parliament would decide the fate of the hostages
amounted to a concession on his part, since the militants
would no longer retain control over the hostages. Bedjaoui
agreed that different channels must be explored in attempts
to reach Khomeini directly, but he underscored the need
to work in conjunction with Waldheim "who was deeply engaged
in Beeking a solution to the crisis."
(USUN New York 1048
NODIS Cherokee, LDX Copy)
(S)
*

(
2.

U.S.-Argentine Relations — A Rocky Road; According to
Ambassador Castro, Gerard Smith's mission will be seen by
the Argentines as one more important event in what is viewed
in Buenos Aires as a U.s. "courtship." He adds that the
Argentines have read the series of high level American
visitors as a sign that times have changed, and the govern
ment, which no longer feels itself under global.siege as
a human rights pariah, has faced the prospect of better
U.S.-Argentine relations with a combination of hope and
rising self-confidence. Castro adds that in some quarters,
this hope has become so unrealistic as to cause serious
speculation that the Humphrey-Kennedy amendment may soon
be repealed. He notes, however, that the dominant theme
in our bilateral relations remains one of uncertainty.
The atmosphere is warm, but there are major and serious
differences on matters of substance. Castro does not believe
the U.S. has anything to lose in accepting this two-tiered
approach — so long as we make sure that the Argentines
understand we will not sacrifice our interests or concerns
simply to keep a diaphanous spirit of friendship alive.
(Buenos Aires 2469, PSN 12705 , lf2707)
(C)
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Cutler's Meeting with Brltiah Olympic Official; During
a brief meeting with Lloyd Cutler on Wednesday, sir Denis
Follows indicated that the British Olympic Association would
definitely reach a decision on the Moscow invitation at
its March 25 meeting. He remained unconvinced by arguments
in favor of postponing a decision and left little doubt
that the invitation would be accepted.
In a meeting with
Follows today, Foreign Secretary Carrington and Michael
Heseltine strongly urged the BOA to either postpone a deci
sion, or to hedge acceptance by including the proviso that
the ultimate decision would depend on the situation in
Afghanistan nearer the time for the games. ' Helseltine
stressed to Follows that precipitate action by the BOA would
undercut efforts by the British government to find a
solution to the Afghan dilemma and could seriously damage
British standing in the West and the world. Follows made
no promises as to his ultimate recommendation, however,
he agreed to present the government's strong views at the
March 25 meeting.
(London 6363, 6366, PSN 12712m 12723,
12725)
(C)
t

4.

Pershing Guidance Components and Pakistan: In response to
our information that the Pakistanis were still in contact
with Mueller's export firm concerning the purchase of Pershing
guidance components, FRG foreign office official Pabsch
informed our Embassy today that he had discussed the possi
bility of calling in the Pakistani ambassador with colleagues
at the deputy assistant secretary level, who agreed they
were prepared to recommend this course if the U.S. agreed.
Pabsch said they would like to be in a position to cite
to the Pakistani ambassador the conversations between Ambas
sador Hummel and Foreign Minister Shanawaz. According to
Ambassador Stoessel, there are advantages in this idea,
which would reinforce the level of warning to the Pakistani
government, and might provide an avenue for confronting
Mueller with sourceable evidence concerning activities which
he has denied to German officials. He requests immediate
guidance.
(Bonn 5548, NODIS, PSN 12908, 12909)
(S)
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1.

Mexican Commerce Official Comments on GATT Decision; While
discussing the GATT decision with our economic officers,
Under Secretary of Commerce Hector Hernandez expressed his
disappointment about the Portillo decision, noting that
"a lot of work involving government officials had gone down
the drain." Hernandez emphasized that both the U.S. and
Mexico should avoid hasty reactions and that if a decision
affecting U.S.-Mexican trade is made it should be explained
in sufficient depth and detail so that the Mexican public
does not perceive the action as a U.S. retaliatory measure
against the GATT decision. He acknowledged that the MTN
bilateral agreement with the U.S. was dead and that the
Japanese and EC also appeared to be viewing their MTN agree
ments with Mexico as null and void. Hernandez emphasized
that the initiation of a bilateral trade negotiation with
the U.S. would be a major political step for Mexico and
suggested that a formal meeting of the trade working group
be held at the end of April or in May. The embassy officers
comment that Hernandez left them with the clear impression
that he intends and expects, to continuedto manage Mexico's
foreign trade policy within the guidelines President Portillo
has delineated. Hernandez clearly indicated that he places
a priority on managing the difficult trade issues with the
U.S. in such a way as to avoid possible reactions and counter
reactions as fallout from the GATT decision that would dis
rupt the orderly mutually advantageous trade relationships
with the U.S.
{Mexico 4853, PSN 11786, 11817)
(C)

2.

Implications for U.S. Over Mexican Decision on GATT: In
determining how Washington should proceed with our bilateral
trade relationship with Mexico, Charge Ferch comments that
Mexico's decision has far reaching implications for the
U.S. and requires us to make far reaching decisions regarding
both our relations with Mexico and our broad trade policy.
Ferch believes that because of the dominance of the U.S.
market in Mexico trade it is probable that Mexico's new
policy will be directed first at the U.S. He feels that
Mexico should "pay a higher price" than they paid in the
1979 MTN negotiations and that we should make it clear that
special and differential treatment as enunciated in the
Tokyo declaration would not apply to a new negotiation with
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Mexico. Perch asks for guidance as how to proceed in ap
proaching the upcoming scheduled textile consultations,
winter vegetable negotiations and setting the date for the
trade working group meeting. He notes that these meetings
will take on new and considerable more importance as a
consequence of Portillo's GATT decision.
(Mexico 4795,
PSN 11514, 11500) (C)

Saudi Egyptian press Attacks; Ambassador Atherton reports
that there has been a lull in the personal attacks on the
Saudi leadership over the past two weeks bat believes it
might still be useful for him tcJ raise the issue again with
Vice President Mubarak to prolong the trend. In light of
Egyptian moderation and relative escalation by the Saudis
he recommends that the Egyptians be informed that we are
also making clear our concerns with the Saudi government.
(Cairo 6336, PSN 11912)
(C)
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MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE HOI SE
WASHINGTON

January 17, 1980

SECRET—*

1.

Afghanistan Expels All American Journalists* Embassy Kabul
was informed today by the foreign ministry that all American
journalists have been ordered to depart Afghanistan on the
first available aircraft. The Afghan official stated that
this action had been taken because of the "American journalists'
interference in the internal affairs of Aghanistan and their
biased reporting." Our embassy estimates that there are
30 to 50 American journalists and cameramen in Afghanistan,
and it is now In the process of informing the journalists
and assisting them to exit the country.
(Kabul 175, PSN
36409)
t C)

2.'

Chrlstopher/Genscher Meeting; Christopher outlined to Foreign
Minister Genscher yesterday our strategy toward Iran, explaining
the need to implement economic sanctions and requesting
FRG assistance. He clarified that we hope sanctions will
obviate the need for other, more risky measures, and stressed
the importance of European support.
Genscher expressed
an FRG willingness to help as much as possible bn sanctions,
indicated coordination with the other Europeans, and promised
an early decision.. The foreign minister stressed the need
to consider our decisions and the developments in Iran carefully
to ensure that European nationals are not taken hostage.
The foreign minister stated it is important that Iranian
leaders not see the conflict with the U.S. as more important
than the Soviet threat; therefore, Western public statements
should not diminish the Soviet conflict with the Islamic
world.
Genscher proposed that the Western reaction to the
events in Afghanistan be incorporated into an overall political
strategy, and outlined some steps the EC is considering
in this regard, including new arrangements with Yugoslavia
and consideration of a possible political arrangement with
the Gulf states and Iraq modeled on the EC-ASEAN cooperation
agreement.
Genscher further stressed the need to reach
a comprehensive Middle cAot peace settlement, and described
Israel's security concerns as small compared to the threat
now posed by the Soviets to all countries of the region.
(Bonn 916, PSN 35795, 35800, 35802, 35806, 35810)
(S)
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3.

Cooper Meeting with French Economic Officials: On Iran,
the French identified legal problems in applying the Security
Council resolution in the face of the Soviet veto, and recom
mended we consider putting the Soviets in a corner tactically
by pressing them on what "measures" they would be prepared
to take under Resolution 461. They questioned the tactical
advisability of countries other than the U.S. imposing further
measures at this time, but conceded that they probably have
the legal ability to take some additional actions. Cooper
proposed three areas where concrete support from our allies
would be extremely useful in the Soviet/Afghanistan situation:
no undercutting of U.S. actions; no new official export
credits; and, strict application of COCOM criteria. The
French will not undercut U.S. measures; will continue normal
commercial relations, will not cut off official credits,
and will take a tough line but act slowly in renegotiating
the Franco-Soviet credit agreement. On COCOM, the French
did not know what cases they might be submitting and promised
to get back to us soon.
(Paris 1739, PSN 3576B, 35772,
35776, 35780) (S)

4.

U.S./Argentine Relations: Ambassador Castro met on Tuesday
with former Junta member General Viola, who is expected
to succeed Videla as president in 1981, for a genreral review
of U.S. Argentine relaitons. Viola appeared deeply perturbed
about the adverse turn of events in our bilateral relations,
and attributed this to the lack of communication between
the executives and foreign ministers of both countries.
He feels it is imperative that a dialogue be established
as soon as possible between the President and President
Videla and also between Secretary Vance and Foreign Minister
Pastor.
Viola stated that both countries should see each
other on the basis of conditions as they exist on and look
into the future rather than base their policy on past acts.

The general expressed serious concern over the State Depart
ment's human rights report on Argentina and felt the wording
of the report could precipitate a wave of emotionalism and
anti-Americanism if Argentines felt the report was an unfair
evaluation of their country. Viola agreed to do whatever
he could to get the government's cooperation on the restriction
of grain sales to the USSR.
(Buenos Aires 472, PSN 35961)
(C)
t

iV.
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4

DOS REVIEWED 09-Jan-2013: NO OBJECTION TO DECLASSIFICATIONj

1.

2.

President Videla'3 View on Entry of the Shah into Argentina;
In a meeting with Ambassador Castro, President videla indicated his mind remained open on entry of the Shah but '
at present the negative aspects appear to outweigh the
positive,
videla questioned Castro on the need'for urgency
in considering this matter. Castro responded that the shah
was "a very sick man who had to find a place to land per
manently for continuity of medical aare" and the shah felt
guilty for the present problem with the hostages. Concern
ing the negative aspects, videla noted such a decision would,
cost Argentina support., of., nonaligned and Arabic countries;
though economically the move wpuld have little effect, he
had to consider the political implications. He added that
the military might be concerned, especially in light of
the Timerman, Lorman and Campora releases.
In essence,
.the "shah was an added burden Afcgentina didn't need." Castro
pointed to the potential positive factor in improving Argen- tina's "tarnished" image and noted that humanitarian reasons
far outweigh everything. Castro believes that Videla is
"shaken-up" over this problem and finds himself in a quandry
about his decision. Videla wants to discuss this issue
with Castro again this week and it is likely that an Argen
tine decision will come before the ambassador leaves for
consultations in Washington on December-7 th.'. (state 310239
NOD IS Cherokee, PSN 31418; and Buenos Aires NODIS.981‘5)
(S)

Hussein's Views on .Situation in Saudi Arabia* . In briefing Ambassador Vellotes on his recent- trip to Saudi Arabia,
King Hussein indicated-that the Saudi authorities are con
fident of their ability to control.the security situation.
However, Hussein observed that recent events.-have taken
a heavy physical and mental toll on King Khalid. Additionally,
Khalid appreciated, but refused Hussein's’offer of military
assistance. Prom his conversations with the Saudi hierarchy,
Hussein believed it significant, that the dissidents were
from Nej-d.- Since the incident-* happened in a He-jazis area,
little sympathy for the insurgents occurred;, however, if
the revolt had erupted within the Nejd area, Khalid had
doubts whether a significant number of Saudi soldiers■would
fight. Hussein is convinced that communists■are manipulat
ing the religious‘fanatics and. has1 found only tenpous evidence
of any Shi-a involvement in. the current■ events*. .Hussein
noted that the Saudis remain confident in their ability
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to handle their internal security situation; however, any
precipitious American evacuation woyld gather wide-spread
media coverage and be "a devastating blow to Saudi selfconfidence at this time."
(AmmaVi 7527, PSN 31423 , 31426,
NODIS)
(S)

3.

King Hussein and Iran:
Responding to Ambassador Veliotes
concern that the Jordanian government has yet to officially
address the Iranian situation, Hussein stated his intention
to meet with the local media to "set the record straight"
and plans to make a "broader declaration" which would focus
on "the current problem in the Islamic and Arab world stem
ming from Iranian attitudes...and the attack on the Grand
Mosque in Mecca."
Veliotes provided Hussein with copies
of the President's statement and press conference of November
29 which he had not yet read.
(Amman 7525, PSN 31439)

C s)

4.

King Hassan and OAU Summit;
President Tolbert and Foreign
Minister' Dennis expressed their disappointment Sunday to
Ambassador Smith over King Hassan's'apparent decision not
to attend the OAU Wisemen's meeting on the Saharan dispute.
The foreign minister predicted that Hassan*s "no show" would
generate an angry African response which could result in
decisions by the wisemen more harmful to Morocco than.would
otherwise have been the case.
Dennis again appealed for
U.S. assistance in reversing Hassan's decision.
Liberian
ambassador-at-large Mitchell, who had just returned from
Rabat, indicated that Hassan had not told him that he would
not go to Monrovia but reiterated Morocco's earlier request
for a postponement.
Nevertheless, Mitchell stood firm in
his belief that Hassan had no intention of going and never
had any intention of doing so.
Ambassador Smith, noting
the linkage in some African minds between our arms decisions
and the King's present intransigence, underscores the need
to stress to King Hassan that it would be in both our interest
and the Moroccans for-him to attend the Monrovia meeting.
(Monrovia 9356, PSN 32400, 32403)
(S)

5.

Charge Eagleton's Initial Assessment of Embassy Tripoli

Yncident;

Charge Eagleton believes^that while evidence

"exists that a well-organized group was behind the demon
stration, the extent and level o*f government involvement
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remains unclear.
Eagleton speculates that the Libyan author
ities did not expect the compound to be penetrated,- especially
in light of recent attempts of at least part of the government
to improve relations with the U.S.
Eagleton has informed
the American community that it can no longer rely on Libyan
assurances of protection and recommended immediate thinning
of staffs and dependents; further, khe has told Libyan author
ities that if another demonstration occurs, we will have
to "close the embassy."
Eaglet&n recommends that we maintain
formal relations at least until our nationals have departed.
He concluded that Qadhafi's role: remains uncertain, but
the next 24 hours should indicate the nature of the Libyan
government involvement in this incident.
(Tripoli 0001,
PSN 32923) (C)

6.

Assessment of sino-Amerlean Relations Vis-a-yis Kampuchea;
In an overview of how the Kampuchea problem impinges on
Sino-Amerlean relations. Ambassadors Abramowitas and Woodcock
believe that for the present we should continue cooperation
with the PRC by placing maximum diplomatic pressure on the
SRV, pursue the concept of safehavens and preserve the
psychological and political stability of Thailand.
Though
the PRC and U.S. both seek to generate diplomatic'pressure
on the SRV, the U.S. diverges in terms of the ultimate fate
of the SRV leadership and the use of force in achieving
our goals.
In the area of humanitarian relief of the.Khmer
people, the PRC has little concern for their fate; further,
a difficulty remains in finding a leadership alternative
to Pol Pot, who the Chinese continue to support.
At present,
both countries are working to preserve the stability of
Thailand; however, U.S. interests are not tied as closely
to the Kriangsak government as are the Chinese.
In general,
the U.S. should avoid too close an association with the
PRC in dealing with Kampuchea to prevent both a restriction
of options and maneuverability for our diplomatic efforts
and a perception of Sino-Amerlean collusion by the ASEAN
states.
Our immediate objective — reduction of Vietnamese
influence in Cambodia — remains parallel to the PRC's;
however, in pursuing our efforts in a still "fluid" situation,
we should place some distance between ourselves and the
Chinese.
(Bangkok 9427, PSN 31725) (S)
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1.

Israeli Protest Over Younq-PLO Encounters
Ambassador
Evron has been instructed to deliver to Secretary Vance
as soon as possible today the "protest and deep regret
of the Israeli government" over Ambassador Young's
meeting with PLO representative Terzi.
Bar-on told
Viets that after Vance had explained the chance encounter
to Bar-on, Ambassador Blum reported on a conversation
with Ambassador Young which gave an entirely different
version of the meeting.
Blum's report "made the situation
look entirely different today than yesterday."
According
to Bar-on, the protest is entirely based on what Young
told Blum.
Young reportedly initiated the meeting
with Blum "simply to inform him that the call on Bishara „
was not social."
A telephone call from Embassy Tel
Aviv to State indicates the Israelis will make the
protest public at 0700 EDT.
(Tel Aviv 17487, PSN 6561)
(S)

2.

Approach to Cubans Over Presence in Nicaragua:
Follow
ing State Department's instructions to make an oral
demarche to Havana over Cuba's military presence in
Nicaragua, Acting Principal Officer Smith has asked
for a meeting with Viera and hopes it will be granted
soon.
Smith anticipates that the Cuban response will
be to deny that there is any significant Cuban military
presence in Nicaragua.
He comments his demarche would
be more effective if he were in a position to refute
this with one or two specific examples of a larger
Cuban military presence.
Smith has asked Embassy Managua
and State for some hard evidence on the presence of
rockets and machineguns that have strived from Cuba.
(USINT Havana 7222, PSN 5989)
(6)

3.

U.S. Military Assistance to Nicaragua:
Ambassador
Pezzullo notes that the arrival of a small U.S. military
advisory team in the next few days will stimulate requests
from the FSLN leadership for military iteitfs ranging
from uniforms to equipment.
He urges that we be in
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a position to be responsive to the more realistic re
quests.
Pezzullo asks that he be provided a selected
list o£ available military surplus items and be- pro
vided $750 thousand to $1 million in grant funds to
satisfy some priority needs.
He requests that he have
enough operating flexibility to take advantage of the
opportunities which will demonstrate our willingness
to meet the GRN priority needs, which will help us
develop close relations and offer opportunities to
influence key military figures.
Pezzullo comments
that although there is very limited grant assistance
money available, Nicaragua must be viewed as an ex
ceptional case which requires urgent and imaginative
responses.
A small investment now is essential.
(Managua 3709, PSN 6257)
(C)

4.

Senator Kennedy Letter to President.Parks
Senator
Kennedy has written a letter to ^OK President Park
congratulating him for his pledge to assist with the
Indochinese refugee problem and urging him to continue
to seek means for further assistance possibly to include
rescue efforts by the ROK navy and some resettlement.
Kennedy also commends Park for his recent release of
political prisoners and expresses hope that it represents
a trend which will strengthen both the ROK and our
cooperation.
Kennedy expresses full support for the
U.S. commitment to ROK security which "extends beyond
any particular present deployment of U.S. forces."
(State 211280, PSN 6232)
(S)
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August 14, 1979

1.

Nicaraguan Fnreign Minister Plans to Visit Washington;
During discussions with Ambassador Pezz'dllo today.
Foreign Minister d’Escoto said he was very pleased
by the reception the Nicaraguan delegation received
in Quito, and by the cordial discussions held with
Mrs. Carter and other members of the U.S. delegation.
D'Escoto then indicated that he would be traveling
to Washington next week with some members of the junta,
and hoped to meet with the President and members of
the banking community. At Pezzullo's urging, he agreed,
that it might be best to make the visit alone and to
consider a meeting with the President at a later time.
Pezzullo comments that the foreign minister clearly
wants to take immediate advantage of the spirit of
Quito to cement closer ties with the U.S. He recommends
that we not delay in offering an invitation to the
junta to visit Washington in September, and that it
should include a call on the President since he is
an important symbol of change ip U.S.-Nicaraguan policy.
He believes now is the best time to extend an Invitation,
before d'Escoto's trip, and requests immediate authori
zation to do so.
(Managua 3723, 3713, NODIS STADIS,
PSN 7203, 6854)
(C)

2.

Implications of Israeli Cabinet Decision on 242; According
to Charge Viets, the Israeli cabinet statement on UN
resolution 242 constitutes an open-ended warning that
Israel may consider some passages in the Camp David
framework to be "null and void" if the U.S. fails to veto
a Palestine rights resolution. While the statement
does not appear to suggest that Israel will terminate
the autonomy negotiations, they could choose to make
the point that the provisions in 242 on the "inadmissibility
of the acquisition of territory by war" and "withdrawal
of Israeli armed forces from territories occupies in
the recent conflict" would explicitly be rejected by
them in the negotiations. Thus, Israel could still
claim to accept the goals it committed itself to in
the joint letter of March 26, 15J79, and at the same
time adopt the position that the "changing" of 242
no longer obligates them to withdraw from the occupied
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territories.
In conclusion, Viets. suggests that on
the basis of the cabinet statement, the Israelis coul
justify virtually any action, from selective negation
of portions of resolution 242, to outright suspension
of the autonomy negotiations on the basis that the
operative paragraph of the Camp David framework has
been "nullified."
(Tel Aviv 17542, PSN 7033, 7036)
(S)

3.

Dayan Keeps the Pot Boiling; Charge Viets reports
that Foreign Minister Dayan made a vigorous effort
yesterday to keep the political pot boiling with his
remarks to a meeting of the Likud Knesset faction.
Among other things, Dayan informed the group that the
U.S. was prepared to "replace" resolution 242 as a
means of bringing the PLO into the peace process; claimed
that the U.S. accepted Israel's policy of preemptive
strikes at terrorist bases in south Lebanon; and asserted
that the U.S. was willing to permit Soviet observers
to participate in supervision of the peace treaty
implementation. Dayan did admit, however, that the
U.S. had reservations about hitting civilians in Lebanon,
"mainly when this is done with fi.S. equipment." Viets
comments that Dayan managed to insinuate a distorted
U.S. angle into each of the topics addressed. He concludes
that the Israeli foreign minister evidently believes
there is still political capital to be made in the
Likud by continuing to ping away at America at every
opportunity.
(Tel Aviv 17555, PSN 6923, 7924)
(C)
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August 14, 1979

Pakistani Protest of U.S. Actions; Foreign Secretary
Shahnawaz summoned Ambassador Hummel to the foreign
ministry today to deliver a strong protest over Richard
Burt's recent New York Times .article. Shahnawaz
expressed Pakistan's "deep disappointment," stating
that such threats of commando raids, economic reprisals,
and other strong U.S. sanctions against Pakistan would
only serve to further Soviet interests in the region.
He cited a number of incidents as "evidence of the
U.S. propaganda campaign" against Pakistan, including
Gerard Smith's statement to Agha Shahi on May 4 that
"Pakistan was risking its total relationship with the
U.S.," and "entering into the valley of death." The
foreign secretary said Pakistan may take the matter
to an international fora and. closed his formal protest
by appealing to the U.S. to "stop these attacks forthwith
as it is in neither country's interest." Hummel comments
that although most of Pakistan's "evidence" is from
press and unsubstantiated rumors, it is unfortunate
that they were able to use statements such as Gerard
Smith's as evidence from a U.S. official source that
there is a danger of preemptive strikes against Pakistan's
nuclear installations. He requests immediate guidance
for responding to the protest.
(Islamabad 9257 NODIS,
PSN 6815, 6820}
(S)
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*

August 15, 1979

Effects of Kraft Article on Gas Negotiations; Charge
Perch comments that yesterday's Joseph Kraft article
on the recent gas negotiations is particularly unfortunate
in view of the Mexican request that we keep the negotiations
private and keep the details out of the press. The
revelation of details of the talks will almost certainly,
perhaps very seriously, complicate Mexico's ability
to deal with the domestic sensitivities of the gas
issue. Ferch continues to believe, however, that Mexico
wants to reach an agreement on the gas issue. He recommends
that Katz/Vaky make a high-level call on the Mexican
ambassador to reassure his government that the leak
was unauthorized, that we continue to hope for a inutally
beneficial agreement, and that we have no Intention
of carrying on these negotiations in the press.
(Mexico
13778, PSN 7739)
(C)
t
Argentina on Verge of Crucial Nuclear Decisions: Ambassador
Castro notes that within the next few weeks Argentina
will make several crucial decisions regarding its nuclear
development. He suggests that the State Department
contact the governments of Canada, Switzerland and
Germany in a final effort to coordinate safeguard re
quirements. Castro feels that Argentina will ratify
the Treaty of Tlatelolco in order to negotiate a FSS
agreement with the IAEA on Tlatelolco language.
(Buenos
Aires 6637, PSN 7741) (C)
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2/ POLCODNB (HALLMAN) TALKED WITH OFPICIR ON THE STAPP
07 DIPUTT PORIION MINISTER CAVANDOLI (B1AOOI) ON
JANUARY 29 ABOUT RESULTS 07 000DPA8TIR VISIT. BOTH
WRE NOTITAKERS DURING GOODPASTER-PASTOR-MARTINEZ DE BOZ
CONVRRSATIONS.
3, XXAUOE WAS PL1A8ID THAT BITENOS AIPES PRESS COVERAGE
07 THE VISIT HAS BEEN SYMPATHETIC — "NO PROBLEMS HERE
TOR TIE GOVERNMENT, .HE. SAID.
4. HE WAS LESS SANGUINE ABOUT BEHIND-THE-SCENES FALLOUT
— NOT, HE SAID, BECAUSE ANYTHING HAD GONE WRONG,. BUT
BECAUSE HI SENSES THAT ElPXOTATIONS WERE BUILT «TH HIS
BOSSES HE PEARS WILL NOP BE SATISFIED. THESE DEAL WITH:
A. THE DEPARTMENT'S HUMAN RIGHTS REPORT TO THE
CQMOUSS. THIS. BIAUGE SAID. IS 60MiTfTNC~----PASTOR AND CAVANDOLI BELIEVE THE ADMINISTRA
TION DIPT NT TELT CAN CONTROL. TRET WILL PE--- _
iI TTllLT_mrpyr-rrTiilLpE PONTES nNTuvnftliT.R
fjrar^P ’CONSTITUENCIES" WITHIN OUR ADMINISTRA
TION AND BUREAUCRACY SIMPLY PALLS ON DEAF EARS, ‘
BEAU01 SAID. (BXAUOX LIVED SEVERAL YEARS IN ,
DECLASSIF/ED
WASHINGTON AND UNDERSTANDS THE WORKINGS 07
E.0.13526
OUR GOVERNMENT.) ANOTHER PROBLEM IS THAT WHAT
^ i iritvJjUL-3<4.c^\
«
r.,0Ri —- Date,
THI U.8. BELIEVES IS SCRUPULOUSLY PAIR MAY BE
^\ \*f '
INIURIATING HERE.
R. ACTION BEPORI THE UNITED NATIONS HUMAN RIGHTS
***************
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COMMISSION, bxauoe SAID cavandoli had given too
1UCH WISH IS SAID THAT GOA COULD ACCEPT
KEEPING tTSM 12 1 UNDER REVIEW. ON
RXELIOTION, THAT COUHSS WOULD KEEP OPEN
THE "ARGENTINA CASS," AN INDlTIDUALIZATION GOA
DOSS NOT WANT. GOA WILL TASS THE
POSITION THAT REJROTION IS TIX ONLY PRACTICABLE
COURSE IN ORDER HOT TO MIX TIX MATTER WITH THE
INVESTIGATION 07 THE INtBD-AMIRICAN COMMISSION
ON HUMAN RIGHTS "WHICH, AJTTSS ALL, WILL CONTINUE
UNTIL TEE COMMISSION'S REPOST IS ACTED UPON AT
TIE NEXT OAS MINISTERS MISTING. GOA WANTS O.S.G*
HELP IN THIS POSITION. WON;HALLMAN ASKED WHETHER
Till WAS AN 077IGIAL CLAftfrltiiTION 07
CAVANDOLI'S PRESENTATION
.-________
TIS IT WAS.
C. TIE 1NTEI-AMERICAN COMMISSION'S REPORT.
BEAUG1 SAID IS AMD HIS BOSSES ENOW THAT ANT
SUGGESTION THAT THE U.S.O«:TIT TO SWAT PARER
7R0M HIS STERN VIEWS ON AJtSXRTINA IS A
NON-STARTER. HE ADMITTED HOWEVER THAT A
STRATEGY 07 TRYING TO PERSUADE OAS MEMBERS
'
TO VOTE MODI71CATIONS TO THE REPORT MAT
EMXIOX — ESPECIALLY COUNTRIES HAVING
CITIZENS WIO PARTICIPATE IN TIX COMMISSION.
ZIECALL THAT PASTOR SAID, BEAUGE REMINDED,
THAT IT SEEMS POINTLESS 70R A GOVERNMENT TO .
CHOOSE BAD RELATIONS WITH ARGENTINA JUST
BECAUSE QP TIE VIEWS 07 A CITIZEN 07 THAT
COUNTRY. MEANWHILE, BEAUGE SAID, THE
"OFFICIAL GROUP" NAMED TO WRITE ARGENTINA'S
REPLY TO THE COMMISSION'S REPORT LABORS
MANFULLY WITH LEGAL ARGUMENTSr1".... ~
...
5. ASHED HOW HE 701%RES ARftflKWYD'A WILL APPROACH
UNDERTAKINGS ON SRJ3NS EXPORTS"MADE DURING SQQDRlSTER'S
VISIT, BEAUGE AT 7IRST POUND IT PUZZLING SOMEONE SHOULD
BELIEVE THERE WILL EE A PRECISE SUM DETERMINED FOR
ARGENTINA'S COARSE GRAINS SALES TO THE’SUVHT UNION.
CONCEDING AT LAST THAT MARTINEZ DE HOZ-:'S AGREEMENT
TO PUT A LIMIT ON SALES TO SOVIET GRAIN TRADING
COMPANIES INDICATED THAT AN AMOUNT ACTUALLY.BE
PIXEL, BEAUGE WENT ON TO SAT HE DOUBTED THAT MANY
BEYOND THE ECONOMY MINISTER HIMSELF WOULD EVER
LEARN WHAT WAS TIE DETERMINED SUM. BEAUGE WAS UNCERTAIN
ABOUT MODALITIES 07 ARGENTINA'S PRESENTING INFORMA
TION ABOUT GRAINS EXPORTS-TO TIE MONITORING GROUP,
BUT SAID THIS WOULD BE DISCUSSED AT HIS MINISTRY.
0. ONE OTHER SUBJECT CAME=UP: ARGENTINA'S P41TICIPSN:055934
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PATION IN TFr OLYMPIC GAMES. ATTER ARGENTINA rS
STRENU0E8 WO?TS TO "Di:-P0LITICT~? THE *0*0,0 CUP
GAMES HELD HER* IN 1978 AJ|D ’THE WORLD CA"CYR onii***ENCE HELD TU TOlinwiMG TEAR IT WOULD RE ET»*EMELY
DI'TTICULT TO BACK AWA* TPOM THE MOSCOW OLYMPICS.
BEAUffE KNEW OT NO CURRENT BISHUSSION OT mRE POSSI
BILITY THAT AEGENTINA BOYQOtT THE GAMES, RUT ALSO
SAID THAT A RECENT STATEMENT BY THE ARGENTINE
OLYMPICS COMMITTEE PRESIDENT THAT ARGENTINA DE7INITELY
WOULD PARTICIPATE HAD NOT )EEN CLEARED WITH HIGHEST
GOA AUTHORITIES.
CASTRO
BT

t

!
t *

■f
I
t

1
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DE RUXSBA #0869/1 0301659
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TH AMXMBASSY BUENOS AIRES
TO SECBTATX WASHDC IMMEDIATE 4044
CONFIDENTIAL SECTION 1 07 3

0869

NOBIS
E.O. 12065: XDS-1 1/26/10 (CASTRO, SAUL H.) OR-M
TA OBt PIPS AR
SUlJXOTl (Cl DRAFT MXMOIANDUM 07 CONURBATION* GENERAL GOODPASTER'S
VISIT TO ARGENTINAT 4lHiU TJIAlJli/GKIA NT 1!Of IDSi JANUARY gg—
1. (C - INTIRE TEXT.)
2. MEMORANDUM 07 CONVERSATION
3. SUBJECTI GENERAL &00BPASTEP'S VISIT TO ARgXNTINAt
LIMITING ARGENTINA'S GRAINS SHIPMENTS TO TEE SOVIET UNION
4. PRINCIPAL PARTICIPANTS: BRIGAPIES (RET) CARLOS'R1ST0R,
7ORII0N MINISTER
‘
■
DR. JOSE AL7RSD0 MARTINEZ DE HOI. MINISTER 07 ECONOMY
COMODORO CARLOS CAVANDOLI, DEPUTY FOREIGN MINISTER
MR. VICTOR 1XAUCX, MINISTRY 07 FOREIGN AFFAIRS (NftBTAKER)
GXNXRAL ANDREW J. G0ODPASTXR, PRESIDENTIAL IMlSSAft .
RAUL I. CASTRO, U.8, AMBASSADOR IN ARGENTINA
ClfAUS V. RUSIR. DEPARTMENT OF STATE (ARA/ECA)
WILLIAM H. HALLMAN, 0*8.
» EMBASSY BUENOS AIRIS.T- (NOTITAXER)
5. ' TIME AND PLACE* 1ANUARY 23 AND 24, 19801 THE
MINISTRY OF FOREIGNJAPFilRS, BUENOS AIRES
/*■

6. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY, GENERAL GOOD?ASTER
MET ON TWO CONSECUTIVE DATS AT TAB MINISTRY OF FOREIGN
AFFAIRS. THE MINISTER, OF ECONOMY LSD ARGENTINA')) '
PART OF DISCUSSIONS PEALING WITH SHIPMENTS OF GRASN&
FROM ARGENTINA TO TEE SOVIET ONION AND OUR EFFORT!
TO GST ARGENTINA TO ElMIT THESE SHIPMENTS. TIB *
MINISTER FOUND MANY-REASONS FOR ARGENTINA'S NOT
ATTEMPTING LIMITATIONS, TIE. GREATEST BEING IIS
+ *«************ ttfgsi COMMENT *•’*.***********
FILE
70EIDEAL,THORN f OKS,X1MAR,11M,BRIM,HUN?'
PSN1055800
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BEL IIP THA* INTERNATIONAL ..REPORTS TO SENT GRAINS
ro TIE SOVIET UNION USE'BOOHS TO TAIL AND HIS
INWILLINGNESS TO INT9&BUPT ARGENTINA'S POLICY AND
PROPITS TO THIS
AftfUFTP HOMlTliH TO HI pi
PRIVATE REQUESTS TO THE SOVIET GRAINS TRADINS.
TqiTOgr^grLIMIT PTOCMEB IN ARGENTranrCTTlST LEVELS
(ngQ^bVTS P ACTOR") AMS to cooperate IN SEARING
INPORHATION RIGAIDINO ARGENTINA GRAINS SHIPMENTS.
7. A SEPARATE MEMORANDUM OP CONVERSATION GOVERN Til POIXTON MINISTER'S PRESENTATION OP POLITICAL
SUBJECTS. END MEMCON
INfROEOCTXON
ANS SUMMARY*
*
i
?. WIDERSBAY( JAWJART 23l ;|XRST PRESENTATION.
GENERAL OOODPASTER LX» tlijjLRESENTATIO* OP 001 ~
REGIONINE OP tarTTlATiSllTtlOiTTOlTTfilT EVULVIF^'
WITH TIE SOVIET ONION'S INVASION OP APGfANXSTAN.
RI 8AIS TEAT IB WANTED TOiRZPLAlN ROW WE RELIEVE
RS8TEICTX0N8 ON TIE BIPORftf OP GRAIN TO Til SOVIET
UNION PIT WITIIN TIE CONBIT OP OTHER ACTIONS 001
GOVERNMENT IS TAXING TO BCE THIS NEW SITUATION.
IE BATS THAT KX ALSO HAD NOME TO DISCOS! WAYS TO .
DEEPEN ANS STRENGTHEN ARffllNTINI-U.S. RELATIONS.
9. IT WAS ORGE«Tt OOODPASTER CONTINUED, TO TAKE’?'
AN IMMEDIATE, PIRM AND SUSTAINED STAND IN PACE OP
TIE SOVIET ACTION — AND fO? TO REPEAT THE COURSE*
TAKEN IN RESPONSE TO TXX SOVIET UNION'S EARL HSR
irrCUlStON INTO CZECHOSLOVAKIAN WHEN IMPETUS HAD .
BEEN LOST. THIS LATEST SOVIET ACT WA8 PAR MORE BUT ANT
TV THAT IT WAS TIE PIRST MILITARY INVASION OUT MR*
EASTERN EUROPE, AND PRACTlQALLT PROM TSE BEGINNING
INVOLVED SIX AIM! DIVISION* AND ULTRA-MODERN AIRCRAPT.
THOUGE VE CONCEDE THAT IlfMflDIATS GOALSANND LOCAL .'EGNa>>
CI1NS MAI HAVE MOTIVATED;ill SOVIET UNION, THE . ..
STRATEGIC-DYNAMIC IPPSCT WAS NSTSltllLXSS ONE OR;;
THREAT TO PAXIBTAG AND TK* PERSIAN GULJN REGION A*^,
PROM TUT, TO ILL THE VESf*
i
10. OUR. IMMEDIATE RESPONDS. USING GRAINS SHXPMRWffi
AND TEE PROSPECT:OP BOTCRffTING TIE OITHRlC GAMER,7WAS
K QUICK SIGNAL f6 THE SOVIET UNION AND OUR ALLIti THAT THE
U.8. WILL NOT TOLERATE RGWIET CONDUCT.. NOW WR ill
INVOLVED IN EXTENSIVE CWERSATIONS WfTH ALL OUJt
ALL IRS, INCLUDING PAKISf|N ANDNATO — fPlUS THE ■'
REPUBLIC OP CHINA —■ TO COORDINATE ACTION. VS ■
BELIEVE A SOVIET TACTIC KILL NOV BE TO PLAT A .
WAITING GAME, RIP1CTIN0 fSAT TEE ALLIES CAN RE
DETACHED ONE PROM ANOTHER. THIS MUST NOT HAPPEN., v
t
i
PSN1055800
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11. LIMITATIONS or 0-HA I NS 'SHIPMENTS ARE SIGNIFICANT,

EVEN 17 TEX R1SULTS 07 TXXBl ARE PRINCIPALLI VO PROCLAIM INTEN
TIONS. OUR SKINNING, VX ADMIT, WAS CLUMSY IN TEAT
VX TAILED TO CONSULT TULLf, BUT NXITSX1 SXCRETART
▼ANUS NOI TEX NATIONAL SXQBIIST GOBNOH HtSCTOR
INTXN98 TO ASUSX TRIBNDSHI*.. VX LOOK TOWARD-TO
EXTSNSm, TECHNICAL DISCUSSIONS VITH- A1GEK&INA
REGARDING SUPPLY, STORAGE,. SHIPMENT--AND-POSSrIBLS
DITIXSIONS 07 GRAINS,
___
__
i- 12. G1NIXAL GOODPASTXR VINT ON TO REMIND TXAT TEE
U„S. HAD NOT CALLED TOR A BOYCOTT AND WOULD FULFILL
COMMITMENTS MADE 1AGX IN t*75 TO SEIF TIE USSR
S .MILLION TONS 07 GRAIN, ECONOMY MINISTER MIITINEZ
DI 10Z ASKED TOR A LEGAL EXPLANATION OT COMMITMENT"
AND XOV VS JUXTAPOSED TRlI’fIfH AUTHORIZATIONS**
ALSO POUSSIN IN TEX 1975 • JSlltEMSNfMB', RUSER
'
EZPLAINXB TXAT STATE DEfAlfMENT LAWYERS HAD STUDIED
TIE QUESTION AND MADE A DISTINCTION BETWEEN VHAT
WAS PROMISED AND VHAT HAD;BEEN MADE CONDITIONAL ON
PU1THXS AGEEIMXNT.
BT

t

n
f
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13, FiBT<A AS KID WHXTHU It VIS NOT Till TBit THl
SOTIXf ONION BIS STOCKS HIHIPS XT IN AMOUNTING TO
TWO 01 f*0 AND ONI HAD? 1X118 07 CONSUMPTION, AND
IT THIS VStf TRUX BOV U,S* LIMITATIONS CO OLD BX '
MIDI xmofivy, ftXNXlAL flOODIASTIR rxplied teat .
WXILX NX VtU MOT CXI TAX l7 ABOUT THX QUANTITY 07
SOTXXV OXAINS OAltTOTXI « XltXMATX A SOTIXT *
PlOWCTt ON-HOLD I NO CA1A0XT1 07 TVO HUNDRED MILLION
TONS, ACAINST A 80TXXT NISI TO DI810SX 07 7091
KUNDRM MILLION, AT TIRY L1A»T 091 ACTION FL96
LAST YXA18 SHORT SOTIXT PMDtfiTION WOULD HAD «0
HUH PRESSURE AND DRAWDOWNANY III ST I NO STOCKS.
14, LIMITATIONS ON XZP01T8 TO T*X SOTIXT UNION,v
01 XXAL COODPASTXR CONTINOXD» WOULD RATI X7FXCT ON
ACTITITIX8 ON Ttt MA10INS 07 CXAINS TRADXt POUSTlt
ANB PORK PRODUCTION WILL lifl TO BX RXNUOID, THIS,
CVIATN9 DOMISTIC PROBLEMS 701 THX SOTIXT OOTIRNMXNf,
DISAI71CTI0N,
,i■
15, TQXXIGN MINI STIR PA8T0JI; AilED WHXTEXR DXNIAl'O*. :
CRAINS TO TRX SOTIXT UNION RftlAYID PRXSIDXNT CARMfc'S
PROMISE NOT TO USX POOD AS A'-NRAPON, TO WHIOR Ml. IftXR
RIPLIIB THAT BASIC ROMAN C0NW7TI0N WILL NOT BX AOTCTXD.
A TIN PXHCXNT CUT, 701 EIAMIM* IN CHAINS WOULD* frlHXR,
AfflCT SOTIXT X7P01TS TO DITOBI7Y CONSUMXX P^TRINS.
10, 11ST01 Wf NT ON TO OBJXOfu^HAT BASICALLY IT HA'S
WX8TX1N WXAXNXSS DEMON STRAW® |i THX PAST THAT HAD
ALXOWJD INROADS INTO A7CHANINTAN — JUST AS IT >Rlfi,
HI ASS1RT1D, INTO S1NTRAL AMR110A. WOULD IT NQt<li
MORI 9771CTITB TO USX MillTil* M1ASURXS TO COUNXXl

PSN1055802
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HI UTAH THRUSTS? PASTOR ADDED TEAT HI WAS SQUALL!
OURIOUB ABOUT THI IPPECTIYSNISS OP AN OLYMPICS
BOYCOTT.
V
\

17. MARTINIS DI HOZ TOOK THI PLOOR TO DlYUOP TH£SI
THIMX8. HI DISAPPROVES, IN PRINCIPLE, Of USING
ZCONOMIC SANCTIONS IN MILITARI-POLITICAL CONFRONTATIONS
B1CAUS1 THI ONLY REALLY Cl MAIN SIfSCT IS TOT DSST&OT
AN ECONOMIC ORDER• IP ANYTHING* HI SAID, LEE ECONOMIC
SANCTIONS B1 USIL AGAINST XCONOMIC CRALLENGIHT
18. PUITHU, TIX MINISTIR DOUBTED HE HAS TURN INTO
ACCOUNT THAT ORLY THX U.S. AND A&CXNTINA AIR SIGNIPICANT
TXXO GRAINS XXP01TXR8. EX TUNED AS BOLLOV THX WILLINGNESS
op Australia, Canada and txx xusopxan community to axidx
BY GRAINS XXPOST LIMITATIONS, SINCE THX EXPQRTAILS
SURPLUS OP THOSX AHXAS WOULD IN ANY XTINI BX DlSTlNID
TO OTI1X KINDS OP MAXKXTS.
10. PIRPXCTION OV A LIMITATIONS POLICY HILL XX DIPPICOLT
OR IMPOfllllE, TNI MINISTER RAID. EX PRXDXCTRD *RAT
*L14KAG1 POST TIOM U.S. SURPLUS COULD AMOUNT *0 TERXZ
OR POOR MILLION TONS. AND If;THIS HSU TRUX OP «RI
U.S.. If VOULS XI XtlN LlKBtill IN TIX CASI OP ARGENTINA
AND OTRXl EXPORT*!*. XI DSOSTID TUT THX SOYIXT UNION
COULD Bfl HURT TO TXX POINT OP ORANGING ITS POLIQY TOR
A PIV MILLION TONS OP GUI*.
Rl. MARTINil 91 HOZ VINT ON TO 1ZPLAIN THX WORKINGS OP
TXX A1G1NTZNI GRAINS TRAD*. THIS S0Y1RMMXNT. DILI RXR AT XL I
S0U01T TO 9I8MANTLX Til GRAINS MONOPOLY INIXIITXD PROM
XARtltl OOYXRWttNTS. TXX POLICY Xg PUNDAMXNIAI, AND
IT XA8 LID TO TIXll CONSRCDIXTX 1UMP1R CROPS. SUPPORT
P1IC1S All U81D TO THX SftiLLl&T STINT POSSXBLX AND,
GXNXIALLY IPXAKXNO, THRU; ARE NON* OUTBIDS XRI VHIAT
TRAD1. UNLIKX IN 80MX COR*TRIES (TXX MINISTflr CITED
CANADA) THX G1AXN8 10ARD ,POXS NOT BUY UP CRGVS BUT
MXRXLY XlGIsmi INTENDED: JXPORTB HI TROUT HOARD TO
DS8TINATION. DRPORTXRS Bit DIRECTLY PROM PRODUCERS,
USUALLY ON P.O«X. (BUXNOS'ilRXS OX ROSARIO) TRIMS.
IT 18 Til LARGS I NT UN At ION AL TRADING C0MPANI1S. THAT
USUALLY POICHASI ON C.I.f^ TERMS 'AND DOING THIS
ACQUIRE RESPONSIBILITY f(* PINAL DESTINATIONS. TXX
SOYIXT GUI NS TRADING INfXTY BUTS IN ARGENTINA LIKX
ANY BIG INTERNATIONAL DIALER.
II • A SUGGESTION TUT THIS PATTERN BX ALTERED IS
YXRY 8XXI0US BUSINESS.
RAD YOU A8KXD US HI COULD
HATE EXPLAINED ALL THIS,
MARTINIS DE HOZ SAID.
AT
AN EARLIER POINT PXRUPS HE COULD HAY1 TAKEN INTO
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ACCOUNT THIS* PRACTICAL DIPPXCULTIXS, ITT A? ^HIS
POINT IT IS SXfPXCQliT TO k$Qtl MEASURES .THAT COST
US EEYXSION 01 Tit BASIC PREMISES OP 0U1 SYSTEM.
MAlTINE* EX SOX WENT ON TOR BAY THAT NEV CX1CUMSTANG1S
8PEAIIW AGAINST flXS TOIEMftSUHI NIRE EIPPICDLT TO
IMAGINE — GXVlIt I8PICXALtflllS CERTAIIftY TEAT TKSIE
WILY XI BIT IE SI 0X8, AND THAlfr NHATXYER AEGENTINA MIGHT
DO VI QUID LITTLE ATTICf WHAT PHITATE TU011S BO IN
ITALY, SPAIN, OEEMANT OH SVtfCIKLANO.
XT
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OP IMHIS
ST0457
01 lUfBlA #0469/3 0341735
0 2 1525Z JAN 80
PH AM1M1AS8T 101NOS AIRIS
TO BIGSTAT1 VA8HSC XHHISIATI 4046
j
ConniNCAL SICflON 3 OP 3 lUlNDS AIRIS 0869
NOBIS
22. Til MXNXSTB1 POINTIS TO 0Till PRACTICAL 0Z7PICULTIIB.
IX AlinTlS THAT ON Til SAT 07 MI C0NTIR8AMDN TUBS
VAS A T1X1TT B01U1 SP1IAS 11TVI1N IH1ARG0W- ANS fill”
OX A INI • TUB 01BAT1S S1TM T1AS1 ANS HANABMftfft PH01LIHS, AND
IT ALIO CUATXf Til |DIIfl{l VHITIU ARIINflUj FARMERS
MIOIT NOT L081 TUB PIXOijABTANTA01 — NOT TO.' AN »
ITFlOfXVl POLIO! 07 HMJttTJONS 1ST RATHE T0,P*ITATS
T1A911B IN OTIll CODNTXtV.
23. MAITINI2 01 10Z CONTAINED THAT CU1I1NT N4HIIT
SI1T01TI0N8 OIXASIO IT Uj. POLICT AL11AST IAS COST
AIOONfXNA HMKltS. lOLlfll, El SAXB, IAS CANC&L1B
01AINI OONTIAQSS VIT1 AlltNTlNA VIIN 0771110 fTpiAiaoUT
0.1. S1AINS ON OONCSSBIoIAL TI1H8. THIS TOOK HAGl,
11 SAISp A7T11 AlOlNTINAfAB OOH7LAIN1S TO TSt H.S.
SOU NO 1ILATUAL OONBULTIfXONB. CONURBATIONS WTI
MIXI00 IAS STBlfll VII0 IttXXCO TOONS IT COOLS 01T
0.8. VB1AT POf 80SS1NLT # til HAIK IT. AROINTINA'S
TIASITIONAL 8014I0H HAIM VITI JAPAN SLUMPIS :
VI1N 0,8. 8014I0M PIIC18Tf*U.
24. SOOlPASm BlPlNBlSt VI IAS NOT SAID THAT 01AXN8
LIHITAT10NB TOOLS POLL Tig SOTIIf BNION 00T 09 ITBllNISTAN. BUT I7HCTITI 114KICTI0N — RESTRICTIONS,
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t
OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT
WASHINGTON

September 5, 197B

MEMORANDUM POR AMBASSADOR VAKY
Assistant Secretary and.US Coordinator.Alliance
for Progress, Department of State
SUBJECT:

Memorandum of Conversation

Pete, as promised 1 am forwarding a written report of the
Vice President's meeting with President Videla for yourself
and Under Secretary Newsom. I would stress our belief that
distribution of this document should be» tightly controlled,
on a need to know basis.
t

Denis Clift
Assistant to the Vice President
for National Security Affairs

cc:

David Aaron
Robert Pastor
t
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OFFICE OFTHE VICE PRESIDENT
WASHINGTON

September 5, 1978

MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION, AMBASSADOR GARDNER'S RESIDENCE,
ROME, ITALY
September 4, 1968, 1:50 p<.m.
ARGENTINE SIDE

U.S. SIDE

President Jorge Rafael Videla
Col. Miguel A. Mallea Gil
Dr. Ricardo Yofre

Vice President Walter F. Mondale
A. Denis Clift
Anthony J. HervaB, Interpreter

The Vice President opened saying he was pleased to have the pleasure
of the meeting. He recalled the meeting with Videla in the White
House at the time of the Panama Canal Treaty ceremony. He said
we want good relations but there are strains now — human rights
are a central concern. He added that he would report to the
President personally on Videla's views.
President Videla thanked the Vice President for the meeting — an
extremely important opportunity to disquss these matters because
he feelB our relations are deteriorating. He fully concurs with
President Carter's position on human rights. Argentina has belief "
in the democratic process so that men can live with dignity and
freedom. He said Argentina is with the United States and not
troubled by criticism when it is objective. However, he is concerned
by attitudes projecting intervention in domestic affairs. He spoke
with President Carter about this at the time of the Panama Canal
Treaty signing, but since that time he has had to delay announcement
of an invitation to the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights
because of U.S. criticisms projecting intervention.
A second problem — Argentine politicans were invited to visit
the United States, but they, too, did not visit because of the
U.S. statements intervening in our affairs. Mrs. Darien's state
ments are contributing to a deterioration in our relations.
The Vice President asked if these were statements made in Argentina
or in Washington.
President Videla said in Washington before Congress. He said the
western world must be united, and the United States must lead the
western world. At the same time, the people of Argentina cannot
tolerate intervention. This is his concern.
SECRDT/SENSITIVE/N0DIS/XGP9No Objection To Declassification in Full 2012/11/23 : NLC-7-34-5-2-9--
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The Vice President said we want to work with you to have good
relations. The Humphrey-Kennedy Amendment is coming into effect.
We must soon take decisions on the Allis-Chalmers deal. We want
to be helpful. It would be important if Videla could have the
Inter-American Human Rights Commission received in Argentina on
terms acceptable to the commission. We would not link Argentine
actions with our own.
The Vice President added that the U.S. press covers developments in
Argentina closely. There are certain human rights cases with the
people known to the press — people such as Jacobo Timerman. To
the extent that Videla makes progress cp these cases, it will help
us to make progress.
Videla Baid he understood, and government-to-government relations are
not easy. His concern is when a problem is raised to the level of
a public or popular issue. This leads to situations where Argentine
citizens adopt partisan positions against the United States, to
situations where Argentine businessmen adopt partisan positions
because they cannot conclude deals when Ex-lm does not grant a loan.
The Vice President repeated that it was important to put our
relations on a more positive course. He suggested that it would be
good if Assistant Secretary Vaky could come to Argentina to meet
with Videla or with a person of his choice for a review of our
relations. Videla asked if this would be after the Inter-American
Commission or before. The Vice President said he thought it should
be as soon as possible. Videla said perhapB he could arrange a
visit by the Commission- by mid-October. The Vice President asked
if he could announce the visit earlier.
Videla then said he would like to point out that since the meeting
at the Panama Canal signing, there have been a series of events
showing the efforts on the part of the?Argentine government:
they have-issued a list and names of all the detained;
—

they have published a list of all of those who disappeared
and then reappared;
last Christmas they released approximately 500;
this last week, 65 individuals were freed?

—

they have indicated that they are prepared to give a favorable
response to the Commission on Human Rights;

--

Timerman1s situation has changed; he is now out of jail and
under house arrest;
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Professor Bravo is now under house arrest and they expect the
court to lessen the charges against him.

He said officials of the U.S. government are welcome in Argentina,
but they cannot give the impression that they are coming to inspect
Argentina.
The Vice President said Mr. Vaky was a man of experience and would
exercise discretion. He said it will bk important to have the
announcement on a visit by the Human Rights Commission on the terms
acceptable to the Commission.
Videla said he we could have done so last month, but Mrs. Darien's
statement before the Congress forced him to suspend the announcement.
In the course of a few days, he believed he could develop a satis
factory announcement.
Mr. Clift said that in considering the announcement, it is important
to remember the timing in the United States. The Ex-Im Bank must
take its decision by September 15. The Humphrey-Kennedy Amendment .
comes into effect on October 1. The Vice President said we would
hope the announcement could be taken care of before then. He said
this might enable us to move on the Ex-Im letter before the 15th
deadline. Videla said this was his intention. He did not think it
could be done, however, before September 15.
The Vice President said we are encouraged that you will receive the
Commission. Will you authorize me to tell the President that this
will be done. Videla said yes. The Vice President asked when
Assistant Secretary Vaky may come. Videla said' after his announce
ment on the commission. He said he would prefer to have Vaky to
visit Argentina alone. The Vice President said he wouldn't give a yes
on this, but he would recommend it. Videla asked if the U.S. will
let him know ahead of time what Vaky's mission will be to permit him
to prepare for it. The Vice President said we would communicate this.
President Videla observed that US-Argentine relations proceed in
multiple channels — economic, political, cultural. Now our
relations are focused solely on human rights. He said he can
understand this problem if it is addressed in the broader spectrum
of our overall relations and is not the single focus.
The Vice President said that if we can get on the road to progress
in human rights, this whole other vista will open. He said he
thought we are now at a point where we can turn the right way.
Videla said "I think we can. Mr. Vice President, I know your time
was limited.
I appreciate this meeting. Please give my greetings
and best wishes to President Carter."
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Human Rights Cases
There has been widespread civil violence in Argentina
since 1970. The unique quality of the present situation
is the very large number of people detained and "disappeared"
Bince the military came to power in 1976. A worldwide storm
of criticism has resulted. Some of the pases of greatest
interest are:
i
Detained
DOS REVIEWED QB-Jun-2010: DECLASSIFIED FOR RELEASE IN FULL.

f

Deutach Family; Jewish groups, human rights organiza
tions and some 25 Congressmen have aslced our assistance
for the family. President Carter raised the case of the
Deutsches with President Videla during their bilateral.
The father, mother and three daughters were arrested
in September. A son and his family fled and are now in
the U.S. The Deutsch home was looted by the troops that
arrested the family and there are reports that the family
was tortured during the first weeks of confinement. In
October, the mother and two daughters were released, but
the youngest daughter and the father are still held.
President Videla wrote to President Carter in October to
say that the detained daughter was a member of a terror
ist organization and that the father had known this yet
had covered, up for her. They would both be tried by
military courts, the President said.
«

I

Jacobo Timerman; Editor and publisher of one of
Argentina's largest newspapers, Timerman has become a
cause celebre for Jewish groups and newspaper editors
worldwide. Five Senators—Javits, Case, Sarbanes, Stone
and Church—wrote you asking for your intercession on
Timerman's behalf while you are in Argentina. He was
arrested in April and there are reports that he was mis
treated. No charges have been placed against him, and
his arrest is more surprising in that his paper generally
took a-pro-military line. Last week, Timerman's civil
rights and control over his property were cancelled by
the government. The U.S. Jewish community sees Timerman's
case as a specific example of the anti-semitism which
they believe is rampant in Argentina. The government
forcefully denies it is anti-semitic and has passed a
law prohibiting the incitation of racial violence.
Alfredo Bravos Vice President of a major Argentine
human rights group and President of the Argentine
Teachers Union, Bravo was arrested in September. Because
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-2he had met a few dayB before hia arrest with a viaiting
AFL-CIO delegation, the U.S. labor movement ia very
interested in hia case.
Adolfo Perez Esquivel; A deeply religious and non- .
violent man, Perez Esquivel was the Coordinator of the
ecumenical movement "Peace and Justice.” He was arrested
in April and has been imprisoned without charges since
then. The Catholic Church and human rights groups have
pressed strongly for his release.
Vogler Family; Liliana Vogler was arrested in June
1975 ana her father was arrested later*that year,
reportedly because he was making inquiries on her behalf.
Liliana was tried on charges of subversion, but not
allowed to renounce a confession which had been obtained
under torture. The sentence should be given in the next
few months. Guillermo Vogler has been granted permission
to leave the country, (he will come to the U.S.) but
has not actually been released. The Foreign Ministry has
promised to try to speed up his release. There has been
White House and Congressional interest in the case.
Disappearances
Mauriclo Lopez: Another ecumenical leader, Lopez
was rector of San Luis University when he disappeared
in January. Church groups in the U.S. and Europe have
shown great interest in his case.
Eduardo Sajon; The former press secretary to
Argentine President Lanusse, Sajon disappeared. in April..
Dagmar Hacfelin; A dual national Swedish-Argentine
student. Hagelin disappeared in January. The Swedish
Prime Minister wrote to Videla about her, but was told
the Argentines had no information. The Swedish govern
ment has now appealed to us for assistance.
Procedures for Reporting Human Rights Cases
The Argentine Foreign Office Working Group on
Human Rights, to which we have made known our interest
in specific cases, has been generally unresponsive to our
requests for information. This week, however, they did
reply to a backlog of our requests, but provided little
new information. Their failure to provide information
may be a reflection of the GOA'b indecision as to
how to handle the cases of the "disappeared."
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MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI

SUBJECT:

information Items

Information
Weizman's Visit to West Bank: Our Jerusalem Consulate General
reported that Weizman, during his June 20 visit to Nablus,
Hebron, and nearby Israeli settlements exhibited unprece
dented Israeli flexibility.
— In Nablus, he approved the purchase of new generators
to expand the municipal electrical plant, reversing
Israel's longstanding policy. Hetalso gave the goahead for the drilling of new water wells, and promised
to curb the overzealous security searches conducted
by IDF troops in the area.
— In Hebron, he approved the return of two prominent
deportees, local hospital improvements, and increases
in electrical power.
Regarding the Jewish settlements, he gave his general support,
but affirmed the Israeli government's respect for private
Arab property. West Bank mayors were very pleased with
Weizman's pronouncements, but the West Bank press took pains
to disassociate municipal cooperation with Weizman from
collaboration with Begin's autonomy scheme.

Trends in Human Rights in Argentina: According to a State
analysis, Argentina's human rights record in 1978 displays
some improvement over the 1976-77 period, but conditions
have changed little in the last six months. Serious abuses
still occur, despite reports of efforts by'military officials
to curb renegade counterterrorist activities. There is
a reasonable prospect for gradual but significant improve
ment over the next year or so, however. In the meantime,
the Argentines will probably pursue a damage-limiting strategy
in their relations with the U.S.
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In recent weeks. President Videla's government Has taken
several noteworthy steps that are designed primarily to
defuse human rights criticism during the GAS General Assembly
— On June 20, the IAHRC was invited to pay a "special
visit" to investigate "legal-judicial conditions."
— President Videla is said to have informed an arch
bishop on June 19 that 14 labor leaders would be re
leased and the cases of others reviewed.
— Alfredo Bravo, a well-known labor leader and rights
activist, returned home on conditional liberty on June
16 after 10 months in jail.
— Two restrictions on press freedom were rescinded
on June 5.
State notes that implementation of well-timed human rights
"concessions" has been a consistent Argentine tactic over
the past two years.
The prospects for gradual improvement
over the coming months will be enhanced by the continued
diminution of the terrorist threat and the likelihood that
Videla and his fellow moderates in the armed forces will
consolidate their control over the security forces.

Your OAS Speech: Latin American media headlined and commented
on your address to the OAS meeting, emphasizing your comments
on human rights.
— Gazeta Mercantil of Sao Paulo considered the speech
"one of the most important, if not the most important,"
you have ever delivered before a Latin American audience
The article said you made one of your strongest defenses
of human rightB, not only reaffirming your human rights
principles, but pronouncing them with even greater
energy.
— Headlines in Buenos Aires read: "Carter's Stern
Warning — Governments Violating Human Rights Will
be Punished".
"Carter Reaffirms Human RightB Policy".
— Leftist-nationalist Excelsior of Mexico City approved
of the proposal "to create a technical committee" to
help raise living standards, but noted that to do this
it would be necessary "to overcome the very powerful
interests of those who uphold exploitation, frequently
by U.S. companies."
i
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— The English language daily Journal of Caracas stated*
"Latin America is one part of the world where the push
for human rights seems to be going well....even some
of the worst violators of human rights in the hemisphere
appear to be restraining themselves..."
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1. Ml OF us KEIE WHO KATE RESPONSIIIL ITT FOI NOTING ARGENT I It
PROGRESS IN HUNAN RIGHTS OBSERVANCE, AND THOSE IN MISSION WHO
SAVE THE ASST MEANS OF DISEIVING THE ARGENTINE VAR AGAINST TIE
GUERRILLA MOVEHEIT, NAVE GIVEN CAREFUL CONSIDERATION TO REFTEL
AND TO POSSIIIE EFFECTS SOME STA1EHENT OF PRESIDENTIAL INTEREST
AM ACRNOULEDGMENT OF inPROVEMEHT HERE RIGHT NAVE, yt CONCLUDE.
THAT AN INITIATIVE INVOKING THE PRESIDENT'S NAME WOULD NOT SE
'ADVISABLE AT THIS TIME. THIS COURSE IS, HOWEVER, ORE VE MAT
WANT TO TAKE IN THE VERT NEAR FUTURE.
1. WE AGREE THERE ARE ENCOURAGING SIGHS IN FACT THAT HUMAN
RIGHTS VIOLATIONS, AND ARGENTINE EXCESSES IN THE WAR AGAINST
Terrorism have diminished, it is almost impossible to comment
’on A SIGNIFICANT SAMPLING OF THE 141 NAMES LISIEC RECENTLY
AS THOSE OF PERSONS RELEASED FROM CU5T00T HERE AND CITED R/
REFTEL. WE CAN POINT, HOWEVER, 10 KNOWLEDGE THAT THREE PRESETS
OK THIS LIST HAVE ID FACT GAIHED THEIR FREEDOM. WHAT INTERESTS
US EOUALLT IS FACT THAT THEM IS INCREASING OFFICIAL RECOGNITION
THAT HVIttH RIGHTS REUSES NAVE OCCURRED. A1 VAR AGAINST TERRORISM
VINOS DOWN, IT APPEARS TO US THAT THERE IS SETTER CONTROL IT
THE GOVERNMENT OF THOSE OF ITS OWN FORCES WAGING THE WAR.
VE FURTHER BELIEVE THAT GENERAL VIDELA AND HIS MODERATE MILITARY
COLLERGUES ARE GAINING INFLUENCE IN THE LONGER INO LARGER
GUEST I OH OF WHO ULT1MATELT WILL RULE IN ARGENTINA.

BEE IUENOS AIRES

Mill
1. ON THE OTHER HANO, THERE IS MUCH THAT DISTURBS US. DIS
APPEARANCE ”0F EIGHT PERSONS FROM MAR CEL PLATA, All LAWYERS OR
WIVES OF LAWrCRS, IS A BROOD I hi SCAIIOAL WHICH DAILY ATTRACTS MORE
ATTENTION HERE. OVER WEEKEND EMBASSY WAS GIVEN NEW INFORMATION
CONCERN I NS HARASSMENT ST GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS OF RANKING UNION
hEHBERS. ALTHOUGH WE HAVE NO FIRH DATA CN THIS, VE CREDIT STORIES
TO trFECl THAT AT LEAST FIVE LABOR UN I C!l LEADER: HAVE EC E N
THREATENED WITH HARM UNLESS THEY PULL OUT OF LASCR AFrillI
AND, ACCORDING TO ONE SOURCE, LEAVE THIS COUNTRY. THE GRRIVER
AFFAIR APPEARS TO IE HEADED TOWARD A RESOLUTION WHICH VE FEAR
VlLl It UNSETTLING FOR THOSE WATCHING PUNiN RIGHTS PROGRESS IN
ARGENTINA. *LA OPIHIDN’ FORMER EDITOR TIMMERMAN HAS, VE ASE TO.D,
BEEN RECENTLY TRANSFERRED TO LA PLATA WHERE NE IS AGAIN .IEIRG
HELD INCOMMUNICADO AND AGAIN WE.FEA*.THE.OUTCOME VlLl IE DISTIEIS-

JNC.
4. All THIS LEADS US TO HESITATE IN USING A PRESIDENTIAL
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF AN IMPROVING SITUATION, LEST SUBSEQUENTLY
Vt DISCOVER THAT HUMAN RIGHTS CAIIIS HERE WERE IUUSORV. CHANCE
WILL IE SEEING MINISTER OF ECONOMY MARTINEZ OE HOI TO OUESTICN
THE MIUmCR VNAT ADVANCES IN HUMAN RIGHTS CCSERVANCES ARE,
IN HIS OPINION, VCR IK OUR TAKING ROTE OF XliD REPORTING TO OUR
GOVERNKL111. CHARGE VlLl AT THAT TIME TafE NOTE OF SEVERAL 'STRAWS
IN THE VINO' WHICH LEAD US TOVARO ENCOURAGEMENT.
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MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI

SUBJECT:

Daily Report

DOS REVIEWED 31 -Dec-2012: NO OBJECTION TO DECLASSIF'ICATiON]

Information
West Bank settlement Plans: The Israeli government-world Zionist
Organization has approved plans to more than double the Jewish
West Bank settlement population, at an estimated cost of $300
million, in the fiscal year beginning April 1, This target
appears to be the first step in fulfilling the grandiose settle
ment scheme approved by the cabinet in November. Embassy Tel
Aviv comments that it is still not clear whether this money
actually will be in the budget which is in preliminary stages
of preparation.
(C)

Status of Departure of Iranian Diplomatic Personnel: In explaining the delay in departure of Iranian diplomatic personnel, State
has informed Civiletti that a note has been passed to the Iranian
embassy advising them that effective today all Iranian embassy
and consulate staff personnel affected by the reduction who have
not made arrangements with INS will be considered illegally in
the u.s. and thus subject to arrest and deportation. Civiletti
has been asked to help implement this action.
(U)
State has asked INS to get in touch with keach Iranian not carried
on the new embassy or consulate list to arrange on an individual
basis their departure or, in some special cases, an adjustment
of status. State and INS agreed that the customary 30 day delay,
when there is sufficient cause, would be granted to allow any
Iranian to settle his affairs before departure. Of the 226
persons listed as staff members at the Iranian embassy, INS to
date has been unable to trace at least 150 of them at the addresses
(U)
oziginally supplied by the Iranians.
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Pakistani Military Assistance;
Ambassador Hummel advises that
whatever military assistance package is developed in Washington
for Pakistan should be tailored for the locale of the threat
and must be funded, since Pakistan has no money for the largescale cash purchases it will need to engender a feeling of politi
cal support and security.
After enumerating a list of equipment
that would remedy glaring Pakistani military deficiencies, the
ambassador asks that we not indulge in the familiar American
desire to rely only on our own decisions on what is best for
Pakistan.
Thorough consultations with the Paks are essential
before we reach final conclusions, not only because they will
have useful ideas, but also because we know little about Pak
capabilities due to their secretiveness.
This includes Pak
production capability; Chinese inputs past and future; and other
Pak plans for procurement.
(S)

Proposed Japanese Response to Moscow's Invasion of Kabuli
Accord
ing to foreign ministry official Donowaki', Tokyo’s proposed answer
to the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan twill include negative
responses to Moscow's request for conclusion of a comprehensive
credit line, trade representative offices, joint ventures and
offices of public corporations, and increased aviation flights.
In addition, Donowaki said Tokyo will suspend new aid and technical
cooperation with Kabul, as well as refuse to recognize the new
government.
He added that Japan supported efforts to tighten
technological exchanges, but said they need clarification on
whether we intend to strictly relate this to COCOM, or go beyond
that to high technology in general.
Regarding other suggested
actions, Donowaki said Japan was not contemplating recalling
their ambassador from Moscow, scaling down their embassy in Kabul,
boycotting the Moscow Olympics, or restricting Soviet fishing.
(C)

Possible Australian Reaction to Afghan Crisis:
A member of my
staff has learned from the Australian embassy that the following
are some of the responses under consideration by Canberra in
response to the Afghan crisis:
— to divert some 5000 tons of wljeat intended for Afghanistan
to Pakistan (possibly for Afghan refugees there);
— possibly to provide additional commodity support for
Afghan refugees;
—

to

look

sympathetically at

to rejoin the Commonwealth.

an

application

by Pakistan

(C)
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NSC Activity
President Nimieri's Support for Middle East process
in response to your question concerning Sudan's commitment to
support Egypt and the peace process. Ambassador Bergus saw Presi
dent Nimieri, who reaffirmed support for Egypt and asked that
you be told, "Sudan will not hinder the process of peace." As
a result of State's belief that Nimieri's commitment is sufficient
to warrant $130 million in bilateral assistance, 0MB has been
instructed to include it in the FY-81 budget.
(S)
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON
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January 8, 1980

1.

Australian Reaction to Wheat Embargo on USSR: Embassy Canberra
reports that there are sharp differences ofopinion among
senior level officials on the proposed embargo of wheat
sales to the Soviet Union. Afghan coordinator Dalrymple
commented that "it was not within Australia's power to ensure
shipments denied by the U.S. to the Soviet Union will not
be replaced by other suppliers." While the option paper
for the prime minister's action has been forwarded, it is
unlikely that any decision will be reached til after the
meeting of major grain exporting nations in Washington on
January 12. In another cable, the embassy reports that
opposition party leader Bill Hayden has issued a statement
calling the proposed embargo on wheat sales to the soviet
Union "an empty gesture." Hayden believes that the soviet
takeover of Afghanistan is essentially complete and any
embargo will have only a very limited punitive impact on
the Soviet economy.
(Canberra 0170, PSN 23293; Canberra
0174, PSN 23317)
(S)

2.

Australian Wheat Sales to Iran: Dalyrmple also relayed
Australia's serious misgivings about fulfilling our request
that they not negotiate any new sales of wheat to Afghanistan.
Canberra is primarily concerned about theeffectiveness

of such steps because of the failure of past efforts to
embargo trade; Iran has ample resourced to obtain food on
1

the world market; and, the fact that grain importers in

France and Turkey have already entered into new contracts
to sell grain to Iran.
Additionally, he felt the U.S. policy
was inconsistent in declaring its intent not to embargo
food sales then ask the Australian government to embargo
new sales. Dalyrmple concluded that Australia understands
the problem posed for the U.S. by a public perception of
an ally improving its grain exports at the expense of the
U.S. and will delay any decision on new grain sales to Iran
until February 1.
(Canberra 0172, PSN 23417)
(S)
3._

Egyptian Response to soviet Invasion of Afghanistan;
In
response to the Soviet invasion, Egypt will implement a
drastic cut-back of Soviet personnel, axpal remaining Syrian
and South Yemen diplomats, close the Afghan interest section,
and offer Afghan insurgents military material and economic
assistance.
Egypt has already begun discussions with Pakistan
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concerning* developing channels to direct military and economic
aid to the Afghan rebels; however, no consideration is being
given to despatching troops.
Sadat is also seeking a means
to convene an Islamic conference to condemn Soviet intervention
and "bring home the soviet threat to Islam.” Sadat feels
the timidity of Islamic governments is inexcusable and will
do everything possible to shame them irto action.
One Egyptian
cabinet official adds that any thought of rapproachment
with the Soviets "is in the deep freeze.”
(Cairo 0364,
PSN 22685, 22687, 22688)
(S)

4.

i
■

Argentina and Human Rights;
Ambassador Chaplin believes
the Argentine government would be open to a U.S. effort
to negotiate some specific human rights improvements in
exchange for a U.S. vote not to condemn them in the forthcoming
UNCHR meeting.
Their behavior on the Cuban UNSC seat issue
and the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan combined with the
recall of their representatives to the UN, the OAS and European
countries reveal a great anxiety over the possibility of
condemnation and a willingness "to go almost any lengths
to escape the consequences of their human rights violations.
Chaplin believes Buenos Aires' concern with avoiding censure
opens an avenue for the U.S. to offer to trade support for
the milder resolution in exchange for parole or release
of political prisoners, improvement in prison standards
and a beginning in dealing with the problem of the "disappeareds. ”
The ambassador concludes this is an "opportunity which we
should not let get away."
(Buenos Airefs 0163 NODIS, PSN
23387)
(C)

j
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MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI

SUBJECT:

Follow-Up Letters to Your Bilaterals
With Latin American Leaders

U'

The memoranda of your eighteen conversations with Latin American
leaders during the Canal Treaty signing have just been completed.
For a number of your bilaterals, State and NSC felt it would be very
useful for you to follow up your conversations with letters which confirm the commitments made during the meeting and underscore areas
where we have a continuing interest.
*

t
In certain cases
for example, Chile, Uruguay, and Paraguay — our
intelligence indicates that their Presidents may have gained an inaccurate
impression of your concern about human rights. Apparently Pinochet,
Stroessner, and Mendee felt that you were in agreement with them that
their countries were victims of politically-motivated and inaccurate pro
paganda, and that the human rights policy which iB being implemented, in.
your name doesnot jceally. r-efleot your Views. No doubt this, may‘be
a result of wishfyl thinking on their part. Nevertheless, our Ambassadors
in the field, State* .and NSC'believe it would be useful for you to re-state
clearly your continuing commitment in this area.
I #.*ll

•

• i ’!

Since the drafting of these letters had begun, you have received letters
from the Presidents of Argentina, ‘Chile, and Peru, and we have included
references in your letters. The letter from President Videla was de
livered directly to the'White House on October 18, and It refers to the
Deutsch case which you raised with him.

I:

There are a numbed of specific commitments made or repeated in the
letters. Let me* outline them briefly^fpr you h^re, and flag-, atoy potentially
controversial sections:

SONPiBENTTAL
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labucs Or Points Which Are Noted In The I.ettera

t
Argentina.
1. While not deciding to invite representatives from human
rights organizations, Videla did say that he was not troubled by such
visits.
Your letter repeats that point.
2. Argentina and Chile are involved in an effort to try to curb
or prohibit the activities of non-governmental organizations -- particu
larly human rights groups -- at the United Nations.
3. Videla said that he hoped the problem of people being detained
by the emergency laws would be resolved by the end of the year. Your
mentioning this point will add an additional incentive for him to do it.
4. With regard to Videla's statement that Argentina would ratify
Tlatelolco when the political timing was opportune, which he hoped would
be by the end of the year, there may have been some misinterpretation.
The Argentines are reported to believe that he only said that he would
"consider" the possibility of ratification at th^ proper time. Nonetheless,
we believe that it would be helpful to re-Btate our interpretation of his
statement bo as to insure his awareness of our continuing concern on that
issue.
Bolivia
1. Your letter reiterates the continued interest of the U. S. in
the peaceful settlement of the problems related to Bolivia's desire to
achieve access to the sea.
2. It states U. S. continued support for integration in Latin
America by congratulating him on the new Andean Pact agreement on the
automotive industry.
3. Most importantly, it reminds Banzer that he promised you to
give priority attention to seeking the release of those American prisoners
whose circumstances warrant special treatment. We have already given
the Bolivians the list of names.
t
jSeNFlUENTIAL

orsitr-i
\L
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Chile
1. The letter states that ’’friendly and close relations" between
the U. S. and Chile can only occur if there is increased evidence of
improvements in the human rights situation in Chile.
2. On the question whether Chile would permit two UN human rights
observers to visit, the Chileans are currently negotiating with the United
Nations, and both parties may have some problems in agreeing to the pro
cedures which Chile requires for their visit. We believe that Pinochet
promised to permit two UN observers to visit provided they do so "without
publicity" and meet with Pinochet before returning to the UN, The Chileans
(would like to) believe that they agreed to such a visit only "under certain
circumstances, " which might include comparable visits by the UN to Cuba
and the Soviet Union. Similarly, Pinochet worked out an agreement with
the UN on providing a report on the people who "disappeared, 11 but hiB
report is not considered satisfactory. Your note of continued interest in
both matters should help.
3. Finally, you note Pinochet’s pledge to bring Tlatololco into
effect if Argentina ratifies the treaty.
Paraguay
1. Stroessner’s pledge to receive the Inter-American Commission
on Human Rights if they desire such a visit is^ noted, and you add that
U. S. officials would also like to meet with Paraguayan officials "should
that be helpful. "
On the loans from the Inter-American Bank and A.I. D,, you
re-state decisions which were made by the Christopher Committee to
approve a number of loans for the needy in recognition of Paraguay’s
decision to permit a visit of the IACHR, but others are withheld until
the visit, in fact, occurs.
Peru
1. You repeat your interest in the Bolivian corridor issue, the
FcuadoreaivAmazon issue, the limiting of arms purchases, and your
hope for the continued success of Andean integration. Morales needs to

GeNFTI7ENTjb*t-.
t
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hear of your interest in the first three, and will be glad to hear of the
fourth.
2. You reiterate U. S. interest in Peru's economic difficulties,
and mention your hope that we can help Peru in obtaining food assistance.
This is currently under review, but our expectation is that we will be able
to give $5**10 million of food assistance.
Uruguay
1. You state the difficulty because of human rights considerations of
having close relations with Uruguay.
%

2. Mendez's assurance of removing the "special security authority"
and establishing an information commission, which will hopefully cooperate
with our embassy, are good decisions which necessitate the comment in
the letter.
3. You repeat your hope that Uruguay will invite a human rights
commission.

#

*

*

#

#

These letters were coordinated and drafted by State and NSC, and cleared
by Jim Fallows.
RECOMMENDATION
That you sign the letters to the Presidents of Argentina, Bolivia, Chile,
Paraguay, Peru, and Uruguay.

Approve^

u

Disapprove^

tj
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E.O. 11652: CDS
TAGS: PORG, SHUM, AR, US, EFIN
SUBJECT: GOA NOTES HUMAN RIGHTS IMPROVEMENTS
REF: (A) STATE 138380, (B) BUENOS AIRES 4444, (C) BUENOS AdRES 4483
SUMMARY: AS ANTICIPATED IN DEMARCHES BY MARTINEZ DE HOZ IN
BUENOS AIRES (REFTEL B) AND AMBASSADOR AJA ESPIL IN
WASHINGTON (REFTEL A), ARGENTINE OFFICIALS ANNOUNCED A
NUMBER OF ACTIONS JUNE 14 THAT BEAR ON THE COUNTRY'S HUMAN
RIGHTS IMAGE OVERSEAS. THESE ANNOUNCEMENTS INCLUDE THE RELEASE
OF 342 PERSONS FROM EXECUTIVE CUSTODY, PROCESSING OF ALMOST
1/000 SUBVERSIVE CASES IN FEDERAL AND MINITARLY COURTS,
POSSIBLE REINSTATEMENT OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT OF
OPTION TO LEAVE THE COUNTRY, AND BANNING OF TWO ISSUES
OF A FAR RIGHT, RACIST MAGAZINE. WHILE THE ANNOUNCEMENTS IN
THEMSELVES SHOW LITTLE BY WAY OF CERTIFIABLE SUBSTANTIVE
CHANGE IN GOVERNMENT HUMAN RIGHTS PRACTICES, THE
GOVERNMENT'S DECISION TO COMPILE EXAMPLES OF HUMAN RIGHTS
IMPROVEMENTS DEMONSTRATES ITS RISING SENSITIVITY TO THE
SERIOUSNESS OF THE U.S. HUMAN RIGHTS POSITION AND OUR
ADVERSE VOTES IN INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS.
END SUMMARY
CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIDENTIAL
PAGE 02
BUENOS 04638 01 OF 02 222034Z
1. AS NOTED IN REFTEL B, GOVERNMENT OF ARGENTINA'S (GOA'S)
PRESENTATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS IMPROVEMENTS DEMONSTRATES BASICALLY
FRIENDLY GESTURES AND INCREASED CONCERN ON THE PART OF GOA
OFFICIALS TO MAINTAIN POSITIVE AND CONSTRUCTIVE RELATIONSHIP IN
RESPONSE TO U.S. REPRESENTATIONS ON HUMAN RIGHTS QUESTION. THE
LIST OF ACTIONS TAKEN, HOWEVER, SHOWS LITTLE SUBSTANTIVE CHANGE.
AS ANTICIPATED, THE GOA ACTIONS AND COMMUNIQUES WERE RELEASED
JUNE 14 AND PUBLISHED IN JUNE 15 PRESS.
2^ AS A 15-DAY COMPENDIUM THE LISTING OF 342 PERSONS CITED AS
NO LONGER BEING HELD AT THE DISPOSITION OF THE EXECUTIVE IS
CPNSIDERABLY LARGER THAN THE TYPICAL WEEKLY %ISTS PUT OUT BY
THE'INTERIOR MINISTRY. FURTHER, THERE IS NO WAY IMMEDIATELY
TO VERIFY THAT PERSONS LISTED HAVE ACTUALLY BEEN RELEASED.
(MARTINEZ DE HOZ DID, HOWEVER, TELL CHARGE THAT THE PERSONS
LISTED WERE DEFINITELY BEING PHYSICALLY RELEASED FROM
DETENTION AND NOT JUST PASSED TO OTHER AUTHORITIES.)
"“CUNi'iDENTI Ai--/
' PAGE
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fiflMMDENTIAfe
3. AS FOR SPECIFIC CASES, THREE OF THE NAMES WERE FAMILIAR—
DAVID DIVINSKT AND HIS WIFE ANA MARIA MIXER, BOOH PUBLISHERS
LISTED AS RELEASED FROM EXECUTIVE CUSTODT FOR SUBVERSIVE
CRIMES; AND JUAN CARLOS ROUSSELOT, LISTED AS RELEASED FROM
CUSTODY FOR ECONOMIC CRIMES. AS OF JUNE 16, NEITHER MILER NOR
DIVINSKT HAS YET BEEN RELEASED ACCORDING TO FAMILY FRIENDS. WE
ARE TRYING TO VERIFY THESE CASES AS POSSIBLE*INDICATORS AS TO
USUAL FATE'OF LISTED PERSONS. SINCE THE LI5TS BEGAN BEING
PUBLISHED WEEKLY IN JANUARY, WE HAVE VERIFIED AND REPORTED ■
SEVERAL ACTUAL RELEASES, ALTHOUGH MANY EMBASSY SOURCES,
INCLUDING VISITORS AND REPRESENTATIVES OF CHURCH AND HUMAN
RIGHTS GROUPS, CLAIM THAT THE MAJORITY OF PERSONS LISTED REMAIN
IN'DETENTION. (THIS COULD RESULT PARTIALLY FROM DEFIANCE OF
INTERIOR MINISTRY ORDERS, AND PARTLY FROM BUREAUCRATIC .
INCOMPETENCE OF FEDERAL AND MILITARY PRISON AUTHORITIES.)
CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIDENTIAL
PAGE 03
BUENOS 04638 01 OF 02 222034Z
PERMANENT ASSEMBLY DIRECTOR JOSE WESTERKAMP (WHO HOSTED
PATRICIA DEBIAN'S MEETING WITH ASSEMBLY IN MARCH) TOLD EMBOFF
ON JUNE 14 ABOUT THE PARTICULAR CASE OF A BOY JAILED WITH '
WESTERKAMP'S SON IN SIERRA CEICA PRISON WHOSE NAME HAS APPEARED
TWICE ON THE RELEASE LISTS AND ONCE ON THE LIST OF PERSONS
NEWLY DETAINED BY THE EXECUTIVE. THE BOY HIMSELF WAS NEVER
INFORMED OF THE PUBLICATION OF ANY OF THE LISTS AND HIS STATUS
AS A DETAINEE UNDER STATE OF SIEGE PROVISIONS HAS IN FACT
REMAINED UNCHANGED FOR MORE THAN ONE YEAR.
'CONFIDENTIAL
t
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PACE 01
BUENOS 04638 02 OE 02 222035Z
ACTION ARA-14
INFO OCT-01 ISO-00 EB-07 DHA-02 CIAE-00 DODE-00 PM-04
H-01 INR-07 L—03 NSAE-00 NSC-05 PA-01 PRS-01
SP-02 SS-15 USIA-06 AID-05 ACDA-07 OMB-01 TRSE-00
10-13 ( ISO ) V
------------------051019 230354Z /64
R 221858Z JUN 77
FM AMEMBASSY BUENOS AIRES
TO SECSTA.TE WAS HD C 1041
CONFIDENTIAL SECTION 2 OF 2 BUENOS AIRES 4638
4. THE INTERIOR MINISTRY STATEMENT THAT 667 SUBVERSIVE CASES
RAVE BEEN REMANDED TO THE FEDERAL COURTS (VITH 327 SENTENCES
PA55ED) AND 305 CASES SENT TO SPECIAL MILITARY COURTS'MARTIAL.
(VITH 158 SENTENCES HANDED DOVN) APPEARED IN PRESS
WITHOUT NAMES OR COMMENTARY. AS VERY FEV OF THESE TALES AND
SUBSEQUENT SENTENCING HAVE BEEN REPORTED IN THE-PRESS OR
INDEPENDENTLY CONFIRMED BY EMBOFFS.VE CANNOT COMMENT ON THE
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE ANNOUNCEMENT.
5. PRESIDENT VIDELA'S REPORTED INSTRUCTIONS TO AUTHORITIES
TO ANALYZE THE REINSTATEMENT OF THE SUSPENDED CONSTITUTIONAL
OPTION FOR PERSONS BEING HELD UNDER STATE OF SIEGE PROVISIONS •
TO LEAVE THE COUNTRY RECALLS HIS EARLIER APPOINTMENT'OF A
COMMISSION CHAIRED BY INTERIOR MINISTER HARGUINDEGUY TO REVIEW
THE SUSPENSION LAST APRIL. AS A RESULT OF THE COMMISSION'S
DELIBERATIONS AT THAT TIME, LEGISLATION WAS PASSED TO EXTEND
THE SUSPENSION FOR ANOTHER 150 DAYS BEGINNING MAY 1, 1977. IT
IS NOT YET KNOWN WHETHER THE PRESIDENT'S STATEMENTS MEAN THE
OPTION WILL BE CONSIDERED MORE FAVORABLY IN THE NEAR FUTURE OR
WILL ACTUALLY BE REINSTATED BEFORE THE PRESENT 150 DAYS SUSPENSION
IS UP IN SEPTEMBER.
6. GOA SUSPENSION OF THE DISTRIBUTION, SALE, AND CIRCULATION OF
THE MAY-JUNE CABILDO ISSUE NO. 8 WAS OF INTEREST.. THE MAGAZINE
CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIDENTIAL
*
PAGE 02
BUENOS 04638 02 OF 02 222035Z
WAS ACCUSED OF "PROPAGATING IDEOLOGICAL-RACIAL CONFLICT IN
OPPOSITION TO THE NATION'S OBJECTIVES." THE DECREE FURTHER
PROHIBITED THE PRINTING AND CIRCULATION OF THE JULY ISSUE AND
"ANY OTHER THAT ATTEMPTS TO REPLACE IT." THE BAN DOES NOT,
HOWEVER, AFFECT THE MAGAZINE'S ADMINISTRATIVE OR PUBLISHING
CAPACITY BEYOND THE TWO ISSUES, AND THIS SHORT'TERM SUSPENSION
DOES LITTLE TO UNDO THE STRIDENT ANTI-SEMITIC RHETORIC OF THE
APRIL CABILDO, ISSUE NO. 7. IT WAS THIS WHICH PROMPTED PROTESTS
BY JEWISH GROUPS IN ARGENTINA AND OCCASIONED LOCAL AND
INTERNATIONAL PRESS COMMENTARY (SEE BA 3370 AND 3631).
7. COMMENT: THIS FLURRY OF STATEMENTS TO THE PUBLIC ON HUMAN RIGHTS
WAS UNDERTAKEN VITH THE SPECIFIC PURPOSE OF INFLUENCING THE U.S.
VOTE ON TWO LARGE BANK LOANS OF PARTICULAR IMPORTANCE TO THIS
COUNTRY. THE GOVERNMENT-INTERVENED LA OPINION ON JUNE 16‘ •
FLATLY STATED THAT THE GOVERNMENT'S RECENT ACTIONS WERE
€ONFIDEN?t*Ir
/
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I
JACOBINI CHARLES
77 BUENOS AIRES 4638

1

SONFlDENTOr
"SIGNIFICANT MEASURES TO COUNTERACT ACCUSATIONS FROM ABROAD AND
IMPROVE THE COUNTRY'S IMMAGE OVERESEAS". (NO OTHER PAPER HAS
COMMENTED EDITORIALLY ON THE GOVERNMENT'S ANNOUNCEMENTS TO DATE.)
OF INTEREST, IS WHETHER THIS INITIATIVE WAS NOTHING MORE THAN
WARMED OVER STATISTICS AND SMOKESCREEN GESTURES OR WHETHER SOME
NEW ELEMENT HAS BEEN ADDED TO ARGENTINE EFFORTS IN THIS FIELD.
OUR CONCLUSION AFTER STUDYING THIS LATEST "EVIDENCE"--MUCH LIKE
OUR INITIAL IMPRESSIONS REPORTED IN REF B—IS THAT THE
INITIATIVE IS HOLLOW FROM THE SUBSTANTIVE SIDE, BUT INTERESTING
AND>ENCOURAGING IN WHAT IT DEMONSTRATES ABOUT RISING ARGENTINE
BUREACRATIC SENSITIVITY CONCERNING THE SERIOUSNESS OF THE U.S. HUMAN
RIGHTS POSITION.
CHAPLIN
CONFIDENTIAL
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OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT
WASHINGTON

Memo No.

—rnNFTnttwr&T.

510-80

• ij'uljT'li 1980:

MEMORANDUM FOR CHRISTINE DODSON
FROM:

Denis Clift

-----

SUBJECT:

Ambassador of Argentina*s'Appointment Request

jt‘ ■ *

.

Further to your memorandum of June 10 (NSC Log .3448) would
you please aBk the Department of State to inform Ambassador
Espil of Argentina that regretfully it will not be possible
to arrange for an appointment in the near future because of
other scheduling demands.
As the Ambassador may know,

Mrs. Mondale's staff has already regretted,an.invitation to
Mrs. Mondale to visit Argentina this year in connection with
the visit of the US National Symphony Orchestra.

rONPTDUNTTnT
CLASSIFIED BY A. DENIS CLIFT
REVIEW ON JULY 1, 1986
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E.O. '13526

Authority
N^RA_£e5ll— Date-----U'ViAtf-----------
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3448
MEMORANDUM
NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL
June 10, 1980

CONFIDENTIAL—.
ACTION
MEMORANDUM FOR:

DENIS CLIFT

FROM:

CHRISTINE DODSON .P

SUBJECT:

Request for Appointment with the Vice

»

President from the Ambassador of Argentina
■1

a

• In—I ■ • I |,IW

We concur with State Department's position that, because of
the Vice President's heavy schedule, Ambassador Aja Espil
be informed that the request for appointment must be declined.

t
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DEPARTMENT CfF STATE '
Wsjfnjton. O.C.

20520

June 7, 1980

MEMORANDUM FOR DR. ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI
THE WHITE HOUSE

Subject:

Request for Appointment with the Vice President
from the Ambassador of Argentina

Argentine Ambassador Jorge Aja Espil^has . asked
for an appointment with the Vice President.
We understand
the Ambassador wants to discuss a possible visit to
Buenos Aires, Argentina, by Mrs. Mondale to coincide
with the visit of the U.S. National Symphony Orchestra
on the occasion of the 400th anniversary of the City
of Buenos Aires.
The Argentine Embassy believes Mrs.
Mondale's presence will make an important cultural
and political impact contributing to better U.S.-Argentine
relations.
We understand from the NSC that the Vice President's
office has been made aware of the invitation and that
Mrs. Mondale will be unable to visit Buenos Aires.
We therefore recommend that Ambassador Aja Espil be
informed that, because of the Vice President's busy
schedule, the request for appointment has been declined.

t

GDS 6/6/86
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MEMORANDUM
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OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT
WASHINGTON
*t

Memo No. 453-80

t

■ “• • r-‘»f •*! •

■. «

June 4, 1980

MEMORANDUM FOR CHRISTINE DODSON
FROM:

Denis Clift

SUBJECT:

Request for Appointment with Vice President from
Ambassador of Argentina

Argentine Ambassador Jorge Espil has asked for an appointment
with the Vice President. May we please have a State/NSC
recommendation on this request.

6-h s*
■cJj*.
*

i•

(1

3m
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MEMORANDUM
NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL
November 18, 1980

SECRET--INFORMATION
MEMORANDUM FOR

ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI

FROM

THOMAS THORU^^

SUBJECT:

M-B-B Lunch — Argentina and Chile

(U)

Argentina
As you will remember, there was an exchange of memos between
Muskie and Brown — the former wanting to leave our relations
with Argentina essentially on ice, the latter wanting to pro
ceed with some military cooperation gestures (see attached
package). An IG was held last week to confirm the State
position, with the understanding that Brown could appeal if
he wants to. He apparently does.
(C)
The issue is whether we should show willingness to move ahead
with various minor military cooperation matters (e.g. joint
talks, inviting an Argentine instructor to our school in Panama)
despite the Argentine position on grain and their actions in
Bolivia. Nobody sees the possibility of taking any major steps
(e.g. the repeal of Kennedy-Humphrey) even if we wanted to.
(S)
RECOMMENDATION; Support State1s position that there should be
no further moves made towards Argentina by this Administration,
on the following grounds:
— They have behaved very poorly towards us.
— There is no time urgency to any of the issues at stake.
— The Argentines are unlikely even* to respond to feelers
from this Administration, preferring to wait for the
Republicans.
— To the extent that we have cards to play, let's leave them
for the next administration, who might get something in re
turn for them. The Carter Administration certainly won't.
(S)
declassified

E.o. 13526
Review on Nov. 18, 1986
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Chile
A year has passed since the LetelieV sanctions were imposed
and we had agreed among ourselves to review policy towards
Chile about now. State had, in fact, begun to do so, when
Christopher put a stop to it. I asked to have this item put
on the agenda so that we could get a determination whether
or not we want to go through with the policy review or simply
leave matters for the next administration to deal with. It
is a fairly close call:
Con
— There are no pressing issues at stake for the next several
months.
— The Chilean Government remains fairly odious and has recently perpetrated a mockery of the democratic process,
perpetuating the rule of Pinochet. It may also be retro
gressing on human rights.
— By leaving changes to the next administration, we give
them some cards to play.

— The Leteller sanctions have had no effect, were never in
tended to be kept on permanently, and are now counterpro
ductive to our own interests (e.g. the UNITAS issue).
— Despite some recent setbacks, Chilean human rights per
formance with regard to violation of the person has im
proved greatly and in the course of events this should
have been recognized. The Letelier sanctions have over
laid this, however, with the result that we are much
tougher on Chile than on Argentina where Basket I
violations are much worse. This is anomalous and
discredits our human rights policy.
It also leaves
us badly out of balance as between these two Beagle
Channel contestants.
— Since we said that we would review our policy, let's do
it. We are still the Government.
(S)
RECOMMENDATION:
on two grounds:

I think we should go ahead with the review
t

— Let's leave a credible policy behind, and
.SECRET—
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3

— If we don't sort things out better, we will be inviting
the next administration to throw the baby out with the
bathwater, for we should continue considerable restraint
in our relationships.
(S)
I am not disturbed by the idea that there may be no specific
actions that this Administration will be taking towards Chile;
what I am concerned about is leaving behind appropriate guide
lines (e.g. reaffirming the President's decision on 1981 UNITAS
participation; how to vote on IFI loans to Chile).
(S)

t
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MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION

3. SUBJECT: GENERAL GOODJN&ER'S VISIT TO ARGENTSliAS

general political topics

*.;

4. PRINCIPAL PARTICIPANT!’* .BRIGADIER (RET) CARLOS PASTOR,
FOREIGN MINISTER
DR. JOSE ALFREDO MARTINS*-DI HOZ, MINISTER iOF ECONOMY
COMODORO CARLOS CAVANDOLl. DEPUTY FOREIGN MINISTER
MR. VICTOR BEAOGE, MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFfpRS (lOTSlAXBR)
GENERAL ANDREW J. GOODBAATER, PRESIDENTIAL flMISSART
RAUL H. CASTRO, U.S. ANSAE SADOR IN ARGENTI-ifr
CLAUS W. RUSH, DEPARTMENT OF STATE (ARA/I®
WILLIAM I. HALLMAN, U.8«'HKMlA8SY BUENOS AIRIS

(NQTETAXER)

5. PLACE AND TIME: JANUARY.83 AND 24, 19801 THE MINISTRY
OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS, BUENO? &SRES
i

6. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY. GENERAL GOODPlRTlR
MET ON TWO CONSECUTIVE Wf$.AT THE MINISTRY! MMOIEIGN
AFFAIRS. THE FOREIGN MINISTER LED GENERAL PWJ$j&£|L
DISCUSSIONS FOR ARGENTINA,. INCLUDING HUMAN imF

Concerns, political-military affairs and matters-?;

HAVING TO DO WITH NUCLEAR': COOPERATION*. IT WAS HIT.
GENERAL CONTENTION TEAT AtfeRCCRSTlON OF MISUNDERSTAND
INGS TROUBLES U.S.HLRGENTINXdpUTIONS, AND THAT .U.S.
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MISUNDERSTANDINGS OF ARGENTINA HAVE LED OS TO MISCALC
ULATIONS IN POLICY. MOST TROUBLING, HE ASSERTED, HAS
BEEN OUR MISUNDERSTANDING OE ARGENTINA'S HUMAN RIGHTS
SITUATION. IN HIS SECOND PRESENTATION, ON JANUARY 24,
BRIGADIER PASTOR SUGGESTED SPECIFIC REMEDIES FOR
RESTORING TULL CONTIDENCE AND COOPERATION.■
7. A SEPARATE MEMORANDUM OT CONVERSATION COVERS
ECONOMY MINISTER MARTINEZ DI HOZ'S RESPONSE TO OUR
EETORTS TO ENLIST ARGENTINA'S HELP IN KEEPING GRAINS
SHIPMENTS TO THE SOVIET UNION AT EARLIER EXISTING
LEVELS. END MEMCON INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY.

8.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 23: FOREIGN MINISTER PASTOR'S
FIRST PRESENTATION.
f
PASTOR RESPONDED TO GENERAL GOODPASTEE'S EXPLANATION
OF PROBLEMS RISING FROM THE SOVIET INVASION OF
AFGHANISTAN, AND THE GENERAL'S PROPOSED AGENDA FOR
DISCUSSING ARGENTINA'S ROLE IN THESE, WITH TEE VISE
AT SOME POINT TO COVER THE FULLEST RANGE OF POLITICAL
PROBLEMS EXISTING BETWEEN ARGENTINA AND THE UNITED
STATES.
9. LATER PASTOR LED INTO HIS SUBJECT WITH A RHETORICAL
QUESTION: IF GRAINS SHIPMENT COOPERATION IS SO IMPORTANT
JUST NOW IN OUR BILATERAL RELATIONS — EVEN AS WE ADMIT
THAT THIS PROBLEM IS TRANSITORY AND CIRCUMSTANTIAL —
HOW MUCH MORE IMPORTANT IS IT TO HAVE RELATIONS ON SUCH
BASIS THAT IN FAR MORE SERIOUS CIRCUMSTANCES, WAR FOR
EXAMPLE, THE UNITED STATES AND ARGENTINA WOULD STAND
TOGETHER?
10. WE CANNOT ARRIVE AT THIS HOWEVER WITH "ON-THE-SPOT"
DISCUSSIONS. WE NEED TIME, AND IT IS REQUIRED THAT VE
ADDRESS A SERIES OF POLITICAL-MILITARY AND OTHER QUESTIONS.
Unfortunately, pastor continued, mediocre or bad' relations
ARE THE NORM BETWEEN ARGENTINA AND THE U.SJ THE UNITED
S’TATES HAS SELDOM UNDERSTOOD ARGENTINE REALITIES, AND
BAD INFORMATION AND MISJUDGMENT HAVE LSD TO ERRORS OF
U.S. POLICY, AND INADMISSIBLE U.S.G. ACTIONS.
1. A GREAT U.S. ERROR WAS FAILURE TO UNDERSTAND THAT
ARGENTINA FOUGHT A VAR AGAINST TERRORISM-COMMUNISM THAT
LASTED BETWEEN TWO AND THREE YRKARS. AND ARGENTINA VON
THE VAR — UNLIKE, FOR EXAMPLE. NICARAGUA. THE U.S.
SHOULD BE PROUD OF ARGENTINA FOR HAVING DONE THIS —
RATHER THAN ASSUMING THAT "VIOLENT REPjARSSION WAS
THE HALLMARK OF THIS GOVERNMENT. YET IS IS iTHIS
SYMBOLISM, PASTOR VENT ON, THAT HAS BEEN TAKEN SO
PSN:054627
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SERIOUSLY BY HUNAN RIGHTS GROUPS IN THE UNITED STATES —
RATHER AS THOUGH "ATOMIC BOMB DROPPER" SHOULD
CHARACTERIZE THE UNITED STATES BZEORE ARGENTINES.
VHEN THE U.S. HAD POUND IT NECESSARY TO USE THAT
INSTRUMENT ONLY IN ONE BRIEf SET Of CIRCUMSTANCES.
12. FURTHERMORE, THIS U.S. CHARACTERIZATION OP
ARGENTINA LED TO MANY UNPAIR POLICY DECISIONS: TO THE
HUMPHREY-KENNEDY AMENDMENT, TOWARD CONDEMNATION OP
ARGENTINA AT INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND
OTHER INTERNATIONAL FORUMS — EVEN, PASTOR ASSERTED,
TO U.S. OPPOSITION TO ARGENTINE NUCLEAR DEVELOPMENT.
13. COULD THE U.S. NOT HAVE RECALLED THAT IN 1962
ARGENTINA VAS FIRST TO SEND SHIPS TO HELP THE FREE
WORLD IN THE CARIBBEAN? (WE DIDN'T EVEN GET A
THANK-YOU NOTE.") ARGENTINA BACKED TH U.S. IN
PAKISTAN'S DISPUTE WITH INDIA? THIS COUNTRY HELPED
DEFEAT AN UNFRIENDLY MOTION ON PUERTO RICO AT THE
NON-ALIGNED MOVEMENT CONFERENCE? WE WERE THE PIRST
LATIN AMERICAN COUNTRY TO TAKE IN EAST ASIAN REFUGEES?
WE VOTED WITH THE U.S. IN TOKYO ROUND TRADE MEETINGS?
WE ALIGNED WITH THE U.S. AT THE UNITED NATIONS IN A
RESOLUTION ON AFHGANISTAN.
BT

i
t
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14. U.S. BACK 0? APPRECIATION IS NOT UNDERSTANDABLE
TO THE ARG-INTINE "MAN ON THE STREET," WHEN HE LEARNS
FOR EXAMPLE THAT YOU WANTED TO USE US TO TAXE IN THE
SHAH 0? IRAN. GOVERNMENTS CHANGE, BUT ARGENTINES
REMEMBER ALL THESE PROBLEMS.
15. FOR THIS REASON, PASTOR CONTINUED, GOA MUST ASK
NOW FOR PROFOUND CHANGES IN U.S. ATTITUDES TOWARD US,
PASTOR SAID. AND NOT ONLY MUST ATTITUDES TOWARD ARGENTINA
BE CHANGED, BUT ATTITUDES.TOWARD MOST OF LATIN AMERICA.
THESE CHANGES OF ATTITUDES IN POLICY HOPEFULLY WILL BE
REFLECTED AT THE WHITE HOUSE, IN THE CONGRESS, XT INTER
NATIONAL MEETINGS. PASTOR ASftP THAT THE 0.St STOP PRESSING
ARGENTINA SO HARD fN'NUCLEAR AFFAIRS ("IN RESPUNSETRTTHICH WE
frOULD-COSSmBfR RECOMMENDING. THAT-TflE .PRESIDENT POSTPONE A TRIP TO
wtrsavr
HE PLANS TO MAAS LATER THIS YEAl
16. (AT THIS POINT PASTOR TOUCHED ON SEVERAL OTHER
SPECIFIC POSSIBLE ACTIONS BY THE UNITED STATES, WHICH
HE DEVELOPED MORE FULLY THE FOLLOWING DAY. THEY ARE
RECORDED IN THAT CONVERSATION^)
17 PASTOR THEN ADDED: AND YOU MUST NOT CATEGORIZE US
AS JUST ANOTHER ANTI-DEMOCRATIC MILITARY GOVERNMENT.
THIS GOVERNMENT IS WORKING HARD TO ARRIVE AT REAL.
DEMOCRACY — AND NOT OF THE LAUGHING STOCK KIND OF
THE LAST PERONIST PERIOD, EVEN THOUGH THAT "DEMOCRACY"
BOASTED A CONGRESS AND OTHER TRAPPINGS. IT WAS THAT
GOVERNMENT WHOSE FIRST ACTS WERE CO-SI&NED BY CUBAN •
PRESIDENT DORTICOS AND CHILEAN PRESIDENT ALLSNDlf
ITS LATER DATS WERE CHARACTERIZED BY DISORDER AND
KIDNAPPINGS. NOW WE HAVE NO HUNGER, RACE PROBLEMS OS
SERIOUS CRIME. *VE WANT TO BE CONSIDERED AS A SERIOUS

t
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COUNTRY" PASTOR SAID.
IP. A NEW PATH WILL LEAD TO A FULL ALLIANCE; THE
EXISTING COURSE WILL LEAD TO A NEW NEUTRALITY WITH
WHICH NEITHER THE U.S. NOR THE ARGENTINES WILL FEEL
COMFORTABLE, PASTOR CONTINUED. THE CONSEQUENCES
WILL BE UNCERTAIN. THEN HI ADDED: TOUR REVISIONS
OF THOUGHT MUST BE TOWARD LATIN AMERICAN COUNTRIES
OTHER THAN MEXICO AND VENEZUELA — ALL OF LAWN AMERICA
NfcEDS U.S. ATTENTION, HOWEVER MUCH WE MAY APPRECIATE
TOUR ATTENTION TO THE MID-EAST, SOUTH ASIA AND OTHER
TROUBLE SPOTS.
19. IN RESPONSE, GENERAL GOODPASTER ASSURED PASTOR
THAT ARGENTINA HAD EARNED ITS PLACE AMONG RESPECTED
NATIONS, AND THAT WE SHOW THIS APPRECIATION IN WORKING
WITH ARGENTINA IN THE OAS, AS WE DID EARLIER IN THE
ALLIANCE FOR PROGRESS. WE UNDERSTAND ARGENTINA'S
TRADITIONAL CONCERN FOR HUMAN DIGNITY — IT IS PART
OF OUR SHARED HERITAGE — AND CURRENT EFFORTS TO
RESTORE THIS SITUATION.
20. FURTHER, GOODPASTER CONTINUED, PRESIDENT CARTER
HAS SAID HE SHARES HOPES FOR BETTER RELATIONS. THERE
IS AN UNDERSTANDING OF PAST UNITED STATES ERRORS.
IN NUCLEAR AFFAIRS FOR EXAMPLE: KNOWING OF ARGENTINA'S
LACK OF INTENTION TO DEVELOP A WEAPON WE WANT ARGENTINE
PROGRESS — BUT WITH APPROPRIATE SAFEGUARDS. WE MADE
THE POINT OF PROPER SAFEGUARDS WITH EUROPEAN SUPPLIERS
NOT TO DELAY ARGENTINE PROGRESS, BUT TO ACHIEVE AN
OBJECTIVE SHARED BY ALL. SHORTLY ARGENTINA WALL RECEIVE
A* LETTER FROM THE UNITED STATES REGARDING PROVISION OF
FUEL FOR RESEARCH REACTORS.
21. RECOGNIZED TOO ARE STRIDES MADE IN RESTORING,
AUTHORITY AND SUPPRESSING TERRORISM, GOODPASTER WENT
ON. UNFORTUNATE MEASURES WILL SURELY CONTINUE TO BE
DISCARDED AS THE ARGENTINE SITUATION BECOMES LESfi
EXTRAORDINARY. DISAPPEARANCES WILL BE STOPPED AND
POLITICAL PRISONERS FREED OR GIVEN RIGHT OF OPTION.
(COMMENT: PASTOR LET THE TERM "POLITICAL PRISONER"
GO BY AT THIS MOMENT. BUT PROTESTED ITS USE ON THE
FOLLOWING DAY. YOU WERE REFERRING TO TERRORISTS
AND GUERRILLAS", HE SAID.)
22. FURTHERMORE, GENERAL GOODPASTER SAID, WE ARE
MAKING EFFORTS TO BE SCRUPULOUS AND FAIR IN IMPORTANT
AREAS: THE LEGALLY REQUIRED REPORT TO CONGRESS ON
HUMAN RIGHTS PRACTICES IN ARGENTINA WILL BE REVIEWED
P/5N:054632
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AT THE HIGHEST LEVELS 01 GOVERNMENT. I TALCED WITH
SECRETARY VANCE ABOUT SOME OF THIS THE DAT BEFORE
LEAVING WASHINGTON. HE IS CONCERNED FOR BASIC
LEVELS OF HUMAN TREATMENT, BUT KNOWS TOO OF YOUR
PAST DIFFICULTIES AND ARGENTINA'S EFFORTS TO RESTORE
LEGAL PROCESSES." (COMMENT: GENERAL GOQDPASTER
ADDRESSED OTHER SPECIFIC POINTS. THESE TOO ARE
INCLUDED IN GREATER DETAIL IN THE SUBSEQUENT CONVERSA
TION. )
23. GENERAL GOODPASTER REFLECTED ON THE NEED FOR
TIMELY CONSULTATION, AND RECALLED WHAT THE LACT OF IT
CAN DO TO AN ALLIANCE. HE SPOKE OF BETTER COORDINATION
AND USING THE EMBASSY AS A CONSULTATIVE DEVICE.-HI'
CONCLUDED: "WE UNDERSTAND THAT THE RIGHT OF ftITIZENS
TO BE PROTECTED FROM VIOLENCE IS AN IMPORTANT RIGHT,
AND WE FEEL ARGENTINA HAS COME FAR TOWARD ACCOMPLISHING
THIS. THE UNITED STATES UNDERSTANDS THIS — BUT YOU
MUST UNDERSTAND SOME OF THE INSTITUTIONS THAT HAVE
MADE THE U.S. STRONG. AMONG THEM IS A FREE PRESS,
VITAL TO OUR SOCIETY EVEN WHILE WE ADMIT THE PRESS TENDS
TO 'ACCENTUATE THE NEGATIVE.'
24. (COMMENT: THIS CONCLUDED SUBSTANTIVE DISCUSSIONS
ON JANUARY 23. SEPTEL WILL CONTINUE WITH PASTOR'S
PRESENTATION AND GENERAL GOODPASTER'S RESPONSES ON
JANUAHY 24.)
CASTRO
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Director, ara/nsc-ig

Revised Report on ARA/NSC-IG Meeting on Argentina

The Interagency Group for Latin America met November
14 under the chairmanship of Deputy Assistant Secretary
of State John A. Bushnell and reached agreement on the
following: (jSD REVIEWED 18-Jan-2012: NO OBJECTION TO DECLASSIFICATION.
1980 Action Plan
It was agreed that the timing of the more highly
visible initiatives (ARA Assistant Secretary visit, periodic
security cosultations, periodic policy talks, and highlevel military visits) could not be addressed.
The Defense
representative planned to consult further within DOD
on this point.
DOD will alBO decide whether to seek
Inter-agency agreement for early action on certain lowervisibility steps, such as an invitation to an Argentine
guest instructor for the U.S. Army school of the Americas.
IAHRC Resolution on Argentina at the OASGA
In view of Argentina's active lobbying for a non
country specific resolution on the IAHRC Report on Argentina,
the IG decided to instruct our Ambassadors to make a
high-level demarche in favor of specific resolutions
on individual IAHRC reports.
If separate resolutions
are out of reach, it was agreed to wbrk for an omnibus
resolution with country-specific paragraphs.

(

U.S. Military Sales to Argentina
It was decided that possible initiatives in this
area should await the new Administration.
Such sales
are prohibited by the Humphrey-Kennedy amendment, and
any future sales would be dependent on modification of
that legislation.
DOD urged that planning for possible
modification be undertaken in timely fashion.
President-designate Viola's Visit to Washington

f

There was a consensus that December was not a propitious
moment for General Viola to visit Washington.
However,
should General Viola decide to visit Washington during
his visit to the United States, USG offie-tAls will receive
declassified
him cordially.
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MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

From:

Warren Christopher, Acting

Subject:

Steps To Improve U. s.-Argentine j£wfa7ca
Relations

LL>
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OBJECTIVES

Our principal objectives in moving to improve
our relationship with Argentina are to:
t
— foster Argentina's identification with the
West and thus to contain Soviet political and economic
influence;
— encourage further specific improvements in
human rights practices;
(e.g.

— seek assistance on appropriate East-West issues
grains); and

— obtain progress on nonproliferation objectives,
particularly full-scope safeguards and ratification
of the Treaty of Tlatelolco, and foster increased
sensitivity among Argentine leaders to global nonproliferation
concerns.
mori/cdf per
C0333751B

i

We also wish to encourage continued Argentine
cooperation with the Papal mediation of Argentina's
dispute with Chile over territorial limits in the
Beagle Channel, a dispute that very nearly led to
war between the two countries in late 1978. Finally,
we wish to encourage Argentina to play a constructive
role with respect to developments in Central America
and other Hemispheric issues.
^classified
E.U.I352B
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Pursuant to your instructions, the Inter-Agency
Group for the American Republics has prepared a plan
of action for 1980, which I am submitting for your
approval.
I.

'***
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1.

ACTIONS FOR 1980

The Consultative Process

We will continue the process of political and
economic consultations begun with General Goodpaster's
visit to Buenos Aires in January. We contemplate:
— a visit by the Assistant Secretary for InterAmerican Affairs to Buenos Aires, possibly about August
during which he will review our policy concerns
and the state of our relations and will be prepared
to discuss steps we would plan to take to strengthen
cooperation in selected areas, depending on the nature
of the Argentine response.
-- a meeting of the D.S.-Argentine Mixed Economic
Commission in October, the U.S. delegation possibly
to be chaired by the Under Secretary of State for
Economic Affairs. The meeting would Include discussion
of ongoing efforts to resolve bilateral trade issues
and to expand commercial relations.
-- periodic policy talks on global and hemispheric
issues, with the first round to be held during the
visit of the Assistant Secretary for Inter-American
Affairs.
2.

Military Relations

*

We will begin to rebuild relations through increased
contact and consultations, while stressing that further
progress on human rights will be essential to the
more fundamental improvement in these relations (including
consideration of modification of the Humphrey/Kennedy
Amendment, as reported in the conclusions of the PRC
meeting). We plan to:
— begin periodic security consultations with
Argentina; the first round, to be held tflis year in
Buenos Aires, would focus on Soviet activities in
the South Atlantic;
— invite an Argentine Armed Forces team to make
a return visit to Washington later in the year to
discuss global defense issues;
— invite Argentina to send a guest instructor
to the U.S. Army School of the Americas after consulting
t
r at
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3 with members of Congress to ensure that this initiative
would not be regarded as conflicting with the spirit
of the Humphrey-Kennedy Amendment.
Other Issues are:
—High-Level Military Visit.

We will keep under review the desirability of
proceeding with an invitation to a senior Argentine
military leader (such as the Commander-in-Chief of
the Argentine Army or the Army Chief-of-Staff) to
visit Washington this year. A final decision on this
(including the question of timing) should take into
account the implications of s^ich a move on the selection
of the next Argentine president now under way within
the Argentine Armed Forces, as well as continued improvements
in the observance of human rights and developments
in U.S.-Argentine relations.
—Sale of P-3 Aircraft.
In DOD's view, there is a strategic need for
the sale of ocean surveillance aircraft to the GOA.
We see no possibility, however, of seeking special
legislation which would modify the Humphrey-Kennedy
Amendment to permit the sale of these aircraft to
Argentina this year.

3.

Human Rights

We will continue the dialogue on human rights
with Argentine leaders, principally but not exclusively
through Ambassador Castro and during the visit by
the Assistant Secretary for Ifiter-American Affairs,
Ambassador Bowdler.
In these consultations we will
attempt to obtain assurances that:
— the GOA will accept an OASGA resolution which
recognizes the role of the OAS Commission on Human
Rights and which encompasses a call for further improvements
by Argentina;
— there will be no new disappearances, including
no disappearances of persons alleged to be terrorists;
— all persons suspected of terrorism or subversive
activities, including unacknowledged detainees, will

r—*T
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be processed through normal judicial channels and
ensured due process;
— guarantees will be instituted to prevent the
torture of detainees; and
— there be substantial progress, in advance
of the OASGA, in reducing the number of political
prisoners held without charges through release, trial,
or exile (during his recent visit, Ambassador Smith
was assured that half of these prisoners--l,300 at
the time--would be released or sentenced by the end
of the year).
The Inter-Agency Group noted that an accounting
of the fate of disappeared persons was being addressed
in UN fora and concluded that, while this should not
be a central requirement for the improvement of our
bilateral relations, it should remain an important
U.S. objective. We should urge Argentina, in bilateral
discussions, to cooperate with thbse multilateral
efforts, particularly with thet UN Human Rights Commission’s
new expert working group on disappeared persons and
with other groups such as the Catholic Church.
In addition to human rights discussions initiated
by the Ambassador and by Assistant Secretary Bowdler,
the U.S. side of the Mixed Economic Commission will
be prepared to raise or respond to human rights concerns
in discussions with their Argentine counterparts,
and will be fully briefed for this purpose.
4.

Nuclear Relations

We want to move Argentina over time to accept
IAEA safeguards on future as well as current facilities
(including the reprocessing facility) and to ratify
the Treaty of Tlatelolco. To do this, we need to
keep open the door for continued cooperation with
Argentina's nuclear program to the extent commensurate
with your policy. We should;
— try to resolve promptly, in accordance with
U.S. law and our nonproliferation objectives, the
remaining safeguards issues to permit delivery of
highly and moderately enriched fuel for Argentina's
research program, as well as components for its power
program;
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— once this is done, undertake a review of the
conditions under which we could facilitate expanded
participation by U.S. industry in Argentina's nuclear
program.
(A major case currently at issue is an export
license application for the s^le of a pressure vessel
for the Atucha II power reactor.)
5.

Other Cooperative Steps
In addition, we would:

— Sign the pending U.S.-Argentine Agricultural
Cooperation Agreement during the visit of the Assistant
Secretary for Inter-American Affairs;
— Seek to conclude the negotiations for the bilateral
income tax treaty;
—Seek to negotiate a consular convention.

6.

Consultations with Other Allies

The Inter-Agency Group also considered whether
and in what form the Administration should consult
our NATO allies and Japan abojit issues of common concern
such as human rights and recent Soviet initiatives
toward Argentina and other countries in the Hemisphere.
These subjects and our policies thereon could be discussed
within NATO fora such as the Political Advisors Committee,
the Permanent council, and the NATO experts group
on Latin America. Depending on the results of these
consultations, we could consider further actions in
Buenos Aires. A majority of the Interagency Group
recommended against new high-level bilateral approaches
to our Allies on these issues. We would continue
the practice of consulting on human rights in the
appropriate UN fora, such as the UN Human Rights Commission.
7. Implications for U.S. Policy Toward Brazil and
Chile
The Group also considered the implications for
neighboring countries, especially as regards security
consultations.
*

With respect to Brazil, £he Group noted that
many of these steps will restore a better balance
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in U.S. relations with the two countries/ since the
U.S. already has a comprehensive consultative process
with Brazil (including, most recently, security consultations)
Chile is concerned about our improving relationship
with Argentina, which it sees as threatening in the
context of the Beagle Channel dispute.
We have attempted
to persuade the Chileans that what^we are doing with
Argentina has nothing to do wit.jp Chile or with our
position on the Beagle Channel, which is to encourage
acceptance of the outcome of Papal mediation and avoidance
of war.
This issue will be more fully addressed in
the review of our relations with Chile later this year.
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Concurrences:
H - Mr. J. Brian Atwood
EB - Mr Deane Hinton
HA - Ms. Patt Derian
OES - Mr. Louis Nosenzo
PM - Mr. Daniel O'Donohue
EUR/SOV - Mr. Robert Perito
EUR/RMP - Mr. Stephen Ledogar
S/P - Mr. Anthony Lake
10 - Mr. Michael Newlin
S/AS - Mr. Allen Locke
USOAS - Mr. Herbert Thompson
AID/RDP - Mr. David Raymond f
NSC - Mr. Thomas Thornton
OPIC - Ms. Caryl Bernstein
STR - Mr. Robert Hormatz
DOD/ISA - Col. Patrick Briggs
JCS - AdmiraJ. J.A. Lyons.
CIA Commerce -Mr. A."Katz
Treasury - Mr. Fred Bergsten
USDA - Mr. Dale Hathaway
DOE - Mr. Les Goldman
EXIMBANK - Mr. Crafton
ACDA - Mr. Charles Van Doren
ICA - Mr. Victor Olason
L/PM - Mr. T. Borek
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ISSUES PAPER - ARGENTINA
I.

THE SETTING

The United states has three major interests in
Argentina! East-West relations, nuclear nonproliferation,
and human rights.
It also has significant interests
in a peaceful solution of the Beagle Channel dispute,
Argentine support in Hemispheric matters, and in trade
and investment relations.
The GoodpaBter, Hodges and Smith visits have
introduced new balance into our relations with Argentina.
They have substantially improved the tone of the relationship
while making a promising start at reducing the differences.
The current status of our interests*is as follows:
East-West Relations. As part of its probings
to expand political and economic influence in South
America, the Soviet Union is consciously courting
both Argentina and Brazil. Argentina has responded
to a limited degree because of:
a strong interest in Soviet trade opportunities;
— a strong desire for Soviet support in international
fora on human rights matters}
— an interest in keeping open the possibility
of nuclear supplies; and
— some desire for greater balance in its foreign
relations between East and West.
However, the Argentine military regimes in prospect
for at least the next four to Beven years have no
desire to emulate the Soviets or to align themselves
with the Soviet Union, although there is a natural
inclination for economic and political reasons toward
warmer bilateral relations. Our improved dialogue
with Argentina since January has produced}
— repeated affirmation of Argentina's basic
commitment to the Westy
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-2— a degree of cooperation on grains exports
despite our late start on consultations; and
— greater evidence of Argentine desire to consult
and cooperate on Hemispheric matters, such as accepting
Cuban refugees and consulting on Central America.
The dialogue also contributed to Argentina's
decision to join the Olympics boycott.
Nuclear Nonproliferation. It is clear that Argentina
will insiBt on the continued development of its nuclear
technology capabilities, of which it is very proud,
and the maintenance for the foreseeable future of
a nuclear explosive option. It has demonstrated that
it will not respond to pressure on these matters.
Our best hope is that a calmer assessment of its own
long-term self-interests will lead it more tovard
safeguards and away from keeping an explosive option
open. Closer Brazilian-Argentine relations, Bymbolised
by President Figueiredo's visit to Buer\ps Aires scheduled
for Hay 13-15, may be helpful in this regard. Argentina
is still considering whether to proceed now with the
ratification of Tlatelolco. Although the Argentine
interpretation that the Treaty permits the development
of peaceful nuclear explosives is unhelpful, its ratification
could be an important step. The smith visit was useful,
and we hope to reach agreement with Argentina on arrangements
to maintain limited nuclear cooperation.
Human Rights. The status of human rights remains
a matter of deep concern. While there is broad agreement
on the facts of the situation, views differ on the
scope and significance of the improvements that have
occurred, especially over the past year. Disappearances,
a central human rights concern, have declined, as
have the number of political prisoners, we are aware
of at least 2 disappearances thus far in 1980.
(There
reportedly were 44 disappearances last year; 55 a
month the year before.) Our Embassy recently reported,
however, that suspected active terrorists would continue
to be dealt with Bummarily. There is no present prospect
that the Argentine Government plans to respond positively
to pleas for information about the fate of the thousands
of people who have disappeared in rtecent years. GOA
officials recently told Ambassador Smith that about
half of the 1300 remaining political prisoners would
be tried or released by the end of the year. GOA
officials say that, although there is insufficient
evidence to try the others, the security forces regard
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them as dangerous and do not plan to release them.
The latter group includes some persons who benefitted
from the 1974 amnesty of President Campora (who, elected
with Peronist support, opened the door for Peron's
return) and therefore cannot be tried. The state
of siege and lack of due process continue. The military
government has committed itBelf to eventual return
to civilian, democratic rule, but no one expects this
. to occur before the mid or late 1980s, and few in
Argentina are pressing for a more rapid timetable.
A basic issue that remains unresolved is the future
form of Argentina's political party system, especially
the future role and orientation of Peronism. A dialogue
with political leaders is now beginning, although
political party activity remains prohibited.
In the economic area, the government continues
to reconstruct the economy on the basis of free market
principles, to remove the burden of controls accumulated
under Peronism, curtail the role of the public sector
while strengthening the functions of provincial and
local governments, progressively bring inflation under
control, and encourage foreign investment as part
of a drive for greater productivity and a higher rate
of investment.
In the short term, these policies
have resulted in belt-tightening for lower and lowermiddle income groups. However, full employment has
been maintained as part of a deliberate government
policy to cushion the impact of these measures.
In
the longer term, these policies could produce sustained
dynamic Argentine economic performance and a decentralized
economic system more compatible witrf a pluralistic
political order than the statist centralism of the
Peron period.
Argentine officials and human rights activists
have praised our human rights report thiB year as
balanced and objective. There were difficulties between
the Argentine and U.S. Delegations to the UN Human
Rights Commission meeting in Geneva last FebruaryHarch. These reflected honest differences over substantive
issues such as the new disappearance procedure and
the draft torture convention. The Argentines will
be very sensitive to what occurs in OAS and UN considerations
of their human rightB performance later this year
and early next year; they want to see an end to the
Humphrey-Kennedy Amendment against military sales,
and positive U.S. votes in the international financial
institutions.
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-4The discussion paper previously distributed described
our continued political and economic consultations
and military and nuclear relations over the next few
months. is there more that could and should be done
in this period?
II.

ISSUES FOR THE NEXT SIX MONTHS

1. Significance of Argentine-Soviet Ties and
the Appropriate U.S. Response!
The discussion paper draws a distihction between
expanding trade ties and political dooperation. The
expansion of bilateral trade is a normal phenomenon
and will continue, irrespective of U.S. action. The
Argentine interest in political cooperation with the
Soviets, on the other hand, Is related to the Argentine
deBire to assure Soviet bloc support on human rights
issues and reduce the danger of censure in UN fora.
A possible interest in Soviet nuclear supplies is
related to U.S. safeguards conditions (this issue
appears to be approaching solution).
The basic approach proposed in the discussion
paper is a political onet to manage U.S.-Argentine
relations in a way that strengthens Argentina's sense
of identification with the West, to pursue U.S. interests
in a balanced fashion and in a manner that takes into
account Argentine deep-seated nationalism, and to
achieve these goals without compromising our human
rights objectives by diminishing or appearing to have
diminished our interest in human rights conditions.
Is the approach advocated in the paper an adequate
one, in terms of the significance of expanding ArgentineSoviet relations? In terms of the balance of the
various U.S. interests?
2. How can the U.S. obtain meaningful Argentine
cooperation in restraining exports to the U.S.S.R7
for the 1980/81 crop year?
The Acting Secretary of State asked the Argentine
Economic Minister on May 6 for GOA cooperation in
a program of tighter restrictions on grain shipments
to the U.S.S.R. in the coming crop year.
Strategy
and tactics for cooperation among all the major grain
exporting countries are currently under consideration
in the SCC, including the explicit ceilings we would
seek from each exporter.
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a. An Argentine-U.S.S.R. grain agreement is
in the offing (contrary to the discussion paper, it
has apparently not yet been signed). Reportedly it
will state Argentine intentions to supply certain
minimum levels of grain. Can the U.S. .take advantage
of such an agreement to secure an understanding that
Argentina will regard the minimum specified in the
agreement as a maximum as well? Or would such levels
be too high to constitute "meaningful restraint"?
b. How can the D.S. persuade Argentina to announce
publicly any ceiling agreed upon? To do so would
reinforce the commitment and would help reduce the
current premium on prices on Argentine grain which
have resulted in the loss of traditional Argentine
markets. If the minimum levels contained in the Soviet
agreement are consistent with a meaningful Argentine
ceiling, the conclusion of the agreement could provide
the pretext for a public announcement helpful to the
cooperation effort.
3. What is the appropriate human rights Btance
for the P.s. in this period in the light of Argentine
performance and our other interests^
a.
In bilateral demarches and contacts
with Argentina?
t
One approach would Btrongly press for improvements
in all areas, including strong pressure for a serious
accounting to families, either directly or indirectly,
of the fate of disappeared personal the other would
proceed more selectively, with emphasis on further
reform of current security and judicial practices
rather than an accounting for the disappeared and
other past violations. One approach would include
occasional strong public criticism of the GOA's practices;
the other, while maintaining our public posture of
criticism and concern, would do so in a lower key,
and place greater emphasis on quiet but persistent
dialogue to press for specific reforms, taking advantage
of an improving atmosphere and closer bilateral relations.
b.

In the OAS and the UN?

The GOA is greatly concerned over the potential
work of the new group of experts on disappearances
established by the UNHRC with strong U.S., West European,
i
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and Canadian support. It feela that the group's principal
effort will be directed at Argentina, for an accounting
of the fate of disappeared persons. The GOA undoubtedly
fears that specific data, if available, on disappearances
(i.e., torture and summary executions} would lead
to demands that those responsible be identified and
punished. Although the methods of the working group
remain to be worked out, the GOA fears that the group's
work will be the basis of moves next year to seek
the appointment of a special rapporteur on Argentina
and the GOA's public condemnation in UN fora. This
fear is a principal reason the GOA seeks to strengthen
political cooperation with the Soviets in UN fora.
The OAS has recently released a report on the
human rights situation in Argentina based on the visit
of the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights last
September. The report is highly critical of Argentina
and has been attacked by the GOA as biased and an
interference in Argentina's internal affairs. The
IAHRC report will be taken up at the OAS General Assembly
this fall.
The Argentine position on how to deal with the
IAHRC report is still under study in Buenos Aires.
One view circulating within the regime — reportedly
angered by the report's alleged failure to properly
acknowledge the history of pre-1976 terrorism and the
improvements accomplished since 1978 — is that Argentina
should withdraw from the OAS, thus perhaps triggering
an exodus by other countries, including Braxil. In
private conversations, Argentine diplomats have warned
of this possibility, stressing the depth of feeling
on the issue in Buenos Aires. We have.no evidence as
of this time, however, that this vi^w is about to be
adopted as the Government's policy.
How should we deal with these matters in OAS
and UN fora?
c.

With our NATO Allies?

One approach would be to initiate a series of
high-level consultations with our NATO Allies for
the purpose of Bharing information about human rights
developments and about the Soviet-Argentine relationship,
and of discussing the most effective way of dealing
with these matters, including possible joint or parallel
demarches, public statements, and coordinated action
in international institutions (including the multilateral

t
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d. With regard to sanctions (vote in the
IFI's, military training, and military sales)?
Our abstentions in the IFI's have not prevented
ordinary capital loans to Argentina. The prohibition
of military sales has shifted Argentine purchases
of new equipment to European sources; it is, however,
beginning to create problems for the Argentines with
respect to spare parts for O.S.-supplied equipment.
On the other hand, our measures have considerable
political significance as a tangible expression of
disapproval of Argentine human rights violations.
Any possible modification of our posture in this area
would have to take into account the implications for
our stance toward other countries with major human
rights violations, as well as the message this would
send to human rights groups in Argentina and to other
countries who have joined us in criticizing human
rights violations in Argentina.
4. How far should we carry milltary-to-military
contact and cooperation under present circumstances?
Cooperation involves three possible levels*
— visits, joint exercises, consultations on
security matters;
— the sale of military training;
— a military supply relationship (new equipment
and spares).
The sale of training under FMS and military supplies
(FMS and Munitions List items) are prohibited by the
Humphrey-Kennedy amendment. In additiovn, under current
policy, the U.S. Executive limits sales' of non-Munitions
List items to the Argentine military and the police
through the Comimnerce export control licensing system.
The PRC discussion paper argues for limited contacts
(visits, joint exercises) but opposes a change in
our military supply policy at this time.
A second view is that we should avoid the political
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symbolism of support which these contacts imply, or
minimize them until there is a definitive breakthrough
on human rights. A third view, on the other hand,
argues that, because of our strategic interests and
the improvement in human rights, we should streamline,
liberalize, or lift altogether, the restrictions on
the military supply relationship. This would involve
a) an elimination of restrictions on Commerce export
licences; and/or b} the modification or elimination
of the Humphrey-Kennedy Amendment.
The denial of training (the sale of training
under FM5 is now prohibited by the Humphrey-Kennedy
Amendment) involves a separate issue: Argentine officers
traditionally sent to the U.S. are officers with promising
careers.
(videla, Viola, and Galtieri all received
training or served in the U.S.) Shortly the Argentine
Armed Forces will have no officers of the rank of
major or below who have received U.S. training. One
view questions whether the U.S. should continue to
deny itself this avenue of influencing the outlook
of the next generation of Argentine military leaders.
Another view argues that the present generation of
military leaders is responsible forfthe government's
repression of the past four years and questions the
premise that U.S. training has had a significant positive
influence on their outlook. It also argues that a
military training relationship is a clearly visible,
high-profile means of demonstrating U.S. political
support for a government.
5. Are our present policies with regard to nuclear
relations with Argentina adequate?
The issues are:
— At what level can we and should we pursue
nuclear cooperation?
— Is there anything more we can and should do
to encourage Argentine ratification of Tlatelolco
and acceptance of full-scope safeguards?
— How would possible actions in these areas
impact on our general relationship and would they
be worth the cost?
*
The discussion paper argues:

-6E6RET
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— Nuclear Cooperation. We should try to resolve
the pending safeguards issue on the basis of what
is required by U.S. law. Official Argentine interest
in further cooperation, beyond the research fuel,
appears to be modest at this time. Once the safeguards
issue is resolved, we would probe to see what interest
there might be in Argentine nuclear circles in U.S.
cooperation (see also below).
*
— Tlatelolco. We should continue a dialogue
with Argentina's most senior leaders on global and
regional proliferation concerns. Nothing more specific
to encourage Argentine ratification appears feasible
or desirable at this time.
(We should, of course,
on appropriate occasions, continue over the next few
months to remind the GOA of President Videla's commitment
to ratify.)
In addition, looking beyond the issue of safeguards
assurances, the Administration must also address the
issue of licensing of U.S. components for Argentine
nuclear projects. This issue carries with it the
possibility of a continuing role of U.S. industry
in Argentina's nuclear program even though the position
of prime contractor has been lost to German, Canadian,
and Swiss companies. Por example*
— the U.S. firm. Combustion Engineering, working
with the Argentine firm, Pescarmona, wishes to bid
as a subcontractor for the pressure(vessel for Atucha
II. Siemens/KWU argues against Combustion Engineering's
qualifications on grounds that the U.S. firm, in view
of the uncertainties of whether a U.S. export license
can be obtained, is not a reliable supplier.
— Sulzer Brothers, the SwisB prime contractor
for the heavy water plant, has approached Canadian
firms about components, some of which may be U.S.
controlled.
The issue is whether the U.S. should encourage
or discourage such industrial collaboration. The
current U.S. stance has been to discourage Combustion
Engineering, partly because of our concern to keep
good faith with the Canadians who — unsuccessfully
— insisted on full-Bcope safeguards as a condition
of the Bale of a nuclear power reactor and heavy water
plant.
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sector, and U.S. nonproliferation policy are at stake
in this issue.
III.

THE BROAD CHOICES
Option A.

on human

Continue strong concentration

rightB.

We would maintain a cool and correct posture
until the human rights situation shows substantial
further progress, making clear that we hre prepared
to improve relations when and to thti degree that fundamental
human rights problems are solved. Military relations
would be kept to a minimum; political relations should
be cool arid correct.
Rationale! The human rights situation remains
exceedingly grave and outweighs the practical significance
and relevance of other interests in our relations
with Argentina. The essential elements of Argentine
human rights violations — the apparatus of repression,
the lack of due process, the prohibition of meaningful
political and labor union activity, and the failure
to provide information about disappeared persons -all remain in place. Expanding Argentine-Soviet
cooperation thus far has been pragmatic and self-limiting.
It is not now a significant threat to U.S. strategic
interests, but we should continue to watch Argentinesoviet relations closely.
Option B. Continue the current level of
effort for'more balance In the treatment of our interests
in Argentina.
1
‘
t
We would continue the present efforts to strengthen
working relations with the GOA, principally through
Btepped-up political consultations, but also through
some increase in cooperation and increased military
contact, we would continue to stress the importance
of human rights, but need to establish priorities
in terms of benefits to Argentine society and attainability.
We should seek further specific improvements through
dialogue in the Improved atmosphere, but maintain
our present policy on votes in the IFI’s and the restrictions
on military supplies. We should, however, seek to
reopen the sale of training (which would require modification
of the Humphrey-Kennedy Amendment). Our general approach,
especially in the UNHRC, should seek to avoid pushing
Argentina into cooperation with the Soviets.
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Rationale: Our approach to limit Soviet influence
should be basically a political one. There has been
progress in human rights — notably, few new security
cases and a new assertiveness by the judiciary and
in public expression and a general decline in violence
and repression.
Our approach should acknowledge this
progress. Certain issues in the relationship which
have not been linked in the past should be kept delinked.
There is no strategic need to relax^military supply
restrictions at this time. Training, however, is
important to try to influence the next generation
of Argentina's military leaders. We do not want to
create too much of an imbalance in our relations with
Argentina and with Chile, however, while the Beagle
Channel issue is still outstanding.
Option C.

Move a step further toward normal

relations.
We would seek further to strengthen working relations
with the GOA by lifting the restrictions on Commerce
licences and by initiating a move to lift the HumphreyKennedy Amendment restrictions on the military supply
relationship. We would stress to the GOA that human
rights remain important to us and would continue our
abstention on IFI loanB. But we would more explicitly
and unconditionally reaffirm General Goodpaster's
general assurances that we were not interested in
seeking the GOA's public censure at the 1980 UNHRC
meeting, and would not support future'moves for cenBure
in UN or OAS fora in view of current and prospective
progress.
Rationale: The deteriorating international security
situation makes Argentine cooperation important.
We must take seriously Soviet probes to establish
influence in Argentina and Brazil and to foBter mutually
profitable economic relations. Argentine fears of
public censure in the UN, essentially for past human
rights violations, are a principal reason for increasing
Argentine-Soviet political cooperation. Many political
observers agree that a solution to the problem of
past disappearances is not feasible at this time and
will come, if at all, as part of a broader political
settlement, including a general amnesty. The 8mith
mission, in its report, noted that no major Argentine
political leader is pressing for an accounting at
this time. The measures contemplated under this approach
are the strongest card we can play to counter Soviet
probing for influence, to reestablish close working
relations, to obtain Argentine cooperation on grains
and other East-West issues, and to elicit further
Argentine cooperation in Hemispheric matters.
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MEMORANDUM

(
NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL
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August 9, 1978
MEMORANDUM FOR:

ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI
DAVID AARON

FROM:

ROBERT PASTOR ■

SUBJECT:

Argentina:

Your Questions

You asked for three items on Argentina:
(1) current status
of the human rights situation in Argentina; (2) whether U.S.
policy is in a bind with respect to Argentina and also the
Southern Cone, and if so, how we got into it, and whether the
NSC was involved; and (3) an alert iteiti for the President.
The item for the President is at Tab A. The other questions
are answered below.
i
I.

Argentina's Human Rights Situation

Argentina is still one of the world's most serious human
rights problem countries. Just this month, Amnesty Inter
national launched a major campaign world-wide aimed at
focusing public opinion on Argentina's dismal record, which
includes, since March 1976, 15,000 disappearances, 8-10,000
political prisoners, the majority of whom have not yet been
charged; over 25 secret prison camps; and numerous documented
stories of arrest and torture.
(One report from our Embassy
is at Tab B.)
On human rights-related matters, world opinion
always seems to lag behind the reality; Amnesty intends to
correct that.

i

While Argentina still has the worst record in the hemisphere,
there has been some improvement in recent months. We under
stand that the Minister of Interior has instructed the police,
and reportedly the military, to curb excesses; arrests under
executive power have decreased and lists of those detained
have been published; and a limited riglSt of option for political
prisoners to request exile has been reinstituted. On a number
of cases in which we have expressed special interest — Jacobo
Timerman, Alfredo Bravo, 4 of 5 members of the Deutsch family —
the Argentine Government has released them.
II.

U.S, Policy

In recognition of this progress, we have switched from voting
"no" on non-basic human needs loans in the IFI's to abstaining.
declassified
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We have also approved the licensing of 16 safety-related
munitions items from FMS, and are currently considering another
group of requests.
We have informed the Argentine government that if they reach
agreement on terms for a visit by the Inter-Amencan Commission
on Human Rights, and there is no deterioration in the human
rights situation, we will go ahead with military training to
them and will recommend that the Export-Import Bank permit two
major credit sales.
The most pressing deadline is October 1, 1978, when the KennedyHumphrey amendment prohibiting new arms transfers, and the Roybal
amendment, eliminating grant military training to Argentina, come
into effect. Both the Argentines and we are eager to take steps
which would permit the enormous back-log of credit to be com
mitted before then.
(There are over 75 pending FMS cases for
$50 million and $150 million on the munitions control lists.)
There are also, funds for military training, which are being
held up, and which the President noted (on June 29} that he had
a "slight" inclination to find an excuse for approving.
Our current objectives are to urge the GOA* (1) to permit the
IAHRC to visit in accordance with the IAHRd's regulations?
(2) to begin releasing large numbers of prisoners (without re
arresting them); (3) to stop the disappearances and explain
those which have occurred; and (4) to seek a return .to the rule
of law.
Everything is stuck now pending Argentina's reaching agreement
with the Inter-American Commission or moving on one of the
other objectives above. This basic decision, made in accordance
with various legislative requirements, was made by State without
consulting NSC.
III.

Future U.S. Policy: Who Blinks at the Brink?

Have we gone too far? Have we pushed our policy beyond its
effectiveness? Are we pushing the Argentines over the edge and
jeopardizing our future relationship? Does the terror justify
the repression?
The last question is definitely the easiest. First of all,
President Videla told our Ambassador in April 1978 that the
war against subversion in Argentina had ended and that he was
working to restore the rule of law. Terrorism has not' left
Argentina, but it is now the exception, nqt the rule.
And
Videla, himself, admits that the war is over; we are just
encouraging that he secure his own promise. But regardless,
a central tenet of our human rights policy is that governmentsanctioned repression never solves terrorism. As Vance said in
his OAS speech last year, "The surest way to defeat terrorism
is to promote justice. . . Justice that is summary undermines
the future it seeks to promote, rt produces only more
violence..."
■CON-PIDENTTOL - GDS
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I, myself, believe that we may have overloaded the v*circuits
and pushed too far, but like our policy to the Soviet Union,
Indeed,
there is a logic to it which is difficult to argue.
it is even more difficult to change direction than with the
Soviets because there are laws on the books which mandate
that with respect to Argentina we tie our X-M credits, oppose
bans in the IFI's, and condition our arms sales. Anything
less, or a step backwards from the place we currently find
ourself, would be judged as a Presidential retreat just as
_ ejnr-p.iy as a different decision on Dresser.
Personally, I am most disturbed about the decision not to
finance $270 million worth of Export-Import Bank credits.
I don't believe that this is either a legitimate or an effective
instrument, though I do agree with State that the law gave us
little choice. The decision did have'an unintended positive
impact in that it has finally aroused the business community
(there are $600 million worth of credit applications pending
in' X-M), and they have descended on me, and I have deflected
them to Capitol Hill, where they helpe^ defeat more restrictive
amendments to the X-M bill last week.
I had sensed that we were approaching the brink when Newsom
told me he had decided to hold everything up until the
Argentines agreed to a visit by the'Inter-American Commission.
Newsom, Bushnell, and our Ambassador Castro all thought
Argentina would reach agreement soon, but I had my doubts and
still have them. Vaky agrees with me, and we both are looking
into ways to step back from the brink without appearing as if
it is we who blinked first.
It is not at all clear that the Argentines won't blink first.
For one thing, the Europeans made a joint demarche in March*,
and they seem to be behind us. Secondly, world public opinion
is becoming conscious that Argentina is this year's Chile, and
the Argentines have become so nervous that they took out a half
dozen pages of ads in the Times and have given at least
$1 million to a Madison Avenue P.R. firm to improve its image.
Most important, Videla, for the first time in a very long time,
I-s in charge. And he keeps saying he is eager to move forward
on his own to restore the rule of law. Ad he takes those steps,
I will make sure that we are quick to tespond.
So I will work closely with Pete Vaky to try to develop a strategy
to make sure we don't totter over the brink.
Since we will have
to act before October 1, I am conscious of a quick turn-around,
and as soon as we have a strategy, I will get back to you.
IV.

The Southern Cone:

Are We Winning or Losing?

I think Kissinger's observation that if we don't turn our policy
around to the Southern Cone soon,.we will have them allied against
CONFIDENTIAL-^.GDS
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us is out-of-date and wrong. For a short time, in early 1977,
the Southern Cone countries — led by Brazil but including
Argentina, Chile, Uruguay, and Paraguay — tried to.establish
a bloc to confront our human rights policy. Because these
governments distrusted each other more than they despised
President Carter, the movement did not get off the ground, and
indeed they were all over the lot at the O.A.S. General Assembly.
Argentina, Brazil, and Chile are big countries with extremely
narrow, ultra-conservative authoritarian governments. The
narrowness of their view is reflected in, among other things,
the pettiness of their international disputes with one another.
Chile and Argentina have almost gone to war over the Beagle
Channel, and Brazil and Argentina have strained their relations
almost to the breaking point on the issue of water rights.
•!
Our relations with Brazil are now better than they have been
at'any time since January 1977, and they are as good as can
be expected given our non-proliferation policy, and the deliberate
chill which Silveira injects into the relationship. We have
tried through the working groups and the visits by the President
and Vance to develop a cooperative relationship, but that will
have to await Brazil's new government next year.
What Kissinger failed to see, after completing his talks with
the military leaders in Argentina and Brazil, is that .Jimmy
Carter has inspired a younger generation of Latin Americans;
no other American President in this century has done that.
Even Jack Kennedy, who was loved in Latin America, was suspected
in the universities because ‘of his strong anti-Communism and the
Bay of Pigs intervention. Carter is clearly viewed as a man of
great moral stature in Latin America, and that inspires the*
young and the democratic and embarrasses, and unfortunately,
sometimes infuriates .some of the conservatives and the military.
Carter's stature has translated into real influence unlike any
thing the U-S. has had since we turned in»our gunboats, and at
the same time, it has given the U.S. af future in Latin America,
which we had almost lost’.
The best indication that the U.S. is winning in the Southern
Cone, even though governmental antagonism is evident, is that
the Argentines are still hungry for a return to normalcy in our
relations. They use every opportunity and every channel —
including Kissinger — to try to get Carter's approval. Thirty,
twenty, even ten years ago, the idea that the Argentines would
ask the U.S. to bestow upon them the mantle of legitimacy would
have been unthinkable, even laughable. Today, it's real.
The Argentines are a proud people, but they are also embarrassed
by the human rights situation. They are also more sophisticated
rriMffTnPKTTAT.
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than in the days of Peron when they looked for foreign scape
goats. There are limits to their sophistication, no doubt,
and I will take care that we don't cross them, but I think
it would be a mistake and an injustice if we turned our policy
around at this time.

i

i
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WAS HINQTON

MINUTES OF THE CABINET MEETING
Monday, June 20, 1977

ON-FILE NSC RELEASE
INSTRUCTIONS APPLY

The nineteenth meeting of the Cabinet was called to
order by the President at 9:04 a.m., Monday, June 20,
1977.
All members of the Cabinet were present except
Mr. Bergland, who waa represented by Deputy Secretary of
Agriculture John White.
Other persona present were:
Joe Aragon
Zbig Br'zbzinski
Doug Costle
Stu Eizenstat
Jane Frank
Rex Granum
Joanne Hurley
Jim King
Tim Kraft

Bob Lipshutz
Bunny Mitchell
Dick Moe
Frank Moore
Frank Press
Jay Solomon
StanBfield Turner
Charles Warren
Bill Cable.
Jack Watson
The President asked for commentstfrom Cabinet members,
beginning with the Secretary of Interior:

1. Mr. AndruB said that he haB just returned from
several days in the West fully confirmed in his opinion
that "Washington, D.C., is not the real world."
— He does not anticipate any problems with the open
ing of the Alaskan North Slope pipeline today.
— The President said that he would like to discuss
several water projects with Mr. Andrus.
2.
Mr. Califano reported that he addressed the Ameriaan
Medical Association in San Francisco this past weekend on
the economics of health care.
He also attended several
AMA meetings and described that organization as "unhappy
with this Administration."
— Mr. Califano reported that the House lived up to
its agreement on the HEW appropriations bill and held add
ons to $1.8 billion, $1.1 billion of which is in the educa
tion area.
The Senate begins mark-up^on the bill today,
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and Appropriations Subcommittee Chairman Magnuson has
agreed to oppose the add-ons and to try to change certain
other language added by the House.
For example,

Mr. Califano said that he is very troubled by the "affirma
tive action" rider added by the House which bans "ratios
and other numerical requirements" as well as "quotas."
Another amendment bars HEW's interpretation of the Byrd
amendment pertaining to funds for school desegregation.
Mr. Califano noted that the parliamentary situation on
the House floor forced a blanket prohibition against
abortion. He predicted that the Senate would modify this
language.
— The President inquired about the level of funding
for cancer research. Mr. Califano thinks it is too high,
despite the testimony of Benno C. Schmidt, Chairman of
the President's Cancer Advisory Panel. Mr. Strauss pointed
out that Mr. Schmidt is an able and impressive advocate
and suggested that it would be helpful for the President
to meet with him to discuss the subject. Mr. Califano added
that several influential Senators are also advocates of
the high funding figures for cancer research. He noted
that Congressman Obey, on the other hand, has stated that
the funding level is too high.
3. Mr. Vance summarized the comprehensive test ban
discussions held in Washington last week: The Soviets
seemed more forthcoming in their discussions on
the banning of nuclear text explosions. It was agreed .
that multi-country discussions would begin on July 3,
1977.
— Talks will begin Wednesday in Moscow on arms control
in the Indian Ocean.
— The Belgrade Conference is underway. The U.S. has
suggested dividing the group into three working committees
for in-depth review of each of the following topics: 1)
principles and confidence-building measures; 2} cooperation
in economics, science, technology, and environment; 3) human
contacts, information, culture and education. The Soviets
want a plenary session, which, according to Mr. Vance, would
prevent any detailed focus. He described the general atmos
phere of the meeting as "businesslike."
— Mr. Vance said that Germany has made an important
change of position by pledging not to transfer sensitive
nuclear technology in the future.
ThiB brings Germany into
line with France on the BUbject.
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— Australian Prime Minister J.^Malcolm Fraser will
visit the United States later this week.
— Mr. Vance noted a problem over the weekend with
the Canadian Fisheries Agreement. In response to a U.S.
communique on salmon fishing in the State of Washington,
the Canadians threatened to seize American shrimp boats.
The U.S. has forwarded a new proposal which should clear up
the situation.
— The State Department has received a number of
unconfirmed reports that Ugandan President Idi Amin Dada
has disappeared and possibly has been assassinated.
— In response to a question from the President,
Mr. Vance commented briefly on the recent Organization of
American States meeting in Grenada. The U.S. spoke third—
after Argentina and Chile. Both of those countries urged
the need to fight international terrorism with counter
terrorism. In his remarks, Mr. Vance stressed that counter
terrorism was not the way to deal with the problem and
spelled out the U.S. view on how violatiqns of human rights
should be approached. He also apoke about the need for
organizational change in the OAS and &rged that the threepart structure of the organization be merged into one
committee. Additional discussion focused on cutting back
the bureaucracy and reviewing the dues structure. Mr. Vance
also described his personal discussions with Trinidad's
Prime Minister Eric Williams, a senior OAS spokesman, about
streamlining the OAS. Mr. Vance suggested that Ambassador
Young follow up on the contacts made at the Grenada meeting
on his forthcoming trip to the Caribbean.
4. Mr. Schultze was in Paris last week for a meeting
of the Economic Policy Committee of the Organization of
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). He summarized
the world economic outlook for industrialized countries as
follows: Growth of OECD countries will be 4% in 1977 and
3% for the first quarter of 1978. Outside the U.S.,
unemployment will rise in 1977 and 1978—it now stands at
15 million, approximately half of which is in the U.S. He
noted that Japan and Germany are not likely to meet the
growth targets they set at the International Economic
Summit. The President and Messrs. Schultze and Blumenthal
discussed ways to spur countries to meet'their growth
targets—focusing now primarily on 19?8 since it is too
late to influenoe results for 1977.
5. Dr. Brzezinski Baid that in two major areas the
Administration's foreign policy is already having global
impacts: nuclear non-proliferation and human rights.
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— Last week, the NSC held internal meetings and
worked with the Vice President and members of Congress
on the Middle EaBt. The most explicit statement of the
U.S. position on the Middle East is contained in the
Vice President's speech delivered in San Francisco last
Friday.
— The NSC also reviewed a comprehensive report
on reorganizing the Intelligence Community. A review
committee is working on legislation in this area.
Dr. Brzezinski said that there are eight basic options under
review, and that a proposal will be ready next week. Other
issues currently being studied by the NSQ are arms limi
tations in the Indian Ocean; chemical warfare (where the
NSC proposed and the President approved seeking a total
ban); and follow-up on Mrs. Carter's trip to Latin America.

6. Mr. Young said that the Security Council is
meeting this week on the Rhodesian incursions into
Mozambique.
— Ambassador Don McHenry is back from South Africa
and met with the Vice President and Mr. Vance last week.
The Vice President and Mr. Young discussed the new, more
flexible attitude of South African Prime Minister Vorater
on Namibia and the role that South West African People's
Organization (SWAPO) can be expected to play. Mr. Young
pointed out that the Organisation of African Unity (OAU)
will be a key force in persuading SWAPO to accept a settle
ment in the area. The OAU is meeting in Gabon next week,
and several U.S. representatives will be present.
— Mr. Young described frequent social contacts with
the Soviets in New York. Mr. Vance said that the Soviets
are also in frequent touch with the State Department in
Washington. The President Baid that he favors our keeping
every possible avenue open with the Soviets. He alBo
commented that it was good that Mr. Brezhnev is now the
official leader of the USSR. The President indicated his
desire to find a convenient time to conduct broad-based
discussions with Mr. Brezhnev.
— Mr. Vance suggested that Cabinet members read an
article by Peter Osnos on the USSR in yesterday's Washington
Post.
7. Mr. Marshall has just returned from four days at
the International Labor Organization (ILO) Conference in
Geneva. Although results are "mixedn, the U.S. has
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accomplished most: of what it set out to do at the meeting,
and several foreign leaders were publicly supportive of
our aims.
— Mr. Marshall also met in Geneva with the labor
ministers of several countries. They expressed a strong
desire to keep the U.S. in the ILO and predicted that a
U.S. withdrawal from the ILO would, in all likelihood, be
fatal to the organization. The labor ministers yrere also
interested in expanding technical cooperation and in our
approach to the problems of youth unemployment.

1

— Mr. Marshall explained that frequent wildcat strikes
have depleted the health and welfare funds of the UMW, and
that the union may now be forced to cut health benefits.
The UMW board meets today; if such a decision is made, a
series of protest strikes might follow. Mr. Marshall said
that plans are underway to form a committee within the
government to review the situation.

8. Attorney General Bell was in Canada last Friday
and Saturday negotiating with the Minister of Justice con
cerning the extra-territorial effect of U.S. laws.
— He said that the Korean CIA investigation is still
underway in the Justice Department, and that there is
absolutely no truth to recent press reports that Justice
is "playing politics" with the investigation.
— The president discussed the burdens imposed by a
requirement in the Landrum Griffin Act that the Justice
Department monitor union elections. The Attorney General
stated that these monitoring requirements were more exten
sive than in the Voting Rights Act and {that he would look
into the situation with Mr. Marshall.
9. The Vice President reported that Mr. Andrus' trip
to California was extremely well received, and that, during
his own recent trip to San Francisco, he heard many compli
ments on Mr. Andrus.
10. Mr. Blumcnthal said that he will testify later
this morning on legislation to establish NOW accounts
(checking accounts that pay interest). The idea has been
tried in New England and will require uniform reserve
requirements as well as a role by the Federal Reserve Board
regarding initial interest payments. Mr. Blumenthal said
that Arthur Burns would also testify on the bill. He esti
mated that the legislation has a 50/50 chance of passage.
There is considerable disagreement among Federal financial
institutions on the bill.
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— Treasury officials have been meeting with various
groups on the tax reform package. Later today, Mr. Blumenthal
will brief Mb. Kreps and Messrs. Califano and Marshall on
the subject.
11. Mr. John White said that Mr. Bergland is winding
up his Par East trip.
— The Agriculture appropriations bill is on the
House floor today, and the sugar provision will be contro
versial .
— Late last Friday, 130 counties in Georgia were
declared eligible for drought assistance. The President
and several Cabinet members discussed the length and severity
of the drought.
12. Ms. Harris described her recent visit to the U.S.
Conference of Mayors meeting in Tuc-aon. A resolution was
passed unanimously complimenting HUD and the Administration
for their urban initiatives.
— The HUD appropriations bill passed the House.
— The conference begins this week on the HUD authori
zations bill, and Ms. Harris said that some minor questions
are complicating the situation.
— The President noted that virtually every resolution
passed by the U.S. Conference of Mayors in the last six to
eight years—with the exception of this recent Conference—
has condemned the Administraton. He expressed sympathy
for the difficult problems with which mayors must constantly
deal and appreciation for their support.
13. Dr. Schlesinger said that the utilities are lobby
ing against the coal conversion proposal in the energy plan.
The liberals are raising environmental objections, and the
Republicans are offering flat opposition
Notwithstanding
these problems, results of the recent voteB in the Ways
and Means Committee were excellent. Ae asked the President
for permission to negotiate on the gas guzzler tax, and the
President noted that the Senate was more strongly in favor
of the Administration's position than the House.
— Dr. Schlesinger said that sentiment in the Congress
was strongly in favor of retention of the nuclear fission
option, and that the Clinch River power plant could only be
killed on efficiency grounds. The President said that he
has heard comments that the Administration speaks with an
"uncertain voice" on Clinch River. Dr. Schlesinger said
that ERDA had supported the Clinch River project for five
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years, and -that although now the top people at ERDA are
doing everything they can to reinforce the President’s
position, there are some problems of support at the lower
levels in the Agency. Dr. Schlesinger said that he would
speak to the President about additional steps that might
be taken to improve the situation.
14. The President told Hr. Strauss that he likes the
idea expressed in Mr. Strauss' weekly summary of putting
together a trade group to visit Latin American aa a follow
up to Mrs. Carter's trip. The President said that concern
was expressed about U.S. beef import quotas; he asked
Mr. John White to look into our allocation program. The
President made it clear that he was not proposing an
increase in overall levels, but rather a review of the
U.S. allocation among countries.
15. Mr. Lance said that the spring budget review
process will be completed this week, and that Bpending
ceilings will be released next week.
— Employees' ceilings were approved by the President
and sent out over the weekend. Mr. Lance said that Jim
King will be calling Cabinet Secretaries concerning some
people who need to be placed.
16. Mr. Adams will complete work within the next ten
days on an automobile legislative package. He asked to
meet briefly with the President on the issue of passive
restraints in automobiles since a decision on that subject
must be made by July 1. He underscored the comprehensive
nature of his automobile proposals and said that emissions,
mileage and safety features will all be included.
— In recent speeches, Mr. Adams has tried to illus
trate and emphasize the connection between the human rights
theme and U.S. energy policy. Basically, he has pointed
out that the U.S. is attempting to Bhow by its own affirma
tive actions that it will conserve the world's resources.
— The DOT appropriations bill should be finished
this week and should be held within the Administration's
budget level.
— Today is the final day for U.S./U.K. air negotia
tions. Mr. Adams is still optimistic*that an agreement
will be signed. In his opinion, an extension of time would
not be helpful Bince the basic issues have been under hard
consideration for six months. He haB conferred with every
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affected U.S. airline, all of which are prepared to move to
alternate routes as of midnight Tuesday if an agreement is
not reached. The President said he wants to be kept up to
date on this issue and stressed that the American people
do not yet understand it. Hr. Strauss observed that our
positions on these issues and on airline deregulation are
extremely politically saleable if they? are properly explained.
Mr. Adams said that a statement has been prepared in the
event that the U.S. and U.K. fail to reach agreement. The
President emphasized that a clear and simple explanation of
the primary issues will need to be made to the public.
17. Ms. KrepB said that she has sent the President a
memorandum on cargo preference.
— The Commerce Department has been working closely
with Stu Eizenstat's staff on regulations to implement
the anti-boycott legislation which recently passed the
Congress. Mr. Vance said that the reactions of many foreign
governments to the legislation have been good, and that the
Saudi's need to be kept informed. Attorney General Bell
emphasized the importance of letting foreign governments
know how they can comment on the regulations. The President
suggested that Ms. Kreps invite foreign ambassadors in for
a briefing on the proposed regulations, and Mr. Vance said
that this procedure would be most helpful. Mr. Califano
pointed out that most foreign governments have Washington
counsol who represent their interests in formal administra
tive proceedings, and that any special meetings should not
be inconsistent with these formal legaS. channels. Ms. Kreps
said that the legislation is specific and does not leave
much flexibility for the regulations, but Mr. Strauss said
that perception is the opposite and that most observers
believe there ij! considerable flexibility.
18. Dr. Brown said that plans are going forward regard
ing his consultations with Korean officials next month.
He reported that the Koreans and the Japanese appear to be
adjusting well to our new policy in the area. Dr. Brown
is also developing recommendations on arms transfers and
credits. Congress has set a number of hearings on our Korea
policy—both in the House and Senate. Admiral Turner,
General George Brown and others have been called to testify.
Dr. Brzezinski said that the Senate Foreign Relations Com
mittee wants the NSC to release a CIA document on the with
drawal of ground troops from Korea. He has declined the
request on grounds that this would compromise the President's
decision-making process. He plans to brief the Committee
on the subject.
f
No Objection To Declassification 2009/08/17 : NLC-7-11-7-1-4
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— The House and Senate committees have finished
hearings on the DOD authorisation and are working on
their reports. Their money totals are close to Adminis
tration figures, but many details are quite different.
It is already clear that the appropriations committees will
not include everything in the authorizing legislation.
The House appropriations committee has reduced the DOD
budget by $2.5 billion; the Senate is waiting to see what
the final decision on authorization is before it acts. A
key issue will be adding back funds for a nuclear carrier—
presently not in the House appropriations committee draft.
Dr. Brown then commented briefly on the length of the
House appropriations committee report. Virtually everyone
of the 300+ pages in the report contains detailed instruc
tions to the Department. Other members of the Cabinet
discussed similar problems their departments have with
detailed Congressional directives in committee reports.
— DOD will meet the 0MB employee ceilings.
19. The President described Congressional cuts to his
foreign aid proposals as "drastic" and said that some of
the restrictions imposed are "debilitating."
— He reiterated his request to Cabinet members to
fill regional appointments promptly.
— He
fund raiBer
be going up
able on Air

urged Cabinet members to attend the Democratic
in New York on June 23. A special plane will
in the afternoon, and space may also be avail
Forae 1 and Air Forae 2.

The meeting was adjourned by the President at 11:07 a.m.
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October 30, 1979
MEMORANDUM FOR DR. ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI
THE WHITE HOUSE
QOS REVIEWED 01-Feb 2012: DECLASSIFIED FOR RELEASE IN FULL]
Subject:

Non-Proliferation:
Proposed Public Statements
on Swiss and FRG Contracts with Argentina

Ref:

Your Memorandum to Secretary Vance of October
18, 1979

i

We have carefully considered the action proposed
in your memorandum of October 18 in the context of
further diplomatic efforts we are contemplating to
influence the safeguard condi tior^s to be applied by
Switzerland and the FRG to nuclear sales to
Argentina.
Our judgment is that we should hold off
public statements until it is clear that our diplomatic
efforts have been unsuccessful.
We plan to undertake
the following next steps:
— We will consult as called for by the London
Suppliers Guidelines with Canada, the FRG, the Swiss
and possibly the UK on the safeguard requirements.
The FRG has already agreed in principle to such con
sultations. Gerard Smith, when he is in Bonn this
week for post-INFCE discussions, will say to
Genscher that we wish to consult with the above states
on Argentina.
We expect Genscher will assent to this.
We will then contact the Swiss and other participants
to arrange the consultations.
— In these consultations we will emphasize that
Argentina is an exceptional case in order to avoid a
debate about the merits of requiring full-scope
safeguards on a generic basis:
sensitive heavy water
technology as well as reactor sales are involved;
Argentina has split its order among a number of
suppliers in part to avoid the full-scope safeguard
requirement; and suppliers have a shared responsibility
to prevent this "divide and conquer" strategy from
succeeding.
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— We are considering letters from the Secretary to
Genscher and Swiss Foreign Minister Aubert to reinforce
our concerns on this matter.
We believe our diplomatic efforts have some chance
for success and would be endangered by going public now
with our concerns. Upon Gerry Smith's return about
November 8 we will assess whether diplomatic efforts are
still worth pursuing and how and when to make this matter
public.

Peter Tarnoff
Executive Secretary
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THE SECRETARY OF STATE
WASHINGTON

September 1, 1978
POS REVIEWED~6l -FBb-2012: DECLASSIFIED FOR RELEASE IN FULL]

MEMORANDUM

FOR:

THE VICE PRESIDENT

From:

Cyrus Vance

Subject:

Meeting with Argentine

President Videla

You are scheduled to meet with Argentine
President Videla September 4 In Rotas to discuss U.S.-Argen
tine relations and ways to reverse a precipitous deterior
ation in our relations*
The basic point you should make
is that we seriously wish to improve relations as conditions
permit and that a comprehensive and thorough review of our
total relationship may be desirable*
Assistant Secretary
Vaky has been designated to undertake this task and is pre
pared to make arrangements with President Videla for this
purpose *
SETTING
Faced with a once Bevsre terrorist threat* the mili
tary government in Argentina has seriously abused basic
human rights (Attachment 1}*
The United States has as a
result restricted military Bales (gji embargo on the sale of
Munitions List items will go into effect October 1* Attachment 2T7"TTe'JLa hack approval of Argentine transactions in
the Export-import Bank, and voted against Argentine loan
proposals in the International Financial Institutions
(Attachment 3}.
We have sought to induce improvement by
indicating that Argentine steps in this direction would
result in relaxing these restrictions.
Initially, the Argentine Government reacted to our
pressure with some restraint and sought to convince us
of the necessity of itB actions.
More recently, however,
it has moved rapidly to diversify its international ties,
reassess its relationship with ub, and prepare to adopt
an adversarial course.

In a major attempt to encourage progress in human
rights and improve "relations, Under Secretary Newsom
visited Argentina last May and suggested that some
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relaxation of our restrictive actions would be possible
if the Argentine government would take one or more of
the following steps (Attachment 4):
-- Agreement with the Inter-American Human Rights
Commission (IAHRC) on a visit to Argentina;
— Try, release, or allow exile for the prisoners
held without charge;
-- Establish a mechanism to inform families of the
fate of the disappeared.
While Mr. Newsom was given a courteous and sympathetic
reception, the Argentine authorities have not taken any
significant steps forward Bince his visit.
Reaction in
Argentina to our pressure, on the other hand, has been
Contrary to our own view, many Argentines consider
severe.
that the situation has measurably improved in the last
two years.
The recent denial of an Ex-Im letter of
interest to AlliB-Chalmers for the sale of hydroelectric
equipment, in particular, was seen ^as a deliberate escalation
in our sanctions.
As the most powerful Spanish-speaking country of
South America, Argentina could become a significant nega
tive force in areas important to us such as nuclear pro
liferation (Attachment 5), regional security arrangements,
conventional arms restraint, and Third World issues.
Videla'B Approach
We do not know exactly what Videla will say*
He may
simply give the standard Argentine exposition -- that
human rights violations are an unfortunate, if unavoidable
and necessary, by-product of the effort to Buppresa a vicious
terrorist campaign, which threatens Argentina with anarchy.
On the other hand, there is also the possibility that he
might bring some new concrete points, explain steps they
are now prepared to take (particularly in regard to the
Human Rights Commission), and suggestions on the future
evolution of U•S.-Argentine relations.
Your Approach
-----------

?

Your approach should be sympathetic.
You would wish
to avoid commitments in response to specific suggestions,
if any, but would note that you will carry Videla's
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message back to President Carter.
We recommend you say specifically:
— On our side, we seriously wish to improve rela
tions;
-- As a token of this, we have taken — and are taking
Borne modest stepB, such as release of export
licenses for ambulance aircraft as well as Army
helicopters, airport radar equipment, voice
security communications equipment and other items
on our Munitions Export Control List.
— While we understand the tragic history of Argen
tina's domestic political conflict, we remain
concerned over the human rights situation, specifi
cally the treatment of the human person*
-- We wish to maintain normal relations in as many
areas as possible, as is evidenced, for example,
by the forthcoming bilateral economic consulta
tions (Attachment 6), and are prepared to expand
these relations aB conditions permit*
— We believe a thorough and comprehensive review
of the whole gamut of our relations would be
desirable.
The President and the Secretary of
State have asked Assistant Secretary Vaky to
undertake this*
— The place and format for such consultations would
be for President Videla to decdde.
Assistant
Secretary Vaky is willing t^o come to Buenos Aires,
as previously proposed.
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MEMORANDUM

CQfrFlDENTTAEr

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

February 23, 1979
MEMORANDUM FOR:

ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSK1

FROM:

LATIN AMERICA/CARIBBEAN (Pastor)

SUBJECT:

Evening Report (U)

Mexico. Owen chaired a meeting last evening to task different agencies
on follow-up activities after the President's trip.
I am combining
these tasks into a single follow-up memorandum from you to the agencies,
and hope to get that to you by tomorrow. In addition, I have met with
Joseph Friedkin, Chairman of the U.S. side of the International
Boundary anc( Water Commission, to discuss the agreement by the two
Presidents to find a permanent solution to the sanitation problem. He
has a specific proposal, but apparently, ETA must clear it. I drafted
a short memo from you to the President on this issue, and subsequently
called the EPA Administrator's office to ask that they expedite their
clearance of the IBWC proposal. (C)
t
I met with Governor Askew, who will be the Chairman of the President's
Commission on Immigration and Refugees, to discuss his trip to Mexico
on March ’7. The President has decided to defer making any decisions on
legislation until after Askew speaks to Lopez Portillo and reports to him.
Askew is learning about these issues very quickly, and intends to run a
taut Commission, and although he realizes there is no permanent solution
to the problem, he intends to try to press for a consensus report. He has
spoken to Rodino and Kennedy, and both agreed on the need to postpone the
Commission's report until after the 1980 elections. $tu Eisenstat has
apparently changed his position on this issue as a result of his trip to
Mexico with us last week; he- now supports our position of deferring a
decision until the Commission issues its report.
(C)
Mexico's first political party, PRI, is celebrating its 50th Anniversary
soon, and has invited delegates from the Democrat and Republican Party.
I spoke to John White about trying to get some high-level delegates to
the Anniversary, but White had already asked three Mexican-Americans to
represent the Democratic Party. Ambassador Linowitz called and said that
Mexican Ambassador Margain had congratulated Linowitz for being appointed
the President's coordinator on Mexican affairs. ‘ Linowitz wanted to know
</hat this was all about, and I explained that* the idea for a coordinator
lad been discussed at some length in the past, and of course his name had
:ome up, as it has for many other things, but that no final decision had
seen made about whether there would be such a coordinator. I was surprised
:o hear that Linowitz would be interested in a temporary job as such a
:oordinator.
(C)
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Phil Weiss asked me to take care of a problem which has emerged as a
result of the President's agreeing to a proposal that Dolph Brisco,
rormer Governor of Texas, be designated the President's personal repre—
sentative for agricultural programs in Mexico. Lucey and State oppose
the idea, but USDA and John White want it. For reasons which go beyond
the comprehension of a city slicker like myself, Brisco is also interested
in becoming the President's personal representative for the US-Mexico
screwworm program, and State Department's objections do not seem to be
too valid. I will try to work this out next week. (C)
Feheuer has asked for another briefing on the President's immigration
policy, and I have asked whether it would be possible to put it off until
after the President gives the briefing next Wednesday. I called Con
gressman Wolfe to tell him that we had implemented his recommendation
on narcotics in the communique as well as in the private conversations
and he was pleased.
(C)
Francis Mason, Senior Vice President of Chas& Manhattan, stopped by and
asked whether US policy on three financial issues to Mexico would change
as a result of the President's visit. I told him that the three issues, '
which are quite specific, were not raised, but I will try to follow UP
with Treasury. (C)
Vice President's Trip.
I met with Denis Clift and Pete Vaky to discusa
additional papers which the Vice President requested for his trip to
Venezuela and Brazil.
It looks as if there will be many heads of state
and foreign ministers at both inaugurations, and we will try to prepare
the Vice President for meetings which are likely to occur in the course
of events. (C)
Ecuador. The Ecuadorian Charge Sevilla Borja came in to express great
Ecuadorian concern about the increasingly provocative.gestures of Peru
towards Ecuador as well as towards Chile. He believes that the Peruvian
military may be making these gestures for internal political reasons, or
perhaps because they have some belligerent intentions. He also said that
the Ecuadorian election is on stream and he expects it will be a fair
election. (C)
|
*
Human Rights.
Spoke with John Spiegel of Christopher's office who
informed me that Christopher has decided to continue our policy of abstain
ing on loans to El Salvador until after we receive the response from
President Romero to our demarche. On Argentina, he said that Christopher
and Vance have been persuaded by a human rights assessment paper which
has been prepared in State, and they are prepared to begin voting "no"
on loans to Argentina.
I asked whether it would be possible to see
such a paper, and informed him of your interest and the President's interest
in any decision on Argentina, requesting that they suspend a decision
until after we have had an opportunity to review the paper. He agreed to
send the paper and to try to get a postponement. (C)
60NFIDEHTIAL
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-35-' Central America. Had a good talk with Erb and Gert Rosenthal,
Director of Mexico City office of ECLA, about the impending crisis in
Central America.
I am working with Vaky on a PRM on Central America,
but State is not anxious for a PRM? they would prefer to do it themselves {C)
G. NAM. State has reworked the paper which I sent them on a suggested
approach to the NAM, and our differences are very minor at this point.
I made some suggestions, and they will send the final version over
shortly.
I will then distribute it to staff for discussion at that point(C)
7. France/Brazil. A French official of the CNES told a NASA representstive in private that his organization is under strict instructions from
senior government levels not to assist the Brazilians in developing
rockets with military weapons capability. He said that.the French were
fully aware that the GOB had obtained significant powder technology from
an Italian source, filament winding machinery from German•sources and so
on.
The French, he indicated, would not provide the Brazilians with the
necessary technology to enable the GOB to put all the components together
for a missile with military capability. (S)

8. Mexico/US/Canada. In response to a question from the floor of the
Canadian House of- Commons about the possibility «.of a North American
Common Market, the Canadian Minister of Energy replied that Canada would
want to be "very chary" about such a proposal because it might be no
more than a "disguise for a continental energy policy of a different
kind." The question arose when an M.P. read the Reston interview with
Lopez Portillo who referred to the possibility of creating a common
market of customs union. (U)
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Argentina

MEETING
President Carter with President Jorge Rafael Videla
of Argentina
September 9. 1977 - 9: 00 a.m.
Cabinet Room - White House
Checklist and Follow-up Items
1.

Videla said that as soon as political conditions permit — perhaps
before the end of the year, Argentina would ratify the Treaty of
Tlatelolco.
%

2.

President Carter told Videla the USG wfuld talk to the Cubans
about signing the Treaty of Tlatelolco. He asked whether Argentina
would send representatives to the Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation
Conference on October 19 - 21, 1977.

3.

President Carter said he would provide the Department of State
for onward transmission to the Government of Argentina, a list
prepared by a Washington human rights group containing the
names of 3,000 individuals being detained in Argentina.

4.

Videla said he hoped that the problem of detainees might be
resolved by Christmas 1977.

5.

In response to President Carter's inquiry whether it might
be possible to send representatives of die OAS or UN to confirm
human rights progress in Argentina sometime after Christmas,
Videla referred to recent visits by USG officials and said such
visits are the best way to show that Argentina is not ashamed
of its record. Videla said he was not troubled by visits by
international human rights commissions ^which testify to the
facts in Argentina.

6.

The President and Secretary Vance accepted Videla's invitation
for the Secretary to visit Argentina after his trip to Brazil to
complete bilateral consultations.
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1.
ARGENTINE POLITICAL COUNSELOR BEAUGE RAISED $100
MILLION WORLD BANK LOAN FOR ARGENTINA WITH ARA/ECA ON
JUNE 13.
BEAUGE A5KEO HOW U. S.
WOULD VOTE.
DEPTOFF
REPLIED THAT HE COULD ONLY SAY WE WILL NOT SUPPORT THE
LOAN.
BEGIN FYI:
WE ARE PLANNING TO ABSTAIN AND MAKE
STATEMENT.
END FYI.

A

2.
BEAUGE ASKED IF IT IS TOO LATE FOR ARGENTINE DEVELOP
MENTS TO INFLUENCE VOTE.
DEPTOFF ANSWERED THAT IT IS NOT
TOO LATE.
BEAUGE THEN ASKED WHAT KIND OF EVENTS WOULD
INFLUENCE US.
DEPTOFF REMINDED BEAUGE THAT WE HAVE BEEN
RAISING SEVERAL PRIORITY CONCERNS FOR SEVERAL MONTHS.
DEPTOFF SPELLED OUT NEED FOR ACTION IN FOLLOWING AREAS:

BY

NEED TO PUBLISH
GOVERNMENT.
NEED

TO

BRING

A

LIST

PEOPLE

NEED TO REGULARIZE
DISAPPEARANCES.

OF

ALL

TO TRIAL

DETENTION

PRISONERS BEING

OR

FREE

HELD

THEM.

PROCEDURES

AND

END

DESIRABILITY OF REINSTITUTING "RIGHT OFtOPTION. "
WHICH ALLOWS INDIVIDUALS BEING HELD WITHOUT CHARGES
TO OPT FOR VOLUNTARY EXILE AS LONG AS STATE OF SIEGE
LASTS.
NEED

TO

PUNISH

EXCESSE5

INCLUDING

TORTURE.

3.
DEPTOFF ALSO RAZ5ED POSSIBILITY OF INVITING INTERAMERICAN HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION.
BEAUGE ASKED IF U. S.
WOULD REFRAIN FROM UNILATERAL CRITICISM WHILE IAHRC WAS
STUDYING ARGENTINA.
DEPTOFF SAID THAT HE COULD NOT REPLY
BUT THAT U. S.
SUPPORTS COMMISSION STRONGLY AND WOULD DO
NOTHING TO UNDERMINE IT5 WORK.
FURTHERMORE,
AN INVITATION
TO THE COMMISSION WOULD TEND TO LESSEN NEED FOR U. S.
ACTION.
DEPTOFF WARNED,
HOWEVER,
THAT.
ABOVE ALL,
EVENTS
IN ARGENTINA WOULD DICTATE U.S.
ACTION.
BEAUGE COMMENTED
THAT HE DID NOT KNOW WHETHER IT WOULD BE POSSIBLE
POLITICALLY FOR ARGENTINA TO INVITE IAHRC.
VANCE
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Weekly Report - Thursday, June 16, 1977

DOS REVIEWED 08-Jun-'20:Q: DECLASSIFIED FOR RELEASE i\ FULL.

Recent Developments

(Pastor)

i

Mrs. Carter's Trip. Mrs. Carter returned from her seven-country,
12-day junket on Sunday, having won over ail the Latin American
Heads of State she visited. Relations were improved with every country.
U.S . commitment on major issues was restated with great eloquence
and forcefulness . Staff work was impeccable.
OAS General Assembly. Secretary Vance 's remarks at the OAS General
Assembly defined the terms of the conference in his stress on human
rights and OAS organizational reform. Costa Rica, Peru, Ecuador,
Venezuela and Mexico are the supporting the initiatives mentioned in
Vance's remarks, while Argentina, Brazil and Chile rather predicably
opposed them.
Panama. Canal Treaty negotiations are moving quite quicky and as
a result each obstacle appears major and more difficult than it
might were negotiations moving more gradually. The Negotiators,
however, have reached a compromise on the issue of whether U.S .
Naval vessels should receive preferential treatment over other
vessels in times of emergency. The next issue which will cause
perhaps the biggest problem will be the problem of compensation.
Panama would like $1.0 billion down and $300 million on an annual'
basis while Congress believes that the United States should be
compensated for giving up the Canal.
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CONMDENHAtr
Alort Items

(Pastor)

The Perez State Visit in less than two weeks will probably be the most
important State Visit by any Latin American in the next few years.
President Perez has given us a quite specific agenda, and we should
be prepared to either accept his proposals or offer other equally concrete
ones . The United States and Venezuela have muc^i in common on the
major issues of human rights, nonproliferatio^i and arms control, and
cooperation between our two countries may be the best way to pursue
these goals.
Guatemala is becoming increasingly worried lhat the UK will announce
the independence of Belize before there is an opportunity to reach a
compromise. If this occurs, Guatemala appears to be prepared to go
to war. Guatemala believes that U.S . intervention is necessary for
settlement, and we are presently exploring different proposals with
Mexico, the UK, and Venezuela. This may be another important
item for the State Visit of the Venezuelan President.
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NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

September 24, 1979
MEMORANDUM FOR:

ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSK1

,

FROM:

LATIN AMERICA/CARIBBEAN (Pastor)

.

SUBJECT:

Evening Report (U)*

^

Nicaragua: The Nicaraguan Junta has scheduled a meeting with OAS
Secretary General Orfila tomorrow to sign the American Convention
on Human Rights. Attached is a memcon of the meeting this morn
ing, and a preview of the supplemental.
(C)
El Salvador: Attacks on five separate National Guard posts indicate
a significant departure from past guerrilla operations and a new
capability of guerrilla groups to jointly plan and conduct opera
tions using heavier weapons. (S)

i
•

Caribbean: Met with State's Caribbean country director to discuss
next steps in our Caribbean Policy. Vaky will chair an inter
agency group to review our bilateral relations with Guyana, Jamaica,
and Grenada, to discuss how we can contribute to a regional Coast
Guard, and to discuss ways to expand ICA's program in the region.
A British team will stop in Washington■in October to give us its
preliminary assessment of the Coast Guard. Then Habib will lead
a team to London a week later to firm up security arrangements. (S)
v
Jamaica: The Cuban Ambassador held a ifress conference to accuse
the opposition Labor Party and Jamaica's major daily of lying
about him and Cuba. Labor Party leader Seaga will reply to the
Cuban Ambassador in a big rally planned for September 30, when
he plans to make public more evidence of Cuban activities.
According to Seaga, the press conference was the best thing that
happened to the Labor Party in some time. Sent you a memo
describing the strategy we are pursuing to react to Manley's
new direction. (C)
Panama: Met with the Vice President and his staff to discuss his
schedule in Panama and the issues that will come up in his
bilaterals. (C)
Press Contacts: None. Worked on Vance's speech on Latin America
for FPA on Thursday.
It still needs a lot of work. (C)

i
■

Argentina: The members of the Inter-American Human Rights Com
mission certainly succeeded in raising the consciousness of the
Argentine public.
It will not be easy for the government to slip
backwards after this visit. Even the Peronists will be watching
closely and will not hesitate. (C)
t

CECrr.T___
Review on 9/24/85
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NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

INFORMATION

April*18, 1979

MEMORANDUM FOR;

DAVID AARON

FROM;

LATIN AMERICA/CARIBBEAN (Pastor)

SUBJECT;

Evening Report

Mexico. Attended a meeting chaired by Jules Katz with the
industry and consumer representatives interested in the gas
negotiations. He briefed them in a very general way and asked
as well as solicited some questions. It went well. He are
sending the proposal down to the Mexicans tonite with talking
points for Lucey to use if the Mexicans initial response is
very negative. Two new problems on the horizoA on U.S./Mexican
relations are: tomatoes and mixed credits — the French
have arranged an agreement on mixed credits with the Mexicans
which upsets Treasury and they want to make a demarche to the
French. I think that will be as effective as our demarche to
Bonn in January 1977 on the Brazil nuclear agreement. I will
try to turn Treasury off.
(C)
Argentina. Lunched with Ambassador Raul Castro, who informed
me of the recent inprovement in the human rights situation and
said he expects further improvement as Videla gets stronger.
The Argentines promised him for the umpteenth time that they
would ratify Tlatelolco at the end of this month; we spoke
about the possibility of his returning to Argentina with a
letter from Vance to Videla repeating our great concern. Labor
problems will be more troublesome this year but he thinks the
Argentine government will be able to manage it, although they
will have to dismiss their Finance Minister.
(C)
Nicaragua. Two important leaders of Nicaragua's business sector
met with me and informed me of recent developments which have
strengthened the middle. They urged us to appoint a good new
ambassador soon and I assured them we will. They said that such
an ambassador will help the middle in Nicaragua and we should
look for additional symbolic ways to strengthen the middle;
they suggested a meeting with the Vice President.
(At the
right time I think this is a good idea.)
They also suggested
that we should take some steps to counter Somoza propaganda
that Solaun's resignation represents a Sdmoza triumph. I will
suggest that State draft a Presidential letter to Solaun thanking
him for his excellent service.
(C)
Science and Technology. Briefed a group of people from different
agencies on the Vice President's conversations with Figueiredo and
Herrera on S s T, suggested some ideas for ways to package an over
all approach on S & T to Latin America
(C)
E.0.13526
Authority.-TS!■(*
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MEETING
President Carter with President Jorge Rafael Videla
of Argentina
September 9, 1977 - 9: 00 a.m.
Cabinet Room - White House
Checklist and Follow-up Items
1.

Videla said that as soon as political conditions permit — perhaps
before the end of the year, Argentina would ratify the Treaty of
Tlatelolco.

2.

President Carter told Videla the USG would talk to the Cubans
about sighing the Treaty of Tlatelolco. He asked whether Argentina
would send representatives to the Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation
Conference on October 19 - 21, 1977.
a
President Carter said he would provide t?he Department of State
for onward transmission to the Government of Argentina, a list
prepared by a Washington human rights group'containing the
names of 3,0Q0 individuals being .detained in Argentina.

4.

V^dd^;»aid

the problem of detainees might be ;

res^vedby1^77.

•5.

‘

In res^gnse to President (barter's inquiry.■s^ether & Flight
be possible to s?Snd Representatives of tl^e UlAS or‘UN to confirm
human, rights pnj^eea in Argentina somefinxq'after Christmas,
Vid^ia Referred fcbrr^fcent y^its by USG offitdAlS’and’said sujph
visits are the'ttest vUay' to show, that .ArgentinaHe net ashamed

l

V

6.

of its.recordv' Videla' $aid he w^s not troubled by visits'hy 4
international humah rights commissions wbidh testify to the
facts in Argentina.
The President-and Secretary Vance accepted Videla1 s invitation
for the Secretary to visit Argentina! after hijp/tHp tci;Brazil to
complete bilateral consultations.
^
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CONPffHSNTTAL
CONSULTATIONS

The President's OAS pledge to consult closely with
our American neighbors in advance of major global policy
decisions has been widely welcomed. Hir. personal consul
tations on sugar and Mrs. Carter's trip demonstrate that
prior contacts can advance our interests.
The Latins doubt, however, that we will actually
hold prior discussions with them on'major issues — at
an adequate level and in a timely manner. *They have
heard this pledge before. And they kno^ genuine con
sultations are rare.
Such procedures do not imply a "special relationship"
with Latin America; on the contrary, they should be
applied to all areas, as a matter of sound diplomatic
practice. They do mean, in our own self interest, giving,
such countries a seat at the table when global issues
which affect them are being decided.
Proposed Approach

4

We should promote informal, businesslike discussions
among neighbors on common problems and'differing percep
tions. This would set a style for Inter-American affairs
which all sides have wanted but never achieved. It
would greatly strengthen our relations with Latin America.
Action Program

1.

to initiate a carefully orchestrated program
of high-level visits, including1: [
*
Andy Young's trip to the Caribbean basin;
-

Bob Strauss' swing to major countries on
trade issues;

-

a series of visits to South and Central America
later this year by Terry Todman, Gale McGee
and Secretary Vance, focused on major political
issues; a special visit to Brazil and Argentina
this fall by Gerard Smith to discuss nuclear energy
DECLASSIFIED
E-O. 13526
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t
alternatives; and trips by John Gilligan and
Abelardo Valdez to selected countries, on
aid matters;
intensified contacts by Mike Blumenthal and
Tony Solomon on financial issues; a similar
program by Jim Schlesinger on energy, both
with full participation by State; and possible
visits by senior officials of NASA and other
agencies on scientific matters; and
-

2.

a coordinated series of visits by senior
civilian and military officials to explain
our arms transfer policies and our unified
posture on human rights;

Above and beyond the substantive progress we hope
to achieve through such visits, they will have a
significant public impact which itself should
serve to underscore our policy Objectives.
!
to establish more effective interagency coordi
nation procedures, to assure that U.S.officials
in all agencies convey consistent and up-to-date
Administration policy in the many forums in which
we interact with Latin America;

3•

to strengthen bilateral consultations with major
nations: Mexico (already fuiictioning), Brazil
(modified meetings are planned for this fall),
and Venezuela;

4.

to reform multilateral hemispheric institutions
(primar ily'within theOAj> system) : we plan jbo
review all bodies to determine which should be
strengtheneS -- institutionally and financially —
as a basis for more effective consultations, and
which should be dropped;

5•

to consult with Latin American and other developing
countries1, at appropriate levels, regularly and on
a meaningful'basis, on major issues in advance of '
multilateral meetings at the UN IMF,' M(£n, etc; and
{
to assure that persons representing a broadened
spectrum of Latin American opinion have regular
access to U.S. policy makers, in all agencies.

",

6.

¥
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to demonstrate our interest in non-official
perspectives (to be developed^ also through
the cultural initiatives proposed in Tab 4).

t
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1.
ARGENTINE POLITICAL COUNSELOR BEAUGE RAISED 5100
MILLION WORLD BANK LOAN FOR ARGENTINA WITH ARA/ECA ON
JUNE 13.
BEAUGE ASKED HOW U. S.
WOULD VOTE.
DEPTOFF
REPLIED THAT HE COULD ONLY SAY WE WILL NOT SUPPORT THE
LOAN.
BEGIN FYI:
WE ARE PLANNING TO ABSTAZM AND MAKE
STATEMENT.
END FYI.

A

2,
BEAUGE ASKED IF XT IS TOO LATE FOR ARGENTINE DEVELOP
MENTS TO INFLUENCE VOTE.
DEPTOFF ANSWERED THAT IT IS NOT
TOO LATE.
BEAUGE THEN ASKED WHAT KINO OF EVENTS WOULD
INFLUENCE US.
DEPTOFF REMINDED BEAUGE THAT WE HAVE BEEN
RAISING SEVERAL PRIORITY CONCERNS FOR SEVERAL MONTHS.
DEPTOFF SPELLED OUT NEED FOR ACTION IN FOLLOWING AREAS:
BY

NEED TO PUBLISH A LIST OF
GOVERNMENT.
NEED

TO BRING PEOPLE

ALL

TO TRIAL

PRISONERS BEING HELD

OR

FREE

THEM.

NEED TO REGULARIZE DETENTION PROCEDURES AND END
DISAPPEARANCES.
DESIRABILITY OF REINSTITUTING "RIGHT OF OPTION,"
WHICH ALLOWS INDIVIDUALS BEING HELD WITHOUT CHARGES
TO OPT FOR VOLUNTARY EXILE AS LONG AS STATE OF SIEGE
LA5TS.
NEED

TO PUNISH EXCESSES

INCLUDING TDRTURE.

3.
DEPTOFF ALSO RAISED POSSIBILITY OF INVITING INTERAMERICAN HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION.
BEAUGE ASKED IF U. S.
WOULD REFRAIN FROM UNILATERAL CRITICISM WHILE XAHRC WAS
STUDYING ARGENTINA.
DEPTOFF SAID THAT HE COULD NOT REPLY
•BUT THAT U. S.
SUPPORTS COMMISSION STRONGLY AND WOULD DO
NOTHING TO UNDERMINE ITS WORK.
FURTHERMORE. AN INVITATION
TO THE COMMISSION WOULD TEND TO LESSEN NEED FOR U. S.
ACTION.
DEPTOFF WARNED, HOWEVER, THAT, ABOVE ALL,
EV6NTS
IN ARGENTINA WOULD DICTATE U. S.
ACTION.
BEAUGE COMMENTED
THAT HE DZD NOT KNOW WHETHER IT WOULD BE POSSIBLE
POLITICALLY POR ARGENTINA TO INVITE IAHRC.
VANCE
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THE SECRETARY OF STATE
WASHINGTON
DOS REVIEWED 02-Fob-2011: DECLASSIFIED FOR RELEASE l\ FULL]

May 26, 1978

MEMORANDUM FOR:
FROM:

*

THE PRESIDENT
Cyrus Vance
K

t
Argentina. On Wednesday, Under Secretary Newsom
met with President Videla in Buenos Aires concerning
human rights conditions in Argentina and the effect
they are having on our relations. Newsom reports
that there is reason for some optimism that the human
rights situation in Argentina will improve, but it
is still unclear how fast the government will or can
move. He made it clear to Videla that in the absence
of genuine human rights improvements, we will not be
in a position to approve pending armB transfer re
quests. Videla confided that at the OAS General
Assembly next month Argentina will announce that it
is inviting the Inter-American Human Rights Commission
to visit Argentina. In view of this development and
as a means of encouraging further human rights improve
ments, we are informing Videla that when the invitation
is announced, and after we have consulted with Congress,
we would expect to grant Argentina's pending application
for the purchase of military training.
SALT. I testified on SALT beforh the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee today with Patti Warnke. Considerable
bi-partisan support was expressed for your statements
yesterday on the need to separate our interest in a new
SALT agreement from condemnation of the Soviet role in
Africa. In their questioning, Glenn, Percy and others
stressed the importance of our being able to make a
strong case that the agreement was verifiable. Percy
and Javits emphasized the necessity to build public
and Congressional support for SALT.
DECLASSIFIED
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- 2 Kenya. This week we briefed Kenyan Foreign
Minister Waiyaki in Nairobi on our intention to
send a military survey team to Somalia as a step
toward possible US supply of defensive equipment.
Waiyaki was told of the assurances we' had received
from Siad, and we emphasized Siad thad been advised
that Somalia * s continuing material support for in
surgents in the region would prevent our establishing
an arms supply relationship with Somalia.
Waiyaki did not object to the step we are taking,
but he cautioned that Kenya remained convinced that
Somalia would never abandon irredentism. He cited
Kenyan intelligence reports that Somalia was continuing
its active support for the Ogaden insurgency and that
Somalia was maintaining surreptitious contact with the
Soviet Union. Waiyaki appeared to appreciate that, as
we seek to limit Soviet influence in the Horn, we do
not intend to sacrifice Kenya's interests.

f

¥
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASH INGTON
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September 1, 1978

MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE VICE PRESIDENT

FROM:

HENRY OWEN>RP

SUBJECT:

Allis Chalmers

The Allis Chalmers bid is to supply 20 turbines worth
$400 million for a $4.6 billion hydroelectric facility
between Argentina and Paraguay. Allis Chalmers says
that the contract would provide over 18 million man-hours
of employment (in the US, of which 1*0% would be minorities,
primarily in the steel industry).
There is no thought of Exlm Bank giving a commitment at
this stage. All that is needed is "a letter of interest",
such as Exlm routinely issues, and which says that this
is the kind of project in which Exlm generally takes an
interest but that it will have to be judged, when appli
cation is made (probably about 18 months hence), in light
of the situation existing at the time, including whether
the requirements of relevant legislation are fulfilled.
We need some Argentine movement to explain why we are
issuing such a letter, when we refused to issue it earlier;
but we should be satisfied with the kind of limited
progress that we might reasonably expect Videla to signal
in his meeting with you. Then when the issue has to be
decided, a year and a half hence, we could judge whether
more far-reaching progress has been achieved.
i
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President

Videla

and the

Decision tyaking

Process

On August 1, Lieutenant Genera'. Jorge Videla retired
from the Army, resigned his position on the ruling Junta
and became the full-time civilian President of Argentina.
This new role haB modified, but not radically changed, a
decision making system in which:
--

the tri-service (Army, Navy and Air
of the government is stresBiid;

Force)

—

the Army is, nonetheless, the predominant service
(60% of Armed Services personnel) and can enforce
its will on the two junior services if it chooses;

—

compromise
achieved;

--

Videla seems comfortable with the dynamics of the
government, which often require drawn-out inter
service negotiations before decisions can be
reached.

to preserve military unity

is

nature

generally

*

Since the Junta took power, Vifiela has had to confront
sniping from the politically ambitious Navy CINC, Admiral
Massera.
Willing to compromise on Diost issues, Videla has
been able to maintain a decent working relationship with
Massera, often in the face of considerable provocation.
Videla's relations with Massera have mirrored his handling
of the rival factions within the Army.
The military hard
linerB, who have apposed the President's relatively moder
ate Btance on human rightB, have been restrained from
carrying out widespread purges of ex-politicianB , but they
have been able to maintain their positions in key posts,
such as Commander of the Buenos Aires and Cordoba Army
CorpB.
Because he does reflect a consensus of military views
on how to handle terrorists — eliminate them — Videla
has been able to move on peripheral questions such as
publishing lists of prisoners and restoring the right of
option (see Human Rights).
His thinking on the equally
difficult question of how to revitalize the economy has
also reflected a military consensus toward the de-emphasis
of the role of the Btate in the economy and a loosening

GDS

No Objection To Declassification in fcull 2012/04/16 : NLC-133-22-30-5-1

of controls over the exchange rate.
Again, however,
Videla has supported populist-like measures to control
unemployment.
Videla rules by compromise; he is not a classic
Latin American dictator.
Given the potential inter-ser
vice rivalries and the divisions within the Army, it is
likely that he would not be able to govern in any other
fashion•
Videla's latitude to set as well as execute policy
will probably be decided in an ad hoc manner over the
coming months.
Critical to Videla's success will be the
degree to which he retains Army support through Army Com
mander Viola.
The two share moderate policy outlooks and
have a close working relationship.
Viola, however, will
have to work assiduously to placate*hardline Army elements
and maintain their support.
If he can do so, the VidelaViola alliance can be expected to reflect, and wield when
necessary, the Army's power edge.
The Air Force and Navy,
on the other hand, will be seeking to guarantee continua
tion of the tri-service governing arrangement by ensuring
that the Videla-Viola connection is not translated into a
de facto government by the Army.
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VIDELA'S STYLE

President Jorge Videla 1b known as a devoted family
man, a devout Catholic and a man who values traditions.
These are traita he shares with many of his brother
officers.
In many other ways, however, he is not at all
typical of the Argentine officer establishment.
He did
not want to be President.
Quiet and unassuming, he some
times gives the impression of being self-effacing rather
than forceful, a characteristic sonfe of his military
colleagues find hard to understand:
weakness.

they mistake it for

A moderate, Videla appears genuinely to abhor the
excesses of which elements of the military have been
guilty during his presidency.
Some of these excesses,
indeed, have been directed at his own people.
The Secretary
General of the presidential office was recently bombed
by right-wing elements, for example, and Videla's ambas
sador to Caracas waB kidnapped and murdered while on
leave in Buenos Aires.
Videla's style is to avoid confrontation.
He is
a consensus leader.
Thus, sines most military leaders
advocate harsh measures against terrorism, he would have
difficulty opposing the consensus.
Moreover, he is
probably unsure of his own strength in the military
and would thus fear to confront and demand obedience
of the hardliners, even if he were so disposed, for fear
that thiB might lead to dangerous schisms in the Armed
Forces and possibly to his own ouster.' He has therefore
opted to work quietly and carefully! to strenghten his own
hand and exert only gradual pressure on the hardliners.
Whether this tactic will in the end prove successful is
an open question.
Videla is personally disposed to be friendly to the
U.S.
Growing disagreements over the human rights issues,
however, have irritated many of hiB brother officers and
forced Videla's government toward something of an
adversary relationship.
Videla would probably like to
limit thiB trend to the extent possible.

GDS
i
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JACOBO TIMERMAN
Arrested in April 1977,Timerman published one of
Argentina's leading daily newspapers, ta Opinion.
There were accusations that Timerman waB involved
with deceased Argentine financier David Graiver,
who reportedly financed La Opinion from money supplied
by the MontoneroB terrorist group.
However the
Argentine Supreme Court has ruled that there are no
grounds for holding him in custody and ordered his
release.
A Military Tribunal has cleared him of
accusations that he supported radical leftist groups.

l

Timerman was released to house arrest in Ap ri1 of
this year, although this was a considerable improvement
over jail, he still is unable to communicte with
anyone but his immediate family.
Timerman is a leader of the Argentine Jewish com
munity and his arrest led to public complaints of
anti-Bemitism from the American Jewish community.
(Argentine Jewry is very concerned about Timerman,
but less outspoken).
The Department has repeatedly brought up his case
with the Argentines . President Carter spoke to
President Videla about Timerman during their 1977
bilateral and Secretary Vance brought it up when
he visited Buenos Aires in November.

i
f
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-6DCRET/EYES ONLY
OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT
WASHINGTON

September 5, 1978
i

MEMORANDUM FOR AMBASSADOR VARY
Assistant Secretary and US Coordinator Alliance
for Progress, Department of State
SUBJECT:

Memorandum of Conversation

Pete, as promised I am forwarding a written report of the
Vice President's meeting with President Videla for yourself
and Under Secretary Newsom. I would stress our belief that
distribution of this document should be tightly controlled.,
on a need to know basis.

Assistant to the Vice President
for National Security Affairs
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^fiErPFT,'SENSITIVE/NODIS/XGBS
OFFICE OFTHEVICE PRESIDENT
WASHINGTON

September 5, 1978

MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION, AMBASSADOR GARDNER'S RESIDENCE,
ROME, ITALY
September 4, 1968, 1:50 p.m.
ARGENTINE SIDE

»
U.S. SIDE

President Jorge Rafael Videla
Col. Miguel A. Mallea Gil
Dr. Ricardo Yofre

Vice President Walter F. Mondale
A. Denis Clift
Anthony J. Hervas, Interpreter

The Vice President opened saying he was pleased to have the pleasure
of the meeting. He recalled the meeting with Videla in.the White
House at the time of the Panama Canal Treaty ceremony. He said
we want good relations but there are strains now — human rights
are a central concern. He added that he would report to the
President personally on Videla's views.
President Videla thanked the Vice President for the meeting — an
extremely important opportunity to discuss these matters because
he feels our relations are deteriorating. He fully concurs with
President Carter's position on human rights. Argentina has belief "
in the democratic process so that men can live with dignity and
freedom. He said Argentina is with the United States and not
troubled by criticism when it is objective". However, he is concerned
by attitudes projecting intervention irt domestic affairs. He spoke
with President Carter about this at the time of the Panama Canal
Treaty signing, but since that time he has had to delay announcement
of an invitation to the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights
because of U.S. criticisms projecting intervention.
A second problem — Argentine politicans were invited to visit
the United States, but they, too, did not visit because of the
U.S. statements intervening in our affairs. Mrs. Darien's state
ments are contributing to a deterioration in our relations.
The Vice President asked if these we re statements made in Argentina
or in Washington.
President Videla said in Washington before Congress. He said the
western world must be united, and the United States must lead the
western world. At the same time, the people of Argentina cannot
tolerate intervention. This is his concern.
■SEGRBT/SENGITIVB/NODIS/XGDS
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The Vice President said we want to work with you to have good
relations. The Humphrey-Kennedy Amendment is coming into effect.
We must soon take decisions on the Allis-ChalmerB deal. We want
to be helpful.
It would be important if Videla could have the
Inter-American Human Rights Commission received in Argentina on
terms acceptable to the commission. We would not link Argentine
actions with our own.
The Vice President added that the U.S. press covers developments in
Argentina closely. There are certain human rights cases with the
people known to the press — people such as Jacobo Timerman. To
the extent that Videla makes progress on these cases, it will help
us to make progress.

i

Videla said he understood, and government-to-government relations are
not easy. His concern is when a problem is raised to the level of
a public or popular issue. This leads to .situations where Argentine
citizens adopt partisan positions against the United States, to
situations where Argentine businessmen *adopt partisan positions
because they cannot conclude deals when Ex-lm does not grant a loan.
The Vice President repeated that it was important to put our
relations on a moire positive course. He suggested that it would be
good if Assistant Secretary Vaky could come to Argentina to meet
with Videla or with a person of his choice for a review of our
relations. Videla asked if this would be after the Inter-American
Commission or before. The Vice President said he thought it should
be as soon as possible. Videla said perhaps he could arrange a
visit by the Commission- by mid-October. The Vice President asked
if he could announce the visit earlier.
Videla then said he would like to point out that since the meeting
at the Panama Canal signing, there have been a series of events
showing the efforts on the part of the Argentine government:
they have-issued a list and names of all the detained;

i

they have published a list of all of those who disappeared
and then reappared;
last Christmas they released approximately 500;
this last week, 65 individuals were freed;
they have indicated that they are prepared to give a favorable
response to the Commission on Human Rights;
Timerman's situation has changed; he is now out of jail and
under house arrest;
SFCWtT/QiaigiTIVB/woDls/XGDS
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Professor Bravo is now under house arrest and they expect the
court to lessen the charges against him.
He said officials of the U.S. government are welcome in Argentina,
but they cannot give the impression that they are coming to inspect
Argentina.
The Vice President said Mr. Vaky was a man of experience and would
exercise discretion. He said it will be important to have the
announcement on a visit by the Human Rights Commission on the terms
acceptable to the Commission.
Videla said he we could have done so last month, but Mrs. Darien's
statement before the Congress forced hifn to suspend the announcement.
In the course of a few days, he believed he could develop a satis
factory announcement.
Mr. Clift said that in considering the announcement, it is important
to remember the timing in the United States. The Ex-Im Bank must
take its decision by September 15. The Humphrey-Kennedy Amendment
comes into effect on October 1. The Vice President said we would
hope the announcement could be taken care of before then. He said
this might enable us to move on the Ex-Im letter before the .15th
deadline. Videla said this was"his intention. He did not think it
could be done, however, before September 15.
The Vice President said we are encouraged that you will receive the
Commission. Will you authorize me to tell the President that this
will be done. Videla said yes. The Vice President asked when
Assistant Secretary Vaky may come. Videla said after his announce
ment on the commission. He said he would prefer to have Vaky to
~v
visit Argentina alone. The Vice President said he wouldn't give a yes
on this, but he would recommend it. Videla asked if the U.S. will
let him know ahead of time what Vaky's mission will be to permit him
to prepare for it. The Vice President said we would communicate this.
i
President Videla observed that US-Argentine relations proceed in
multiple channels — economic, political, cultural. Now our
relations are focused solely on human rights. He said he can
understand this problem if it is addressed in the broader spectrum
of our overall relations and is not the single focus.
The Vice President said that if we can get on the road to progress
in human rights, this whole other vista will open. He said he
thought we are now at a point where we can turn the right way.
Videla said "I think we can. Mr. Vice President, I know your time
was' limited.
I appreciate this meeting. Please give my greetings
and best wishes to President Carter."
aiiiCRBT/CENCITIVE/NODIS/XGDS
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MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

Warren Christopher, Acting

Arms Transfer Policy.
The text of your statement
on conventional aims transfer policy, was sent to all
diplomatic posts this afternoon. \Embassies in countries
where we have supply relationships were instructed to
inform their host governments promptly of the nature
of the new policy. We provided key Embassies with
guidance on matters of special interest to their
respective host governments.
Nixon Letter.
We told the Vietnamese today in
Paris that the Nixon letter to Lester Wolff was not
related to the normalization negotiations, and we
downplayed the story in today's press briefing. The
timing and content of Mr. Nixon's letter to Wolff
seems to be part of his effort to regain a measure
of public acceptance.
Todman Trip to Latin America.
Assistant Secretary
Todman returned thiB week from a quick swing through
Latin America. In Colombia, President Lopez MichelBen
pressed for the helicopters which we promised him in
1975 under our narcotics assistance program, but which
we are hesitant to deliver because of reported
narcotics-related corruption in the Colombian Government.
Lopez generally supports our human rights policy but
warned that we should not try to be the "world1 s moral
policeman." He urges that wet internationalize the
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Colombian officials pressed their view that we should
give special preferences to Latin American goods to
offset the preferences the European Community extends
to former European colonies.
In Venezuela, President Perez, looking forward
to his forthcoming state visit, is anxious to cooperate
with us in all areas and to take a strong stand on
human rights. The Venezuelans stressed that the
single most important issue in our bilateral relations
is the removal of Venezuela (and Ecuador) from the
list of OPEC countries excluded from our system of
generalized trade preferences.
Todman talked with President Videla of Argentina
who was also visiting Venezuela. Videla said that he
understood our human rights position and did not argue
with its importance, but that Argentina just could not
meet the highest standards until it wins the war against
terrorism. Videla asked for our understanding of
Argentina's difficulties.
.
Foreign Minister Silveira stressed that Brazil
attaches great importance to the Memorandum o?
Understanding signed with the United States in 1976.
He was obviously concerned that ambiguity on its
future would not only hinder bilateral problem-solving,
but could lead to a further deterioration in U.S.-Brazil
relations. Cy will be meeting with Silveira next week
during the CIEC meeting and will try to put his doubts
to rest on this Bcore. Although not discussed
extensively with Todman, the nuclear issue remains of
primary concern to the Brazilians.
Bolivian President Banzer and other Government
officials promised to speed up adjudication of the
cases of Americans held on narcotics charges. Based
on our pledge of assistance, the Bolivian Government
is now fully committed to a program of crop substitution
for the cocaine-source coca now produced there.
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Japanese Aid Policy. Embassy Tokyo reports that
Japan will increase itsforeign assistance budget to
almost $2 billion in fiscal 1977, up 21.7 percent
over last year. The bulk of the increase will go to
multilateral agencies. Actual disbursements lag
increasingly behind budget levels, however, causing
Japan to look for ways to accelerate use of its aid
as well.
Japan's wealth, North-Sou*th pressures, and
prodding from trading partners are gradually loosening
Japan's traditionally tight purse strings. Fukuda
reportedly even considered announcing a doubling of
aid over five years at the Summit. If Fukuda and the
Foreign Ministry continue to win out over the Finance
Ministry and its allies, marked improvements in Japan's
aid budget and disbursement levels over the next few
years will result.
Panama Canal. In discussions yesterday and today,
the Panamanian negotiators indicated acceptance, in
principle, of a treaty provision under which both
Panama and the United States would jointly maintain
the neutrality of the Canal in accordance with
established rules. The negotiators also indicated
an awareness of the U.S. understanding that neutrality
provisions would apply to threats to the Canal
originating from within Panama as well as from third
countries. The talks will continue tomorrow.
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MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

Warren Christopher, Actingl^C.

Nicaragua.
Pete Vaky briefed the House and
Senate foreign affairs committees today on Nicaragua.
He found a general consensus that a mediation effort
initiated or supported by the United States was urgent.
Costa Rican efforts to open mediation have thus far
been hampered by Somoza's opposition, coolness from
other Central American governments, and the alleged
attack by a Nicaraguan plane on a Costa Rican border
area.
We are undertaking steps to revive and promote
the Central American mediation effort.
We are also
lobbying for an OAS call — sponsored by Venezuela
and Costa Rica — for a meeting ojj Foreign Ministers
which could send a fact-finding mission to review the .
cross-border attacks.
Argentina. In his meeting with the Vice President,
Videla indicated that Argentina will agree to receive the
Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (IACHR) in re
turn for the issuance by the Ex-Im Bank of "letters of
interest" on two projects.
(These letters are prelimin
ary steps and do not finally commit Ex-Im to authorize
the financing.)
The Argentines have said that they would
want the letters of interest issued before they announce
the IACHR visit, in order to avoid the appearance of
responding to U.S. pressure.
We are planning to agree
to Ex-Im's issuance of the letters this month, and the
Argentines have told us that in October they will agree
to the visit.
Assuming the IACHR visit is announced and
assuming there is no deterioration in human rights condi
tions in Argentina in the interim, Ex-Im would then pro
ceed to make a preliminary commitment to finance the
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projects in question and to resume certain other Ex-Im
programs as well. This approach was worked out yester
day in a meeting in which John Moore and Henry Owen
participated.
Iran. I asked Ambassador Zahedi, who is just back
from Tehran, to come in today to reassure him of our
continuing support for Iran and to seek his assessment
of the present situation there. Zahedi claimed that
the recent highly-organized demonstrations are a new
phenomenon, stimulated by the communists and quite
different from the disjointed protests led by the
religious leaders in recent months. He said the
government declared martial law when it appeared that
a coup by younger officers was a possibility. I ex
pressed the hope that the current martial law measures
and related steps are only temporary; he assured me
they were. I assured him unequivocally that the U.S.
was not involved in any respect in the plotting against
the Iranian Government.
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MARTINEZ DE HOZ SAI9 THAT MILE ARGENTINA ADMIRES U.S. TRADIT.ONS
AND LAIS AND CITED THE COMMON HISTORY, THE PRESENT SITUATION
IS HiGHLY ABNORMAL STEMMING IN PART ST INhiBITIGN OF THE JUDICIARY
TO SENTENCE TERRORISTS BECAUSE OF FEAR OF RETD(BUT.OR AGAINST
THEMSELVES AND THEIR FAMINES. THE POLICE BECAME DISCOURSED HHEN
TERRORISTS BROUGHT TO TRIAL HERE ALWAYS SET FREE. THUS, A POLICY
OF TARING NC PRISONERS WAS ADOPTED. LIKEWISE, YOUNG MILITARY
OFFICERS TOGA MATTERS INTO THEIR OWN HANDS. MARTINEZ DE HOZ
SAID PRESIDENT VIQELA IS COMMITTED TO RESTORING HUMAN RIGHTS.
CONSIDERABLE PROGRESS HAS BEEN HAOE IN WIPING OUT THE TWO MAIN
TERRORIST GROUPS ANO HE ANTICIPATES 6RA0UAL IVROVEMENT IN
RESTORING HUMAN RIGHTS OVER THE NEXT FEW MONTHS.
BOSTER

S E C R t ’ SECT I OR 1 OF 2 GUATEMALA 3**6
LlMOiS
TREASURY FOR PETER RRDGES
E.O. 11652 SOS
TAGS: OCOI. EFIM. ShUH. CT
S'JBJ: SECRETARY BLUMENTHAL' S BILATERAL MEETING WITH ARGENTINA
REF:

ll OF 12

OE HOE IF HE GAR A HAY TO MOVE FROM EXTRA LEGAL METHOOS OF CON
TROL TO THE NORMAL LECAL PROCESS IN HANOI 110 TERRORISTS.
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CUATEMAiA 3*13, BRIOGES-BITTNER TELECOM

AS PER RESUEST BY MX. PETER BR.OCES THERE FOLLOWS HEUCCH OF
SECRETARY BLUMENTHAL'3 BILATERAL MEET.NS WITH ARGENTINE MINISTER
OF ECONOMY MARTINEZ DE HOZ:
'MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION
PARTICIPANTS:
ARGENTINA: JOSE ALFREDO MARTINEZ DE HOZ. MINISTER OF ECONOMY
ALDOLFO CEXAR DlZ, PRESIDENT OF THE CENTRAL BANK
DANTE SIMONE. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, IMF
U.S.
MICHAEL BL'JMENTHAL. SECRETARY OF TREASURY
C. FREE BERCSTEN. ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF TREASURY
ARNOLD SACHUANOFF, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF TREAS'JRY
RI CHAP 3 AREL.ANO. DEPUTY ASSlSTAN* SECRETARY OF S’ATE
EDWARD B.TTYER. QFFiCE OF DEVELOPING NATIO'.S FINANCE, TREASURY
TiHE AND PLACE: MAY ![, 1977 - U.S. C-ARCER*, GUATEMALA
SUBJ:

(

•

BILATERA. MEETiNG WITH ARGENT'hA

MARTiNEZ OE HOZ SAIO HE WAS GRATEFUL FOR OPPORTUNITY TO EXPLAIN
PERSONALLY TO SECRETARY BLUMENTHAL THE ECONOMIC PROGRESS THAT
ARGENTINA HAS MADE SINCE THE ADMINISTRATION OF VlDELA. HE BEGAN
by Giving a oetailed description of the ”olitical machinations
LENDING UP TO THE MILITARY TAXE0VER IN MAR 197S, EMPHASIZING
THA' THE U'LITARY RELUCTANTLY ASSUMED POWER WHEN PERON'S WIFE HA0
LGSt CONT’Ol CF t«e political SITUATION AND 'HE ECCSOU* HAD REACHED
'PCC* BJ"CU'. HE SA D HE AGREED TO BE U.NiS'EP CF ECC'ICL'Y CNLY
if -l ha: the cd»»lete pd. t;:a. backing of the uil.tary aac if
HE WCUlC have CSN'ROl Over a.. U'lA'STR ES .SiOLY'NS THE ECCNCUT.
THE Military NhERiTED A LEGACY OF TERRORIST ORGANIZATIONS WHICH
PtRCN HAD BACHED iN ORDER TO OPPOSE THE 'REY.OUS GCfERNMERTS.
BU' WH.CH Ul'VATELV GOT OUT CT CONTROL.

I

UAR'iliEZ DL HOZ RECREATED THE ECONOMIC PROGRESS WHICH. HAS
BEEN MADE UNDER HiS LEADERSHIP. OIRECTlKG OUR ATTENTION TO BOON
Wl’H CHARTS SHOWING INTER ALIA DECREASE IN UNEMPLOYMENT,
OECREASE IN MONETARY EXPANSION. INCREASE IN AGRICULTURAL PRCOLCT.GN. ENERGY PRODUCTION AND EXFORT S»IP1CENTS. REDUCTION :N
GCYF»HW:r BEHC*. CECL:NE iN RATE of NFLATiDN. AND INPiOVEUER' IN EXTERNAL SEC73R. HE SAIC HE WAS ABLE '0 CONVINCE THE
POP.lA'iCN ABC.' *HE TiECESS.T* CF A CEC’LASED CRDWTH iN PEAL WAGES
AC 'HI P( Ct fJp ICh EV,M S'ABlTY.
Bl-VFK'HA. SA : HE ACM.RED >E PROGRESS IN THE EDDNOHY WH.CH
HAD BEEN UAOi ANC UNCLPS'ANDS 'lE PQ. I' :»l 5'UA'lON S'EVJING
(i:v 'Hi 'ERFC= SV 'i“ER!TED fpDB PFFV OUS COYEPN1,E!iTS. “E C tEC
THE FACT 'HA' 'HE BENDIX CORPORATION W:TH WiiCh HE PREv'C.'SlT HAC
BEEN JS.CC'ATID iQSr THPEE EIRO'ES '0 'HE TERPORISTS. NEyERTh-iFSS. THE l.S. iS VERY CONCEFNEO ABOUT DUE PFCCESS DF LAW
AND T-( GENERA'. FPCTECTION OF HUUA.'I N■ G«TS. HE ASKED MARTINEZ

t
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BLUUENTHAL SAID THAT wile HE ARE UKDERSTANDING OF ARCENTIRA'S
PROBLEM AND HE DON'T WISH TO INTERFERE INTERNALLY, THE CARTER
ADMINISTRATION MUST BE CONSISTENT IN THE PURSUIT OF HUMAN RIGHTS.
THE KARA IN AMENDMENT REQUIRES US TO VOTE AGAINST LOANS BY THE IDB
FOR COUNTRIES HITH GROSS VIOLATIONS EXCEPT IN ThE CASE OF THE
NEEDY. THE BADILLO AMENDMENT, WHICH ALREADY HAS PASSED THE HOUSE
MOULD EXTEND THIS LAW TO OTHER IFI'S. HR lit HUMPHREY
AMENDMENT MOULD PROVIDE MORE FLEXIBILITY. THE ADMINISTRATION IS AS
A HATTER OF ITS OHM POLICY AND CONViCTlOS, COMMITTED TO THE
ADVANCEMENT OF HUMAN RIGHTS. HE SUCGESTEO, THEREFORE, THAT IT
MIGHT BE ADVISEABLE FOR ARGENTINA TO POSTPONE APPLICATIONS FOR
LOANS UNTIL IT COULD SHOW SOME DEFINITE IMPROVEMENT IN HUMAN RIGHTS.
MARIINEE DE hOZ SAID THAT PRESIDENT VlOELA IS COMMITTED TO
RESTORING HUMAN RIGHTS AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. ARGENTINA HAS TWO
LOANS IN THE PIPELINE FOR IDB CONS 13ERAT.OH WHICH COULD BE HEiD
LP. BUT HE IS CONCERNED ABOUT A Sill UILlION LOAN FOR THE NATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT BANK HPICH IS BEING CONSIDERED BY THE IBRD. HE
EXPRESSED CONCERN THAT ARGENTINA WOULO NOT BE ABLE TO UTILIZE ITS
S31I MILLION C’JOTI WITH THE IBRD IF THE LOAN HERE DELAYED TO THE
NEXT F SCAL YEAR. NE SAID HE HOPED THAT THIS LOAN MIGHT GET
THROUGH THE NEEDY' LOOPHOLE ON THE GROUHOS OF EMPLOYMENT GENERATION.
BLUUENTHAL RESPDNOED BY INDICATING THAT 'HE IBRD LOAN IS VERY
L'lELY TO PRESENT PROBLEMS FOR US.
MARTINEZ DE HOZ BECAME SOMEWHAT DEFENSIVE AND ASKEO WHO
WORRIES ABOUT HUMAN RIGHTS FOR THE VICTIMS OF THE TERRORISTS.
ARELLANO SAID THERE IS NO RAY OF RATIONALIZING HUMAN RIGHTS
VIOLATIONS.
IV RESPONSE '0 BLUUENTHAL*S QUESTION ABCJT ASSERTIONS OF
ANTI-SEMITISM IN ARGENT I HA, MARTINEZ CLAIMED THERE WAS NO SUBSTANCE
TO THE CHARGES.

I

(113322

CONGRESS'S POSITION FIRMLY TO MANTINE2 DE HOE SUBSEQUENT
TO THE LATTEN’S BILATERAL HITH SECRETARY BLUUENTHAL. U.S.
EXECU'IVE D'RECTOR RALPH CUNGAN MADE THE SAME CARE ON A
DIFFERENT OCCASION TO MARTINET OE HOZ.
BOSTER
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B.UMEN'HAl SI D HE BELIEVES THAT 'HE U.S. POSITION IS CLEAR.
HE HOPE '0 SFf IMPROVEMENT IN HJUAN RIGHTS MADE QUICKLY AND MOULD
LIKE TO BE INFORMED CONCERNING PRCGRESSMADE.
Bl .’VEl'Hlw Rt ’ERATEO U.S. OPPOSI’.CN TO ANY INCREASE IN
Si.ARY FOR IDB EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS AND ASKED FDR ARGENT HA'S
Support.
MART:NF2 DE HDZ AGREEO '0 DISCUSS SALARY ISSUE H T« CRUZ MENA
H 'H >E CBJ'LT YE 0> HAY NG l’ PJ' AS
HE *“EN BROUGHT UP THE
PCSS’B 11TV V IN'AL BEING EliMlNA'ED. DR TRANSFORMED. SINCE
INTAI IS 'HE ONLY INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION LOCATED IN ARGENTINA
MARTINEZ DE HDZ IS ANXIOUS T-AT ir REMAIN THERE IN SOME FORM.
tfRGSTTN SAID THAT AS THE SECRETAR' iNDCATED IN HlS OR
MEE'NG SPEECH. THE u.S. WISHES TC STUDY THE FUTURE OF INTAL.
='i'|F2 CE "CZ THA'I.ED T-E 5EC«E’ARY r»p BEING ABLE 'C speak
F'AV.L' ABUyl ’HE Sr.AT,OK 171 ARGENT hi.
as re9:»:ed we^te. co’iGressman bad'.lo explained
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WASHINGTON
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MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE VICE PRESIDENT

From:

Cyrus Vance

Subject

Meeting with Argentine President Videla

You are scheduled to meet with Argentine
President Videla September 4 in Rome to discuss U.S.-Argentine relations and ways to reverse a precipitous deterior
ation in our relations.
The basic point you should make
is that we BeriouBly wish to improve relations as conditions
permit and that a comprehensive and thorough review of our
total relationship may be desirable.
Assistant Secretary
Vaky has been designated to undertake this taBk and is pre
pared to make arrangements with President Videla for thiB
purpose.
SETTING
Faced with a once severe terrorist threat, the mili
tary government in Argentina has seriously abused basic
human rights (Attachment 1).
The United States has as a
result restricted military sales (g_n embargo oj^thj^aft^g of
Munitions List items will go into effect October 1.Attach
ment
nack approval of Argentine transactions in
the Export-Import Bank, and voted against Argentine loan
proposals in the International Financial Institutions
(Attachment 3).
We have sought to induce improvement by
indicating that Argentine steps in this direction would
result in relaxing these restrictions.
Initially, the Argentine Government reacted to our
pressure with some restraint and sought to convince ub
of the neceBBity of itB actions.
More recently, however,
it has moved rapidly to diversify its international ties,
reassess its relationship with us, and prepare to adopt
an adversarial course.

In a major attempt to encourage progress in human
rights and improve ‘relations, Under Secretary Newsom
visited Argentina last May and suggested that some
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relaxation of our restrictive actions would be possible
if the Argentine government would take one or more of
the following Bteps (Attachment 4):
— Agreement with the Inter-American Human RightB
Commission (IAHRC) on a visit to Argentina;
— Try, release, or allow exi^e for the'prisoners
held without charge;
-- Establish a mechanism to inform families of the
fate of the disappeared*
While Mr. Newsom was given a courteous and sympathetic
reception, the Argentine authorities have not taken any
significant steps forward since his visit.
Reaction in
Argentina to our pressure, on the other hand, has been
severe.
Contrary to our own view, many Argentines consider
that the situation has measurably improved in the last
two years.
The recent denial of an Ex-In letter of
interest to Allis-Chalmers for the sale of hydroelectric
equipment, in particular, was seen as a deliberate escalation
in our sanctions.
As the most powerful Spanish-speaking country of
South America, Argentina could become a significant nega
tive force in areas important to us such as nuclear pro
liferation (Attachment 5), regional security arrangements,
conventional arms restraint, and.Thirds World issues.
VidelatB Approach

*

We do not know exactly what Videla will say*
Be may
simply give the standard Argentine exposition -- that
human rights violations are an unfortunate, if unavoidable
and necessary, by-product of the effort to suppress a vicious
terrorist campaign, which threatens Argentina with anarchy.
On the other hand, there is also the possibility that he
might bring some new concrete points, explain steps they
are now prepared to take (particularly in regard to the
Human RightB Commission), and suggestions on the future
evolution of U.S.-Argentine relations.
Your Approach
Your approach Bhould be sympathetic.
You would wish
to avoid commitments in response to specific suggestions,
if any, but would note that you will carry Videla’s
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message back to President Carter.
We recommend you say specifically:
— On our Bide, we seriously wish to improve rela
tions ;
As a token of this, we have taken -- and are taking
some modest steps, Buch as release of export
licenses for ambulance aircraft as well as Army
helicopters, airport radar equipment, voice
security communications equipment and other items
on our Munitions Export Control List.

(
— While we understand the trigic history of Argen
tina's domestic political conflict, we remain
concerned over the human rights situation, specifi
cally the treatment of the human person.
— We wish to maintain normal relations in as many
areas as possible, as is evidenced, for example,
by the forthcoming bilateral economic consulta
tions (Attachment 6), and are prepared to expand
these relations as conditions permit.
— We believe a thorough and comprehensive review
of the whole gamut of our relations would be
desirable.
The President and the Secretary of
State have asked Assistant Secretary Vaky to
undertake this.
— The place and format for such consultations would
be for President Videla to decide.
Assistant
Secretary Vaky is willing to come to Buenos Aires,
as previously proposed.
a
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THEM. THE FORMER SECRETARY TOLD VIDElA HE GAVE HIS FULL
SUPPORT TO PRESIDENT'CARTER ON HIS AFRICAN POLICY.

I

6. HUMAN RIGHTS WERE DISCUSSED BRIEFLY. KISSINGER SAID IT
WAS UNFORTUNATE MANY AMERICANS STILL THOUGHT ARGENTINA WAS
A SOFT DRINK. HE SAID THIS INDICATED THAT ‘Iffl'Sf »"*
NOT AHARE OF ANIENT INE HISTORY NOR OF IT! STRUGGLE AfillHIT
TERpoiTftl. HI EMPHASIZED IHAI TbWtUHISM WAS NOT SOLELY OF
ARGENTINE* ORIGIN BUT INSTEAD IT HAD BECOME AN INTERNATIONAL
CONCEPT. HIMI MGER APPLAUDED ARGENTINA'S EFFORTS IN
OOHBATTI NO TERRORISM BUT~HF Al SO ITIFSSEO THAT TACTICg-UIEG

E.O. 11652: GOS
TAGS: OVIP

)M~BEfElIllULTERRORISTS HAD NO PLACE IN ABSENTIMA.TODAY.

SUBJECT:

7. THROUGHOUT LUNCH VIDELA SEEMED RELAXED AND FRIENDLY.
HE TENSED UP C'iLY WHEN ARGENTINA'S PROSPECTS IN THE WORLD
CUP WERE DISCUSSED. HE DISPLAYED NO ANNOYANCE AT USG.

HENRY KISSINGER VISIT TO AROENTINA

SUnP.ARY: FR0I1 ARR: VAL TO DEPARTURE HENRY KISSINGER AND HIS
FAMIIY HERE WEIL RECEIVED |Y ARGENTINE POPULACE. THE SOA
LAID OUT RED CARPET, PULLING OUT STOPS. OR. KISSINGER SPOKE
TO DIVERSIFIED GRCJPS--FROH 1ANKERS TO GAUCHOS.
IN HOST
INSTANCES, HE COHPlIHERTEO GOA FOR OEFEATING TERORISTS IUT
HE WARNED THAT TACTICS USEO AGAINST THEN THEN ARE HOT
JSTIFIAILE NOW. GENERALLY, OR. XISSIN1ER PUBLICLY AFFIRHED

HIS SUPPORT FOR PRESIDENT CARTER'S FOREIGN POLICY WITH A
FEW EXCEPTIONS.
r-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

pas REVIEWED 15-AUQ-2012: DECLASSIFIED FOR RELEASE IN FULL.
1.

DR. KISSINGER, HIS WIFE AND SON ARRIVED IN IA EARLY

WEDNESDAY HORNING (JUNE 21). HE WAS NET AT THE AIRPORT BY
A FONOFF REP WHO DOGGED HIH THROUGHOUT HIS VISIT. KISSINQER
WAS THE GUEST OF PRESIDENT VIDElA, SUPPOSEDLY INVITED TO VIEW
WORLD CUP. THE FORMER SECRETARY HADE IT CLEAR DURING HIS
FIVE-DAY STAY HE WAS IN ARGENTINA AS PRIVATE CITIZEN AND NOT
A SPOKESMAN FOR USG.

=*

:

1

*.
*

2. KISSINGER'S FIRST ACTIVITY WAS TO LUNCH WITH PRESIDENT
VIDELA, COL. MALLEI GIL IINTERPRETER) AND AMBASSADOR CASTRO
AT LOS OLIVOS, OFFICIAL PRESIDENTIAL RESIDENCE. VIDElA
PREARRANGED IT SO KISSINGER AND THE INTERPRETER WOULD MEET
WITH HIH PRIVATELY HALF HOUR BEFORE AMBASSADOR'S ARRIVAL.
IMMEDIATELY ON AMBASSADOR'S DHHIVAI |U HIM MJfICH WAY "ERYFfti

...

..

..

3.
KISSINGER INFORMED AMBASSADOR THAT DURING PRIVATE
SESSION WITH PRESIDENT HUMAN NIGHTS WERE DISCUSSED. ALLEGECLY
VIDELA VA'ITEO SUGGESTIONS FROM DR. KISSINGER AS TO HOW TO
IMPROVE RELATIONS WITH USG. THE AMBASSADOR WAS NOT INFORMED
WHETHER KISSINGER OFFERED ANY SOLUTIONS.
4
AT lunch, VIDELA ASKED KISSINGER FOR HIS VIEWS ON LATIN
AMERICA. FORMER SECRETARY RESPOHOED THAT NOW MORE THAN EVER
WAS TIME TO BE CONCERNED ABOUT DEFENSE CAPABILITIES OF WESTERN
HEMISPHERE. HE ADDED UNITV OF ACTION AMONG 1HE LA CgjJUlRLES
iOeouired' if~al. AMijTClH CDUWTHlES'WrfiTsiiRVivE.
he
STRESSED THAT DURING HIS TEHURrAS SECRETARV OF STATE, LATIN

AMERICA WAS NOT HIS TOP PRIORITY.

HE SAID THIS WAS TRUE

BEFORE ^ WAS SECRETARY AND IT IS TRUE NOW. KISSINGER POINTED
OUT THAT THIS WAS NOT MEANT TO BE A REFLECTION ON ANY
ADMINISTRATION. THE LACK OF^t«EjmOH TOWARDS LA WAS NOT A
DEL I BERATE ACTOR ANYBODY'S PART.
PTWAfe-lUST A FACT THAT
WITH THE
mr umi ■"cGWryum, a>fi| fn xnsiiT
5. jnSSINGER EMPHASIZED LATIN AMERICAN HAT BE HETCTt
RUaSlA AMU UUHTrsCHmtr HE ADDED IN VIEW OF EVENTS IN

DECLASSIFIED
E.O. 13526

AFKCAIT IS IMPERATIVE THAT THE USG FOCUS ON LATIN AMERlC^
i.e
■*T*,nfHT runTF" "" his annapolis speech.
KISSINGER STRESSED HISluEFBIII UP HOST fir..rillTtH>fr-nmEiaH

Authority

POLICY, ESPECIALLY THE PANAMA CANAL TREATY AHfr-SM-ES OF AIR
CRAFT TO MID-EASTERN JOORTlfTES. KISSINGER ‘_________

nara__£LE:— Dato

ABOMINABLE THAT A irfru AAFWAIl f n~~THAT CUBAN SOLDIERS VER
INVINCIBLE.

SINS WHEN, HE ASKED, CAN CUBAN SOLDIERS MARtH

FROM SOUTH fO NORSK IN AFRICA AND EXPECT THE WORLD TO APBLAUD

^CDNriDEHTlAb

-U ~2d
--------

„• *
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I. EARLY THURSDAY HORN I NO DR. KISSINQER MET WITH DR. JORSE
LUIS 80RGES, XC1ED AR8ENTINE POET AND WRITER. THIS PROHPTED
HUCH NEWS COVERAGE. LATER IN DAY KISSINGER AND FANILY
DEPARTED WITH lliNISTER OF ECONOHY HART INEZ DE HOI TO OVER
NIGHT AT AN ESTANCIA IF ARID . THIS WAS HOSTLY A SOCIAL EVENT.

BUENOS (4137

HY ONLY CONCERN IS THAT KISSINGER'S REPEATED HIGH PRAISE
FOR ARGENTINA'S ACTION IN WIPING OUT TERRORISM AND HIS
STRESS ON THE IMPORTANCE OF ARGENTINA HAY NAVE GONE TO SOME
CONSIDERABLE EX’EIlT TO HIS HOSTS' READS. DESPITE KIS
DISCLAIMERS THAT THE METHODS USED IN FIGHTING TERRORISM MUST
NOT IE PERPETUATEO, THERE IS SOME 0ANGER THAT ARGENTINES
HAT USE KISSINGER'S LAUDATORY STATEMENTS AS JUSTIFICATION
FOR HARDENING THE'R HUMAN RIGHTS STANCE.
CASTRO

12. ON JUNE 24 KISSINGER PARTICIPATED IN AN OFF THE RECORD
PRESS CONFERENCE AND WAS HADE AN HONORARY HEHBER OF ARGENTINE
COUNCIL ON INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS. THIS OROUP IS COHPRISED
OF FORHER FONE'HI MINISTERS, WHO H0L3 THEHSELVES UP TO THE
PUBLIC AS THE 'ELITE GROUP* ON FORE I ON AFFAIRS. DR. KISSINGER
GAVE AN OFF THE CUFF TALK. HE STRESSEO THAT THERE WAS NO
CUESTIO'l BUT ’HAT AKER I CANS LACXED KNOWLEDGE ABOUT
ARGENTINA'S HISTORY. ESPECIALLY, Amlll‘->F I ACHED FAHILIARITY
um^AKFNTiKfs fxPEtTENCE IIfTfBIfriHfl
" F»n»iwtn

11

S HIS OPINION GOA HAD DONE AN OUTSTANDING JOB IN WIPING
cut' TERP6H1ST'VUKCES, BUI ALSO CAUIIUNEITTHAT METHODS into
Tr. I>IGF’iNO TtMBHISH mm NOV 0E PEHPETUHTTD. ""E 'explained
MOVEMENT TOWaTuT RUNHALLY MUSI-TAtt-mCE IF DEMOCRATIC

IOEA.S ARE TC PREVAIL.
13. DR. KISSINGER ALSO APPEARED IN A QUESTION ANO ANSWER
PERIOD WITH ONE OF AROENTI NR' SPOPULAR NEWS COMKEHTERS.
OF THE GREATEST YI 111"
BH”-—WAS
UNFORTUliATE THAI IN'SBHE IRSIANLL5 WUHAN RIGHTS WAS
BEING USED AS A WEAPON AGAINST ITS FRIENDS.~

'

COMMENT:

2721237

EFFORT TO GIVE APPEARANCE THEY VERE NOT EMISSARIES OF
OPPOSITION TO CURRENT US ADMINISTRATION.

II. AFTER THE RECEPTION, KISSINGER ATTENOED A DINNER GIVEN
BY HIHISTER OF ECONOHY HARTINEZ OE HOE. THIS GROUP WAS
GOHPOSEO OF BANKERS, ECONOHISTS AND INDUSTRIALISTS. THE MAIN
DISCUSSION CONCERNED HEARS TO ATTRACT FOREIGN INDUSTRIAL ANO
OTHER INVESTHENT TO ARGENTINA. THE LONG TERN LACK OF POLITICAL
STABILITY AND INFLATION SEEHED TO BE THE HA IN CONCERN OF
THE GROUP. LITTLE ELSE DEVELOPED FROH THE DINNER.

,

12 OF R

EHIASSY PERSONNEL.THEY WERE 0000 GUESTS AND HADE EVERY

10. ON FRIDAY EVENING A RECEPTION WAS GIVEN AT EHIASSY
RESIOEKCE HONORING KISSINGER AND FANILY. APPROXIHATELY TWO
HUNDRED PERSONS ATTENDED. GOA TOP OFFICIALS WERE WELL
REPRESENTED.

a

TELEGRAM

CONCEPT OF
HE'SAIO HE WOULD WAIT ABOUT TWO WEEKS AFTER HIS RETURN TO
USI BEFORE SPEAKING OUT. KISSINGER WORKED CLOSELY WIT?

9. CN HIS RETURN FROH THE FARH, KISSINGER SPOKE TO EHIASSY
PERSONLEL. HE GAVE A PEP TALKS TO AHERICAN FOREIGN SERVICE
PERSONNEL AS WELL AS LOCALS. HE NARRATED SOHE OF HIS
EXPERIENCES WHILE IN USG SERVICE. HIS HUHOROUS APPROACH
WAS WELL RECEIVED IT ALL.

{

•

THE X>SSINCCR FAMILY"aYTENDED A FOOTBALL GAME IN

ROSARIO, WHERE HE WAS INTRODUCED TO THE PUBLIC. INDICATIONS
ARE HE VAS WEL- RECEIVED BY THE AUDIENCE. HE ALSO ATTENDED
TWO OTHER GAMES IN BUENOS AIRES AS'A GUEST OF PRESIDENT
VIOELA. THE ARGENTINE MEDIA GAVE FAVORABLE ANO HEAVY
COVERAGE TO THE KISSINGER VISIT.
COMMENT: DR. KISSINGER TOLD THE AMBASSADOR HE WOULD NOT
CRITICIZE THE CARTER ADMINISTRATION SO LOUO AS HE WAS OVER
SEAS. HE SPOKE HIGHLY OF PRESIDENT CARTER'S FOREIGN POLICY
TO THE AMBASSACOR, RUT FELT HE WOULD SPEAjLffl)T_A6AHUH-JNI

COHHDENTIAL
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CONFIDENTIAL (Entire text)
BILATERAL PAPER
ARGENTINA
Your Meeting with Foreign Minister Pastor
I.

PARTICIPANTS
The Secretary
Ambassador Vaky

II.

Carlos Washington Pastor
(Phonetic: pahsTOR)

INTRODUCTION

Argentina was helpful in the OAG vote on the
Nicaraguan resolution. The GOA ^ants a high-level
bilateral exchange with us during the course of the
Ecuadorean inauguration. We want to encourage Argentina
to continue its efforts to end human rights abuses.
The Foreign Minister will note that progress has been
made. Pastor may suggest that we should take some
public action to bolster President Videla's and General
Viola's prestige and authority.
III.

ISSUES

A. Human Rights. There has been some progress
on human rights in Argentina. Disappearances have
declined from the 55 per month average in 1978. There
have been 13 unaccounted-for disappearances since February 1,
the last occurring May 13. The GOA continues to release
prisoners held under Executive Power. The ICRC reports
that prison conditions have improved. There is, however,
still little information on the fate of disappeared
persons.
Legal efforts to force the Government to show,
cause for holding alleged subversives have not been
successful.
t
Points to be Made
— We are pleased with moves to curb disappearances,
and urge the government to continue to investigate
recent cases and definitively end the practice.
— We hope families of the disappeared will
receive information that they request.
— We are pleased with the release of prisoners
held under Executive Power, and hope that all
CONFIDENTIAL
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prisoners will be given fair trials or be freed.
— We remain deeply concerned over the
continued detention of Jacobo Tlmerman,
and hope that he will be released without delay.
-- We hope to see greater numbers of prisoners
released under the Right of Option Program.
B. Nicaragua and Central America. The GOA was
most helpful in supporting the United States and the
Andean countries in the OAS vote and has already moved
to recognize the new Government. However, the GOA
It cannot be
supplied arms to the Somoza regime.
expected to have much influence with Nicaragua.
Point to be Made
— We appreciate the GOA's support on the Nicaragua
Resolution in the OAS and hope that the GOA will
support the Andean countries in their efforts
to assist Nicaragua.
i

C. Beagle Channel. The Papal mediation of the
Beagle Channel dispute is still in progress.
Point to

be Made

*

— We are pleased that Argentina and Chile agreed
to mediation of the Beagle dispute and hope that
both will continue to work with the Vatican.
D. Nuclear Technology. We are discussing with
potential suppliers (Canada, the FRG and Switzerland)
safeguards and other conditions they will require
for the sale of a heavy water plant.
(We would have
preferred that Argentine deferral of reprocessing
be a condition, but Canada is unwilling to require
deferral and the FRG will follow Canada's lead.) We
are also dicussing with the GOA the additional U.S.
safeguards requirements, effective in March 1980,
needed for us to continue nuclear cooperation. We do not wish to take the initiative on this.
•

Point to be Made (If raised)
-- We want to cooperate with Argentina in the
transfer of nuclear power equipment and technology.
Our cooperation must be consistent with the nuclear
export law and policy.
August 1979
GQNFIDENTIRIT
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Argentina

MEETING
President Carter with President Jorge Rafael Videla
of Argentina
September 9, 1977 - 9: 00 a.m.
Cabinet Room - White House
Checklist and Follow-up Items
1.

Videla said that as soon as political conditions permit — perhaps
before the end of the year, Argentina would ratify the Treaty of
Tlatelolco.

2.

President Carter told Videla the USG would talk to the Cubans
about signing the Treaty of Tlatelolco, He asked whether Argentina
would send representatives to the Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation
Conference on October 19 - 21, 1977. ^

3.

President Carter said he would provide the Department of State
for onward transmission to the Government of Argentina, a list
prepared by a Washington human rights group containing the
names of 3,000 individuals being detained in Argentina.

4.

Videla said he hoped that die problem of detainees might be
resolved by Christmas 1977.

5.

In response to President Carter's inquiry whether it might
be possible to send representatives of the OAS or UN to confirm
human rights progress in Argentina sometime after Christmas,
Videla referred to recent visits by USG officials and said such
visits are the best way to show that Argentina is not ashamed
of its record. Videla said he was not troubled by visits by
international human rights commissions which testify to the
facts in Argentina.

6.

The President and Secretary Vance accepted Videla's invitation
for the Secretary to visit Argentina aftei* his trip to Brazil to
complete bilateral consultations,
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MEMORANDUM
THE WHITE HOUSE
waskinoton

CONFIDENTIAL—
““ “

September 8, 1977

»
MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI

SUBJECT:

The Last Five Bilaterals: Argentina*
Uruguay, Grenada, Bahamas and Co eta Rica

i
Argentina

*■

j

Nonproliferation
We would very much like to have Argentina attend the International
Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation Conference, October 19-21 in Washington.
Since both Chile and Brazil said they would implement Tlatelolco
Argentina did, Argentina is obviously key. If you could coax Videla into
saying, "We will do it, if they do iti' then you might want to suggest a
simultaneous decision at the Washington conference in October.

!
j

t
Human Rights
Unlike Stroessner or Pinochet, Videla is said to be aware of the way
the world views the present human rights situation in Argentina, and more
importantly, the validity of that view. He 1b Baid to be a moderate struggling
to improve Argentina's human rights performance against unyielding hardliners in the junta. If this 1b true, and our intelligence reports confirm
this interpretation, then, paradoxically, the best way to approach Videla
would be with a very firm statement on our human rights policy. His
opponents criticize him for being too deferential to the U. S. , and thus,
the best way to strengthen his hand would be to reiterate your strong
commitment. Specifically, there are a number of recent arrests and
detentions of JewB (like J&cobo Timerman, a prominent newspaper
publisher, and the Deutsch family, who have influential relatives in Los
Angeles) which suggest the resurgence of anti-semitiBm. More generally,
we want to continue to urge an end to the state of siege and to urge the
government to publish a list of all prisoners, showing their place of
detention and the charges against them.
„
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You may also want to mention that the Argentine Committee on
Human RightSj a non-profit organization with an office in Washington
has compiled a partial list of some 3, 000 names of people who have
disappeared or are detained. The State Department has a copy of this
list, and any information which the Argentine government can provide
on the whereabouts of the people, whose names are on the list would be
appreciated.
One-1 other point: Fat Derlan, as well aE» Assistant Secretary Todman
both visited Argentina recently.
Uruguay
Human Rights
We understand that President Mendez will take advantage of his
meeting with you to announce Uruguay's first major moves on human
rights. These may include the release of some prisoners, the disclosure
of names and charges on all political prisoners, and the announcement of
disciplinary actions taken against military and police officials involved
in human rights abuses. Because this represents the first step taken
by a government that had previously refused to acknowledge that it had
political prisoners, it is significant.
We should reinforce this decision, while letting Mendez know that the
international community will judge Uruguay's performance not by words
but by deedB. You may also want to encourage l^endez to follow this
action by an invitation to the Inter-American^Commission on Human
Rights to visit Uruguay to see the positive steps first-hand.
We understand that Mendez may want to make theBe announcements
to the presB after your meeting.
Countervailing Duties
President Mendez will raise the issue of countervailing duties. He
is concerned about Treasury investigations into Uruguayan subsidies
on leather handbags and leather apparel, both important exports. A
third investigation on leather shoes was announced on September 7.
Together, these products account for 60% of Uruguay's exports to the
US. Imposition of countervailing duties would thus have a significant
impact on Uruguay’s export earnings.

i
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Officials close to Mendez tell us he believes the US Bhould do some
thing to reciprocate for his support of the Panama Canal Treaty and the
actions he is taking on human rights. He wants to be able'to show that
he can "get" as well as "give" in his dealings with the United States.
Uruguayan officials know that there is a waiver provision in our
countervailing duty law, but are not adequately familiar with how it
works. They have inquired about "an advance waiver" which is impos
sible. ’'.However, Mendez can probably get all the political mileage he
requires out of being able to announce upon his return that he discussed
the countervailing duty issue in Washington and that agreement was
reached to have high level officials on both sides consult at an early
date about how the imposition of such duties might be avoided. You will
want to point, out, however, .that the law is Btrict, and that a waiver is
possible only if the Uruguayan government ^akes steps to reduce or alter
the subsidies.
Grenada
As "comic relief" we have scheduled your meeting with Eric Gairy
in the middle of your five bilaterals. Gairy has informed our Ambassador
that he wishes to discuss seven issues with you. Among them, are the
following:.
UN Resolution on UFO’s: Gairy wants your support for his UN reso
lution favoring scientific research on Unidentified Flying Objects and the
psyche. Gairy is eager to talk about your experience with a UFO.
US Military Base; He seeks establishment in Grenada of a US base
of any service.
Tax Exemption on Foreign Convention.
Bahamas on this.

He shares the position of the
..................

Anti-Communist Fund.: He would like to see a United Stateb fund
established to help democratic governments fight communism.
God. Gairy is interested in your personal concept of God and would
like your support in calling a meeting of world religious leaders to
define "God".
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Bahamas

»

We have just learned that Prime Minister Pindling may raise
several issues not covered in your briefing book:
US Taxaction of Foreign Conventions
Section 602 of the 1976 Tax Reform Act placed severe limitations
on deductions from the federal income tax of expenditures associated
with attending foreign conventions. The Bahamian Government has
claimed that these restrictions have had an adverse effect on its tourist
industry and, by extension, the economy. We have responded that we
would be pleased to study any facts which it would care to make avail
able supporting this claim, and, if its case seemed justified, to support
an appeal of Section 602.
Duty Free Exemptions for Returning US Tourists
Congress is considering legislation that would increase the amount
of goods an American tourist can bring home with him duty-free. The
Bahamian Government is extremely interested in this legislation and the
Prime Minister may urge you to lend it youi BUpport. The Bahamian
economy is heavily weighted toward tourism(which generates about 77%
of its GNP) and a more liberal duty free exemption would serve as an
additional stimulus to the local economy. State believes this needs
further study.
Air Route New York-NaBsau
The Prime Minister may raise concerns on this. Adequate air
services between New York and Nassau are highly desirable, but the
technical nature of the subject argues that it should best be referred to
the civil aviation experts Of the two countries.
Costa Rica
Meat
Oduber seeks an increase in Costa Rica's meat quota to the US.
You will recall that you decided not to make a decision on this until
around November when USDA estimates are (available.

CONFIDENTIAL-pflMDnCHXUi
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May 23, 1977

Mrs. Carter's Trip:
The Western Hemisphere in Creative Flux

Mrs. Carter's trip comes at a propitious time. President Carter has
reasserted American leadership, and this has had a creative impact oninternational politics in the Western Hemisphere. By explaining the
new directions in U.S . policy and by underscoring our determination
to pursue these goals, Mrs . Carter will be providing the momentum for
solidifying cooperative relationships with selected governments on
important issues like human rights, arms control. and the North-South
dialogue.

*
Low Profile
From around 1965 to January 20, 1977, the United States, in effect
though not in rhetoric, retreated from*Latin America. A disastrous
war in Southeast Asia diverted scarce resources in the late 1960s . And
the Republic Administration which took power in 1969 defined U.S.
interests in the region so narrowly that it either ignored or resisted
the forces of change and reform in the nations of the hemisphere.
As significant, the U.S.
was
reluctant to involve itself in the
politics among the hemisphere states.
The great irony was that Latin America prospered during those years
economically (manufacturing exports in this period expanded by 25
percent annually) , institutionally, and internationally. Regional
institutions and bilateral relations with the U.S ., however, deteriorated.
Debate in the OAS became bi-polar with the U.S. trying to resist
unanimous Latin American resolutions, which were in fact nothing more
than reactions by the Latins to a U.S. policy, decision, or inaction. A
"low profile" by the U.S . encouraged sterile debate in the OAS . Latin
American leaders took their economic issues to global fora, like UNCTAD
and later GIEC, for negotiating. The possibilities for constructive
exchange went unexplored.
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New Leadership in the United States
President Carter's policies have been based on the premise that the
U.5 . should not be reluctant to lead or to bring the full weight of its
influence on issues of morality and social reform when we feel we are
right. I had thought that the human rights issue would unite Latin
America against us as the investment issue had done for the last decade,
but I was wrong. It has inspired the democracies, embarrassed the
repressive governments, and moved transitional governments closer
to us. Since the Carter Administration began, the military governments
in Peru, Bolivia, and Ecuador have all pledged themselves to hand power
over to the civilians in the next year or two. *
Chile with some support from Uruguay and Brazil has tried to unite the
Southern Cone countries against the new U.S. policy, but until now,
Argentina and Paraguay have resisted their initiatives. (Recent reports
have these countries planning a conference in Paraguay on June 3.)
Most importantly, U.S . leadership is welcomed once again in those
countries like Venezuela, Costa Rica, Jamaica, and Mexico with which
we have a natural affinity.
Changing Political Structures
As s a result of the President's moral leadership and determination to
take the North-South dialogue seriously, geopolitics in the hemisphere
have also undergone a dramatic transformation in the last four months.
In the sense that geopolitics in the Western Hemisphere currently permit
free floating coalitions of States, the hemisphere resembles European
politics before Napoleon; the difference is that the .coalitions currently
have the potential of being infused with genuine purpose, whereas
international politics in pre-19th Century Europe had no more profound
purpose than territorial aggrandizement or survival.
To take the most important example, Venezuela's probable motive in
reaching out to President Carter and giving enthusiastic support for
his nonproliferation and human rights policies is to contain Brazil,
and to this aim, Perez is seeking better relations with Argentina. In
this way, the pattern of traditional balance of power politics is replicated.
The difference is that the U.S. really has no interest in this game, but
it has a definite interest in the pursuit of certain policies, which because
of their greater claim to international legitimacy, attract the interest
and support of Venezuela.

t
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Venezuela's interests are not the same as ours, but they are closer to
ours than that of any other regional power. President Perez pursues
three sets of goals, only the first of which directly conflicts with our
own: (1) high prices for petroleum and OPEC solidarity; (2) contain
ment of Brazil; and (3) the milieu goals of hemispheric and global
statesman.
I believe that we can flatter Perez with acknowledgement of his leader
ship, and infuse his leadership with our two central interests in the
hemisphere --- human rights and nonproliferation. If we can make it
appear as if we are supporting him rather than that he is carrying our
water, then our leverage on OPEC pricing will be greater rather than
less than before. (Indeed, I believe that his State visit at the end of
June will provide us with an opportunity to persuade him of the necessity
of keeping the petroleum price stable.)
I

Because Brazil has become so closely identified with the antithesis of
our two current hemispheric concerns, necessity has required that we
move away from the "special relationship" which Kissinger constructed
with Brazil. But the long-term importance of Brazil also demands that
we make special efforts to improve our overall relationship with Brazil.
Thus, while increasing our support for Venezuela's efforts on behalf of
human rights, arms control, and nonproliferation, we should not permit
ourselves to be identified with any Venezuelan-Argentine attempt to contain
Brazil, and we should make clear that we would consider it inconsistent
for Venezuela to let her new alliance with Argentina overcome her great
concern for the human rights situation in Argentina. (There is some
indication that Videla asked Perez to prevent the Inter-American Com
mission on Human Rights from "interfering" with Argentina.)
«

Perez has a larger role to play. Unquestionably, if we need help in
either the Canal or the Cuba negotiations, we ought to seek his advice,
Our strategy for dealing with the Caribbean must include Venezuela.
(Their Minister of Communications told me that Venezuelans now know
how Americans feel because the Caribbean countries are referring to
them as "imperialists. ") Devising such a strategy in cooperation with
Mexico and Venezuela, as well as the U.S . and Canada, as potential
•donors would be a model for similar projects in other developing
countries .
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The increased production of Venezuelan (and Mexican) energy, the
development of alternate energy resources anA the curbing of a plutonium
economy are all issues where U.S . and Venezuelan cooperation and
leadership will be so important, and the U.S. should encourage Venezuela
to take the lead.
But Venezuela's leadership does not necessarily imply Latin America's
follower-ship, and we should be careful not to place all our eggs in
their basket. Indeed, we should independently seek the cooperation
and encourage the leadership of all the countries visited on appropriate
issues. Our strategy should be to mold coalitions around issues.
Human Rights. Our goals in the immediate future relate to the strengthen
ing of the independence, the capability, and the credibility of the InterAmerican Commission on Human Rights (1ACHR) . Specifically, this
means:
1.

Seeking cooperation to obtain the signing and ratification of the
American Convention on Human Rights.
a

2.

Seeking a larger budgetary allocation apd administrative autonomy
for the IACHR.

3.

Seeking the support of all democratic and transitional governments
for human rights issues to be discussed at the OAS General Assembly
in Grenada, and particularly for an OAS Resolution which calls
upon all governments to grant access to investigations by inter
national human rights commissions.

Nonproliferation. Our purpose is to explain the President's commitment
to nonproliferation, as demonstrated in his decision to sign Protocol I.
Our goal is to seek hemispheric support for removing the remaining
obstacles to full implementation of the Treaty of Tlatelolco.
North-South Dialogue. Instead of reacting to their concern about the
future direction of North-South negotiations, we should volunteer
comments about the President's commitment and desire that the Latin
American nations play a constructive, active, and moderate role.

t
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Andean Stability. Mrs. Carter's trip to Peru and Ecuador and our
interest in curbing the sub-regional arms race will contrast nicely
with the view of the previous Administration that any U.S. initiative
or even expression of support for arms control would be "the kiss of
death," increasing rather than decreasing tension in the region. I
believe that her visit to the region will, by her expressions of concern,
demonstrate U.S . interest in the stability of the region.
Summary
Mrs. Carter's trip will provide an opportunity for modeBt progress toward
these four goals — human rights, nonproliferation, moderate but constructive
progress in North-South negotiations, and arms control in the Andes. And
the process of developing a close relationship with President Perez will be
an important instrument in this design. Prime Minister Michael Manley
could conceivably play a similar role in developing a coordinated response
to dealing with the problems of the Caribbean.

*

*

*

*

The shift by the new Administration from a low-profile, passive policy
to an active, purposeful posture has had an interesting and unanticipated
impact on international politics in the hemisphere. To take a single
illustration, the possibility exists that Mrs. Carter's trip will prompt
human rights demonstrations in Latin America. Who would have thought
that Latin America would be so divided by a U.S . initiative, as it is
on our human rights and nonproliferation policy. Five years ago, who
would have contemplated the liberal-left in Latin America seeking the
support and applauding the initiatives of the new U.S . Government?
These changes will be seen more clearly as a result of her trip.

4
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The Secretary
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ARA - Terence A. Todman
Your Visit to Argentina November 20-22f 1977

I.

Objectives
i

O.S.-Argentine relations are increasingly strained.
Basic differences on human rights have led to a de facto
OS refusal to sell arms and to a "no" vote on an
Argentine loan application in the Inter-American Devel
opment Bank. Meanwhile# Argentina's rush toward nuclear
reprocessing raises the spectre of its becoming a
member of the nuclear club.
President videla offers the beBt hope on the nuclear
issue, and the possibility, though by no means the certainty,
of the progress on human rights improvements basic to
other issues. But Videla*s position is not secure,
and there are indications that the Argentines expect
to make some basic decisions on theiq relations with us
after evaluating their talks with you.
In this context, our objectives are to:
strengthen Videla's position vis-a-vis military
elements who oppose him on human rights and nuclear
issues (the "hardline" nationalist constituencies
on these issueB overlap);

— obtain Videla*s agreement to ratify Tlatelolco,
preferably at a date certain in the near future, and
to set the stage for possible movement on the reprocessing
issue;
— encourage Videla to follow through on his promise
of significant improvements in the Argentine human rights
situation through (a) release of detainees or affording them
due process, and (b) ending "disappearances" and torture^
-6BCKBT
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Argentina's objectives are tvofold:
— the government wants a clarification of what
Argentina may expect from us on issues on which they
would like our cooperation, including military sales; and
— President Videla will try to make the talks
appear cordial and substantive and hence to demonstrate
to Argentine public opinion that .his government has our
ear and respect.

II.

Setting
%

Although Argentina is Latin America's most European
country, chronic political instability and exaggerated
economic nationalism have long impaired its otherwise
significant achievements. At the time of the military
takeover in March 1976 the civilian government had
disintegrated: fanatical groups of leftist and rightist
terrorists fought pitched battles, the country was nearly
bankrupt, and inflation exceeded 600% per year.
The three-man Junta, of which President Videla
is the Army member, came to power with two primary
goals: elimination of terrorism and restoration of
the economy.
Organized terrorist movements are now largely under
control. The once powerful Peronist-inclined Montoneros have
been reduced to some 700 combatants, and the Trotskyite
People's Revolutionary Army (ERP) to only 120. Both
groups have been forced to confine themselves to low risk,
high visibility operations such as assassinations of military
officers and businessmen, and bombings of public buildings.
The defeat of large-scale armed groups has not
brought peace, however. Acts of viole'nce are still
relatively common, and respond to various motives,
including personal vendettas, political radicalisms
of all kinds, and even cynical maneuverinjs to weaken
contending government factions, and may on occasion
be designed to embarrass videla himself.
Under these conditions, official and unoffi
cial abuses are common. Armed Forces units hunt down
BUBpected terrorists. Nonviolent citizens are sometimes
imprisoned or killed under circumstances difficult
to ascertain. Homes of detainees are often looted,
and torture is fairly common during the first days
of detention. We have been told repeatedly that excesses
of the security personnel have been punisbed, but
there is no public record of it.

6E6RETNo Objection To Declassification in Full 2013/02/04 : NLC-24-67-4-9-8
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Economic performance has improved under the Junta.
Foreign currency reserves now exceed $3 billion, inflation
has been reduced, a balanced budget may be possible in 1978,
serious distortions in relative prices have been corrected
and record level crops' and exports were reached in 1976-77.
On the negative side, the government has not been able
to force inflation below 150%, and wage restraints have
reduced real income by 40%. As a result, consumption has
decreased, and worker dissatisfaction is increasing.
Strikes
for higher salaries have rocked the country in recent weeks
and more unrest is likely.
Problems or not, Argentina's international economic
position is improving steadily. Exports should reach $4.5
billion this year, compared to imports of about $4 billion,
including more than $700 million from the US. Interestingly,
while the Argentine-US trade balance will be some $400 million
in our favor this year, Argentina's balance with the Communist
countries in 1976 was almost as much in its favor, and may
lead to some pressure to increase Argentine purchases from
the Soviet Union.
Recent improvements in Argentina's economic situation
have led to considerable new interest and some new
activitity by foreign investors. US investment now
stands at $1.4 billion and loans by US banks to
Argentina exceed $3 billion.
The military dominate the Argentine political
scene: Armed Forces officers act as governors, mayors
and managers of nationalized companies. With the excep
tion of Economy Minister Martinez de Hoz, civilians are
excluded from major decision-making positions.
Internal military rivalries are endemic. President
Videla mediates pragmatically among military factions,
but cannot impose his will. Several "hard-line" Army
generals remain in key command positions even though
their retirement would relieve right wing pressures
on the President. The politically adroit but unscrupulous
Navy Junta member, Admiral Massera, who is associated
with the Navy's hard-line human rights practices,
takes advantage of every opportunity to embarrass
Videla and boost his own chances for the Presidency.
The Junta has not committed itself to restoring
civilian rule, but consultations between prominent
citizens and military leaders are taking place. Meanwhile,
political party activities are suspended, and the
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powerful labor unions are largely undter the control
of military interventors.
Argentina's international-actiyity has been
limited by concentration on its own chaotic internal
politics and by a general disinclination to identify
closely with the problems of the Third World. However,
Argentina does have an exceptionally able diplomatic
service which could help build better understanding
between the DCs and LDCs in international fora.
As noted above, the U.S. is the country which
presents the most significant challenges for the
Argentines. They are deeply disturbed by our condi
tioning of weapons sales and IFI loans on their human
rights performance, and may be on the verge of
making basic decisions to reduce their ties to us.
Argentina has Latin America's most advanced nuclear
technology, and probably has the capacity to produce
a nuclear explosion within the next two years. The
Argentines are fully aware of our nucleat preoccupations
and may hope that cooperation on th*at» front might
strengthen our relations and diminish tensions on
other.fronts, including human rights.
The historic rivalry with Brazil continues (e.g.
the dispute over rights to Parana River water.)
There is, however, no great tension now. An April
U.K. international arbitration decision awarding
ownership of Tierra del Fuego to Chile, raised
nationalist sentiments in-Argentina, already resent
ful of the British presence in the Falkland Islands.
The Argentine Navy has increased its patrols in
the area, but the other elements in the GOA seem
more inclined toward negotiation. The Navy
apprehended nine Russian and Bulgarian fishing
boats in October, but the seizures do not seem
to have had a lasting impact on Argentine-Soviet
relations.
III.

Key Issues
1.

Human Rights

i
U. S. Objective:
To convince the Argentines that
better relations are dependent upon their making human
rights improvements, i.e., (a) releasing or affording
due process to detainees, and (b) ending torture and "dis
appearances."
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Argentine Objective: To convince the US that the
human rights violations which have taken place were
a result of a bloody civil war, that official violations
were an unfortunate but necessary part of the fight
against terrorism, that such violations are being
gradually brought under control, and that a full return
to the rule of law will take time.
Essential Factors: U. S. reactions to Argentine
human rights violations have severely strained our rela
tions. The Argentines claim not to understand why we
have limited arms sales and voted against Argentine IFI
loans. They believe that we overemphasize official
violations and underestimate the terrorist actions
which triggered - them.
{

Hundreds of members of the Armed Forces and innocent
civilians have been killed by leftist terrorists. The
military, aided by fanatical rightist* civilians, have re
acted brutally. Many terrorist activists and suspects
have been summarily executed. Torture to produce confessions
and obtain information is commonplace. Military authorities
have frequently allowed off-duty security personnel
to terrorize leftist sympathizers and human rights
advocates not involved in the bloodletting.
Supreme Court writs of habeas corpus concerning
the disappeared are often ignored by thegovernment.
A group of "Mothers of the Plaza" assemble weekly
in downtown Buenos Aires to petition for information
about disappeared family members. We have received
a letter signed by 178 of them asking for your intercession
with the Argentine government.

I

The State of Siege provisions of the Constitution
enable the government to detain prisoners without
charges or set trial dates. President Videla pledged
to President Carter to try to resolve the cases of
the 4,000 prisoners held under these provisions by
Christmas, but there haB has been Tittle 'progress.
A recently reinstated "right of optioA", which would
allow political prisoners to choose exile instead
of jail, has resulted in the release of only a few
prisoners.
There is considerable U. S. public and Congressional
interest in the fate of Argentine political prisoners
and the disappeared: five members of the Senate Subcommittee
on Western Hemisphere Affairs wrote you asking your interSBCBBT
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vention on behalf of jailed newspaper editor, Jacobo
Timerman, and some 25 Congressmen have expressed interest
in the Deutsch family. (These cases are covered in
the Background Paper on Human Rights.) Congressman
Harkin has asked that you inquire 'about the application
of the right of option. A U.S. human rights group
has just given us an unverified'list containing the
names of 7,500 people they claim have disappeared
or have been detained in Argentina.
Points to be Made
— Incidences of prolonged detention, disappearances and
torture strain our relations with Argentina. We do not wish
to tell Argentines how to run their country, but we feel
compelled to express our concern.
— President Carter was heartened by President Videla's
desire to resolve the status of political detainees by
Christmas; we know that it is difficult to process 4,000
individual cases, but we hope that they will soon be
decided.
— We were encouraged by the decision to restore
the "right of option.” We hope that its provisions will
allow many detainees to be freed from1 prison.
— We are especially concerned about the fate of Jacobo
Timerman and the Deutsch family. Both cases have aroused
great interest in the U.S., as did the detention of
the AP reporter Serrat.
— The government should clarify what has happenned
to individuals who have disappeared without explanation.
We know some may be victims of terrorists, but the
security forces appear to have been involved in many
instances.
— A public accounting of all prisoners held
by the government would help resolve questions
about disappearances and would considerably improve
Argentina's world image.
— We still frequently hear reports of torture,
especially during the first days of detention. We
understand that the fight against terrorism has been
brutal, but torture of prisoners is not acceptable
under any circumstances. Torture should be for
bidden and future cases tried in the courts.
■SBGRBT
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2.

Terrorism

0. S. Objective; To remind the Argentines that we, too,
abhor terrorism but that we cannot condone counterterrorist
measures that violate human rights.

I

(

Argentine Objective; To focus U. S. thinking on
terrorism as a prime violator of human rights, and
as the origin of what most Argentines privately consider
"shameful" conditions of internal disorder.
i
Essential Factors; The Argentines contend that U.S.
concentration on human rights violations by government
authorities has forced attention away from terrorism,
which they say also violates human rights and is the
real threat to Western civilization. They have forcefully
pressed a campaign in international organizations
to combat terrorism. This was the principal theme
in Foreign Minister Montes'
speech to the UNGA in
October and a major concern of Deputy Foreign Minister
Allara during his calls at the Department in early
November. The Foreign Minister will have especially
Btrong feelings about terrorism; his predecessor,
Admiral Guzzetti, was almost killed by an assassin
in May.
A recent upsurge in terrorism in Argentina heightens
their concern; two Armed Forces officers were assassinated,
three businessmen were killed, 'and the office of the Labor
Minister and the home of a Chrysler executive have been
bombed in the last month.
V

1

Points to be Made

— Terrorist attacks against government officials
and innocent civilians are deplorable. We wish
to express our sympathy to these men and their families.
—. We are as deeply troubled as the Argentines by the
actions of the international terrorists. We cannot, however,
condone counterterrorist actions that violate human rights and
due legal process.
3.

Ratification of Treaty of Tlatelolco

D. S. Objectives: To have Argentina ratify the Treaty
of Tlatelolco, bring its nuclear program under fullscope
safeguards, defer reprocessing and forego nuclear
explosions.
■SE6RBT'
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Argentine Objectives; To complete its nuclear fuel cycle
in order to have greater energy independence, to become a
nuclear technology exporter and to maintain cooperative
ties with the U.S.
Essential Factors: Argentina is now proceeding apace
to construct a reprocessing plant which in two years
could produce plutonium in sufficient quantities to
support a nuclear explosive capability. Argentina,
which is by far Latin America's leading nuclear state,
views nuclear technology a3 a source of both energy
and international status.
It was the first to have
a research reactor (1958), the first and so far only
state to operate a power plant (1974), and is a major
exporter of technicians under IAEA programs.
If Argentina were to defer its reprbcessing plans,
accept fullscope safeguards and foregb nuclear explosions,
we would consider the transfer of sensitive heavy
water technologies.
Failure to defer reprocessing
could scuttle the chances of establishing a Latin
American nuclear-free zone and lead to the proliferation
of nuclear weapons in our own hemisphere. The President
has approved a long-range nuclear strategy involving
both Argentina and Brazil which is outlined in the background
papers, but a key immediate objective of our foreign policy
and your trip is to get Argentina to ratify the Treaty of
Tlatelolco now.
»

Points to be Made
— The United States is determined to do all it can to
halt the vertical and horizontal proliferation of nuclear
weapons.
— Ambassador Smith is available to brief your
officials on our efforts to achieve a new SALT agreement
and a Comprehensive Test Ban.
%

— It is not our policy to dissuade Argentina or any
nation from acquiring nuclear technology. On the contrary,
if steps can be taken to ensure the safe uses of such
technology, we have indicated to your government a readiness
to assist you in the sensitive field of heavy water.
— Any cooperation on heavy water would, of course,involve your deferral of reprocessing plans while an urqent
world study is conducted on how to reprocess in a safer
manner.

SECRET
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-- We accept and support Argentina'& expectation
that its Latin American neighbors should also
make sacrifices on behalf of safe nuclear technologies.
— What we ask now, therefore, is that Argentina take
a bold step on behalf of continental security and move
now to ratify the Treaty of Tlatelolco.
— We were heartened by President Videla's conversa
tion with President Carter, and President Videla's com
mitment to consider Argentine ratification of the Treaty
of Tlatelolco.
— Ratification and entry into force of the Treaty
would give dramatic impetus to Latin America's efforts
to create a nuclear free zone, and would demonstrate
Argentina's dedication to peace.

4.
i

U. S.-Argentine.Military Relations

U. S. Objectives: To assure the Argentines that we
want a go.od military relationship, but to get them to
understand that this depends on their hufhan rights
performance.
• »
Argentine Objective; To inform us that it val
ues its military ties to the U. S., but that without a
clarification of U.S. arms policies, particularly on
spare parts, Argentina will be forced to reorient
its military procurements and relationships.
Essential Factors: 0. S.-Argentine military relations
have deteriorated sharply'as a result of 0. S. actions taken
to disassociate the U. S. from the GOA's human rights
violations. As a result of our strictures, Argentina
has refused all military sales financing for fiscal
year 1978. We will not request funds from the Congress
for fiscal year 1979. In addition, Congress has prospectively
banned military training and arms sales as of October
1, 1978 unless human rights conditions improve. Already,
the Department has been refusing almost all Argentine
military requests.
While our policy has little real military significance
for Argentina, our actions have damaged telations
with the armed forces who run the country. Argentina
dropped out of UNITAS fleet exercises this year. Until
substantial progress is made on human rights considerations—
release or the affording of due process to detainees,
and the ending of torture and disappearances — Argentina
can expect our military relations to remain paralyzed.
•SECRET—
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Points to be Made

t

— The United States values its military relations
with Argentina and regrets the circumstances which
have led to the current situation regarding military
sales and training.
— Our willingness to provide equipment is directly
related to internal security policies. Given the present
situation in Argentina, it is virtually.impossible for the
Administration to justify military sales to Argentina.
— We hope earnestly that the restoration of due
process in Argentina will pemit us to develop more normal
military relationships.
— This would permit us to advise the Congress of a
changed situation and to recommend abrogation of the law
which will prohibit military transfers to Argentina after
October 1, 1978.
5.

.Argentina and the International* Financial
institutions
jf
I
U.S. Objectives: To explain to the Argentines that
we cannot support their loan requests, except those which
meet basic human needs, until they demonstrate substantial
human rights improvements.
9

Argentine Objective; To persuade the U.S. to vote
"yes" or abstain on Argentine loan requests in the IFIs.
Essential Factors: In June we abstained instead of
voting "no* bn one loan and told the Argentines that
this was due to improvements in their tinman rights situation.
We added, however, that it would be difficult for us
to support their loan requests in the IFIs. They held
back loans until October when they submitted a $36
million gas pipeline project to the IDB. We voted
"no", and informed the Argentines that without human
rights improvements we would vote "no" on future loans
not clearly meeting basic human needs. (We have since
.voted "yes" on a potable water loan in the IDB that
met our basic human needs criteria* but decisions
on two more Argentine loan requests
the IDB,
$60 million for science and technology development
and $50 million for electrical transmission lines,
have been delayed until after your visit.)
The Argentines claim, somewhat disingenuously,
to be confused by our voting record in the IFIs. They
ask how we could abstain on a loan in June and now,
•fiSCRET-----No Objection To Declassification in Full 2013/02/04 : NLC-24-67-4-9-8
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after significant improvements in human rightB have
taken place, vote "no”.
t
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Points to be Made

— We do not seek to intervene in the internal
affairs of other societies; but we believe that no
member of the United Nations can claim that violations
of internationally sanctioned human rights are solely
its own affair.
— .We will continue to use our vote in the
to promote human rights and hope that conditions
Argentina will permit us to take a more positive
in the World Bank and IDBt when future loans come

IFIs .
in
stance
up.

(If raised) Eximbank is encouraged by Argentine
progress on economic questions and this is revelent
to the Bank's decisions. However, Exim is required by law
to consider human rights factors in passing on all loans.

6.

North-South Issuss

U.S. Objectives; To encourage Argentina to use its
influence within the G-77 on issues wherte our
interests overlap.
t
Argentine Objective; To encourage the U. S. to
cooperate with Argentina on economic issues affecting
middle-income developing countries.
Essential Factors; Although outwardly supportive
of Third World positions on North-South issues, Argentina
has been quietly but energetically arguing against many
G-77 proposals. Along with other large Latin American
countries, Argentina is concerned about important
aspects of the New International Economic Order, and
increasingly sees itself as a potential "swing" country
between DC's and LDC's.
Argentina believes that the UNCTAD Integrated Program
for Commodities favors Africa and Asia. It is not a major
exporter of any of the 18 core commodities. * Last September,
it opposed the African countries' demand for an immediate LDC
pledge of financial support for the rapid creation of the
Common Fund to finance the Program. Argentina feels that
any generalized debt moratorium for all LDC's would jeopardize
the Latin American region's vitally important credit stand
ing with private lenders.

■SECRBg
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-12As a middle-income country, however, Argentina
has strongly criticized our "basic human needs strategy”
as a no growth ploy designed to divide the LOCs.
Points to be Made:
— The United States appreciates the constructive,
moderate position Argentina has taker* on many economic
questions in the international fora. We hope they will con
tinue to use these fora to speak out constructively on issues
of importance to the world community as a whole.
— Argentina is a country with strong ties to both
the G-77 and the developed countries; we look forward to
working with the Argentines in seeking practical solutions
to North/South issues.
— We look forward to cooperating closely with
the Argentines in the MTtf negotiations, and would
be interested in exchanging views on ways in which
developing countries can become more involved in inter
national economic decisions generally.
— Our support for the basic human meeds
approach is not designed to supplant programs to
develop infrastructure and productivity, which are
obviously essential to meet basic human meeds
in all developing countries
7.

U. S. - Argentine Mixed ComitfiBsion

U. S, Objective; To be receptive to Argentine requests
for cloBer economic consultations.
Argentine Objective. To reactivate the U.S.-Argentine
Mixed Commission on Economic Relations.
Essential Factors; A U.S-Argentine Mixed Economic
Commission was established in 1966, but is moribund. The
Argentines proposed its reactivation when Assistant Secre
tary Todman visited Buenos Aires in August and we have since
agreed to meet with the Argentines in Washington at an
unspecified date, possibly in January.
We consider a consultative group useful, but
would prefer to organize it at. a relatively low level,
e.g., Deputy Assistant Secretary, to avoid the appearance
of too close a relationship to Argentina mt this time.

t
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The Argentines may wish to use a reactivated
Commission to consider ways to improve their negative
trade balance with the U.S. — some $400 million in
1977. Our restrictions on beef imports and countervailing
duty cases against Argentine leather and clothing exporters
may also be raised by the Argentines in the Commission.
(Although the incidence of hoof and mouth disease in Argentina
limits raw beef trade, we did import some $100 million
worth of cooked-frozen and canned beef ift 1976).
On
our side, the Commission could be used to raise investment
disputes: Deltec International (a major meat producer) has a
claim pending in the Argentine courts.
Points to be Made:
— The U. S. views the Economic Commission as a use
ful instrument to achieve shared economic interests.
— Our health restrictions againBt Argentine beef
are not a device to deny access to U. S. markets. We
welcome discussions with Argentina regardinq health and
sanitation matters.
The Treasury Department appreciates the cooperation
of the GOA in providing information relevant to pending
countervailing duty cases and is taking that information
into consideration in making its decision.

8.

Bilateral Commission on Malnutrition

,
U. S. Objective:
for cooperation.

(If raised)

To consider Argentine proposals
t

Argentine Objective: To discuss the establishment of
a U.S.-Argentine Commission on Malnutrition.
Essential Factors: The Argentines first suggested this
Commission during the Argentine Deputy Foreign Minister's
visit earlier this month. They seemed undecided about what
they want the group to do and gave the impression that they
may have included it on the agenda to divert attention from the
harder issues of human rights and nuclear non-proliferation.
Points to be Made:
— The U. S. will listen with interest to Argentine
proposals on a Bilateral Commission on Malnutrition.
— We would like to cooperate with Argentina to
alleviate malnutrition in the hemisphere.
SECRET—■
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9.

Technical Cooperation Among Developing Countries

0. S. Objectives; To encourage greater technology
i
development in LDCs, but to restrain discrimination
if
against U. S. suppliers of technology. To insure that
IFI and USAID money is used to finance the best technology//
available, regardless of origin. .
I]
Argentine Objective; To foster greater utilization of
Argentine technology by other LDCs through multilateral
agreements.
Essential Factors; A United Nations Conference on
Technical Cooperation Among Developing Countries will be
held at Buenos Aires from August 30 to September 12, 1978.
The GOA has long been the prime proponent of such a con
ference, which it hopes will help promote greater use of
technology developed in advanced LDCs like Argentina.
Points to be Made;
— We will attend the Buenos Aires Conference with
the goal of cooperating with LDCs 'to enhance use of tech
nology available in their countries.
— We hope to work with Argentina to direct the
Conference toward that goal.
— We would not favor a Conference attempt to justify
use of LDC technology for its own sake at the expense of
superior technology available elsewhere.
10.

Malvinas/Falkland Island^

»
U. S. Objective; To urge negotiations aimed at
a peaceful settlement and avoidance of incidents,
while staying out of the middle of this ArgentineU. K. question.
Argentine Objective; To solicit U. S. support for the
return of the U . K '.' held Malvinas Islands to Argentina.
(The Argentines would prefer you use the name Malvinas.)
Essential Factors; The Malvinas have been governed by
the U. K. since 1833. Argentine-UK conversations
will take place in New York in December, but there is
basic disagreement on a date. The Argentines want them
now but the U. K. is thinking of an end-of-century turnover.
The negotiations are complicated by the 2,000 inhabitants'
■SECRET
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unwillingness to be ruled by Argentina and the possibility
that large oil deposits may exist in the area.
We have consistently urged both parties to seek
a solution through negotiation. The Argentines,
however, may be thinking of other tactics: Deputy
Foreign Minister Allara told Assistant Secretary Todman
in early November that an "incident" was possible
so long as the matter remained unsettled. The Argentines
urged that we pressure the British to return the Malvinas
to Argentina. The British have asked that we urge
restraint on the Argentines to permit an evolutionary
approach.
Points to be Made:
t
(In view of Argentine interest and the UK request,
we believe you could profitably take the lead in
raising this issue.)
— The U. S. hopes that the U. K. and Argentina can
work out a suitable agreement on the Malvinas.
Argentina should show restraint: any "incident" would
only make the future of the islands more difficult to resolve.

t
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AM f I 0 n I I n SECTION l OF 2 BUENOS AIRES 4137
E.O. 11667: CDS
TAGS: OYIP
SUBJECT: HENRY KISSINGER VISIT TO ARGENTINA
SUMMARY;

FROM ARRIVAL TO DEPARTURE HENRY KISSINGER AND HIS

THEN. THE FCAHES SECSEJARY TOLD VI DEL A RE GAVE SIS FULL
SUPPORT TO PRESIDENT CARTER 011 X1S AFRICAN POLICY.

X
B. P'.TAN RIGA'S WERE DISCUSSED BRIEFLY. KISSINGER 5AI0 IT
VAS UNFORTUNATE MANY AMERICANS STILL TNOUGNT ARGENTINA WAS
A SOFT DRINR. HE SAiO THIS INDICATED THAT ANEXLtANS■ARE
ROT AWARE OF ARGENTINE HISTORY NOR CF ITS STRUGGLE AGAINST
TERRORiSHr' HrEIPhASIZED THAT TERROR ISN VAS NOT SOLELY OF
ARGENTINE ORiSIN BJt INSTEAD IT HAS RECONE All INTERNATIONAL
CONCEPT. KISSINGER APPLAUDED ARGENTINA’S EFFORTS IN
CDHBATTING TERROR 1SI1 BUT BE*ALSO STRESSED THAT TACTICS USED
IN DEFEAT 1 HO TERRORISTS HAD RO PLACE IN ARGEMI111A.TODAY.
7. THROUGHOUT LUNCH VIDELA SEENED RELAYED AND FR'EKDLY.
HE TENSEO UP ONLY WHEN ARGENTINA’S PROSPECTS IN THE WORLD
CUP WERE DISCUSSED.

HE DISPLAYED NO ANNOYANCE AT USG.

FkKILY WERE VEIL RECElVEO BY ARGENTINE POPULACE. THE GOA
LAID OUT RED CARPET, PULLING OUT STOPS. OR. KISSINGER SPOKE
TO DIVERSIFIED GROUPS-FRON HANKERS TO 6AUCH0S.
IN HOST
INSTANCES, HE COPPLIMEIITED GOA FDR DEFEATING TEROHISTS BUT
HE WARNED THAT TACT:CS USED AGAINST THEN THEN ARE NOT
JST1FI ABLE HOW. GEhERALLY, DR. KISSINGER PUBLICLY AFFIRNED
HIS SUPPORT FOR P8ESI0EHT CARTER'S FOREIGN POLICY WITH A
FEW EXCEPTIONS.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ,

POS REVIEWED 03-Jun-2010: DECLASSIFIED FOR RELEASE IN FULL
1. DR. KISSINGER, HIS WIFE AND SON ARRIVED IK IA EARLY
WEDNESDAY HORNING IJUNE 21). HE VAS NET AT THE AIRPORT BY
A FQHQFF REP WHO DOGGED KIN THROUGHOUT n:5 VISIT. KISSINGER
VAS THE GUEST OF PRESIDENT VICELA, SUPPOSEDLY INVITED TO VIEW
WORLO SUP. THE FORMER SECRETARY HADE IT CLEAR DURING HIS
FIVE-DAY STAY NE VAS IN ARGENTINA AS PRIVATE CITIZEN AND HOT
A SrOKCSIMK FOR USG.

*
f

2. KISSINGER’S FIRST ACTIVITY VAS TO LUNCH WITH PRESIDENT
VIDELA, COL. (1A4.LE.A GIL (INTERPRETER! ANO AMBASSADOR CASTRO
AT LOS OLIVOS, OFFICIAL PRESIDENTIAL RESIDENCE.
VIDELA
PREARRANGED IT SO PISSINGER ANO THE INTERPRETER WOULD MEET
WITH HIM PRIVATELY half HOUR BEFORE AMBASSADOR’S ARRIVAL.
IMMEDIATELY ON AMBASSADOR’S ARR|JAL_AI_130B. LUNCH VAS.SERVED
3. KISSIHGER INFORMED AMBASSADOR ThAT OURIHG PRIVATE
SESSION WITH PRESIDENT HUMAN RIGHTS VEKE OISCUSSEO. ALLEGEDLY
VIDELA WANTED SUGGESTIONS FROM CR. KISSINGER AS TO nOW TO
IMPROVE PEL-TI OHS WITH USG. THE AMIASSAOOR WAS NOT INFORMED
WETHER KISSINGER OFFERED ANY SOLUTIONS.
4. AT LUNCH, VIOELA ASKED KISSINGER FOR HIS VIEWS ON LATIN
AMERICA. FcRiypj^CRETFRV REiPDNDEO. THAT NOV .MORE THAN EVER
WAS TIME TC BE CONCERNED ABOUT DEFENSE CAPABILITIES OF WESTERN
HEMISPHERE."”HE ADDED L'II'Ty'OF"tCTION AMONG THE IA COUNTRIES
IS REQUIRED IF ALL AMER’CAH CSU.'iTRlES ARE TO SURVIVE. HE
STRESSED THAT CUR'MG NIS TENURE AS SECRETARY CF STATE, LATIN
AFRICA VAS NOT HIS TOP PRIORITY. HE SAID THIS WAS TRUE
BEFORE HE VAS SECRE'ART ANO IT IS TRUE NOV. KISSINGER POINTED
CUT THAT THIS WAS NOT MEANT TO IE A REFLECTION ON ANY
ADMINISTRATION. THE LACK 0F~*U£1{TI0N TOWARDS LR WAS NOT A
DELIBERATE ACT OH ANYBODY’5 paht^^TY-w* iiigr « FACT THAT
WISH THE 3B9T*6T”ThE WORLFTxFrDDHW^jmWECT
5., jrfSS'NSER EMPHASIZED I ATI I. IMF BI CAN HAY IE NEXT fill
RUSSIA ANO. WBA S.SCHEOiJiE/'he ’aDDED >N VIEW OF EVENTS IN
AFlk(AIT IS IMPERATIVE TKAT THE USG FOCUS ON LATIN AMERIC
HE
KISSIHGER

‘HtT'nrHT *‘*Trl for MIS A'iNAPOLIS SPEECH
.i« ruTtjjjmnVitm
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POLICY, ESPECIALLY THE PANAMA CANAL TREATY AND SALES OF AIR
CPAFT TO HIS-EASTEAN COBTfiTiES. KIS_SJMER SAID IT
ABOMINABLE THAT AjrfTH HFRA1I FC THAT cilBAH SOLDIER
INVINCIBLE. Sill* WHEN, HE ASHES, CArYuBAH SOLDIERS MAR
FROM SOUTH TO HCRU IN AFRICA AND EXPECT THE WORLD
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BASIC HUMAN RIGHTS:

ARGENTINA

Political violence has wracked Argentina since the
late Sixties.
The violence was partially responsible
for the economic and political breakdown precipitating
the March 1976 coup, and has subsequently been used
by the junta as a rationale for a no-holds-barred
approach to counter-terrorism. This has resulted in
egregious violations of human rights, despite public
recognition by the government that the terrorists have
been largely defeated, although businessmen and military
officers continue to be murdered.
Security personnel and prison officials use torture
although it is prohibited by law and publicly condemned
by government officials.
The victims are usually suspected
terrorists, but leftistst -.priests and foreign• political
exiles have been maltreated as well. The government is
aware of such activities but generally has not acted
effectively to limit them.
The Argentine armed forces have committed themselves
to the elimination of terrorist "combatants." This policy
has led to the summary execution of prisoners who reportedly
had "blood on their hands." These executions are - Bornetimes--'
disguised as shootouts with the security forces or prison
escapes.-----It should be noted that leftist ^terrorists jrarely'<
allow themselves • to be taken “alive, in order: to avoid,
interrogation. . State of siege arrests are authorized by the Argentine
Constitution during iperiods of internal disorder. :.-The
President of Argentina Imay detain-and .relocate people runderc^the state of siege-provisions but /‘according to law;.-he may-c*not convict or apply punishment upon his own authority. The state of siege powers,-which were invoked in 19.74, have . been used -to hold a‘wide-'variety-.of persons ; many of- whom •
have been held for long periods without formal charges.-.:.
Many .arrests and abductions under the state of siege have
taken place-in vhe middle* of the night; sometimes in the*,
form of mysterious abductions. Some people-are-freed-after .■
short periods , of interrogation. - Others--are'held incommunicado
without charges or formal- acknowledgement of their detention.
They join.a group known as the "disappeared” whose number .is estimated to range between*2,000 and 20,000%-. .
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- 2 Recently the Government of Argentina has reinsti
tuted a limited "right of option" for political prisoners
who are being held under executive detention—i.e-, not
charged and remanded to civil or military courts—to
request exile. Only a few detainees to date have been
granted exile.
Action Taken on Human Rights
— On October 27 the D.S. voted ito on a gas pipeline
loan in the IDB. The Argentines have been informed that
if they allow ' three . other loans to come forward we. will '
have to vote against them as well on human rights grounds.
We supported an IDB loan for potable water on the grounds
that it meets basic human needs, on November 3.
— President Carter discussed human rights problems
with President.Videla when the latter was in Washington .
for the Panama Canal signing ceremony. Ambassador Todman
and Assistant Secretary Derian have also discussed these
problems directly with Videla.
— Argentina rejected FMS credits for FY '78 after
the Administration reduced the proposed budget request
for human-rights grounds. The Administration declined to sign the FY *77 FMS Agreement and did-not request FMS
credits for Argentina-for FY *79. -All arms transfers (FMS
sales and commercial sales of items on the munitions list)
are being reviewed on a case-by-case basis,- with-only very
few selected new items with no apparent relationship to
human rights approved. - In addition, explosive items such ras shells, cartridges, etc. are being denied. -Policy
guidance is being sought’oh whether*spare parts will be
sold or not....
— We have submitted over ^3>:000-names of individuals who are either detained or have disappeared to the
Argentine government and have requested that., they furnish....
information on these individuals..

Drafted:
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ARGENTINA
Loan

‘Institution

Date

Amount

Science & Technology

IDB

1978

$60 million (FSO)

Transmission Lines

IDB

1978

61.3 million
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There are serious human rights violations in Argentina.
Practices there include detention without charge? torture;
and summary execution of prisoners. It also has an advanced
nuclear program and is moving toward a reprocessing capa
city, and is potentially a major source of oil. Its eco
nomic weight makes it a leader in Hispanic America and one
of the most active Latin American 'governments in global
economic fora.
t
We have supported one IDB loan (for potable water)
on basic human needs grounds, have voted against an IDB
gas pipeline loan, and have told the GOA that we will vote
against three other IDB loans if the GOA brings them for
ward. Argentina rejected FMS credits for FY 78 after we
reduced the proposed budget request on human rights grounds.
All arms transfers are being carefully reviewed on a caseby-case basis. President Carter discussed the human rights
situation personally with President Videla when the latter
was in Washington for the Panama Canal Treaties' signing.
We have no bilateral aid program in Argentina. The
Working Group is not aware of further loans pending in
International Financial Institutions beyond the above two
loans and those already considered by the Inter-Agency
Group.
The Working Group recommends that consideration of the
Science and Technology loan on this agenda be delayed, since
it is not expected to come to a vdte in'the IDB for some time.
«
It felt more information was needed as to whether the loan
on this agenda for Transmission Lines would serv.e basic human
needs. Since then the Embassy has reported that the project
would expand electricity supplies to the urban centers of
Rosario, Coroba, and Buenos Aires. Industrial, commercial,
and residential consumers would benefit equally. The project
would not supply electricity to presently unserviced groups.
There was question within the Working Group as to
whether we should support loans to Argentina, even if they
do meet basic human needs.
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INFORMATION
MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI

SUBJECT:

Your Remark That Argentine Improvements
in Human Rights Should be Acknowledged

The State Department has prepared a short report (Tab A) assessing
the significance of Argentine President Videla's recent steps (on
June 14) to improve the country's human rights image. Our mission
in Argentina and the Department suggest that these steps — the release
of 342 persons, the processing of 1,000 case^, the reexamination of
the right of exile — should be "viewed cautiously." Nonetheless, the
Department has sent a cable which instructs our Embassy to acknowledge
and express our continued interest and encouragement for these and
other steps which improve the human rights picture in Argentina. The
State Department also requested further information on whether the
announced steps have been taken.
A recent cable summarising President Videla's trip to Uruguay appears
to reinforce the conclusion that we should be more cautious about
accepting announcements of reforms by the Latin American military govern
ments at face value. At his press conference at the conclusion of his
visit, Videla backed away from recent statements on democracy and
instead Baid that his government has no fixed timetable for the installation
of a democratic form of government.

t
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NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

INFORMATION

April 18, 1979

MEMORANDUM FOR:

DAVID AARON

FROM:

LATIN AMERICA/CARIBBEAN (Pastor)

SUBJECT:

Evening Report

Mexico. Attended a meeting chaired by Jules Katz with the
industry and consumer representatives interested in the gas
negotiations. We briefed them in a vtery general way and asked
as well as solicited some questions. It went well. We are
sending the proposal down to the Mexicans tonite with talking
points for Lucey to use if the Mexicans initial response is
very negative. Two new problems on the horizod on U.S./Mexican
relations are: tomatoes and mixed credits — the French
have arranged an agreement on mixed credits with the Mexicans
which upBets Treasury and they want to make a demarche to the
French. I think that will be as effective as our demarche to
Bonn in January 1977 on the Brazil nuclear agreement. I will
try to turn Treasury off.
(C)
Argentina. Lunched with Ambassador Raul Castro, who informed
me of the recent inprovement in the human rights situation and
said he expects further improvement as Videla gets stronger.
The Argentines promised him for the umpteenth time that they
would ratify Tlatelolco at the end of this month; we spoke
about the possibility of his returning to Argentina with a
letter from Vance to Videla repeating our great concern. Labor
problems will be more troublesome this year but he thinks the
Argentine government will be able to manage it, although they
will have to dismiss their Finance Minister.
(C)
t
Nicaragua. Two important leaders of Nicaragua's business sector
met with me and informed me of recent developments which have
strengthened the middle. They urged us to appoint a good new
ambassador soon and I assured them we will. They said that such
an ambassador will help the middle in Nicaragua and we should
look for additional symbolic ways to strengthen the middle;
they suggested a meeting with the Vice President.
(At the
right time I think this is a good idea.)
They also suggested
that we should take some steps to counter Somoza propaganda
that Solaun's resignation represents a Somoza triumph. I will
suggest that State draft a Presidential letter to Solaun thanking
him for his excellent service.
(C)
Science and Technology. Briefed a group of people from different
agencies on the Vice President's conversations with Figueiredo and
Herrera on S & T, suggested some ideas for ways to package an over
all approach on S & T to Latin America for Frank
^
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Daily Activities
(Pastor)
Prepared for and attended discussions between President Carter and
President Carlos Andres Perez of Venezuela. Also working on memorandum
of conversation of that meeting. Prepared press guidance and attended
press briefing with Jerry Schecter and Rex Granum. Also met with two
Venezuelan journalists to discuss the background of Hie OPEC exclusionary
amendment to the GSP . And met with you and Foreign Minister Escovar
of Venezuela to discuss the Carter Administration's world vision and
where Venezuela fits in that.
Significant Information/Intelligence

ON-FILE NSC RELEASE'
INSTRUCTIONS APPLY

(Trachtenberg)
Venezuela/Panama. A Panamanian NationS.1 Information Release which
first appeared the evening of June 27 report^ that President Perez will
meet at Blair House with the Panamanian Canal Treaty negotiating team
after his meeting with President Carter.
In Caracas, the morning headlines of June 2fJ indicate that General
Torrijos personally informed President Perez last Sunday that a Canal
solution is imminent.
Peru. UPI and the Latin News Agency report that the United States has
sold five A-37 fighter planes to Peru.
Cuba. Premier Castro reportedly has sent a personal note to Zambian
President Kaunda asking him. to_reconsider his opposition to the stationing
of Cuban troops in Zambia.
/

Argentina recently announced a number of moves apparently designed
to counteract adverse publicity on human rights. Although the measures
appear more cosmetic than substantive, they indicate that President Videla's
administration is growing increasingly sensitive*to the U.S . position on
human rights, and particularly to U.S . voting in international financial
institutions.
Chile. Upon returning from the OASGA, Foreign Minister Carvajol said
that the Carter Administration should send high level emissaries to the
Southern Cone countries not visited in the pre-OASGA period. His
statement indicates that the Government of Chile seems to be keeping
alive the idea of visits designed to minimize concern about human
rights practices in Chile.
DuCLASSIHED
E.O. J352G
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Argentina - Background Paper
The August 1 shift from government by a three-man
Junta of Service Chiefs to a President-Junta arrangement
had long been anticipated.
Appointment of a retired
officer as president was apparently provided for in the
planning that preceded the March 1976 coup.
Implementation
had been delayed, however, in the face of what military
leaders considered the emergency conditions of the post-coup
pe riod.
Jorge Videla's choice to serve as president (until
March 1981} was not in serious doubt.
Less clear, however,
was how power would be distributed between Videla and the
Junta.
As matters now standi
•
-- the Junta will remain the supreme governing body,
setting policy guidelines and reviewing presidential
actions and appointments in light of those guidelines;
and
— the president will be responsible for daily government
operations, enjoying considerable powers of appoint
ment (often with Junta advice and/or consent).
Many commentators have noted that Videla*b personal power
is Ibbs substantial than before August 1.
This may be true,
but Videla's personal, independent power is less consequential
than his ability to sustain the backing of the army, the
dominant service.
Ab long as he, maintains a close working
relationship with General Roberto Viola, his successor bb__
Army Commander and Junta member, and as long as Viola can
keep the Army reasonably united, Videla and the Junta are
not likely to come into serious conflict.
Terrorism continues to subside in the.face of the military's
counterinsurgency efforts.
The human rights abuses that have
accompanied the battle have probably also declined in frequency,
but they have not been halted.
Disappearances continue to
occur, along with allegations of torture and summary executions.
It is probable that human rights abuses will continue to
decrease in frequency, especially if the military moderates
supporting the Videla-Viola team can consolidate their power.
The process is liable to be gradual, however, economically,
1978* has been a disappointing year for Argentina to date.
Stabilization measures (reducing the fiscal deficit,
decelarating the expansion of monetary aggregates, controlling
wages, etc) have not prevented, continuing high inflation and
a drop in economic growth.
Argentina is a victim of severe
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-2stagf lation.
Inflation during the first half of the year surpassed
that in the comparable 1977 period and is expected to
exceed 120 per cent for the 1978 calendar year*
The fiscal
deficit will be at least double the 1 percent of GDP
target, and the growth rate will probably show about a
2 percent loss*
With blue collar wages continuing to
decline, the government has a serious economic problem
that is generating significant domestic discontent*
The external economic sector provides a very different
picture*
Performance has exceeded exepctations, and there
are no balance of payments, debt or foreign exchange
problems except insofar as the influx of exchange has
helped fuel domestic inflation*
l

Bilateral

relations with the U*4.

have

remained

strained because of the human rights issue.
By legislative
mandate, all D.S* security assistance to Argentina was
terminated on Septmber 30, 1978*
Despite rhetorical
flareups over specific incidents, however, bilateral
contacts have been maintained aB 1b evidenced by the
bilateral economic and nuclear consultations that are
scheduled to take place in October*
Denied certain forms of U.S. economic and military
assistance, the Argentines have been successfully con
centrating on efforts to diversify their sources of markets,
financial and investment opportunities, and military
equipment and training.

Drafted:ARA/BCAt JMBumpus > SHyles
INR/RAR:jBuchanan
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Argentina

MEETING
President Carter with President Jorge Rafael Videla
of Argentina
September 9, 1977 - 9: 00 a.m.
Cabinet Room - White House
Checklist and Follow-up Items
1.

Videla said that as soon as political conditions permit — perhaps
before the end of the year, Argentina would ratify the Treaty of
Tlatelolco.

0

2.

President Carter told Videla the USG would talk to the Cubans
about signing the Treaty of Tlatelolco. He asked whether Argentina
would send representatives to the Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation
Conference on October 19 - 21, 1977.

3.

President Carter said he would provide the Department of State
for onward transmission to the Government of Argentina, a list
prepared by a Washington human rights group containing the
names of 3,000 individuals being detained in Argentina.

4.

Videla said he hoped that the problem of detainees might be
resolved by Christmas 1977.

5.

In response to President Carter's inquiry whether it might
be possible to send representatives of the OAS or UN to confirm
human rights progress in Argentina sometime after ChriBtmas,
Videla referred to recent visits by USG officials and said such
visits are the best way to Bhow that Argentina is not ashamed
of its record. Videla said he was not troubled by visits by
international human rights commissions which testify to the
facts in Argentina.

6.

The President and Secretary Vance accepted Videla's invitation
for the Secretary to visit Argentina after his trip to Brazil to
complete bilateral consultations.
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MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION
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DATE:
TIME:
PLACE:
SUBJECT:

September 9, 1977
9:00 am
White House

%

President Carter/President Videla Bilateral

PARTICIPANTS:
ARGENTINA
Lt. General Jorge Rafael Videla
President of Argentina
Oscar A. Montes, Minister of
Foreign Affairs and Worship
Jorge A. Aja Espil, Ambassador
to the United States
Julio Cesar Carasales,
Ambassador to OAS
Enrique Quintana,
Chief of Protocol
Cdr. Eduardo Alberto Traid,
Aide-de-camp

US
President Carter
Vice President Mondale
Secretary Vance
Dr. Zbigniew Brzezinski
Assistant Secretary Todman
Robert PaBtor, NSC
Charge Maxwell Chaplin

President Carter opened the conversation by expressing
his pleasure at the attendance of the Argentine President
and emphasizing its significance as a demonstration of hope
for the Panama Canal Treaty. He was also pleased that it
provided an opportunity for the hemispheric leaders to have
conversations about issues of common concern.
President Videla expressed his satisfaction over the
opportunity to witness an event of such major importance as
the Canal Treaty Signing, as well as the opportunity to have
a face-to-face discussion with the President. He observed
that the signature of the treaty not only denotes the end of
one era but opens a new one in which the United States has
demonstrated its sincerity and goodwill toward Latin America.
He added that the Argentine presence was his government's
effort to establish its goodwill in response. He observed
that while US-Argentine relations have had their ups and
downs throughout history, the temporary circumstances which
impeded close relations have always been overcome'by the
basic identity of interests of the two nations.
GON FIDENTIAL/GDS
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2.

As a parenthetical comment, President Carter observed
to Videla that his Spanish was the clearest and easiest
to understand he had ever heard - the President either
chose simple words or had an unusually clear manner of
expressing himself. He found this typical of Argentina
which he and his wife had visited some years previously.
President Carter also added his thanks for the hospitality
that President Videla had shown to Assistant Secretary
Todman during the latter's recent visit to Argentina.
President Carter said he hoped to have a frank dis
cussion of two major issues with the objective of improving
relations between the two nations.
&
Non-Proliferation
President Carter considered the threat of nuclear ex
plosives the greatest problem facing the hemisphere.
Because Argentina leads the Latin American nations in nuclear
technology - which is a great credit to Argentina - he hoped
that Argentina could also lead in the establishment of a
nuclear free zone in the area and the prevention of intro
duction to nuclear explosives.
He observed that all hemi
spheric countries but Cuba and Argentina had signed and
ratified the Treaty of Tlatelolco and that Chile and Brazil
had conditioned their approval of that treaty upon Argentina's
ratification and acceptance of it.
He expressed the hope that
Argentina would ratify thiB treaty which would provide unre
stricted use of nuclear energy for power but no introduction
of nuclear explosives.
President Carter said that the United States, the
European Community, Canada and Australia were now evolving
a study of fuel cycle from ore to reactoj: wastes and safe
guards. On October 19 there will be a three-day meeting on
this subject, and it would be helpful if the GOA could be
represented at this meeting. He envisaged establishing
common policies with regard to the export of nuclear tech
nology heavy water and enriched uranium.
He said this
policy envisages restriction of sale of these items to
countries which do not cooperate in the non-proliferation
effort. President Carter said he understood that Argentina
was cooperating with Canada with respect to limited safe
guards but stressed the importance the United States places
on the Tlatelolco and the NPT. This is very serious to the
United States, and it would remain of constant concern.

iCOMFIDSMTIAL
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3.

President Videla responded by observing that the two
countries' coincidence of interest was mirrored by the fact
that the two Presidents' agendas were the same. He did not
perceive these issues as problems but as opportunities for
progress. He reviewed Argentina's 25 years' work in develop
ing the peaceful use of nuclear energy, noting that one power
reactor is currently in use, a second under construction
and a third in the planning phase. He understood President
Carter's concern over the misuse of nuclear energy and said
Argentina had offered to establish safeguards beyond those
which were really needed. However, he understood that even
this may not be sufficient reassurance for Latin America and
the world.
president Videla said the GOA had considered ratifying
the Treaty of Tlatelolco but stressed that President Carter
must be aware of the great need for proper political timing
of such an action.
Argentina was only 18 months away from ■
its gravest national crisis, so the. government must be
particularly careful not to disturb the progreBB toward
normalcy.
He stated that as soon as political conditions
permit - perhaps before the end of the year - he would give
proof of the GOA goodwill with regard to non-proliferation
by ratifying the Treaty of Tlatelolco. He asked if this
reassured President Carter.

President Carter said it did, and stated that if the
GOA decided to send a delegation to the fuel cycle confer
ence it would be particularly exciting if it would be
possible to announce intended ratification of the treaty
at that time, but he would defer to President Videla on
the best political timing. With Argentine ratification,
the treaty would be in effect for all countries but Cuba,
and the United States would be raising this issue with
the Cubans. The President added that Argentine ratifica
tion would also remove our concerns about technology and
heavy water supply to Argentina from the United States
and other suppliers. The President had discussed this very
issue the previous day with Prime Minister Trudeau in the
interest of establishing a common export policy.
Human Rights
The political changes in Argentina have been given
careful study by the American government, and recent de
velopments there said President Carter, have impressed
me as much as the natural beauty of the country. He stated
his admiration for the achievements of President Videla's
gQNriDENTI»r
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4.

government in dealing with the problem of terrorism and
the reconstruction of the Argentine economy. He said the
study of the achievements of President Videla's government
led to the conclusion that the GOA had achieved great
strength, stability and influence. He hoped that the secur
ity and the strength of the government would lead to the
alleviation of concerns expressed by many about the obser
vation of human rights in Argentina. The President stated
he did not have a way to assess the many charges of human
rights violations and noted the particularly high press
interest in this subject in the United States. Certain
cases drew particularly intense interest here, such as that
of editor Jacobo Timerman and the Deutsch family, who have
many relatives in the California area. He Bald that a Wash
ington group concerned with the subject of human rights had
provided a list of 3,000 people being detained in Argentina
without public notice of their arrest or charges against
them. The President acknowledged that some of these allega
tions may be false or exaggerated, but he felt that in the
privacy of the room he could express our concerns about the
state of human rights in Argentina. He would make the list
available so the State Department could provide it to Presi
dent Videla's government for its use. President Carter felt
that the friendly bilateral relations(of over a hundred years
were of great value, and he was concerned that this issue
could come between the two countries. He felt that more
progress in this area would be welcome. In summary, he said
he had great admiration and appreciation for what President
Videla has been able to do for his country, and asked
what additional steps could be taken to alleviate the con
cern in the United States (which, indeed, may have been
exaggerated) about the state of human rights in Argentina.
President Videla recounted the situation in which
Argentina found itself in March 1976, with an economic,
political and social crisis aggravated by terrorism, which
led the armed forces as an institution reluctantly to take
over to fill the power vacuum and protect those enduring,
values and human rights of which President Carter spoke.
Those who recognized that man was created in God's image
must recognize his dignity as an individual. Terrorists
wanted to change that view of man, and Argentina had faced
what amounted to a war over the issue. All wars have their
undesirable consequences, and President Carter as a military
man would know of this. Argentina has suffered all of these
misfortunes of war.

-GONFILIE'NTIAL'
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President Videla said that the war, while virtually
over in a military sense, continued in the political arena,
both domestically and internationally. The terrorists wish
to isolate the GOA from a civilized world, but their charges
were not true; the people of Argentina opposed terrorism
and the system it advocated. They were dedicated to democ
racy. Argentina faced the intentionally exaggerated publicity
abroad of admittedly unfortunate incidents. President Videla
said there were incidents for which the government was
responsible, and he accepted that responsibility for them
and stressed his efforts to control abuses of power. He
said, however, that he could not accept the image of a
brutal and uncivilized Argentina and the attempt to isolate
his country from those other nations which shared its basic
values. He stressed that he would do his utmost to rees
tablish order and control, and meanwhile 'he needed the
understanding of Argentina's friends,^especially natural
friends such as the United States.
With the war almost over, President Videla felt that
the need for repressive action was less. He felt that within
a short period the negative consequences of the repression
would be eliminated.
He agreed to accept the list of names of those who were
reportedly detained in Argentina and welcomed the opportunity
to comment on the Timerman case. He assured President Carter
that Timerman was detained under due process, charged with
dealing with subversive elements. He was not detained because
of his name - there was definitely no anti-Semitic connection
to this detention. The same was the case of the detention of
the Deutsch family: they were detained for investigation of
possible connection with subversion, not for racial reasons.
President Videla stated that 1,990 persons had been de
tained under the national executive power in the first year
of his government and 2,020 in the subsequent six months.
Since March 1976, 300 of these cases had'been tried in the
civilian courts with 73 found guilty,$and 370 in the military
courts with 187 found guilty. In the last two months, 300
persons detained on suspicion of terrorist activities have
been liberated. President Videla was most reluctant to give
a date, but he hoped and wished the problems of the detainees
might be resolved by Christmas 1977. He would make a major
effort to achieve this and meanwhile hoped for US understand
ing.
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President Carter ventured a question about the Argentine
judicial system, noting that one of the great concerns
expressed in the United States is the fact that there are no
announcements of the arrest of Argentine^ or the charges on
which they were being held. He asked if this is customary.
President Videla responded that the Argentine courts are inde
pendent institutions and operated beyond the control of the
executive.
In cases dealing with subversives and their deten
tion as a preliminary security measure, no announcements of
the detentions were made. As soon as the case was investi
gated it was turned over to the military or civilian courts
or the individual was released. While for security reasons
it is not convenient to provide public information on deten
tions at the initial stage, the GOA has an office charged
with providing information to relatives about the possible
detention and charges against family members. President
Carter expressed his desire to help restore world apprecia
tion of Argentina and what its government stands for. He hoped
that President Videla would give the United States the oppor
tunity to do so.
Ab President, he said he knew how much
opportunity he had to preserve the liberties of the US citi
zens. He asked if, at sometime in the future after Christmas,
it might be possible for representatives of the OAS or the
UN to visit Argentina, not to check on you but to certify
the progress made by the GOA.
President Videla said he was pleased to respond with
the same frankness shown by President®Carter and observed
that facts were infinitely more Important than words.
The visits of Hr. Todman, Mrs. Derian, the Congressmen and
the Senators are the beBt way to show that Argentina is
not ashamed of its record. He thanked President Carter for
sending these groups and for providing lists of detainees.
He admitted that there were disappearances in Argentina
for four reasons: first, when an individual joins the sub
versive underground; second, when a terrorist is killed by
his associates who may suspect betrayal; third, terrorists
were killed in battle; and fourth, people were killed by
excesses committed by forces of repression. He said this
fourth case is under our control, and it is his responsi
bility to eliminate it. Be said he was not troubled by
visits or lists or any future visit made in goodwill which
can testify to the facts in Argentina.
President Videla regretted that it waB necesesary to
to devote the short time available to discussion of the
two fundamental issues raised. Since there were a number
of important remaining bilateral issues, , which should be
covered, he wished to invite Secretary Vance to visit
Argentina after his trip to Brazil to*complete the' consul
tations.
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President Carter and Secretary Vance both accepted the
invitation for Secretary Vance to visit Argentina. Presi
dent Carter said he regretted that the two items had domi
nated this discussion, which would have to be ended because
the President of Uruguay was arriving shortly. Should Presi
dent Videla wish, he said that Vice President Mondale could
meet with him now, or the conversations could be continued
during the Secretary's visit. President Carter expressed
his hope he could return to Argentina before long and pre
sented President Videla with his book and a collection of
satellite photographs of the world. The meeting terminated
with expressions of mutual goodwill-.
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MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI

SUBJECT:

{information Items

Information
Weizman's visit to West Bank: Our Jerusalem Consulate General
reported that Weizman, during his June 20 visit to Nablus,
Hebron, and nearby Israeli settlements exhibited unprece
dented Israeli flexibility.
— In Nablus, he approved the purchase of new generators
to expand the municipal electrical plant, reversing
Israel's longstanding policy. He also gave the goahead for the drilling of new water wells, and promised
to curb the overzealous security searches conducted
by IDF troops in the area.
— In Hebron, he approved the return of two prominent
deportees, local hospital improvements, and increases
in electrical power.
Regarding the Jewish settlements, he. gave ..his general support,
but affirmed the Israeli government's respect for private
Arab property. West Bank mayors were very pleased with
Weizman1s pronouncements, but the West Bank press took pains
to disassociate municipal cooperation with Weizman from
collaboration with Begin's autonomy scheme.

Trends in Human Rights in Argentina: According to a State
analysis, Argentina's human rights record in 1978 displays
some improvement over the 1976-77 period, but conditions
have changed little in the last six months. Serious abuses
still occur, despite reports of efforts by military officials
to curb renegade counterterrorist activities. There is
a reasonable prospect for gradual but significant improve
ment over the next year or so, however. In the meantime,
the Argentines will probably pursue a damage-limiting strategy
in their relations with the U.S.
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In recent weeks. President Videla's government has taken
several noteworthy steps that are designed primarily to
defuse human rights criticism during the OAS General Assembly
— On June 20, the IAHRC was invited to pay a "special
visit" to investigate "legal-judicial conditions."
— President Videla is said to have informed an arch
bishop on June 19 that 14 labor leaders would be re
leased and the cases of others reviewed.
— Alfredo Bravo, a well-known labor leader and rights
activist, returned home on conditional liberty on June
16 after 10 months in jail.
— Two restrictions on press freedom were rescinded
on June 5.
State notes that implementation of well-timed human rights
"concessions" has been a consistent Argentine tactic over
the past two years. The prospects for gradual improvement
over the coming months will be enhanced by the continued
diminution of the terrorist threat and the likelihood that
Videla and his fellow moderates in the armed forces will
consolidate their control over the security forces.

Your OAS Speech: Latin American media headlined and commented
on your address to the OAS meeting, emphasizing your comments
on human rights.
— Gazeta Mercantil of Sao Paulo considered the speech
"one of the most important, if not the most important,"
you have ever delivered before a Latin American audience
The article said you made one of your strongest defenses
of human rightB, not only reaffirming your human rightB
principles, but pronouncing them with even greater
energy.
j
— Headlines in Buenos AireB read: "Carter's Stern
Warning — Governments Violating Human Rights Will
be Punished".
"Carter Reaffirms Human Rights Policy".
— Leftist-nationalist Excelsior of Mexico City approved
of the proposal "to create a technical committee" to
help raise living standards, but noted that to do this
it would be necessary "to overcome the very powerful
interests of those who uphold exploitation, frequently
by U.S. companies."
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— The English language daily Journal of Caracas Btated:
"Latin America is one part of the world where the push
for human rights seems to be going well....even Borne
of the worst violators of human rights in the hemisphere
appear to be restraining themselves..."
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May 30, 1978

MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

Cyrus Vance

C-V-

Genscher.
At breakfast today, X briefed Genscher
on SALT and recent developments in the Middle East.
We discussed MBFR and agreed that progress on a forth
coming response from the Soviets on our proposal is a
necessary precondition to a meeting of Foreign Minis
ters,
Neither of us had a clear picture of what the
French are trying to do — especially to MBFR — with
their new proposals for a European disarmament con
ference.
We agreed the subject should be discussed
at our next four power meetings with Owen and De
Guiringaud in Paris and Bonn.
We decided to raise
the question of an appropriate forum for negotiation
of grey area systems at the same time.
Genscher underlined the importance he attaches to
your forthcoming visit to Germany.
He urged that enough
time be allowed in your schedule fpr "intensive political
discussions," and expressed his hope that you will agree
to meet separately with the leaders of the four political
parties represented in the Bundestag.
Ecevit.
An exclusive interview with the New York
Times and an appearance on the Today Show unfortunately
focused attention on Ecevit's visit to Moscow next month
and his belief that detente has diminished the Soviet
threat to Turkey.
Ecevit did stress that Turkey is not
seeking to obtain military equipment from the Soviet
Union and he emphasized Turkey's continuing commitment
to NATO.
His opening address at the NATO Summit con
veyed a much more helpful and balanced position, and
will be helpful on the Hill.

I
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-2Ecevit's two-hour meeting last night with
Karamanlia at Blair House resulted in an agreement
that senior officials from the two Foreign Ministries
will meet in Ankara July 4-5 to continue the GreekTurkish dialogue* This is a favorable development,
although we doubt that Cyprus was discussed at any
length. Ecevit will meet with the HIRC on Thursday
and address the National Press Club before going to
New York to speak at the Disarmament Session and meet
with Waldheim, bankers, and journalists. He will
return to Washington next Monday £or a session with
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee before return
ing to Turkey.
Four Power Meeting. I met with my colleagues from
the UK, France and Germany on Sunday evening to consider
matters relating to Berlin and Germany as a whole. We
noted that the Berlin situation was essentially calm
and that the Soviets had shown relative restraint on
Berlin over the past few months. Genscher reported
that, while no progress was made on specific Berlin
issues during Brezhnev's visit to West Germany earlier
this month, the Soviets had discussed Berlin in a nonpolemical way and had sought to avoid friction. Genscher
thought it a positive sign that Brezhnev had resisted
East German entreaties to stop in East Berlin on his way
home and had sent Gromyko instead. Genscher expressed
concern that East Germany is seeking a voice in the
interpretation of the Quadripartite Agreement (US,UK,
France, USSR) and urged the Allies to take every oppor
tunity to rebuff their efforts.
*

Argentina. We have had our |irst indication that
Under Secretary Newsom's trip to Argentina may be sparking
needed action on human rights. Subsequent to Newsom's
return, Ambassador Castro informed Videla that military
training would be resumed when Argentina announced publicly
that the Inter-American Human Rights Commission was being
invited. Videla was obviously pleased, and responded
that in addition to the announcement, positive strides
would be made in prisoner releases before September 30,
and that by year end an impressive number of people would
be released.
Such action could enable us to resume some
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- 3 shipments to Argentina and hopefully ultimately create
conditions which could allow us to recommend repeal
of the Kennedy/Humphrey new arms embargo. Videla
seems genuinely to want improved relations with the
US, and the question is whether his political situation
will give him room to take the necessary steps.
Icelandic Elections, Prime Minister Hallgrimsson1s
Independence Party, traditionally the cornerstone of proAmerican, pro-NATO views as well as Iceland's largest
political party, suffered heavy losses in Sunday's munici
pal elections. The big winner is the communist-dominated
Peoples Alliance which polled 24.5%, up from itB 17.1%
in 1974, while the Independence Party dropped from 49%
to 39.9% and the other coalition partner in the present
government, the Progressive Party, fell 3.6% to 15.2%.
The setback for the coalition partner^ could have an
important psychological and political effect on the
national elections scheduled for June 25 and is certain
to alter the nature of the campaign now underway.
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MEMORANDUM FOR:
FROM:
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THE PRESIDENT
Cyrus Vance

Argentina. On Wednesday, Under Secretary Newsom
met with President Videla in Buenos Aires concerning
human rights conditions in Argentina and the effect
they are having on our relations. Newsom reports
that there is reason for some optimism that the human
rights situation in Argentina will improve, but it
is still unclear how fast the government will or can
move. He made it clear to Videla that in the absence
of genuine human rights improvements, we will not be
in a position to approve pending arms* transfer re-*
quests. Videla confided that at tjjhe OAS General
Assembly next month Argentina will announce that it
is inviting the Inter-American Human Rights Commission
to visit Argentina. In view of this development and
as a means of encouraging further human rights improve
ments, we are informing Videla that when the invitation
is announced, and after we have consulted with Congress,
we would expect to grant Argentina1s pending application
for the purchase of military training.
SALT. I testified on SALT before the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee today with Paul Warnke. Considerable
bi-partisan support was expressed for your statements
yesterday on the need to separate our interest in a new
SALT agreement from condemnation of the Soviet role in
Africa. In their questioning, Glenn, Percy and others
stressed the importance of our being able to make a
strong case that the agreement was verifiable. Percy
and Javits emphasized the necessity to build public
and Congressional support for SALT.
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• SECRET
- 2 Kenya. This week we briefed Kenyan Foreign
Minister Waiyaki in Nairobi on our intention to
send a military survey team to Somalia as a step
toward possible US supply of defensive equipment.
Waiyaki was told of the assurances we had received
from Siad, and we emphasized Siad had. been advised
that Somalia's continuing material support for in
surgents in the region would prevent our establishing
an arms supply relationship with Somalia.
Waiyaki did not object to the step we are taking,
but he cautioned that Kenya remained convinced that
Somalia would never abandon irredentism. He cited
Kenyan intelligence reports that Somalia was continuing
its active support for the Ogaden insurgency and that
Somalia was maintaining surreptitious contact with the
Soviet Union. Waiyaki appeared to appreciate that, as
we seek to limit Soviet influence in the Horn, we do
not intend to sacrifice Kenya's interests.
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SUBJECT!

MEETING BETWEEN THE VICE PRESIDENT AND PRESji

dent vipela

1'. SUMMARY, FOLLOWING IS A SUMMARY OF THE VICE PRESI
DENTS MEETING -ITH PRESIDENT VIDELA, SEPTEMBER 5, AT THF
residence of the African ambassador in rome,
you are
REQUESTED TO *AKE a FOlLOW-UP INQUIRY TO PRESIDENT
VIDELA DR PR, YnFPFi IN ACCORDANCE WITH PARAGRAPH 7 BELOW'.
End summary.
a', IN THE COURSE rP THE meeting, thf VICE president
STRE8SE0-THAT WF. ’-ant QDODiRELATIONS but that human
RIGHTS ARE A CENTRAL CONCERN. WE WISHED TO wqrk WITH
ARGENTINA IN HAVIVG GOOD RELATIONS’, IT WAS■ IMPORTANT
THAT VIDELA PECEIVF THE INTER-AMERICAN HUMAN RIGHTS
commission ciahrcj, on terms acceptable to thjt commission’,
WE'wouLP NOT l„r-W ARGENTINE ACTI0N5 WITH OUR OWN, PRO
GRESS 0W CASES Pi’Cw AS JACOBO TIMERMAN WOULD ALSO BE
helpful.
3’. PRESIDED VI"FL* STATED THAT HE FULLY CONCURS IN
PRESIDENT CARTER f8 POSITION ON HUMAN RIGHTS, THE WESTERN
WORLD MUST BE i»N7T?n AND THE UNITED STATES MUST LEAD THE
WH5R COMMENT
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ARGENTINA WAS WITH THE UNITED STATES
BV OBJECTIVE CRITICISM5, he was CON
CERNED, HOWEVER* BV CRITICISM WHICH WAD THE APPEARANCE
OP INTERVENTION T*1 ARGENTINE DOMESTIC AFFAIRS’,
SUCH
CRITICISM NAD COMPELLED HJM Tn POSTPONE AN INVITATION
TO THE INTER-AMERICAN HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION’,
HIS CON
CERN WAS THAT PROBLEMS IN THE RELATIONSHIP AT THE‘ GOV
ERNMENT PLANE HA" «EEN RAISEO TO THE LEVEL OFSPUBLIC OR
POPULAR ISSUES',
wester
and not

troubled

4',

THE VICE PRFSIHPNT SUGGESTED THAT, TD PUT RELATIONS ON
A MORE POSITIVE COURSE, ASSISTANT SECRETARY VAKY COME TO
Argentina to *fft -ith videla or a person p* his choice
POR A REVIEW OP 0"0 RELATIONS',
VIDELA ASKED WHETHER
THE VARY VISIT -n'li^ BE APTER THE IAHRC OR BEFORE',
T«E
VICE PRESIOEMT SUGGESTED THAT IT BE SCHEDULED AS SOON
Ag POSSIBLE,

S’,
PRESIDENT VIOFLA REVIEWED STEPS TAKEN BY THE ARGEN
TINE GOVERNMENT SI‘.'CE HIS LAST MEETING WITH PRESIDENT
CARTER {DURING THF oAmAma CANAL SIGNING)* WHICH HE SAID
SHOWED THAT THERF had BEEN EFFORTS BV HIS GOVERNMENT IN
The human RIGHTS AREA,
videla CONFIRMED that he would
RECEIVE the COM-TSSION1,
HE SAID IT WAS His INTENTION
TO MAKE an Armoiiwcpwemt BEFORE OCTOBER 1, TWE EFFECTIVE
Date OF THE HIimphRFV-KENNEDY AMENDMENT, BUT DID NOT
TWINS IT COULD BF MNE BEFORE SEPTEMBER 15',- {AT AN EARLI
ER POINT, HE SAin THAT HE COULD PERHAPS ARRANGE A
VISIT OP THE COMMISSION BY MID-OCTOBER,)
ASSISTANT
SECRETARY VAKY Cn,ll.C VISIT AFTER Thf ANNOUNCEMENT’,
VIDELA SAXO HE "REFERRED THAT VAKY VISIT ARGENTINA ONLY AND
REQUESTED THAT tup USG LET HIM KNOW AHEAD OF TIME THE
objectives of the vaky mission',
the vice president said
we

WOULD COMMUNICATE THESE,

8‘,

IN the COURSE dp The DISCUSSION, THE VICE PRESIDENT
NOTED THE IMPORTANCE THAT THE EX-XM rank REACH A DECISION
QN ALLIS-CHALHERS BV SEPTEMBER IS, THE DATE OP THE BIOS
for the vacyreta power project,
an announcement of
THE COMMISSION is VISIT BEFORE OCTOBER l FIGHT ENABLE
US TU ACT ON A LETTER BY EX-IM IN SUPPORT OF THE ALLX5CHALMERS BID BEFORE SEPTEMBER ID*,

7\
that

ACTION REPUESTPO,
he

intends

Ps'wiiJSBfJSa

to

VIDELA REITERATED SEVERAL TIMES
receive the commission,
you are re-
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QUESTED Tn FOLLOW l'P IN LOW KEY FASHION WITH PRESIDENT
VI0EL4 WIMSELF» IF POSSIBLE# OR WITH YnpRE {WHO NAS PRE3FNT
AT THF MEETING} mAKING THE FOLLOWING POINTS! ClJ WE ARE
DELIGHTED THAT the FETING WITH THE VICE PRESIDENT TOOK
PLACEf £23 -'E WAWT TO REITERATE THF I'.s'. DESIRE To BRING
UpSf^ARGENTlwp RELATIONS BACK TO THE STATE which SHOULD
Exist between t-*** friendly natiomsi m you have been asked
TO BE IW TOUCH !^ ^RDER TO FOLLOW UP ON THE MONDAle«VIDELA
conversationsi caj *e are now taking a look at where we
STAND AS A PRELUDE TO THE TRIP TO ARGENTINA Py ASSISTANT
SECRETARY VAKY -wIch was OISCUSSEO IN ROME! AND (Sj NOW
THAT WIDELA is BACK, odes he have A CLEAR VIEW of the
TIMETABLE WHICH -IGHT BE LIKELY FOR BOTH THE ANNOUNCEMENT
OF THE INTER^AMFRieAN HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION .VISIT AND
THf VAKY TRIP?
Christopher
bt
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PLEASE SEND THIS ALONG TO DENIS CLIFT AT CAMP DAVID
FOR HIS CLEARANCE.
ALSO-. WOULD YOU PLEASE VERIFY WITH DCLIFT — DOES THE
REFERENCE TO "VAKY VISITING ALONE” MEAN NO ACCOMPANYING
PERSONNEL OR JUST A VISIT TO THE COUNTRY OF ARGENTINA?
THANICS •
LOUISE
SECRETARY TO AMBASSADOR VAKY
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SUBJECT: MEETING BETWEEN THE VICE PRESIDENT AND PRESI
DENT VIDELA
1- SUMMARY. FOLLOWING IS A SUMMARY OF THE VICE PRESI| DENT'S MEETING WITH PRESIDENT VIDELA, SEPTEMBER S, AT THE
* RESIDENCE OF THE AMERICAN AMBASSADOR IN ROME- YOU ARE
REGUESTED TO MAKE A FOLLOW-UP INQUIRY TO PRESIDENT
VIDELA OR DR. YOFRE, IN ACCORDANCE WITH .PARAGRAPH 7 BELOW- IVr
END SUMMARY.
*
C*
2- IN THE COURSE OF THE MEETING, THE VICE PRESIDENT
STRESSED
WE WANT CONCERN.
GOOD RELATIONS
BUT THAT
HUMAN
RIGHTS ARETHAT
A CENTRAL
WE WISHED
TO WORK
WITH
ARGENTINA IN HAVING GOOD RELATIONS- IT WAS IMPORTANT
THAT VIDELA RECEIVE THE INTER-AMERICAN HUMAN RIGHTS
COMMISSION CIAHRO, ON TERMS ACCEPTABLE TO THE COMMISSION.
WE WOULD NOT LINK -ARGENTINE ACTIONS WITH OUR OWN. PRO
GRESS ON CASES SUCH AS JACOBO TIMERMAN WOULD ALSO BE
HELPFUL.
r
3- PRESIDENT VIDELA STATED THAT HE FULLY CONCURS IN
PRESIDENT CARTER'S POSITION ON HUMAN RIGHTS- THE WESTERN
WORLD MUST BE UNITED AND THE UNITED STATES MUST LEAD THE
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;WESTERN WORLD. ARGENTINA UAS UITH THE"UNITED STATES
' AND NOT TROUBLED BY OBJECTIVE CRITICISM. HE WAS C0N| CERNED. HOWEVER. BY CRITICISM WHICH HAD THE APPEARANCE
] OF INTERVENTION IN ARGENTINE DOMESTIC AFFAIRS- SUCH
j CRITICISM HAD COMPELLED HIM TO POSTPONE AN INVITATION
\ TO THE INTER-AMERICAN HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION- HIS CON{CERN UAS THAT PROBLEMS IN THE RELATIONSHIP AT THE GOVjERNMENT PLANE HAD BEEN RAISED TO THE LEVEL OF PUBLIC OR
{ POPULAR ISSUES .

i•

.»<
•. 4

• ‘ “*

f
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i 4- THE VICE PRESIDENT SUGGESTED THAT. TO PUT RELATIONS ON
jA MORE POSITIVE COURSE. ASSISTANT SECRETARY VAKY COME TO
J ARGENTINA TO MEET WITH VIDELA OR A PERSON OF HIS CHOICE
F^R A REVIEW OF OUR RELATIONS. VIDELA ASKED WHETHER
£HE VAKY VISIT WOULD BE AFTER THE IAHRC OR BEFORE- THE
VICE PRESIDENT SUGGESTED THAT IT BE SCHEDULED AS SOON
AS POSSIBLE.

i

, 5- PRESIDENT VIDELA REVIEWED STEPS TAKEN BY THE ARGEN. TINE GOVERNMENT SINCE HIS LAST MEETING UITH PRESIDENT
‘CARTER {DURING THE PANAMA CANAL SIGNING}. WHICH HE SAID
'SHOWED THAT THERE HAD BEEN EFFORTS BY HIS GOVERNMENT IN
THE HUMAN RIGHTS AREA- VIDELA CONFIRMED THAT HE WOULD
RECEIVE THE COMMISSION- HE SAID IT UAS HIS INTENTION
TO MAKE AN ANNOUNCEMENT BEFORE OCTOBER 1. THE EFFECTIVE
DATE OF THE HIJMPHREY-KENNEDY AMENDMENT. BUT DID NOT
i
THINK IT COULD BE DONE BEFORE SEPTEMBER IS- CAT AN EARLI
I
i ER POINT. HE SAID THAT HE COULD PERHAPS ARRANGE A
..VISIT OF THE COMMISSION BY MID-OCTOBER.} ASSISTANT
&
SECRETARY VAKY COULD VISIT AFTER THE ANNOUNCEMENT.
VIDELA SAID HE PREFERRED THAT VAKY VISIT ALONE AND
.REQUESTED THAT THE USG LET HIM KNOW AHEAD OF TIME THE
j OBJECTIVES OF THE VAKY MISSION- THE VICE PRESIDENT SAID
•WE WOULD COMMUNICATE THESE•'I
►.V/

' b. IN THE COURSE OF THE DISCUSSION. THE VICE PRESIDENT
NOTED THE IMPORTANCE THAT THE EX-IM BANK REACH A DECISION
'ON ALLIS-CHALMERS BY SEPTEMBER IS. THE DATE OF THE BIDS
FOR THE YACYRETA POWER PROJECT- AN ANNOUNCEMENT OF
THE COMMISSION'S VISIT BEFORE OCTOBER 1 MJjGHT ENABLE
1 -r
US TO ACT ON A LETTER BY EX-IM IN SUPPORT OF THE ALLISCHALMERS BID BEFORE SEPTEMBER IS.
KKc

toSl

7- ACTION REQUESTED. VIDELA REITERATED SEVERAL TIMES
THAT HE INTENDS TO RECEIVE THE COMMISSION- YOU ARE RE
QUESTED TO FOLLOW UP IN LOW KEY FASHION UITH PRESIDENT
6VIDELA HIMSELF. IF POSSIBLE. OR WITH YOFRE {WHO UAS PRESENT
. AT THE MEETING} MAKING THE FOLLOWING POINTS: {1} WE ARE
I DELIGHTED THAT THE MEETING UITH THE VICE PRESIDENT TOOK
' PLACE'. {2} WE WANT TO REITERATE THE U-S- DESIRE TO BRING
- —- ______ ________ -...... l'- ci
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U.S^hRGENTINE RELATIONS BACK TO THE STATE liimCH SHOULD
EXIST BETWEEN TWO FRIENDLY NATIONSi <C3> YOU flAVE BEEN AS
TO BE IN TOUCH IN ORDER TO FOLLOW UP ON .THE NONDALE-VIDEl
CONVERSATIONS; C4> WE ARE NOW' TAKING A LOOK AT WHERE UE
STAND AS A PRELUDE TO THE iTRIP TO ARGENTINA BY ASSISTANT
SECRETARY- VAKY WHICH WAS DISCUSSED IN RONE; AND CSJ NOW
THAT VIDELA IS BACK-. DOES HE HAVE A CLEAR VIEW OF THE
TINETABLE WHICH NIGHT BE LIKELY FOR BOTH THE ANNOUNCEMENT
OF THE INTER-AMERICAN HUNAN RIGHTS COMMISSION VISIT AND
THE VAKY TRIPf
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OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT
WASHINGTON

September 5, 1978

V

MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION, AMBASSADOR GARDNER'S RESIDENCE
ROME, ITALY

September 4, 1968, 1:50 p.m.
ARGENTINE SIDE

U.S. SIDE

President Jorge Rafael Videla
Col. Miguel A. Mallea Gil
Dr. Ricardo Yofre

Vice President Walter F. Mondale
A. Denis Clift
Anthony J. Hervas, Interpreter

The vice President opened saying he was pleased to have the pleasure
of the meeting. He recalled the meeting with Videla in the White
House at the time of the Panama Canal Treaty ceremony. He said
we want good relations but there are strains now — human rights
are a central concern. He added that he would report to the
President personally on Videla's views.
President Videla thanked the Vice President for the meeting — an.
extremely important opportunity to discuss these matters because
he feels our relations are deteriorating. He fully concurs with
President Carter's position on human rights. Argentina has belief
in the democratic process so that men can live with dignity and
freedom. He said Argentina is with the United States and not
• troubled by criticism when it is objective. However, he is concerned
by attitudes projecting intervention in domestic affairs. He spoke
with President Carter about this at the time of the Panama Canal
Treaty signing, but since that time he has had to delay announcement
of an invitation to the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights
because of U.S. criticisms projecting intervention.
A second problem — Argentine politicans were invited to visit
the United States, but they, too, did not visit because of the
U.S. statements intervening in our affairs. Mrs. Darien's state
ments are contributing to a deterioration in our relations.
The Vice President asked if these werd statements made in Argentina
or in Washington.
S
President Videla said in Washington before Congress. He said the
western world must be united, and the United States must lead the
western world. At the same time, the people of Argentina cannot
tolerate intervention. This is his concern.
KF.CRET/SENSITIVE/NODIS/XGDS
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The Vice President said we want to work with you to have good
relations. The Humphrey-Kennedy Amendment is coming into effect.
We must soon take decisions on the Allis-Chalmers deal. We want
to be helpful. It would be important if Videla could have the
Inter-American Human Rights Commission received in Argentina on
terms acceptable to the commission. We would not link Argentine
actions with our own.
The Vice President added that the A.S. press covers developments in
Argentina closely. There are certain human rights cases with the
people known to the press — people such as Jacobo Timerman. To
the extent that videla makes progress on these cases, it will help
us to make progress.
Videla said he understood, and government-to-government relations are
not easy. His concern is when a problem is raised to the level of
a public or popular issue. This leads to situations where Argentine
citizens adopt partisan positions against the United States, to
situations where Argentine businessmen adopt partisan positions
because they cannot conclude deals when Ex-Im does not grant a loan.
The Vice President repeated that it was important to put our
relations on a more positive course. He suggested that it would be
good if Assistant Secretary Vaky could came to Argentina to meet
with Videla or with a person of his choice for a review of our
relations. Videla asked if this would be after the Inter-American
Commission or before. The Vice President said he thought it should
be as soon as possible. Videla said perhaps he could arrange a
visit by the Commission by mid-October. The Vice President asked
if he could announce the visit earlier.
Videla then said he would like to point out that since the meeting
#at the Panama Canal signing, there have been a series of events
showing the efforts on the part of the Argentine government:
—

they have issued a list and names of all the detained;

—

they have published a list of all of those who disappeared
and then reappared;
last Christmas they released approximately 500;

—

this last week, 65 individuals were freed;

—

they have indicated that they are prepared to give a favorable
response to the Commission on Human Rights;

—

Timerman's situation has changed; he is now out of jail and
under house arrest;

SBfiRRT/OEHRTTTW/MOPTa^ecnc
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Professor Bravo is now under house arrest and they expect the
court to lessen the charges against him.

He said officials of the U.S. goverrfment are welcome in Argentina,
but they cannot give the impression that they are coming to inspect
Argentina.
The Vice President said Mr. Vaky was a man of experience and would
exercise discretion. He said it will be important to have the
announcement on a visit by the Human Rights Commission on the terms
acceptable to the Commission.
Videla said he we could have done so last month, but Mrs. Darien's
statement before the Congress forced him to auspend the announcement.
In the course of a few days, he believed he could develop a satis
factory announcement.
Mr. Clift said that in considering the announcement, it is important
to remember the timing in the United States. The Ex-Im Bank must
take its decision by September 15. The Humphrey-Kennedy Amendment
comes into effect on October 1. The Vice President said we would
hope the announcement could be taken care of before then. He said
this might enable us to move on the Ex-Im letter before the 15th
deadline. Videla said this was his intention. He did not think it
could be done, however, before September 15.
The Vice President said we are encouraged that you will receive the
Commission, will you authorize me to tell the President that this
will be done. Videla said yes. The Vice President asked when
Assistant Secretary Vaky may come. Videla said after his announce
ment on the commission. He said he would prefer to have Vaky to
visit Argentina alone. The Vice President said he wouldn't give a yes
on this, but he would recommend it. Videla asked if the U.S. will
let him know ahead of time what .Vaky's mission will be to permit him
to prepare for it. The Vice President said we would communicate this.
President Videla observed that US-Argentine relations proceed in
multiple channels — economic, political, cultural. Now our
relations are focused solely on human rights. He said he can
understand this problem if it is addressed in the broader spectrum
of our overall relations and is not the single focus.
The Vice President said that if we can get on the road to progress
In human rights, this whole other vista will open. He said he
thought we are now at a point where we can turn the right way.
Videla said "I think we can. Mr. Vice President, I know your time
was limited. I appreciate this meeting. Please give my greetings
and best wishes tb President Carter."
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The Secretary

THROUGH

P - David D. Newsom

FROM

ARA - Viron P. Vakyi

SUBJECT

Vice President Mondale's Meeting with
Argentine President Videla

«

ISSUE FOR DECISION
Whether to sign the attached Briefing Memorandum
from you to Vice President Mondale for the Vice
President's meeting with Argentine President Videla,
September 4, in Rome.
ESSENTIAL FACTORS
Vice President Mondale has agreed to meet with
President Videla on September 4 in Rome to discuss
the deterioration in U.S.-Argentine relations.
Attached is a Briefing Memorandum with Talking Points
and several supporting Background Papers.
Recommendation;
That you sign the attached Briefing Memorandum.
i
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THE SECRETARY OF STATE
WASHINGTON
September

1/

1978

MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE VICE PRESIDENT

From:

Cyrus Vance

Subject:

Meeting with Argentine

President Videla

You are scheduled to meet with Argentine
President Videla September 4 in Rome to discuss U.S.-Argen
tine relations and ways to reverse a precipitous deterior
ation in our relations.
The basic point you should make
is that we seriously wish to improve relations as conditions
permit and that a comprehensive and thorough review of our
total relationship may be desirable.
Assistant Secretary
Vaky has been designated to undertake this task and is pre
pared to make arrangements with President Videla for this
purpose•

SETTING
Faced with a once severe terrorist threat, the mili
tary government in Argentina has seriously abused basic
human rights (Attachment 1).
The United States has as a
result restricted military sales (an embargo on the sale of
Munitions List items will go into effect October 1. Attach
ment 2) , held back approval of AfgentillS trSIlSflCtiOnS in
the Export-Import Bank, and voted against Argentine loan
proposals in the International Financial Institutions
(Attachment 3).
We have sought to induce improvement
indicating that Argentine steps in this direction wou
result in relaxing these restrictions.

y/W *3

r<t

Initially, the Argentine Government reacted to our
pressure with Borne restraint and sought to convince us
of the necessity of its actions.
More recently, however,
it has moved rapidly to diversify its International ties,
reassess its relationship with us, jind prepare to adopt
an adversarial course.
In a major attempt to encourage progress in human
rights and improve relations. Under Secretary Newsom
visited Argentina last May and suggested that some

NUCIS
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relaxation of our restrictive actions would be possible
if the Argentine government would take one or more of
the following steps (Attachment 4'):
"
i
-- Agreement with the Inter-American Human Rights
Commission (IAHRC) on a visit to Argentina,-- Try, release, or allow exile for the prisoners
held without charge;
-- Establish a mechanism to inform families of the
fate of the disappeared*
While Mr. Newsom was given a courteous and sympathetic
reception, the Argentine authorities have not taken any
significant steps forward since his visit.
Reaction in
Argentina to our pressure, on the other hand, has been
severe.
Contrary to our own view, many Argentines consider
that the situation has measurably improved in the last
two yearB.
The reeant-Jenl'al'Tif an 11A" In jeLLey or-"
“4ntnrose 1~n ftlJUn OlmlUTP'iu ter the sale of hydroelectric
equipment, in particular, was seen as a deliberate escalation
in our sanctions.
As the most powerful Spanish^speaking country of
South Ameri ca, Argentina could beconge a significant negativs force in areas important to us such as nuclear proliferation (Attachment 5), regional security arrangements,
conventiona 1 arms restraint, and Third World issues.
Videla's Approach
We do not know exactly what Videla will Bay.
He may
simply give the standard Argentine exposition — that
human right s violations are an unfortunate, if unavoidable
and necessa ry, by-product of the effort to suppress a vicious
terrorist c ampaign, which threatens Argentina with anarchy,
On the othe r hand, there is also the possibility that he
might bring some new concrete points, explain steps they
are now pre pared to take (particularly in regard to the
Human Right s Commission), and suggestions on the future
evolution o f U.S.-Argentine relations.
Your Approach
Your approach Bhould be sympathetic.
You would wiBh
to avoid commitments in response t,o specific suggestions,
if any, but would note that you will(carry Videla's

-eecRfr-^s
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message

back to

3

-

President Carter.

We

recommend you

—

On our side,
tions;

—

As a token of this, we have taken — and are taking
some modest steps, such as release of export
licenses for ambulance aircraft as well as Army
helicopters, airport radar Equipment, /voice

i

eay specifically:
we

seriously wish to

improve

rela

security communications equipmentfand other
on our Munitions Export Control Llst^

i

(
i

items

—

While we understand the tragic history of Argen
tina's domestic political conflict, we remain
concerned over the human rights situation, specifi
cally the treatment of the human person.

—

We wish to maintain normal relations in as many
areas as possible, as is evidenced, for example,
by the forthcoming bilateral economic consulta
tions (Attachment 6), and are prepared to expand
these relations as conditions permit.

—

We believe a thorough and comprehensive review
of the whole gamut of our relations would be
desirable.
The President and the Secretary of
State have asked Assistant Secretary Vaky to
undertake this.

—

The place and format for such consultations would
be for President Videla to decide.
Assistant
Secretary Vaky is willing to come to Buenos AireB,
as previously proposed.

I

f
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September 1, 1978

MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE VICE PRESIDENT

FROM:

ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI

SUBJECT:

Your Meeting with Argentine
President Videla

U.S.-Argentine relations have reached an extremely difficult
stage. We have been withholding the sale of military and
commercial equipment (those which require licenses) and
deferring decisions on Export-Import Bank loans for
human rights reasons for so long that tfcey have accumulated
to a point where they represent almost a trade embargo.
Cy, Harold, and I believe that the t?Lme has come for us
to make clear to the Argentines that we value good relations
and that we are prepared to explore ways to move our relation
ship forward. In effect, what that means is that we will
take a series of significant steps releasing some loans,
commercial sales, military equipment, etc. if they can take
a few steps forward in the human rights field, such as
reaching agreement for a visit by the Inter-American
Commission on Human Rights, charging and perhaps releasing
political prisoners, punishing torturers, etc.
Your meeting with Videla presents the perfect opportunity
to do that. We do not believe that it would be appropriate
for you to get into the details of the steps we will take
as well as those we expect. But we hope that your meeting
will "clear the air” and permit Videla or his selected
representative to be sufficiently confident to express
interest in receiving Assistant Secretary of State Pete
Vaky in Buenos Aires to discuss these details. Alternatively,
we could receive Videla's representative in Washington.
In summary, let me suggest the following direction for your
remarks:
— The President and I enjoyed our meeting one year
ago in Washington during the Canal signing ceremony, but
we arc very concerned that the relationship between our two
governments has become strained in recent months.
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".sr: ~e reaffirm the great importance we attach
to good rclarions between our two countries, and our desire
that we take steps to improve those relations. As a gesture
on our part, we have recently grantefl licenses for the sale
of Boeing Chinook helicopters.
— We are prepared and indeed eager to move on a
wide range of decisions as there is improvement in the human
rights situation in Argentina and as agreement is reached
for a visit by the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights.
■— We were encouraged to hear you say that the "war
on terrorism" is over in Argentina^nd that your "position- i«
the -jwrrtn in strengthpnafP
— We are deeply interested in developing in greater
detail an approach which would permit us to put our relation
ship on a footing more appropriate to our two countries.
If it could be helpful, the President would instruct Assistant
Secretary of State Pete Vaky to go to Buenos Aires to meet
with you or your representative to discuss this in greater
detail.
r
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MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION, AMBASSADOR GARDNER'S RESIDENCE,
ROME, ITALY
September 4, 1968, 1:50 p.m.
ARGENTINE SIDE

U.S. SIDE

President Jorge Rafael Videla
Col. Miguel A. Mallea Gil
Dr. Ricardo Yofre

Vice President Walter F. Mondale
A. Denis Clift
Anthony J. Hervas, Interpreter

The Vice President opened saying he was pleased to have the pleasure
of the meeting. He recalled the meeting with Videla in the White
House at the time of the Panama Canal Treaty ceremony. He said
we want good relations but there are strains now — human rights
are a central concern. He added that he would report to the
President personally on Videla's views.
President Videla thanked the Vice President for the meeting — an
extremely important opportunity to discuss these matters because
he feels our relations are deteriorating. He fully concurs with
President Carter's position on human rights. Argentina has belief
in the democratic process so that men can live with dignity and
freedom. He said Argentina is with the United States and not
troubled by criticism when it is objective. However, he is concerned
by attitudes projecting intervention in domestic affairs. He spoke
with President Carter about this at the time of the Panama Canal
Treaty signing, but since that time he has had to delay announcement
of an invitation to the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights
because of U.S. criticisms projecting intervention.
A second problem — Argentine politicans were invited to visit
the United States, but they, too, did not visit because of the
U.S. statements intervening in our affairs. Mrs. Darien's state
ments are contributing to a deterioration in our relations.
The Vice President asked if these were statements made in Argentina
or in Washington.
President Videla said in Washington before Congress. He said the
western world must be united, and the United States must lead the
western world. At the same time, the people of Argentina cannot
tolerate intervention. This is his concern.
73ECRET/OENOITIVE/NODia/XGBfr
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The Vice President said we want to work with you to have good
relations. The' Humphrey-Kennedy Amendment is coming into effect.
We must soon take decisions on the Allis-Chalmers deal. We want
to be helpful.
It would be important if Videla could have the
Inter-American Human Rights Commission received in Argentina on
terms acceptable to the commission. We would not link Argentine
actions with our own.
The Vice President added that the U.S. press covers developments in
Argentina closely. There are certain human rights cases with the
people known to the press — people such as Jacobo Timerman. To
the extent that Videla makes progress on these cases, it will help
us to make progress.
Vide La said he understood, and government-to-government relations are
not easy. His concern is when a problem is raised to the level of
a public or popular issue. This leads to situations where Argentine
citizens adopt partisan positions against the United States, to
situations where Argentine businessmen adopt partisan positions
because they cannot conclude deals when Ex-Im does not grant a loan.
*

The Vice President repeated that it was jimportant to put our
relations on a more positive course. He suggested that it would be
good if Assistant Secretary Vaky could come to Argentina to meet
with Videla or with a person of his choice for a review of our
relations. Videla asked if this would be after the Inter-American
Commission or before. The Vice President said he thought it should
be as soon as possible. Videla said perhaps he could arrange a
visit by the Commission by mid-October. The Vice President asked
if he could announce the visit earlier.
Videla then said he would like to point out that since the meeting
at the Panama Canal signing, there have been a series of events
showing the efforts on the part of the Argentine government:
they have issued a list and names of all the detained;
they have published a list of all of those who disappeared
and then reappared;
last Christmas they released approximately 500;
--

this last week, 65 individuals were frefed;
•j

they have indicated that they are prepared to give a favorable
response to the Commission on Human Rights;
Timerman's situation has changed; he is now out of jail and
under house arrest;
jpjCnET/aBMSXTTVE/MODICVXQDS
2
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Professor Bravo is now under house arrest and they expect the
court to lessen the charges against him.
He said officials of the U.S. government are welcome in Argentina,
but they cannot give the impression that they are coming to inspect
Argentina.
The Vice President said Mr. Vaky was a man of experience and would
exercise discretion. He said it will be important to have the
announcement on a visit by the Human Rights Commission on the terms
acceptable to the Commission.
Videla said he we could have done so last month, but Mrs. Darien's
statement before the Congress forced him to suspend the announcement.
In the course of a few days, he believed he could develop a satis
factory announcement.
%
Mr, Clift said that in considering the announcement, it is important
to remember the timing in the United States. The Ex-Im Bank must
take its decision by September 15. The Humphrey-Kennedy Amendment
comes into effect on October 1. The Vice President said we would
hope the announcement could be taken care of before then. He said
this might enable us to move on the Ex-Im letter before the 15th
deadline. Videla said this was his intention. He did not think it
could be done, however, before September 15.
The Vice President said we are encouraged that you will receive the
Commission. Will you authorize me to tell the President that this
will be done. Videla said yes. The Vice President asked when
Assistant Secretary Vaky may come. Videla said after his announce
ment on the commission. He said he would prefer to have Vaky to
visit Argentina alone. The Vice President said he wouldn't give a yes
on this, but he would recommend it. videla asked if the U.S. will
let him know ahead of time what Vaky's mission will be to permit him
to prepare for it. The Vice President said we would communicate this.
President Videla observed that US-Argentine relations proceed in
multiple channels — economic, political, cultural. Now our
relations are focused solely on human 'rights. He said he can
understand this problem if it is addressed in the broader spectrum
of our overall relations and is not the single focus.
The Vice President said that if we can get on the road to progress
in‘human rights, this whole other vista will open. He said he
thought we are now at a point where we can turn the right way.
Videla said "I think we can. Mr. Vice President, I know your time
was limited.
I appreciate this meeting. Please give my greetings
and best wishes to President Carter."
JSECRKT/SENSIT-I-VE/NODI S/XGBft
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January 28, 1980

1.

Sadat Letter to the President on Military Supply: Presi
dent Sadat has forwarded a Tetter to the President express
ing his deep disappointment with the results of Mubarak's
efforts in Washington to secure more modern military hard
ware for the Egyptian armed forces. Underscoring the im
portance of Egypt's position as the only power in the Middle
East which, if properly helped, can oppose attempts to
destabilize and impose communist domination in the region,
Sadat appeals to the President to give his personal and
urgent consideration to Egyptian demands for the acquisition
of the F-15; an increase in the number of F-16s; and the
spare parts for the F-4s. Mubarak, in passing the letter
to Ambassador Atherton, frequently stressed that the issues
raised by Sadat's letter are "vital and important." He
expressed concern about.the attitudes in the Egyptian mili
tary establishment toward the U.s.-Egyptian military supply
relationship, saying U.S. responsiveness to Egypt's military
assistance requirements was increasingly being compared
unfavorably with the Soviets, particularly in the case of
Libya.
Mubarak was emphatic about the symbolic importance
of the F-15, which Atherton readily admits becomes conspic
uous when compared with what we make available to the Israelis
and the Saudis on one hand and to Egypt on the other.
Atherton's attempts to remonstrate with Mubarak made no
visible dent.
(Cairo 1813 NODIS, PSN 50462; Cairo 1814
NODIS Cherokee, PSN 50469) (S)

2.

Weizman on Sadat Intent to Accelerate Normalization/Autonomy;
Weizman confided to Ambassador Lewis on Saturday that Sadat
is determined to wrap up a single, comprehensive normalization
package by March with the professed objective of incurring
the Arab world's wrath all at once rather than spreading
the impact over a year or more. Weizman had met with Sadat,
Hassan Ali, et al., earlier last week and, according to
Lewis, was "just short of euphonic" about the results of
his trip.
The defense minister advised Lewis that he and
Hassan Ali are to direct the overall effort, not the foriegn
ministries. Weizman will not personally enter the autonomy
arena until the normalization package is first wrapped up;
he hopes to improve the psychological climate in Tel Aviv
enough to produce sufficient Israeli government flexibility
DECLASSIFIED
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for an autonomy agreement by May.
Lewis comments that the
psychological strategy both with regard to the Arab world
and the Israeli political scene has a ring of realistic
promise.
Carrying out the concept of producing a total
normalization package in a couple of months would, however,
be a major bureaucratic and diplomatic undertaking.
Weizman
and Hassan Ali would also have to have very strong backing
from Begin and Sadat to resolve impasses.
(Tel Aviv 1613
NODIS Cherokee)
(S)

3.

Yamani Concern Over Justice Department Investigation: While
agreeing to receive the Justice Department team investigating
certain supply and pricing policies of the major international
oil companies, Oil Minister Yamanis reiteration of.strong
legal, political and personal objections to surrendering
any information which properly belongs to Saudi Arabia fore
shadows the possibility of a serious confrontation with
major implications for U.S.-Saudi relations.
Yamani stated
that his government could not allow "sensitive information
about' their most valuable material resourcfe" to bfe scrutinized
by anyone, including the U.S.
He continued that if this
became the case, the Saudi government would take steps to
ensure such information would not be in the jurisdiction
of the U.S.
West indicates that Aramco sources have learned
that sensitive information and files can no longer be sent
to stockholders or Aramco officials in the-U.S., which will
eventually compromise the efficiency of Aramco's operations
here.
West stresses that the sensitivity of this issue
cannot be overemphasized; given the growing pressure on
the Saudis to reduce production and increase prices, a con
frontation of this issue could "seriously impair our bilateral
relationship and could easily lead to major reductions in
the amount of oil production which would have serious price
effects."
(Jidda 0531, PSN 50319, 5(3321)
(S)

l
4.

Goodpastor's Discussion with Videlat
President Videla affirmed
to General Goodpastor Argentina's alignment with the West
and relayed the Argentine position on the grain embargo,
noting his decision not to exploit the issue for Argentina's
own political and economic advantage.
He warned, however,
of the serious, negative domestic political reaction if
it appeared that the U.S. had imposed its. views.
Videla
indicated it was not in Argentina's interest to "deviate
from normal pattern of trade" which would include some growth.
Videla reiterated the Argentine position that it could not
assure the ultimate destination of its exports and the under
standing to limit direct exports to the Soviets must be
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held in "strict confidence." Videla indicated that this
was only one of several issues in U.S.-Argentine relations
and "did not wish that their participation in the grain
boycott be the price to be paid for better relations."
On human rights, Videla bemoaned the lack of understanding
over the "dirty war" that had been forced upon Argentina
but resolved that "this war had to be pursued by Argentina,
with all its consequences." In a subsequent conversation
with p]conomic Minister Martinez de Hoz, the minister clarified
that a "normal export level" meant about three million tons,
warned that the understanding could come apart because of
the threat to the Argentine sorghum market in Japan due
to U.S. underselling and reiterated the need to protect
against a leak of the "agreement."
(AMConsul Rio de Janeiro
0316, PSN 50651; AMCounsul Rio de Janerio 0317, PSN 50652,
50653)
(NODIS) (S)

5.

Meeting with Gromyko on U.S.-Soviet Relations: Ambassador .
Watson has been instructed-to convey to Foreign Minister
Gromyko our suggestion that the^Soviets carefully study
the President's 'State of the Union message and, while
emphasizing our desire to keep SALT and other arms control
processes alive, to also stress our determination to react
strongly to the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan and any
further moves which widen the conflict. Watson also will
indicate in the strongest terms our displeasure with recent
Soviet actions toward Andrey Sakharov and indicate this
will have "severe effects" on relations between our countries'
scientific communities.
(State 4026, PSN 51832)
(NODIS)
(S)

6.

Linowitz Meeting with Carrington and Callaghan: Carrington
and Callaghan reiterated to" Ambassador Linowitz their continued
support of the Camp David accords adding, however, that
they continue to be skeptical about any chances of success.
Carrington, the more pessimistic of the two, stressed that
the Arabs are increasingly impatient as they look to the
U.S. to provide the impetus for the solution of the Pales
tinian problem.
Carrington found Saudi Arabia particularly
concerned over the Palestinian problem due to its domestic
ramifications for them and critical of U.S. failure to move
forcefully against Israeli intransigence on the matter.
Former Prime Minister Callaghan was equally supportive of
the Camp David accords and less skeptical of its chances
for success.
Callaghan was extremely concerned over the
"air of defeatism" pervading Saudi Arabia and noted that
the U.S. should work out some manner of defense arrangement
with them since "if the Saudi regime goes,..there will be

«
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a domino effect in the Gulf states." The former prime
minister believes the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan will
make the Arabs less likely to press \is hard , and, as a re
sult, gives Washington time to mqye deliberately in the
peace process.
Linowitz comments that it is significant
Carrington failed to broach the idea of a UNSC resolution
on Palestinian rights supplementing or expanding on 242
although had he every opportunity to raise it.
(London
1897, PSN 51158, 51161)
(NODIS) (S)
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ARGENTINA

US’.

President Jorge Rafael Videla
(HORhay RAfAIel VeeDEHleh)
Vice Admiral Oscar Montes,
Foreign Minister
(ORScar MOHNtes)

The President
The Secretary
Dr: Zbigniew Brzezinski
Assistant Secretary Todman
ChargeL Maxwell Chaplin
Mr. Robert Pastor

Checklist

% ,
•
— Courtesy Point - We want to thank President Videla
for his warm reception of Assistant Secretary
Todman on his recent trip to Argentina.
*J
— Human Rights - We want to impress on the Argentines
our concern over their continuing gross violations
of basic human rights. We understand that they
inherited a chaotic mess, but terrorism- is now
largely controlled. .Human rights violations con
tinue however. We think how is the time to move
ahead. We are heartened to heazf'of releases of
prisoners and the reinstatement of the "right of
option".
— Non-Proliferation and the Treaty of Tlatelolco -

We want to impress on the Argentines the danger
of nuclear arms proliferation; full safeguards
are a necessity. We also want them to ratify the .
Treaty of Tlatelolco to indicate Argentine dedi- •
cation to peaceful uses o£ atomic energy.
' \ .
.

— Malvinas/Falkland Islands - We want to stay.out of
this"'Argentine—UK dispute. We are pleased that
. ppnversations are going on between the two govern
ments to resolve the questions1

l

•

— Helicopter Sale - (If raised by President Videla) We limited the equipment which will be supplied
on the eight commercial Model 212 Bell helicopters
because of present problems in the human rights
field.
,
*
’ — Trade - Point out that current DS health and cus■ tom regulations will not allow Argentine fresh
meat to enter the US.'
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TO:

The Secretary
The Deputy Secretary

FROM:

ARA - '/iron P. Vakyj
HA - Patricia M. Derian

Current Human Rights

Situation

in Argentina

(D)
The following is a summary of the human rights
situation in Argentina.
A more detailed review of
current conditions is set forth in the attachment.
(C)
Disappearances:
Seventeen since February
1; three have turned up arrested by the GOA, one was
released, and 13 remain unresolved.
The last reported
disappearance occurred May 13.
In 1978, 55 persons
disappeared per month; in 1977, 180; in 1976, 300.
(C)
Accounting for the Disappeared:
The GOA is
preparing new legislation to shorten to six months the
time period for declaring presumptive death.
Army
Commander and Junta Member Viola has spoken publicly
for the first time of the disappeared as "those who
will be absent forever" and told the Embassy he thinks,
with rare exceptions, most of the disappeared are dead.
The GOA has so far refused to provide individual
accounting.
(C)
PEN Prisoners:
The GOA announced on June
29 it now holds 1,723 persons under PEN (executive
detention).
It is not clear how many former PEN detainees
have been freed and how many have continued in prison
after civil or military trials, but the Embassy <hnd
the ICRC estimate the total number of political prisoners
at just under 3,000 in all of these categories.
GOA
officials plan to reduce the PEN category to 800-1,000
oy late 1979"; the latter will continue to be held for
an unstated period.
In early 1978, the GOA acknowledged
that it held about 3,500 PEN prisoners.
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Clandestine Prisoners;

The

question of whether

clandestine prisoners exist in significant numbers remains
unresoLved.
If there are, they could number up to a
few hundred as an outside limit; our Embassy considers
it unlikely that the number would be that highj
We
have no firm evidence.
Fragmentary data, however, suggest
the existence of at least some unacknowledged prisoners
and of some small scattered clandestine detention centers
about to be closed.

(C) Right of Option: Moving at a slow pace, with
only 13 GOA approvals so far for PEN prisoners seeking
to come to the U.S. The GOA has approved approximately
170 applications since September 1977 for all countries.
(C)
Prison Conditions:
The GOA issued nation
wide uniform prison regulations in late April and consolidated
PEN detainees in six facilities.
In February, there
were reports of two beatings (one fatal) and a disappearance
in prisons and, in May, of a number of beatings and
robberies among a group of prisoners in transit.
The
ICRC has told us that it believes prison conditions
have improved over last year, when it crtticized*the
GOA for poor prison conditions.
(C)
The Judiciary:
The NYC Bar Association mission
noted that the Executive continues to be uncooperative
in responding to habeas corpus petitions.
The Judiciary
has made some attempts to force greater cooperation,
but its effective power remains limited.
(C)
Argentine Attitudes Toward the Human Rights
Issue:
Videla and Viola appear to be trying to carry
out commitments to us to end disappearances and reduce
PEN detentions.
Hardliners such as General Suarez Mason
and General Menendez have recently stepped up calls
for a new GOA offensive to root out "intellectual subversion. '*
A political test of strength between these two points
of view is shaping up for year's end.
,
}
(U)
The NYC Bar Association mission noted that
progress is possible but would come much faster if the
Argentine legal profession would take a more active
interest in return to rule of law.

.SECRET- 3 (U) The Church and some elements oE the press
have become more outspokenly critical in dealing with
human rights.
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-SECRET-Current Human Rights Situation in Argentina
(LT) Following is a description of key human rights
developments since the Task Force completed its assessment
in early February:
EisaoDearances

(C) We have received reports of seventeen
We
disappearances for the period since February 1.
immediately communicated these reports to high GOA
authorities and asked for information on their
whereabouts. The GOA has provided us with information
that three of the persons were arrested and charged
in the courts. One person was briefly detained a^nd
then released. The GOA has been unable to provide
information on the thirteen other cases.
In three cases,
however, the disappeared persons have contacted relatives
by letter or telephone call to advise that they were
well and would eventually reappear. The last disappearance
took place May 13.
A list of unresolved disappearances,
including those three, is attached.
(C) The victims of these abductions/disappearances
have no confirmed connection with terrorist groups.
Some, such as members of the Socialist Workers' Party,
and the Argentine Communist Party-associated Relatives
of Disappeared and Detained Persons are related to the
nonviolent political left.
(C) This record since February compares to previous
years when disappearances averaged about 55 per month
in 1978, 130 per month in 1977, and 300 per month in
1976.
In mid-May 1979 the Argentine Permanent Assembly
for Human Rights published a list of 5,465 disappearances
since 1975; in the month following publication, the
Assembly received reports cf an additional 105 previously
unreported cases. An earlier Assembly report contained
80 1978 disapoearances unknown to the Embassy and one
from 1979.
*
.
*
Accounting

for

the Disappeared

(S) The GOA has not yet taken any public step
to account for the disappeared.
The Government has
addressed the broad issue internally and is seeking
solutions to specific aspects of the problem, such as

SECRET.

- 2 shortening the period for legal presumption of death.
There are also indications that it is seeking to estab
lish what documentary evidence exists throughout the
security apparatus.
(C) Foreign Minister Pastor Driefed EC-9 ambas
sadors in Buenos Aires recently on the terms of new
legislation and said that relatives will be able to
petition the Government for assistance and information
three months after the occurrence of a disappearance.
The Government will have three months to establish
the whereabouts of the missing person and, if no inform
tion is developed, relatives will be able to claim
survivors’ benefits and regularize their legal status.
Although he did not supply details, Pastor said rela
tives will be able to claim indemnization.
(C) General Viola reiterated to Ambassador Castro
on June 25 that the GOA does not have information
on the fate of the disappeared and in view of the
extended periods of disappearance he doubted any of
these people were alive. He said a few of the disap
peared may reappear, but these would be rare exceptions
In a public speech delivered on Army Day (May 29)
Viola referred obliquely to the fate of the disappeared
calling them "those who will be absent forever."
Argentine human rights groups have interpreted this
tacit statement as an admission that many of the disap
peared were killed by Argentine police and military
forces.
(C) The Embassy concluded in a recent trends
report (May 31) that "we are reasonably certain that
the apparatus for disappearing people still exists
although, even considering a small upsurge of disap
pearances in the past several weeks, it appears less
used than in the past."
PEN Prisoners

.

!*

(C) The GOA has continued to release detainees
from PEN. The Embassy estimated in mid-June that
the political prisoner population in this category
is now at about 2,200. The GOA announced June 29
that there are now 1,723 PEN prisoners.
At the end
of 1978, this figure stood at about 2,900 and at the
beginning of 1978 at about 3,500.
It is not clear
JSB6RET 1 1
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- 3 how many of those removed from PEN are at liberty
and

how many

remain

in custody

under

some

form of

charges in judicial processes, or after having been
convicted by either military or civilian tribunals.
The Embassy and ICRC estimate the total current prison
population of persons confined because of the GOA's
counter-subversion campaign at just under 3,000, including
those held under PEN and persons who have been tried
and convicted in civil or military courts.
We have
been told by a source on President Videla's staff
that the GOA will continue to review the status of
PEN detainees and plans to have the number down to
800 to 1,000 by the end of this year; these prisoners
would continue to be held indefinitely under PEN since
the "Campora amnesty" of 1973 makes it impossible
to prosecute them. Other high-level Argentine officials
have said that a certain number of persons will continue
under PEN since the GOA considers them committed subversives
although it lacks evidence that will stand up in court.
(C) Foreign Minister Pastor said the COA has
augmented its legal staff reviewing PEN detention
from four to 30.
Clandestine Prisoners
(S) The Embassy has received fragmentary but
credible data which suggest the GOA may continue to
hold a number of prisoners that it has not publicly
acknowledged.
In a recent case a woman, who had disappeared
in late 1978, was released by the authorities.
It
appears that most of the persons being held clandestinely
are either the "disappeared" in process through the
security apparatus or former terrorists who are cooperat
ing with the authorities. As the number of new disap
pearances has dropped, there is little reason to think
that there are still substantial numbers "in process,"
The Embassy believes that if clandestine prisoners
exist, their number could not be more than a few hundred
as an outside limit, and it considers it unlikely
that the figure be that high. There are fragmentary
data supporting, in the Embassy's view, that sornfe
small, scattered clandestine detention centers still
exist, each holding no more than perhaps 25 persons.
It is believed that such centers would be closed before
the arrival 'of the IACHR in November.
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